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12 Urban Paradoxes

'The paradox of diversity lies in the co-existence of claims for respect for
cultural diversity and the disavowal and subordination of those designated

"minority" ' (Lewis 2002,3).

This study sets out to examine the changing relation between citizenship, the arts and the con-
temporary ethnic diversity in European national states. All three concepts have increasingly been
questioned, or at times problematised, in both public and academic debates. These debates main-
ly touch either on the legalistic side of citizenship (rights, duties and the institutional incorpora-
tion of migrant groups) or on the emotional or cultural side of citizenship (feelings of belonging,
loyalty to the national state and identity). Moreover, these debates mostly link only two of the
three concepts together.

For instance, the relation between citizenship and diversity is problematised in public
debates following from global events such as 9/11, the war in Afghanistan and Iraq and the sub-
sequent demonisation of Muslims (also those already living in western Europe). This relation is
also problematised in public debates informed by events on the European level such as the (ex-
treme) right-wing political tendency that has manifested itself in several European countries in
the last decade and the subsequent tendency towards the closing of borders to new immigrants
and the assimilation of the already present minority-ethnic populations. These debates are cha-
racterised by an 'us versus them' discourse, which frustrates the debate, but which makes reflec-
tion on multiculturality in western European countries all the more indispensable. The introduc-
tion of the arts in these debates could be helpful in the sense that in a time of mutual distrust
between various groups in society, the arts and culture could (or rather should) provide an ideal
space for the experimentation with differences in identity and cultural traditions.

Other public debates do indeed focus on the relation between  the arts or culture and
ethnic diversity, because most national and local governments have come to the conclusion that
something needs to be done in order to incorporate the non-dominant cultural practices in the
public cultural domain. These debates oscillate between a problematisation of diversity and a
celebration of diversity in the arts and culture. For example, watching home-country television
via satellite in Western societies has led to fierce discussions on migrants' loyalties and is often
interpreted as a lack of integration by the dominant society. Moreover, the dominant society
does not often regard minority-ethnic groups and their cultural practices as part of the imagined
"national culture" and their contributions are often overlooked in historic accounts, national
celebrations,' exhibitions and the like. On the other hand, when minority-ethnic cultures are
indeed represented, the difference from the white Western norm often becomes celebrated
(Weedon  1999,153). This celebration turns either into a form of 'primitivism' in which the white
world's "others" are seen as closer to nature, more authentic and less contaminated by modern

i Two examples: first. the celebrations around 400 years VOC, in the Netherlands, in 2001. The VOC is the
United East-Indian Company, which initiated "trade" with Indonesia and other Asian countries and which
meant the start ofthe "Dutch golden century". The celebrations failed to pay proper respect to sensibilities
of Dutch people of Indonesian cultural heritage, which  led to protests. Second, the opening of the Slavery
Monument in Amsterdam, in July 2002, proceeded in a secluded section ofthe Oosterpark. The Dutch-
Surinamese population had to watch the opening on a video screen 20Om away from this section which was
surrounded by a black plastic construction and which was put up to safeguard the queen and other high
officials. Both instances are clear examples of a white appropriation of a shared past.
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industrial society (ibid.), or into 'exoticism', for instance when non-dominant artists have their
work exhibited in ethnological rather than modern art museums. Cultural diversity is however
easily accepted in contemporary Western societies when it comes in the form of readily consu-
mable cultural products such as fusion cooking, "world music" or fashion (see also Puwar

2003a). This captures one way in which the paradox of diversity, as mentioned in the opening

quote, manifests itself.
Both the problematisation and the celebration of diversity finds its root in fixed and sta-

tic notions of the culture and identity both of the western European states and of the minority-
ethnic groups. 1 suggest in this study that these debates would benefit from a critical assessment
of the cultural aspects of citizenship in order to question whether these fixed notions and the na-
tional imaginary are a productive approach to membership in contemporary diverse societies

(see for a discussion of the limitations of the 'national imaginary': Aksoy and Robins 2003a and

2003b). In other words, such debates would benefit from an understanding that the conventional

key notions of citizenship, such as homogeneity, universality and a shared national culture,  iden-
tity and history, need to be reassessed in such a way that the great polarisation between 'us and
them' in the debates on citizenship, the arts and diversity can be overcome.

This reassessment is further advanced in academic debates than in political or public
debates. For instance, within the tradition of political theory, this debate has focused on the
development of a concept of cultural citizenship. which would be able to incorporate or accom-
modate demands stemming from cultural differences in contemporary western societies (e.g.
Kymlicka 1995) Others have sought ways to adjust the concepts related to citizenship,  such  as
democracy, parity of participation or (political) representation, to the requirements of the con-
temporary diversity in western societies (e.g. Young  1990 or Fraser 2002). Such studies focus
however mainly on the legalistic side of citizenship. Other scholars rather focus on the cultural
aspects of citizenship for instance in the relation between the construction of a national culture,
the feelings of belonging and citizenship. One example  is Mike Featherstone's (1991 a) explora-
tion of the relation between state formation, citizenship and the development of national cultu-
res. Featherstone critiques T.H. Marshall's evolutionary approach in which the development of

citizenship rights culminates in cultural rights. Instead, he argues that cultural rights evolved
more or less simultaneously with legal and political citizenship because nation-states needed to
create some kind of social bond and this was sought in a uniform cultural concept. In this res-

pect, a common culture was a prerequisite for citizenship, rather than a mani festation of citizen-

ship. This refers to the idea that culture was utilised to empower and liberate individuals and this
would benefit the nation (-state), because it would "produce" active and thinking citizens with a
sense of belonging and it would thus result in greater national unity (Looseley  1999,16-17).

In this national building strategy the arts played a role. This refers to the civilising ideal
that was to be effected through cultural education and participation. Norbert Elias (1978,1982)
has extensively described how the arts and etiquette helped shaping the "subject" into a "citi-
zen". Also Jurgen Habermas (2002) has shown how participation in the arts was a precondition
of becoming a respected citizen. Culture in this context could not however be any kind of
culture, but had to be the canonical highbrow culture, which would keep citizens at a safe
distance from the "bad influence" of popular culture. Note however that this meant that, through
the civilising process, the cultural practices of the higher classes became universalised into
national culture. Moreover, Hans Mommaas (2002, 26-28) maintains that the arts and leisure
turned from a 'source' of citizenship into an 'object' of citizenship. Whereas before World War 11,
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labourers would work on the development of their "civil skills" in culture/leisure societies or
associations to become citizens, leisure time became institutionalised as a kind of social right
after the war. Culture and leisure became a public facility meeting citizens' rights, which had
less to do with civilising and 'Bildung' than with accessibility and individual choice. Never-
theless, non-participation in the (high) arts remained a rationale for public intervention and the
public cultural sector never lost its belief in the civilising power of the arts and the consequent
"benefits" for society. Although such studies point out the intricate relation between the (public)
arts and citizenship, they rarely incorporate the issue ofdiversity.

Both dominance of the public arts sector and (the myth of) national cultural homoge-
neity have recently been severely questioned. The globalisation of the media, culture and
consumption industries offer consumers a wider choice spread over a wider area than the public
sector's culture and leisure facilities ever did. These industries are competitors to the national
cultural sector, they open up the traditional divisions in sectors, are strongly focused on cultural
demand and the increased scale and dispersion of cultural facilities breaks with the conventional
spatial hierarchy between urban and rural (Mommaas 2002) and between city centre and out-
skills.  In this context, John Tomlinson speaks of a process of deterritorialisation: the loosening
'natural' relation of culture to geographical and social territories (1999,107). On the one hand,
this has left national and local governments at a partial  loss of control over cultural and leisure
facilities. On the other hand, it has left national and local governments somewhere between the
discovery of culture/leisure's potential role in local economic and spatial development schemes
and the continued defence and development of the public cultural infrastructure. Although the
extent varies between countries, governments tend to be cautious in terms of embracing and get-
ting involved in large commercial culture/leisure projects and remain focused on facilitating the
public cultural sector (Mommaas 2002). Nonetheless, governments will have to face these cultu-
ral developments sooner or later, if only because participation in commercial and popular culture
is so much more widespread than in the arts (see e.g. Rijpma et.al. 2000).

The dominance of the established public cultural sector has been further questioned by
movements within national states in the  1960s and 70s that tried to break with the constraining
cultural homogeneity of the middle class and their taste hierarchy that dominated the arts. This
has led, amongst other things, to the introduction of alternative cultural expressions in the esta-
blished cultural sector such as forms of alternative theatre, youth theatre and in some countries
also community arts. Furthermore, scholars have drawn attention to the fact that the breakdown
of the myth of national cultural homogeneity was further fuelled by the increase in numbers of
migrants arriving in northern European countries, especially after the 1960s. The presence  of
people from different ethnic and cultural backgrounds, but with (partial) citizenship rights, ques-
tions the 'naturalness' of the relation between national (high) arts and identity (Mommaas 2002,
30).

These developments pose several questions, for instance: Can citizenship values also be trans-
mitted by popular culture or is this the exclusive domain of high culture? How to redefine natio-
nal culture or identity given that the both the cultural sector and the population make-up have
changed? Or, how to incorporate non-dominant cultural practices into the public cultural sector?

The first question has resulted in quite a few studies, particularly by media scholars, on
the relation between popular culture and citizenship. Some have argued that political debates and
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debates on citizenship issues have increasingly been fought out in the media of mass communi-
cation. rather than in public institutions (Stevenson  2001, 5). Furthermore, television has trans-
formed citizenship by 'constructing us as members of overlapping communities which have
opened new forms of subjectivity and identity through the domain of popular culture' (Steven-
son 2002 ,

4: my emphasis).2 Popular culture provides people with topics for discussion, and in

this respect, it provides people a sense of involvement and a sense of membership because also
popular culture can function as a mechanism with which to define who is "our kind of people".3

But even if one can speak of citizenship practices in both high and popular culture there
remains a discrepancy in how they are perceived: the 'seriousness' of the arts continues to be
contrasted to the 'triviality' of popular culture. Joke Hermes has labelled this binary distinction
the 'public knowledge project' versus the 'popular culture project' (1997, 65). The public know-
ledge project focuses on news, current affairs and on the politics of information in general. This
sphere is surrounded with a notion of quality and the readers/viewers are seen as citizens, as
neutral species without reference to gender or ethnicity. This parallels what we could call the
"high culture project" in the arts. On the contrary, the 'popular culture project' is concerned with
the implications for social consciousness of the media as a source of entertainment (ibid, 66).
This sphere has been captured with terms such as the feminine, irrationality, pleasure, fantasy
and so on. This parallels the "low culture project" in the arts. As a way to move beyond such a

distinction, Hermes suggests the notion of 'cultural citizenship' which 'would need to be open to
these different fantasies, hopes and utopias. Such a view would move our ideas about the con-
struction of public knowledge beyond oppositions between reason and affect, quality and trash,
hard news and popular entertainment' (Hermes quoted in Stevenson 2002,4). To understand the
disdain for popular forms of culture and the ways in which the 'popular' is assumed to be the
domain of manipulation or irrationality is for Hermes. as well as for John Fiske (1989), to under-
stand the 'cultural' workings of citizenship.

The problem in such studies is however that, in their attempt to illustrate the aspects of
citizenship in popular culture, they convert "serious" highbrow arts into the "other". This is the
exact opposite outcome of, for instance, Bourdieu's work on the arts in which he 'famously un-
derestimated the complexity of the popular' by looking solely at high culture (Stevenson 2002.5,
see also Trienekens 2002). But whereas studies on the relation between the arts, culture and citi-
zenship often fail to acknowledge the issue of ethnic diversity, studies on diversity and the cultu-

2 See also Vrij Nederland's (23 November 2002.71-79) special issue on the Dutch national heritage. In one
article historians explore the search through the centuries for what constitutes Dutch national identity. They
conclude that the debate on what is acceptable and what should be tolerated in relation to difference is not
so much decided by the national government but by what citizens see on television in current affair
programmes such as Barend & Van Dorp. Another article highlights that the media, like literature provide
people with shared images and sounds of popular television series for children as well as for adults which
in turn strengthen feelings of shared national  identity. But also identities that surpass the national state:
many popular series are broadcasted worldwide (e.g.  Sex and the City!) or the concepts are copied

worldwide (e.g. Big Brother or Pop Idols).
1 Joke Hermes goes even further in stating that the content of popular culture can also add value to cultural
citizenship. She takes the example of popular fiction. i.e. the feminist detective novel and maintains that
reading fiction 'familiarises the reader with all kinds of issues and problems and possible ways of dealing
with them.  In this sense, these novels convey a message of good citizenship and sharpen our democratic
abilities and appetite and constitute us worthy partakers in debates that are vital for democracy' (1998,
161 ). Hermes thus claims that popular culture can have a civilising or educational effect too.
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ral aspects of citizenship often ignore the implications for the public cultural sector. It is thus
predominantly popular (media) culture that is addressed in studies on ethnic diversity and issues
of identity or belonging. For instance, Marie Gillespie (1989) and Marisca Milikowski (1999)
have shown, for South-Asian families in London and for Turkish families in the Netherlands re-
spectively, that watching home-country television is not only about cultural preference or taste
(which would be legitimate in itsel f!). TV programmes are also used to discuss, among the gene-
rations in the household, the differences between the home and host societies and subsequently
to discuss the ways in which one is able/willing to participate in the host society and feel one
belongs there. This belonging is however a transnational belonging and the media will help to
maintain transnational connections. Such studies walk the line between the question regarding
the relation between popular culture and citizenship and the second question formulated above:
what to do with the notion of national culture and identity in multi-ethnic societies.

Especially this second question has triggered quite some studies on transnationalism, in
which some have taken an empirical approach to cultural transformations taking place in trans-
national cultures and spaces of for instance Latino cultures in North America, Croatians in West-
Australia or Turks in the Netherlands (see Westwood and Phizacklea 2000; Kennedy and
Roudometof 2002). Again others explore the emotional effect oftransnationalism and search,  for
instance, for new meanings of home, a concept that obviously has become less unambiguous
(see Al-Ali and Koser 2002). This quick overview illustrates that transnationalism impacts upon
political, social and cultural aspects of society and upon individual lives. Transnational links
also extend to the field of the arts at large, for instance, home-country music stars or theatre
companies are invited to Western Europe to perform there or the culture of the countries of
origin can be a source of inspiration for the cultural practices of migrant groups in

Europe. Al-            Ithough most studies on the cultural effects of transnational networks on the migrant population
in western countries focus on the groups in question, these transnational developments do also
have an effect on the public institutions in the host societies. To capture and question the margi-
nality and the relative lack of power in the dominant public cultural sector, the cultural practices
that are introduced in Western national contexts by migrant groups are called 'the non-dominant
cultural sector' in this study.

With regard to transnationalism and citizenship, some studies have emphasised the
positive aspects of transnationalism as 'opening up new possibilities -new political spaces, both
literal and figurative- for radically different conceptions of democratisation' (Anderson 2002,6).
Others have suggested the introduction of'postnational citizenship' or 'partial citizenship'. Partial
citizenship recognises that 'the nation state is no longer the only point of reference and that citi-
zenship has several political anchors' and which links citizenship to a number of (transnational)
communities (Gowricharn 20048, 5; see also Soysal 1997 and 2000). This concept is however
still in its first phase of development and is discussed outside the domain of the arts.
The brief overview of current developments above implies that the public sector has to adapt it-
self to the changes both in the arts or culture and in the ethnic make-up of society: the non-domi-
nant cultural sector, the global commercial cultural developments and popular culture (and we
could add the cultural industries and the "new" media) are all sources for cultural participation
and (potentially) inform citizenship practices. As such, they all question the dominance of the
public cultural  sector and the  idea  o f the existence ofone national cultural sphere. Moreover, the
"attack" on traditional divisions between high and low culture poses questions in terms of the
national cultures that are transmitted through national institutions (Stevenson 2002) and the
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diversification and fragmentation of public tastes and life styles undermine the assumed national
'cultural' consensus (Featherstone  1 991 b).

Additionally, the brief overview shows that the focus is often either on legalistic aspects
and structural citizenship or on the cultural side in terms of feelings of belonging and identity.
As mentioned, this latter debate is still often informed by a strong 'national imaginary'. lt shows
that whereas academic work on the effects of globalisation on culture or citizenship and work on
the relation between popular culture and citizenship is relatively abundant, there is less work that
explicitly questions the implications ofthese developments on the relation between diversity, the
(public) arts and citizenship. 1n other words, the third question of how to incorporate non-domi-
nant cultural practices into the public cultural sector is less explicitly addressed in the academic
literature.

An inquiry into the position of ethnic cultural diversity in the arts is however important, because
more than any other development it questions the alleged 'natural' link between the arts, national
identity and citizenship. Given the relation between the arts and citizenship, this can also be read
as an inquiry into the extent to which diversity is incorporated in contemporary western socie-
ties. Such an inquiry needs to acknowledge however that identities are formed and adjusted
through a myriad of local, national and international cultural influences and, thus, that the singu-
lar relation between national identity and national high culture no longer adequately represents
the relation between citizenship, identity and feelings of belonging.  It is suggested here that to
gain a better understanding of the concepts related to the conventional notion of citizenship,
such as democracy, participation or the equality between citizens, an analysis of the contempora-
ry dynamics in the cultural side of citizenship is needed.4 Above all, it is argued in this study that
a radical re-visioning of the concept of citizenship is needed and I suggest here the concept of
'lived citizenship'. Lived citizenship is however not merely an extension of the concept of'cultu-
ral citizenship' as proposed by political theorists or media scholars - as briefly explored above -
although 1 agree with the latter that the scope needs to be broadened from high culture to other
cultural practices and their citizenship effects.

Lived citizenship is understood here as a process: perpetuately shaped and contested by
everyday practices and informed by the dynamics in the cultural characteristics of citizenship
such as identity and feelings of belonging. Envisioned in this way, the emphasis shifts from '1
am a citizen' (status) to 'I give citizenship shape' (practice) and the concept of citizenship gains
an openness, which could prevent the essentialising of both 'the self' and 'the other'. This would
make it better able to do justice to the contemporary diversity in western societies and, ideally,
to understand diversity as intrinsic to any form of citizenship.

The re-visioning of the concept of citizenship has however several consequences. First of all, the
public and political discussion on the incorporation of minority-ethnic groups often concentrates
on what these groups have to do in order to be accepted as new citizens. Lived citizenship, on

the contrary, starts from the point of view that, to come to a proper understanding of diversity.

4 Seeking out the cultural aspects of citizenship is not an entirely new approach, but ties into a wider
tendency towards the studying o f the emotional side rather than the legal side of citizenship in recent times
(Berezin 1999,232). It also ties into the shift from discussing the representation of social groups in public
life, to the centrality of identity in the post-industrial society, i.e. the search for self-confirmation and self-
expression in public life (Van der Wouden  1999,114).
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the developments in identity formation and the cultural practices among botli non-dominant and
dominant groups have to be critically assessed. In the case of the dominant practices this re-
quires an examination of how the (re) construction of these practices may result in mechanisms
of exclusion. For instance, a continued governmental orientation on high culture as a "culture
that is representative of and represents the nation",  is an exclusionary practice because it ignores
not only the cultural preference of the majority of citizens and a wide range of art forms which
are new to the West-European cultural context, but also the transnational channels through
which non-dominant art forms are often conveyed. Instead, it is shown that the key emotional
aspects of citizenship are in flux and that therefore the very phenomenon of citizenship itself has
to be understood as ongoing, as a process. as "becoming"S rather than as a fixed status.

Secondly, it is suggested in this study that working from a politics of location assists
both in tracing the dominant exclusionary practices and in overcoming the unproductive notions
of universality, homogeneity or impartiality related to the conventional concept of citizenship.
Because this politics captures both a ( feminist) articulation of difference and a method of inter-
rogating and deconstructing the position, identity and privilege of whiteness (Kaplan  1994,139).
Therefore it captures the fact that, also within one single context, societal processes or general
measures affect people differently in different positions or locations and one thus has to develop
an awareness of the consequences of (spatial) situatedness. Moreover, the politics of location
entail that Western societies develop an awareness of their own privileged location and their
historical and colonial roots. That is, the dominant part of Western societies has to accept their
responsibility and face a politics ofracism (hooks  1994).

Thirdly, lived citizenship is based on the notion that citizenship is informed and contes-
ted by everyday li fe practices. These practices concern both those of the key public institutions
and those of the citizens. The practices and functioning of key public institutions needs to be
addressed because, as Ruben Gowricharn (2003,88) argues, 'democracy encompasses more than
rights and abstract notions of political representation, democracy is effectuated in public institlt-

nons. It is in these institutions that power has to be shared and thus where the extent to which
diversity is accepted becomes apparent'. Hence, this study's inquiry into the incorporation of
diversity in the arts is an inquiry into the adaptations made to this effect by the dominant sector
and in the public institutions. By studying the institutional adaptations towards diversity in the
arts, this study reveals the paradoxes of diversity in the arts and in the concept of citizenship,
and shows how these paradoxes reinforce the cultural and spatial marginality of the cultural
practices ofnon-dominant groups.

Moreover, it is argued in this study that to properly scrutinise public institutions one has
to address both their structural organisation and the dominant representations that operate with-
in them. Because representations co-determine the practices in these institutions and they have to
be traced, deconstructed and overcome in order to create a just location for diversity in the arts
and in order to understand diversity as intrinsic to any form of citizenship. Moreover, decon-
structing representations also shows how the dominant group's cultural experience is universa-
lised and becomes the norm against which other cultures are measured. Thus, it shows how

S This is an indirect reference to a Bergsonian philosophical-ontological notion of becoming. Such philoso-
phical-ontological discussion is beyond the scope of the study at hand. but 1 nevertheless borrow the idea
that things/categories/identities not simple are but are always becoming, that the meaning and expressions
of difference are contested and always changing/developing as well as being a repetition of what already
exists.
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exclusion is sustained by these representations (see also Young in her discussion of cultural  im-
perialism: 1990, 59). Representations of non-Western cultures often date back a long time and
are rooted in the history of a country, its colonial history and in the neo-colonial/cultural impe-
rialist tradition that has come to replace it. Therefore, also the effects of eurocentrism have to be
taken into account:

With regard to the everyday life practices of citizens, these practices have to be addres-
sed in order to understand how citizenship is a process that is constantly shaped and contested in
everyday life. Addressing the everyday life practices and experiences also sheds further light on
the differences in people's situatedness (part of the politics of location). Although contestation
may also come from those citizens that can be considered part of the dominant society, contesta-
tion is likely to be more pronounced outside this dominant part. Therefore, to come to a notion
o f lived citizenship, this study argues that one has to seek out the non-dominant parts of society,
the 'margins',to learn about both discontent and alternative citizenship practices in order to find
ways to incorporate these practices in the public (cultural) sector.

In methodological terms, this study's re-visioning of the concept of citizenship borrows from
Edward Soja's concept of 'Thirdspace'. This is a helpful concept with which to structure the
study of dominant institutions and representations and the non-dominant 'margins', because the
underlying 'trialectics of spatiality' offer an integrated approach to perceived (real), conceived
(imagined) and lived space (spaces of resistance) (Soja 1996, 10). Moreover, 1 agree with Soja
that it is in the interaction between these three spaces that 'something else' can come into being.
This 'something else' refers in this study, to inclusionary public cultural practices and lived citi-
zenship.

Another methodological tool in this study, as mentioned above, are the politics of loca-
tion because they assist in moving away from the studying of abstract notions of the universal in
the conventional concept of citizenship to the studying of concrete, contextualised spaces or
localities. In this respect, also Soja's 'trialectics of being' are helpful because they address the re-
lation between the historicality, sociality and spatiality of these spaces. My approach to con-
textualise the location of diversity in the arts, and the developments in the relation between
diversity and citizenship, is a comparative study of England7 and the Netherlands and specifi-

cally of the cities of Manchester and Rotterdam. Hence, the empirical part of this study is orga-
nised around the differences in 'incorporating regimes', a concept borrowed from Yasemin Soy-
sal (1994). England functions in this concept as an example of a liberal regime and the Nether-
lands as an example of a corporatist regime. However, in comparison to Soysal, more attention
is paid in this study to the local level of incorporation in the cities of Manchester and Rotterdam.

6 Timothy Mitchell, for instance, explores how in the second half ofthe nineteenth century in world
exhibitions 'curiosity' (i.e. to stand and stare) was connected to an 'objectness' in which natives and their
artefacts were exhibited and arranged in such a way that they became detached from the Western world to
'provide the direct experience o f a colonised object-world' ( 1998,297). As mentioned above, one effect that
is noticeable today is that the non-dominant contributions to the western cultures are rarely explicitly
acknowledged in exhibitions or national celebrations. Another effect is the ongoing celebration of
difference which also expresses itself in the celebration of the 'exoticism' of non-western art.
7 I intentionally re fer to England instead of Great Britain, because -as we will come to see- the organisation
of the arts is decentralised to the regional level: England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. Of course.
in the following chapters. when the (colonial) history or the contemporary debate on immigration are
concerned the reference is to Great Britain as a whole.
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Studying both national and local contexts does justice to the academic notion that citizenship is
multi-layered (Yuval-Davies  1999),  and  thus,  to the notion that membership is organised  on
different levels and that there can be differences in the incorporation ofdiversity in different pu-
blic arenas. In short, the national states provide insight in one level of incorporation (the national
level) and it functions as a context for the cities in terms of the overall legal and ideological
framework and the political climate in which diversity is incorporated in the local public sphere.
The cities provide insight in the local level of incorporation and function as concrete spaces to
move into the margins.

A note has to be made with regard to the comparison between the cities. Manchester
and Rotterdam are not necessarily representative for their respective countries, but they are
interesting objects o f study due to the diversity of their populations and due to their 'second-city'
status and the consequently felt need to distinguish themselves, particularly in cultural terms,
from the capital cities. European cities are however so distinct in character, morphology, popula-
tion make-up and so on, that the aim of the comparison cannot be to distinguish a European di-
mension, rather the aim is to transcend the singularity of cities at least to some extent. Ideally,
more comparisons would be made between more cities in more countries. Moreover, the compa-
risons should be extended beyond the western context because this would do further justice to
the politics of location and would provide further insight in to the consequences of situatedness.

Finally, to be able to address both the dominant institutional organisation of and repre-
sentations in the cultural field, the empirical part of this study is to a large extent based on the
analysis of English and Dutch policy documents. These documents outline (i f and) how adapta-
tions towards ethnic and cultural diversity are made by public institutions and a content analysis
of the discourse, as expressed in these documents, provides insight in the dominant representa-
tions of the western and non-western arts. Because institutional adaptations can also be made
outside the policy context, and to trace how widespread the dominant representations conveyed
by policy documents are, the information obtained from the policy documents is supplemented
with interview material.

By addressing public cultural policies, this study emphasises both the symbolic and uti-
litarian function of the arts. For instance, Nick Stevenson points to the symbolic aspect of such
policies because they are 'generally concerned with the kinds of culture that are deserving of
public protection and the kinds of policies that are best fit to achieve these objectives' (2001,6).
By tracing which 'kinds of culture' are publicly supported one can establish who is seen as
belonging and who is not. Franco Bianchini points to the utilitarian function of cultural policies
and maintains that 'the debate on cultural policy and the future of cities as public realms in the
1990s is linked with the debate on the future of citizenship and local democracy in Western
Europe. Two key problems in this area are the increasing social, spatial and cultural segregation
of low-income groups in west European cities and the need to make ethnic and racial minorities
part of the civic network' (19933. 199) Bianchini believes that 'cultural policy is one of the
instruments through which such linkage could be created' (ibid., 205).

In short, the guiding question in this study is: 'What  is  the location  of diversity in  the arts  in
different  incorporating regimes  and what are  the  implications for lived citizenship?'
Addressing the incorporation of minority-ethnic groups is about safeguarding democracy, equa-
lity, justice and about the empowerment of non-dominant groups in the public (cultural) sphere.
To study the incorporation of these groups and their cultural practices  in the arts in different  in-
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corporating regimes and the implications for lived citizenship, the agenda is set as follows:
Chapter 2 makes a start with reworking the concept of citizenship into 'lived citizenship'. This
is done by examining how the key aspects of citizenship, and indeed the conventional concept of
citizenship itself, have become increasingly contested by a wide range of academic disciplines:
by political science itself (traditionally the field dealing with citizenship), but also by post-
colonial and race/ethnicity studies, feminist studies, urban cultural studies and media studies. In
the critical reassessment of the key aspects of citizenship several lines of argument are
developed that come to support lived citizenship.

Chapter 3 outlines the methodology applied in this study. It illustrates how the politics
of location and the concept of Thirdspace are implemented, how differences in the location of
diversity in the arts in the incorporating regimes of England and the Netherlands are established
and how the cultural (diversity) policy documents and the interview material are analysed.
Chapter 4 sets the context for the empirical part of the study by exploring for England and the
Netherlands the history of citizenship, migration and integration. This chapter also introduces
the non-dominant groups and sketches the dominant representation of these groups, specifically
in public and political debates on immigration and integration. As we will come to see, these
debates also affect the one on arts and culture.

To trace the location of diversity in the arts and to analyse the mechanisms of exclu-
sion, first of all, chapter 5 (Firstspace) presents a critical analysis of mechanisms of exclusion in
the access  to  and organisation  of public cultural  institutions. The  central question here is: How
is public culture organised in England and the Netherlands and how does it adapt to diversity?
Secondly, chapter 6 (Secondspace) acknowledges that the public cultural sphere is not neutral

and analyses the norms, values and representations that shape cultural policies and cultural
institutions. The question here is: What are the differences in representations of western and
non-western art and culture and how do they affect the location of diversity in the cultural field
in England and the Netherlands? Realising that the public sector is not the most important
cultural sector for the majority of the population and to actively engage with non-dominant
groups and their cultural practices, chapter 7 (Thirdspace) seeks out the margins. As indicated
above, citizenship is shaped and contested in everyday life practices, therefore the question is:
To what extent do the non-dominant cultural sectors in Manchester and Rotterdam reflect their
country's dominant models and to what extent do they contest or resist these models? Chapter 8
integrates the conclusions from the study of the dominant and non-dominant cultural sectors,
shows the urban paradoxes in the arts and explores how the results of this study further inform
and extend our understanding of lived citizenship.
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'From a multicultural perspective the good society does not commit itselfto a
particular political doctrine or vision of the good  life and ask how much di-
versity to tolerate within the limits set by it, both because such a doctrine or
vision might not be acceptable to some of its communities and because it
forecloses its future development. Instead, it begins by accepting the reality
and desirability of cultural diversity and structures its political life according-
ly. It is dialogically constituted, and its constant concern is to keep the dialo-
gue going and nurture a climate in which it can proceed effectively, stretch
the boundaries of the prevailing forms of thought, and generate a body of col-
lectively acceptable principles, institutions and policies. The dialogue requires
certain institutional preconditions such as the freedom of expression, agreed

procedures and basic ethical norms, participatory public spaces, equal rights,
a responsive and popularly accountable structure of authority, and empowered
citizens. And it also calls for such essential political virtues as mutual respect
and concern, tolerance, self-restraint, willingness to enter into unfamiliar
worlds of thought, love of diversity, a mind open to new ideas and a heart
open to others' needs, and the ability to persuade and live with unre-solved
differences' (Parekh 2000,340)

2.1 Introduction

As outlined in the introductory chapter, the central question in this study concerns the location of
diversity in the arts in different incorporating regimes and the implications for the development
of lived citizenship. This chapter provides a conceptual exploration and a demarcation of the
relevant debates with regard to diversity, citizenship and the public sphere against the backdrop
of the (new) cultural and ethnic relations in contemporary Europe. Although the focus in this
chapter is broader than the 'good society' described by Bhikhu Parekh in the opening quote
above, his vision of multiculturalism sets the context for how lived citizenship is envisioned in
this chapter. Lived citizenship is not the old-fashioned incorporation of societal groups into the
dominant culture of the Enlightened or civilised classes, nor is it simply adopting the notion of
cultural citizenship as it has been suggested by various scholars in recent times, but the active
opening up of the concepts of'culture' and 'citizenship' to the dynamics and diversity in contem-
porary societies by taking the everyday life practices and the cultural characteristics of citizen-
ship into account.

For this purpose, first of all, by starting from the conventional Marshallian or modernist
understanding of citizenship, this chapter conjures up and critically reassesses the key aspects of
citizenship, such as universalism, equality, homogeneity, the notion of a shared national culture,
identity and history, and the nation-state ( §2.2 and §2.3 ).8 Secondly, this chapter addresses the
notion of the 'cultural' in the concept of citizenship. The 'cultural' is understood here as the

8 What the explorations  in this chapter leave untouched is that the very idea of citizenship itsel f is deeply
rooted in the intellectual and ethical world-view ofthe West (Tomlinson  1999,188). Assuch, it may not
always adequately re fleet the world-view of other peoples in this world. some of whom now constitute part
of contemporary Western diverse societies. Since the empirical part ofthis research is set in two West-
European countries, 1 acknowledge this bias, but consider it beyond the scope ofthis research to elaborate
on it in detail.
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emotional or affinitive characteristics of citizenship as apparent in feelings of belonging and
identity (§2.4). From this account follows that lived citizenship has to be understood as a
process rather than as a fixed status, because the cultural characteristics of citizenship are in flux

and because citizenship it is shaped and contested in everyday life practices. Moreover, it is
shown that diversity is alivays part of any notion of citizenship. On the basis of this chapter's
account, section §2.5 sets the agenda for the study of the concept of lived citizenship.

2.2 Citizenship in the Marshallian/modernist tradition

One part ofthe conventional understanding ofcitizenship can be summarised by five R's: rights,
responsibilities,  resources,  recognition   and   residence  (Faulks  2001 a).   With   regard to rights,
arguments are frequently formulated based on or against T.H. Marshall's theory of the historical
development of citizenship rights as outlined in 'Citizenship and Social Class' (1992). In this
book, Marshall traces civil rights, such as freedom of speech, worship, and the right to justice, to
the seventeen/eighteenth century. These rights provided a legal framework for the expression
and association of and communication between citizens and formed the foundation for the insti-
tutions of civil society, which gained a degree of autonomy from formal governmental institu-
tions (Faulks  2001 b). Political rights, first granted to certain societal groups  in the eighteen/
nineteenth century, refer to the right to vote and participate in the polity. Marshall's third set of
rights are social rights, introduced in the twentieth century, and especially in the post-war
period. These rights often include publicly funded health care, social security and education, and
were aimed at preventing illness or unemployment from inevitably leading to poverty and at
assuring equality of opportunity through public education.

The emphasis on equality, which increased throughout the implementation of these
three sets of rights, originates in the French Revolution and marks a clear diversion of preceding
modes of citizenship. Also Marshall was concerned with the reconciliation of the inherent
inequalities of a capitalist economy through the egalitarian status of citizenship (Faulks 2001 a,
2), and he indeed maintained that the gradual and successive introduction of civil, political, and
social rights "civilised" the inequalities of capitalism  (Faulks  2001 a,  5). With social rights  and
the welfare state in place, societies would reach the creation of "ideal citizenship", the ultimate
goal of the welfare state: Marshall thought that the state could command sufficient authority to
extend the universalist promise of citizenship to all spheres of society, to promote the public
inclusion of all citizens in the social systems of society and to give participation in the national
community meaning (Halfmann  1998,  526). This would result in citizens believing themselves
to be full members of the social community.

The second R is for responsibilities which refers both to legal duties which include pay-

ing taxes, jury or military service, and obeying the law, and to moral duties expected of citizens
such as participating in the community, helping the vulnerable in society, maintaining the
environment, and developing one's own potential and encouraging others to do the same (Faulks
200 la, 1). Then, there is the R for resources, which is closely associated with the debate over

justice in terms of distribution of public goods, which often evolves around the problematic
relationship between citizenship and capitalism, because whereas the former focuses on equality,
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the latter causes inequality. Fourthly, recognition has been introduced into the concept of
citizenship by feminist scholars working on equality, difference and the politics of identity. They
have argued that inequality is not just material but that 'liberalism's emphasis on the rational,
autonomous individual as the basis for citizenship has tended to ignore the complex interplay of
social structures such as gender, class, ethnicity and how these structures have constrained the
action and opportunities of individual agents' (Faulks 2001 b,  7).  In the formal concept of citizen-
ship this has been acknowledged by the introduction of certain group-differentiated citizenship
rights. The final R concerns the relation between citizenship and residence, which for Marshall
equalled an almost natural relation between citizenship and a territorial state, in most cases the
nation-state (Faulks 2001 a). The latter three Rs generally receive less attention in the tradition of
political theory but - as argued below - are essential to the concept of lived citizenship.

A second part of the conventional understanding of citizenship deals with the emotional
or cultural side of citizenship, because citizenship provides its members not only with rights and
responsibilities but also with an 'imagined community' (Anderson 1983). Citizenship is not just a
formal construct, but also an emotional experience (Frosh 2001), in that it is 'a consequence of
nationalism and patriotic sentiment, intimately bound up with sentiments and emotions of mem-
bership' (Turner 2001,11) Hence, citizenship presents people  with a sense of belonging  to  a
nation. The construction of this notion of belonging is grounded in discourses, symbols, meta-
phors and fantasies - for instance, a shared history and a shared national culture and identity -
through which meaning is ascribed to a collective of people occupying a certain territory. This
notion of membership and the sense of belonging also entail trust and require a definition of with
whom you (want to) share your culture and territory. Hence. citizenship defines the ingroup
versus the outgroup, and is always simultaneously inclusive and exclusive. Moreover, the fee-
ling of belonging is contextually determined by gender, age, ethnicity and so on, which means
that national belonging is no guarantee for equality among citizens.

Thirdly, the concept of citizenship is connected to expectations regarding citizens'
behaviour and refers to the notion of "civic virtue" or "the good life" Brian Turner states that
the  'ensemble of relations'.  i.e. legal status, resources, communal membership and identity,
'describes a field of moral behaviour, social practices and cultural beliefs that are collectively
known as civic virtue, because they define what constitutes the virtues of the "good citizen" '
(2001, 11). As pointed out above, also Marshall justified the introduction of social rights as a
means to guarantee a level of welfare and education which would enable working class people to
lead a "civilised life" -which, basically, means the ability to make informed choices and the
capability to perform their civil and political rights and duties (Bloomfield and Bianchini 2001,
100). Additionally, there is the notion of the "good life", although definitions vary slightly from
scholar to scholar. I.M. Young discerns its two general values as: '( 1 ) developing and exercising
one's capacities and expressing one's experience, and (2) participating in determining one's
action and the conditions of one's action' (1990, 37; cf. Parekh 2000,99: for a discussion of

9 The term Recognition goes back to Hegel's social philosophy in which he developed the idea of reciprocal
recognition, i.e. intersubjectivity, which reflects the idea that one's self-awareness is dependent upon the
experience of social recognition (Honneth 2002,43-46). In other words, the achievement of self-conscious-
ness requires a mediation via the consciousness of (an)other subject(s) (Yar 2002,58;  see Yar for an exten-
sive discussion of Hegelian, Satrean as well as postmodern, poststructuralist and deconstructive notions of
recognition). In this study, recognition signifies the acknowledgement of difference as suggested in the
politics of identity and difference.
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Kymlicka's definition). Furthermore, Young points out. that the good life does not equal social
justice, but rather, that justice concerns the degree to which societies contain and support the in-
stitutional conditions required for the realisation of the good li fe's values. Hence, the two general
values of the good  life simultaneously define two social conditions causing injustice: the first  is
oppression, which is the institutional constraint on self-development, and the second is domi-
nation, that is, the institutional constraint on self-determination (Young  1990,37).

Fourthly, citizenship is seen as supported by participatory democracy and as expressed
in the public domain. The engagement and activities of citizens and the state in the public sphere
are expected to be based on the ability of "impartial moral reasoning". This corresponds to the
Enlightenment ideal of rational citizens, who strive for attaining the universality of a general
will in the public realm of politics, and of a state which is neutral and which stands above the
particular interests and conflicts of civil society (Young   1990, 97). Consequently, difference,
particularity and the body are moved into the private realm of the family and civil society and
this ideal forces a degree of homogeneity upon the public sphere  in its expression of the general
interest and of the impartial point of view of reason. In other words, participatory democracy is
based on a strong opposition between the public sphere of citizenship and the private sphere of
particular interest and affiliation (Young 1990, 109-117). Hence,   in the Enlightenment  and
liberal political tradition the public means 'open'. 'visible', available to the public, whereas the
private is what is hidden from view and done in privacy or among a restricted circle of people
(Thompson 1994a, 38).

In short, supporting these four parts of the conventional understanding of citizenship are a num-
ber of recurring concepts, which can be summarised as rights, homogeneity, impartiality, the
universal public, justice, nation-state, national identity and national culture. Over the last two or
three decades, almost all of these concepts have become increasingly problematic and they have
received criticism from various academic disciplines. These concepts and critiques are examined
below.

2.3. The legalistic side of citizenship
Some of the critique has been directed at the legalistic  side of citizenship, which consists of rules
and legislation that would ensure a democratic and just society. This is predominantly the do-
main of political theory and political philosophy. The consecutive sections look at a number of
debates within this legalistic tradition, namely the debates on rights, on notions of homogeneity
and impartiality in the universal public sphere, and on redistribution. The brief delineation of
these debates below show that they either fall short of fully incorporating the con-temporary
diversity of Western societies or of thoroughly dealing with mechanisms of exclusion operating
in these societies. Both aspects are however needed in the construction of lived citizenship.

2.3.1 Extending Marshall's concept of rights to culture
Within political theory there has been a rediscovery of the politics of citizenship brought about
by the crisis of the welfare state in Western democratic nations, the demise of actually existing
socialism after the Berlin  Wall  came  down  in  1989,  and more generally, the fading distinction
between the political left and right (Stevenson 2001,4). While these old certainties are crumb-
ling, new demands have came up from various groups in the West's increasingly diverse socie-
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ties, which made some scholars suggest to supplement Marshall's three sets of rights with cultu-
ral rights. Will Kymlicka's Multicultural Citizenship (1995a) can function as an example, be-
cause his work sums up the two main themes running through the tradition of political theory:
the debate on group versus individual rights and the debate on which type of group-diffe-
rentiated rights would best accommodate diversity. With regard to the first debate, Kymlicka
explores, within the tradition of liberal individualism, how certain sorts of collective rights for
minority cultures are consistent with liberal democratic principles and do not interfere with the
liberal notion of individual freedom, particularly if group rights are viewed as a form of external
protection against majorities rather than as the internal restriction of individual rights (for a fur-
ther discussion on protection versus restriction see Hartney 1995; Kukathas 1995; Green  1995).

With regard  to the second debate. Kymlicka ( 1995a, 37/38) discerns three kinds  of
group-differentiated rights:  1 ) self-government rights: i.e. demands for some form of political
autonomy often demanded for in multi-nation states by national minorities, such as for instance
the American Indians in the USA and Canada; 2) special representation rights: this can account
for both national minorities and immigrant groups and deals predominantly with the organisation
of representation of these minorities in political parties and governmental bodies; and 3) poly-
ethnic rights: these concern exemptions from laws and regulation to accommodate immigrant
groups' demands such as anti-racism policies. changes to the national educational curriculum to
recognise the history and contribution of minorities, or specific issues like the right to wear a
turban instead of a helmet on a motorbike. In political theory, the model of group-differentiated
rights is often opposed to the non-discrimination model, in which 'ethnic identity, like religion is
something which people should be free to express in their private life, but which is not the
concern  of the state' (Kymlicka 1995b,  9).  This latter model reflects the notion  of the 'neutral'
state, which stands above ethnic and other differences between groups in society and which only
needs to protect these groups from discrimination and prejudice (for a discussion of the two
models see Glazer  1995; and Walzer  1995).

Kymlicka's theory has not gone without critique. Nick Stevenson (2002) points out that
because Kymlicka operates within the conI·entional setting of liberal democracies, he hardly
pays attention to the communitarian and socialist traditions or to citizen's duties and responsibi-
lities. The latter have traditionally been the domain of communitarianism (Bell  1993, 4), which
starts from the particular standards of specific communities, and emphasises that people are
'social beings' to whom the community is important for the development of their personal  iden-
tity, moral and political thinking, and judgements about their well-being in the contemporary
world. Hence, in communitarianism, citizenship is as much about membership of a political
community and responsibilities as it is about rights (Delanty  1998,33). However, both traditions
of political theory have mutually influenced one another and it is hard to find an either purely
communitarian or purely liberal  work." Also Kymlicka  can be understood as walking  the  line
between the two traditions in the sense that he integrates the concerns of individuals and com-
munities. But this is exactly the point at which critique is directed, because this integration
works best for strong and cohesive communities - which may explain Kymlicka's main concern
with the rights of national minorities rather than those of immigrant groups.

10

Some actively try to integrate the two traditions. e.g. Faulks pleads for a holistic concept ofcitizenship.
which treats rights and responsibilities as equally important and intimately connected. Rather than either
rights or responsibilities, Faulks positions participation in the centre of a developed sense of citizenship,
'because it is participation that distinguishes citizenship from mere subjecthood' ( Faulks 2001 b, 2).
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Furthermore, the liberal-egalitarian tradition also pays little attention to the political
philosophical "multiculturalists" such as Parekh, who acknowledges both unity and difference
(universalism and cultural differences) and criticises the dominance of liberal thought in western
democracies and argues instead for a dialogue between liberal and non-liberal groups in order to
constitute a multicultural society (see Pierik 2003, for a comparison between the liberal and
multicultural approach).

Additionally, Kymlicka applies a static concept of culture, in which culture is
connected to an intergenerational community that shares a distinctive language, homeland and
history (see Stevenson, 2002,4, and Parekh 2000,101). Sylvia Walby maintains that Kymlicka
is therefore 'unable to offer solutions to the reality of the complexity of modern social life where
there are divisions and social fractures which cross-cut ethnic and national groups, such as gen-
der', age and class (2002,116).  Also the alleged homogeneity of communities in the communi-
tarian tradition overlooks multiplicity and hybridity of identities that exist within ethnic com-
munities (see Delanty 1998), i.e. those identities and cultures 'in-between' (Bhabha 1996, 56).
However, in spite this critique and in spite studies that show that political engagement of social
groups may be more accurately described as 'coalitions' (Walby 2002,118), the current political
fascination with "the communities" owes much of its inspiration to the rise of communitarian
theory in the academy during the eighties (Cristodoulidis 1998.1)."

Another point of critique is directed at the evolutionary approach to the developments
of rights (Stevenson 2002). Questions of civil, political and social rights did not emerge
historically one after the other, and indeed some rights are still far from beingfitlly settled today.
For example, civil as well as political rights for women took a different route than those for men
and some have only been introduced relatively recently (Faulks 200la, 8); social rights are
increasingly threatened by the contemporary cuts in and alterations to the welfare state: im-
migrant groups often do not hold full political rights, and their rights may be further diminished
as a result of new and more restrictive laws regarding immigration and marriage or family reuni-
fication legislation. Moreover, women, ethnic minorities and other non-dominant groups have
experienced that the possession of formal rights is no guarantee for equality of opportunity
(Faulks 200la, 7). However, the continued focus on (group-differentiated) rights sustains the
illusion that it is. Somewhat aware of this, Kymlicka (19958,30-1) describes polyethnic rights as
'measures'. This seems appropriate and illustrates that these minor legal adaptations - important
as they are - take place within the majority culture's legislation without fundamentally changing
it, as if difference were a "minority issue" rather than one for society as a whole. Similarly,
Kymlicka's distinction in types ofgroup-differentiated rights only hints at the realisation that one
set of common/universal citizenship rights insufficiently addresses the needs and particularities
of all the different groups within the polity, but does not fundamentally question the idea of
universalism that underpins the liberal concept of citizenship.

I 1 Young maintains that the 'ideal of community privileges unity over difference. immediacy over media-
tion, sympathy over recognition of the limits of one's understanding of others from their point of view' and
argues that 'the ideal of community exhibits a totalising impulse and denies difference in two primary ways.
First, it denies difference within and between subjects. Second. in privileging face-to-face relations it seeks
a model o f social relations that are not mediated by space and time distancing.  In radically opposing the in-
authentic social relations of alienated society with the authentic social relations of community, moreover,  it
de-temporalises the process of social change into a static before and after structure' (2002,430 and 432).
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2.3.2 From universality and impartiality to a heterogeneous public
The debate on group rights illustrates that the conventional notion of citizenship is intrinsically
linked to the assumption of one single status for all citizens on the basis of the same rights and
privileges. These uniform and universal rights would guarantee formal equality between
citizens. The notion of universality is also embedded in the requirements for the functioning of
democracy and the public sphere, that is. the neutrality and impartiality of the state standing
above the particular interests and conflicts of civil society. Several observations have to be made
regarding the key elements of participatory democracy, i.e. neutrality, impartiality, the public
sphere and representation.

Young simply calls the neutrality  of the state  a  'myth'  (1990,  114).  What is called  the
'neutral state' is more accurately interpreted as a 'system of group rights that supports the
majority's language, history, culture, and calendar' (Kymlicka    1995b, 10). Moreover,   the
impartial formulation of the common interest,  both  by the state and  in the public sphere, does not
even  reflect the majority because, as Jurgen Habermas already pointed  out  in  1962  in his study
of the construction  and the transformation  of the public sphere,12 the common interest often
reflects only the interest of an elitist societal group (the court, the bourgeoisie, the property-
owners and so on). Presenting this "particular" interest as common interest and aiming for
homogeneity in the public realm, where only the general interest and the impartial view of
reason of the state and the citizens are appreciated, are attempts to depoliticise difference in
public space in welfare capitalist states (Young  1990,70). This leads to the exclusion of persons
who embody differences through their skin colour, cultural practices or their lifestyles. Some of
these differences can never be  left out of the public sphere simply because they constitute part of
a person's being and presence.

Therefore, if the public arena wants to remain "public" and gain/retain a function of
creating 'the availability ofpublic spaces where ideas. perspectives and feelings can be shared in
modern societies' (Stevenson 2001, 5-6), the meaning of "public" has to be transformed 'to ex-
hibit the positivity of group differences, passion, and play' (Young 1990,97). Parekh, in the ope-
ning quote, refers to this as 'participatory public spaces' and Young (1995,165) as 'the ideal of a
heterogeneous public' for which two political principles are required: a) 'no persons, actions, or
aspects of a person's life should be forced into privacy; and b) no social institutions or practices
should be excluded a priori from being a proper subject for public discussion and expression'
(Young 1990, 119-120). However, currently the majority seems to feel threatened by difference
rather than willing to embrace its positive aspects. Thus for the public sphere to become a
meeting ground again, certain additional requirements need to be met such as trust. mutual re-
spect and familiarity between groups, but also equal participation in social and economic terms.

To achieve a heterogeneous public we also need to embark on the discussion of
representation in political theory. Representation is about making present those that are not there
and speaking on their behalf. However,  it is still mainly members of privileged groups who oc-
cupy positions of decision-making authority, mainly white, economically well-off, heterosexual
men, who base their authoritative decisions on assumptions and standards that they claim as
neutral and impartial, and who thus often silence, ignore and render deviant the abilities, needs
and norms of others (Young 1990, 116). Traditionally, liberal theory did not consider it

12

See Thompson ( 1994b) for a critical discussion of Habermas' Structural Transformation of the Public
Sphere.
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important who the representatives were, what counted were their ideas. Petra Meier divides the
feminist critique on this liberal standpoint in two branches.13 First, there is the Francophone
debate on parity democracy, which takes justice as a starting point and which maintains that it
does not matter who the representatives of women (or ethnic minorities) are, as long as they are
represented in equal or proportional numbers in comparison to (white) men. Second, there is the
Anglo-American debate on group representation by scholars such as Young (e.g. 2000) and
Anne Phillips (e.g. 1998) who take the representatives' position in society as central. They
maintain that we cannot disconnect ideas from who we are, neither in everyday life nor in
political representation: 'It is simply not possible for flesh-and-blood decision makers, whether
in government or not, to adopt the standpoint of transcendental reason when they make deci-
sions, divorcing themselves from the group affiliations and commitments that constitute their
identities and give them a perspective on social life' (Young 1990,114). Hence, attention has to
be paid to representatives in terms of their age, gender, ethnicity, class and so on.

The difficulty with both approaches is their underlying binary notion of "white men"
(i.e. not-representative) versus "the rest" (i.e. representative). But whereas some white men ap-
ply a certain level of self-reflexivity and are able to look beyond their own experiences and are
open to diverse needs, some minority-ethnic or female decision makers are so co-opted by party
politics that their actions are indistinguishable to those of the essentialised "white men". More-
over, both approaches remain focused on parity and representation in political philosophical
terms, without drawing in the broader context in which these representatives work, i.e. the
functioning and practices of key public institutions due to the dominant culture and values that
characterise them and determine (to some extent) the actions  of the people that work  in them.

2.3.3 From justice as redistribution to understanding institutional domination
Scrutinising the functioning of (public) institutions is more strongly related to the debate on and
the struggle for social justice. These struggles are often fought along the lines of (re) distribu-
tion,  and, more recently, recognition (see Crossley 2001). Studies of justice linked to redistri-
bution date back to John Rawls' (1971) and David Harvey's (1973) analyses of inequality in the
urban political economy. Even though it remained on the agenda of political activists and those

combating racism, social justice only recently regained scholarly attention, be it in a different
climate: the debate on social justice now takes place in a political-economic context of free

market liberalism, in a globalised and diversified world, and in an academic climate in which
postmodern thoughts and the cultural dimension have come to the fore (Merrifield and
Swyngedouw  1996,  2;  Soja  1996,  183).  This affects the way  in  which justice  is understood, but
as Andy Merrifield and Erik Swyngedouw (1996, 8) warn us, 'justice varies not only with time
and place, but also with the person concerned'. Hence, there are several perspectives on justice
and how to eradicate injustice.

Harvey used the concept ofjustice to describe how marginal groups and areas remain
marginal  due to "hidden mechanisms" of redistribution, that  is, due to the operation of dominant
power structures. In order to explain why the 'good intentions' of liberal politicians and urban
planners so often result in 'unexpected consequences'  (Soja  1996, 181), Harvey argued that the
hidden mechanisms need to be exposed: 'To achieve a certain distribution, we must have a very

1 3 This distinction and the rest of the paragraph are based on Petra Meier's lecture 'Political Representation'
on 16 September 2003 as part of the Noise Summerschool in Antwerp, Belgium.
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clear idea of the mechanisms which generate the inequalities in the first place, for it is presuma-
bly by controlling and manipulating these mechanisms that we will achieve our given objective'
(Harvey  1973,  52). Here, justice essentially functions  'as a principle  (or a  set of principles)  for
resolving conflicting claims' (Harvey  1973, 97). These claims, Harvey acknow-ledged,  may not
be easily resolved in a context of widespread heterogeneity in social and cultural values of the
population (1973,81).

Young critiques both Harvey's and contemporary theories of social justice for being
dominated by a (re) distributive paradigm that focuses primarily on the possession of material
goods and social positions. Some scholars extended the distributive paradigm to include "goods"
such as self-respect, opportunity, power and honour. Young rather limits the concept of distri-
bution to material goods and understands decision-making procedures. the social division of
labour and culture, as important non-distributive aspects ofjustice (1990,8-9). Young sets these
distributive and non-distributive aspects ofjustice in a broad institutional context, encompassing
'any structures or practices, the rules and norms that guide them, and the language and symbols
that mediate social interactions within them, in institutions ofthe state, family, and civil society,
as well as the workplace' (1990, 22). Young thus applies the institutional approach suggested
above. In this context, Young understands decision-making structures and procedures as not
only dealing 'with questions of who by virtue of their positions have the effective freedom or
authority to make what sorts of decisions, but also the rules and procedures according to which
decisions are made' (ibid.). She argues that decision-making structures often reproduce distribu-
tive inequality and put unjust constraints on people's lives, two processes that she labels
exploitation and marginalisation (1990,23). With respect to the division of labour, Young points
out that the distributive notion deals with how jobs, occupations or tasks are allocated among
individuals or groups, whereas the non-distributive notion looks at the definition and the related
(un) conscious associations of the occupations themselves (1990,23). Although Harvey did deal
with these two aspects, Young's approach is more inclusive of non-socio-economic differences,
and she addresses another important societal characteristic affecting justice: culture. For Young,
culture includes 'symbols, images, meanings, habitual comportments, stories. and so on, through
which people express their experience and communicate with one another' (1990,23). Conside-
ring these cultural aspects is important because 'the symbolic meanings that people attach to
other kinds of people and to actions, gestures, or institutions often significantly affect the social
standing of persons and their opportunities' (ibid.).

Thus, for Young, the concept of justice coincides  with  that of the political, because
'politics include all aspects of institutional organisation, public action, social practices and
habits. and cultural meaning insofar as they are potentially subject to collective evaluation and
decision making' (1990,34). Merrifield and Swyngedouw  ( 1996,  7)  call this approach enabling
'because it redefines justice away from a purely distributional affair and pinpoints that
oppression and domination should be "primary terms for conceptualising injustice".' Young is
however aware of the possible drawbacks of her own account on justice, because democracy is
'both an element and a condition of social justice', and democracy requires 'self-determination,
participation in public discussion and decision making' (1990, 91) and it is precisely these
requirements that often remain unfulfilled (Young  1990,174).

Nancy Fraser deals with difference and with institutional subordination even more
explicitly by suggesting  that the concept of justice should incorporate both redistribution  and
recognition. In her opinion, in order to do so, the problematic decoupling of cultural politics
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from social politics and of the politics of difference from the politics of equality needs to be
overcome (2002,21-23). This  is a decoupling of visions of the proponents of redistribution  from
those of the proponents of recognition. The former want to reallocate wealth for instance from
the rich to the poor or from the North to the South and understand redistribution with Kant as an
issue of morality. The latter seek recognition of the distinctive perspectives of ethnic,  racial, and
sexual minorities, as well as of gender differences and align recognition with Hegel's notion of
ethics. As a consequence, their concept of recognition requires judgements about the value of
various practices and identities. Fraser sees this as problematic because such qualitative judge-
ments depend on historically specific horizons of value and can therefore not be universalised
(2002,22).

Fraser proposes a way out of this 'false antithesis' by bringing both redistribution and
recognition under the heading of justice,  that  is, by expanding the concept of justice  and  by
steering the politics of recognition clear of ethics by breaking with the standard identity model
of recognition (ibid.).  In this model, recognition is demanded for group-specific cultural identity,
and as such misrecognition becomes the 'depreciation of such identity by the dominant culture
and the consequent damage to groups members' sense of self (Fraser 2002,23). Fraser points
out that in this model it is the positioning of group identities that become the object for
recognition. which results in the reification of culture, which in turn denies the internal
heterogeneity and struggles within social groups for authority and for the power to represent. 'In
general, the identity model lends itself all too easily to repressive forms of communitarianism'
(Fraser 2002,24). Instead, Fraser proposes a status model and a deontological interpretation of
recognition, which requires recognition  for the status 14 of group members  as full partners  in
social interaction, rather than for group-specific identities:

'To view recognition as a matter of status is to examine institutionalised patterns of cultural value
for their effects on the relative standing of social actors. If and when such patterns constitute ac-
tors as peers, capable of participating on  a par with one another in social  I ife,  then  we can speak
of reciprocal recognition and status equality. ( . . . ) Misrecognition arises when institutions struc-
ture interaction according to cultural norms that impede parity of participation' (Fraser 2002.24).

By treating recognition as a matter ofjustice, and by placing parity of participation at the core of
the concept ofjustice, the wrong is located in social relations, not in individual or interpersonal
psychology (Fraser 2002,27). Furthermore, institutionalised subordination becomes a serious
violation ofjustice and a question of morality: 'It permits one to justi fy claims of recognition as
morally binding under modern conditions of value pluralism. Under these conditions, there is no
single conception of the good life that is universally shared, nor any that can be established as
authoritative' (Fraser 2002,27). However, for participatory parity to be possible. at least two
conditions must be satisfied: the 'distribution of material resources must be such as to ensure
participants' independence and voice' and 'institutionalised patterns of cultural value must
express equal respect for all participants and ensure equal opportunity for achieving social
esteem' (Fraser 2002,29).

l4

Status  is meant here as the relative standing of social actors as a consequence of institutionalised patterns
of cultural value (Fraser 2002,24) and should not be confused with the sociological status mo-del in which
social actors try to actively improve their status to distinguish themselves from lower status groups.
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As with Young's model, here we are back to the conditions for justice and participation
that are not yet achieved in everyday life. It is at this point where also Fraser's model starts
"looping": she discerns the 'historically specific horizons  of value' to problematise the value
judgements of "other" practices and identities and as a requirement for change she formulates
equal respect for all participants in order to reach a deontological interpretation of recognition.
But this equal respect will not be achieved as long as these specific horizons of value are not
challenged and broadened.

In short, what Harvey, Young and Fraser have in common is their awareness of the per-
sistence of inequality in contemporary societies. All three attempt in their own way to accom-
modate difference and express awareness of the institutional obstacles non-dominant groups
face. This, as well as Young's distributive and non-distributive aspects ofjustice and Fraser's de-
ontological interpretation of recognition relieved of value judgements, is useful in the develop-
ment of lived citizenship. But as illustrated, problematic is that their suggestions for 'a way out'
are subject to the same obstacles as the problems they are trying to solve. Therefore, we may
first need a shift in the level of analysis from theory to practices in order to understand how the
'specific horizons of value' are informed by a multitude of (historical) practices which have
created representations and stereotypes of and typical societal positions for "other" groups and
which prevent equality from becoming reality. This is a different way of arguing the need for the
scrutiny of key public institutions, but a way that has shown that in the search for the 'hidden
mechanisms' both structural (distributive) and cultural (non-distributive) aspects have to be
taken into account.

2.4 The 'cultural' in citizenship
Besides the need for a critical analysis of public institutions, the previous sections have shown
that a continued orientation on rights, universalism or impartiality diverts attention away from
and thus limits the understanding of the dynamics in the 'cultural' aspects of citizenship. It can
however be argued that a better understanding of the current dynamics in identity formation and
feelings of belonging touches the root of the exclusionary practices that stem from the
conventional concepts of citizenship, the 'good citizen' and the public sphere. An analysis of the
'cultural' aspects assists in showing that it is both unattainable as well as undesirable to hold on
to the illusion of neutrality, impartiality and homogeneity in the public domain in multicultural
societies, that fair representation is difficult to establish without understanding processes of
identity formation and that the notions of homogeneity and universalism hide the inequalities
and the differences that exist in contemporary Western societies. Furthermore, understanding the
'cultural' in citizenship assists in showing why the granting of (universal) rights has not led to
justice or equality. assist in doing justice to differences within groups and in questioning the
dominant culture's legislation and its representations of minority groups. As such it assists in
discovering the potentialities and possibilities of lived citizenship. Therefore, the next two sec-
tions consecutively address the relation between belonging and the national state and the current
debate on social cohesion. This is followed by three sections addressing different developments
in the processes of identity formation: the development of transnational identities  as a cones-
quence of mass migration, the deconstruction of the "normal citizen" and the deconstruction of
the Western identity formation.
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2.4.1 From the nation-state to glocalisation

In the conventional understanding of citizenship, the sense of belonging was intrinsically con-
nected to the nation-state: citizenship entailed a territorial relationship between individuals and
the state, in which the people (the nation) and the territory (the state) were thought to neatly fit
together to form a "nation-state". The fact that throughout history "real" nation-states (holding
one entire nation, and no -part of- others, within its boundaries) hardly ever existed has not ob-
structed the construction of the ideology and myth ofthe nation-state. That is, until the recent in-
crease in attention paid to the simultaneous processes of globalisation and localisation.  Both pro-
cesses call into question the correspondence between belonging and the nation-state (Steven-son
2002) and between citizenship (rights) and nationality (territory). There are several globa-lising
tendencies discernible that question the importance of the national state, which one can roughly
split in two discourses, one that alludes to homogenisation and the other to heterogenisation.

With regard to homogenisation, there is the development of transnational spheres of
governance such as the European Union or the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights or the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights.  All of these suggest  a
supra-national, if not global, citizenship status based on global personhood rather than
nationality, and as such they are a continuation of the universalist discourse but now on an  even
larger scale than the national state. The flipside of this development is a form of localisation that
mani fests itself for instance in the notion of a 'Europe of regions': the process of Europeanisation
also raised the articulation of belonging to regions and small nations. The regional traditions,
languages, dialects and cultures are 'proof of'authentic identities', and connected to the desire to
have these identities recognised is the 'longing for wholeness, unity, integrity' (Morley and
Robins 1995,89). Whereas David Morley and Kevin Robins analyse how the film and television
industry provides part of the material on which these identities, memories and nostalgia are
based, Rosi Braidotti takes a rather more political approach and maintains that the recent history
of the European Union 'included a wave of nostalgic reassertions of local identities, producing a
nationalistic, xenophobic and often racist climate. The renewed emphasis on the unification
process has resulted in making "difference" more divisive and contested than ever' (2002,159).

However, these homogenising tendencies are not only characteristic for the regions, but
also for national states which too have become increasingly occupied with defending the
importance of ever more fixed and exclusive notions of culture and nation. Central to such
discourse is the 'attempt to fuse culture within a tidy formation that equates nation, citizenship
and patriotism with a racially exclusive notion of difference' (Solomos 2001, 205). Philomena
Essed and David Goldberg speak in this respect of the 'systematic reproduction of sameness'
which they see as deeply engrained in the organisation of contemporary culture and social li fe in
general (2002, 1067). This has expressed itself for instance in the wave of right-wing politics
that recently swept over several European countries, the construction of "Fortress Europe" and
the subsequent tightening of immigration policy, debates on social cohesion and increased
demand for conformity by migrant populations. Ruben Gowricharn (2002,6) indeed observes
less space for cultural and ethnic distinctions and a greater insistence on the cultural assimilation
of migrant groups.

15

15 Gowricharn observes this for the case of the Netherlands, but this tendency is discernible in other
Northern European countries too.
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Another type of globalising tendencies, that scholars have read as homogenising and
questioning the dominance of the national state, are those processes brought about by the
developments in transportation and communication technology. Homogenisation would be the
effect of interrelated phenomena such as global capitalism, global cultural economy, commo-
dification, consumerism, McDonaldisation and American and Western cultural imperialism.
These processes could be summed up under a new master narrative of 'neo-liberalism for all'
based on the myth  of the free-market. 16 Additionally, media technologies have not only enabled
the development towards globalisation, but the allegedly homogenising effects are also
understood as being further reinforced by mass media/communication as technologies via which
cultural representations are transmitted globally (Tomlinson  1999,20).

Whereas some have interpreted these economic and mediated developments with a fear
for homogenisation, others have read great possibilities in them. For instance, the shared
experience provided by the media and certain consumer goods has led some to the impression of
'the world as one place' or of media culture as the basis of an abstract form of global identity or
democracy. Together, the idea of shared knowledge/identity and of the world as one place (e.g.
Robertson   199():   see   for a discussion   of the various ideas: Mommaas 1991), triggered  the
conceptualisation of mediated new forms ofcitizenship: Marshal McLuhan's idea ofthe world as
a global  village (1989) or John Tomlinson's idea of a global civic society which would turn the
world into a 'global neighbourhood' in which 'enforced proximity' matters rather than communal
ties or shared values  ( 1999, 181). Similarly, increased popular access  to the Internet  has  led
scholars to explore the possibilities and potentiality of an 'electronic (global) democracy'
(Turner, 2001). Thinking of the face-to-face dialogue  in the classical democracies of Greece and
Rome, the electronic democracy would overcome a fundamental problem of modern democracy,
namely space, but leaves the option to 'create a new forum of discourse' intact (Morley and
Robins 1995,41). The "endless possibilities" of the Internet are also reflected in the promise that
the Internet would erase gender, class and racial divisions and thus the promise of a post-racial
C virtual) democracy (Nakamura 2002,29). This idea stems from the fact that such distinctions
are invisible in online interaction, that is, the disembodiment in cyberspace or what Katherine
Hayles (1999) calls becoming 'posthuman'. Especially in the beginning of the electronic era such
ideas were met with great enthusiasm, but in this context, Lisa Nakamura points not only to the
digital divide!7 but also the phenomenon of "cybertyping", that is, stereotyping in cyberspace.
which she sees as remarkably similar to that in the "real" world (2002.5)

Opposed to this homogeneity/universality thinking we find scholars emphasising heterogeneity.
Partly this can be read as a critique on ideas as explored above as well as on world systems
theories which take the West (the centre) as the prime mover and shaker in world relations. As a
consequence, they interpret global processes as the unidirectional influence from the West to the
rest and fail to question both the standard centre-periphery model (First-Third world) and the
Eurocentrism  at the basis  of such perceptions (Grewal and Kaplan   1994. 10). Those stressing
heterogeneity, on the contrary, analyse how globalisation simultaneously effects different

I6

Inspired by Rosi Braidotti's lecture 'Techno-bodies in a contested social space' 13 September 2003 as part
of the Noise Summer School in Antwerp, Belgium.
17 The digital divide cuts between those who have readily access to the Internet and those who have not,
which is often perceived as a line running between white and black communities in the West, but is more
accurately envisioned as a divide between North and South (particularly Africa).
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localities differently due to differences in appropriation of western cultures and practices. For
instance. Inderpal Grewal and Caren Kaplan (1994, 8) argue for the recognition of a 'multi-
directional flow of cultures that provides both hegemonic and counter-hegemonic possibilities'.
This is the expression of an awareness of situatedness and differences between North and South.
Similarly, by adding a fifth dimension to global cultural flows. namely ethnoscapes.18 also Arjun
Appadurai ( 1994,328) is able to break through the unidirectional understanding of globalisation
processes. The acknowledgment of differences in ethnicity and location is a helpful tool to steer
clear of unproductive notions ofhomogeneity.

Simultaneously, work on heterogeneity can be read as a critique on certain inter-
pretations of the concept of cosmopolitanism, which would be equally Western biased (Werbner
19978. see Tomlinson   1999   for a critical analysis of cosmopolitanism). For instance,   Ulf
Hannerz describes "cosmopolitans" as 'multilingual gourmet tasters who travel among global
cultures. savouring cultural differences as they tlit with consummate ease between social worlds'
(Werbner 1997a,   11/2;  see also Hannerz   1996). The cosmopolitans are clearly  not  the  same
group of people as the "transnationals", that is, people who have moved, often in great numbers,
to create a new home in the country they arrived to and whose loyalties are understood to be in
translocal social networks (Hannerz  1996). In these transnational communities ties are not only
based on family, trade, politics, religion, or tourism, but certainly also on media, arts and culture.
For example, Gowricharn illustrates how Bollywood culture is an important cohesive factor and
a basis for identity, identification and loyalty in a transnational community that is all but closed
and encompasses people spread around the globe (2003,3). More than the cosmopolitans, it is
the transnationals that have a transformative effect on western societies and on processes of
identity-formation simply because they are there to stay.  This may be one of the reasons why the
body of literature on transnationalism that has grown so rapidly over the last decade as the
introductory chapter pointed out.

In short, processes of globalisation and localisation are not simply a matter of either/or when it
comes down to homogeneity and heterogeneity. Rather, as the example of the European Union
illustrated, they are two sides of the same coin. Or as Appadurai points out with regard to global
capitalist and cultural flows 'the central problem of today's global interactions is the tension
between cultural homogenisation and cultural heterogenisation' ( 1994,328; emphasis added):

The globalisation of culture is not the same as its homogenisation. but globalisation involves the
use of a variety of instruments of homogenisation (armaments, advertising techniques, language

hegemonies, and clothing styles) which are absorbed into local political and cultural economies,
only to be repatriated as heterogeneous dialogues of national sovereignty, free enterprise and fun-
damentalism in which the state plays an increasingly delicate  role  ( . . . ) .I n general, the state has
become the arbitrator of this repatriation of difference (in the forms of goods, signs, slogans and
styles).  But this repatriation or export of the designs and commodities of difference continuously
exacerbates the internal politics of majoritarianism and homogenisation, which is frequently
played out in debates over heritage. Thus the central feature of global culture today is the politics
of the mutual effort of sameness and difference to cannibalise one another and thus to proclaim

lX The other four are mediascapes. technoscapes; finanscapes; and ideoscapes.
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their successful hijacking of the twin enlightenment ideas of the triumphantly universal and the
resilient particular' ( 1994, 333-334).

Thus, the direction of global cultural flows is neither unidirectional nor the effect intentional,
and consequently, Appadurai maintains that research should seek out 'images of flow and uncer-
tainty, hence 'chaos', rather than older images of order, stability and systemacity' (1994,337).
This should apply not only to research but also to national governments. But as pointed out
above, governments are not great advocates for dealing with flow and uncertainty, rather they
attempt to "keep the country together" by reconstructing the myth of homogeneity. This is even
more the case now that some have read a threat to the national state (and national identity) in the
processes of globalisation, Europeanisation and transnationalism.

This study starts from the point of view, however, that we are not witnessing a ;i,eakening or
demise but a restructuring of national states at this moment in time (see also Tambini 2001). In
this restructuring process, nonetheless, the unproductive binary perception of the global (univer-
sality) versus the local (particularity) has to be overcome. This can be done by acknowledging
that the global and the local both inform any locality and that the way in which this happens is
dependant on the social, historical, spatial and cultural characteristics of these localities. This is
a request for the contextualisation of studies on citizenship, away from abstract discussions of
the universal to the studying of concrete practices in specific countries and/or cities.

In this restructuring process national governments also have to account for trans-
nationalism to do justice to those people whose sense of belonging may be linked to more than
one country and to the goods, cultures and identities that have followed the movements of these
people."  It has to be accepted that also the West itself has changed through the multidirectional
processes of globalisation and international migration. Furthermore, an awareness has to be
developed towards the differences and situatedness of different groups of people - not only
between North and South, but also within the concrete context of one national state or city. This
helps an understanding of how, consequently, general measures may affect different groups
differently. This situatedness, which also captures differences in ethnic background. class, age
and gender, is acknowledged here in the application of a "politics of location" and by comparing
two concrete, contextualised examples (England/ Manchester and the Netherlands/ Rotterdam)
with regard to their adaptations towards the incorporation of heterogeneity or diversity in their
national (cultural) contexts.

2.4.2 Social cohesion: the search for the new social bond
In the conventional concept of citizenship with the clear demarcation of the nation-state and a
national belonging supported by a national identity and culture, social cohesion was seen as un-
problematic but also as indispensable (Van der Kamp and Ottervanger 2003, 12). Social
cohesion can be understood as functioning on three levels: the micro level of personal relations
and networks; the meso level of contacts and relations between societal groups, and the macro
level of the involvement of the citizens with society and the bond with national identity (ibid..

19 Like citizenship also transnationalism has to be contextualised. because the transnational links differ for
instance between labour migrants and political dissidents who came to Europe as asylum seekers or those
who suffered forced migration. Also the roles of both the host and the sending countries differ and this
shapes/limits the development of transnationalism from below (see Al-Ali et.al. 2001)
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16). In this conception, citizens are responsible for social cohesion, individually and via public
institutions. The role of the state would be to ensure that interaction and dialogue take place
under conditions of equality, rather than a direct state intervention in intercultural interaction
(Parekh 2000,222).

Globalisation, international migration and the subsequent changes in the role of the
national state and the development of transnational feelings of belonging have made
governments. as well as the media and some academics, worried about the disintegration of the
social bond. Concerns regard particularly the macro level, due to the allegedly contradicting
differences in cultural orientation and loyalties of minority-ethnic groups and those of the
dominant society, and the meso level, fur instance as a consequence of confrontations or race
riotsl' and the spatial and social segregation of ethnic groups. Conflict, Zygmunt Bauman
claims, is in the 'liquid stage' of modernity the prevalent form of coexistence: 'Solid modernity
was an era of mutual dependence, mutual engagement, production and servicing of mutually
binding and durable bonds. The defining trait of liquid modernity is. on the contrary, disen-
gagement' (2002,138). Bauman understands conflict not necessarily as a negative phenomenon,
because it 'means engagement, and it is in the course of hostile confrontations and struggle that
Weltanschauungen, values, ideals and preferences are first set against each other, compared,
scrutinised, criticised, tested, valued or de-valued' (2002, 138/139). Western governments do not
appear to share Bauman's perspective, instead social cohesion is increasingly associated with the
integration or assimilation of migrant groups in the dominant norms, values and so on.

The frequently heard question is what the new social bond could be in multicultural
societies? Gowricharn (2002) indicates, however, that in contemporary, open and globalising
societies, the 'ethical commitments' or social bond between citizens can no longer be generated
by a call for an assimilating form of nationalism. nor can (national) culture fulfil that umbrella
function, because culture or cultural elements might clash and exclude one another. But could
the public cultural field acquire such function if it were broadened to become representative of
the contemporary diversity of society? Or could popular culture or a shared consumer culture
provide the basis for a new social bond, can being a citizen equal being a consumer of a cultural
identity?2' For citizenship to be secure, however, can it 'depend upon the vagaries and shifting
fortunes of the market only?' ( Faulks 2001 b, 7). Although Gowricharn is sceptical about the very
idea of social cohesion, he stresses that too little attention is paid to the role of public institutions
not only in the debate on democracy but also on cohesion: 'societies are also made up of institu-
tions. It could even be argued that the behaviour of individuals is determined primarily by these
institutions. Seen in this light. the supposed lack of cohesion in society could be attributed legi-

2()

Examples of (political) confrontations are race riots such as the clashes between the police, BNP and
South-Asian youths in the English cities of Bradford and Oldham, in 2001.9/11 has (re)politicised the
relation between European Muslims and non-Muslims and has led to the development of new forms of
racist politics. the articulation of popular racism and violence against migrant communities. For the Dutch
case, see 'The Netherlands after September 11' (Migranten Informatief, September 2002, no. 144). John
Solomos, in this regard, even applies Enzensberger's terminology of'civil war', who understands conflict as
becoming an endemic feature in many contemporary European cities. Solomos maintains that the use of
such terminology is always 'intentionally melodramatic and meant both as a warning and a description of
the present situation' (2001,209).
2I

Inspired by Rosi Braidotti in her lecture 'Globalisation: a feminist cartography', 8 September 2003 as part
of the Noise Summer School in Antwerp, Belgium.
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timately to the behaviour of institutions or counteracted by reforming these institutions' (2004a,
1.

3).-- Reason again to analyse the functioning and openness ofpublic institutions in this study.
Parekh continues to employ the notion of a broadly 'shared culture', but maintains that

'since it involves several cultures, the shared culture can only grow out of their interaction and
should both respect and nurture their diversity and unite them around a common way of life'
(2000,219). To build a common way of life and a coherent political structure for a multicultural
society, both homogeneity and heterogeneity, unity and difference, and a satisfactory relation-
ship between them, need to be appreciated. A first step in this direction may be to build commwi
interest and trust (Parekh 2002,206-207). Secondly, it would help to move the issue of social
cohesion out of the heavily politicised context it is in at the moment and turn it into the accep-
tance of 'unresolved differences' - as Parekh called it in the opening quote - or into a 'healthy
indifference' towards the 'other' (Ramdas  2003). If society would accept the 'unresolved diffe-
rences', the "tension" between cultural homogenisation and heterogenisation would cease to
exist. It will remain a tension, however. when politicians continue their frantic search for the
cultural coherence manifest in the immediate post-war period or continue their 'nostalgia for the
classical republican citizenship ideal' (Van der Wouden  1999,108). The acceptance of unresol-
ved differences. and hence of diversity, would bring us also closer to accepting diversity as an
intrinsic part not only of society but also of lived citizenship. In other words, can 'being diffe-
rent' be the common way, so that 'unity in difference' becomes the new social bond and perhaps
also the basis for Parekh's 'love of diversity'? To answer such questions a better under-standing
of contemporary developments in identity formation is required.

2.4.3 From national to transnational and hybrid identities
Following from the previous sections, one such development in identity formation concerns the
relation between identity and the national state, i.e. the notion of a shared national identity. In
this context. Mike Featherstone argues that the process of state formation was one 'in which cul-
tural specialists have re-invented traditions and reshaped and refurbished the ethnic core of the
people. As nation-states became increasingly drawn together in a tighter figuration of competing
states they faced strong pressures to develop a coherent cultural identity. The process of the
homogenisation of culture. the project of creating a common culture, must be understood as a
process of unification of culture and of the need to ignore,  or at best synthesise and blend, local
differences'  (1991 a, 46).  As  such the cultural "homogeneity" of nation-states  has  to be under-
stood as constructed or imagined and as always already encompassing difference(s). Further-
more, Sandra Ponzanesi reminds us that migration is not new to Europe, and she similarly links
migration 'to, within and from Europe' to the formation of nation-states (2002,206). New may
however be the scale on which both migration and difference manifests itself and the subsequent

'.questions it poses to contemporary European states.-' These questions should be rather   the

l'
-- Several scholars (e.g. Parekh 2000. Stevenson 2002) have sought refuge in the concept of dialogical
citizenship based on communication to enhance social cohesion. Dialogical citizenship is also embedded in
Yuval-Davis' 'transversal politics': opening up and sustaining dialogues across differences of ideology,
culture, identity, and social positioning. Vital in facilitating and sustaining these dialogues is the right to be
different as well as the denial of essentialist, fixed constructions of cultures. nations and their boundaries
(1999,7).
23 See Lucassen and Penninx for an extensive overview of migration to the Netherlands from  1550
onwards. They point out that the figures for 'immigrants as a percentage ofthe Dutch population' were
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opposite from those in the past: not how to create national cultural homogeneity, but how to
accommodate diversity in the concept of citizenship, and, not how to create a Western cultural
canon, but the dominance of the canon itsel f is questioned - at least in the margin.

Stuart Hall maintains that one ofthe characteristics of the modern world was indeed the
fixed and stable identity of the subject and that the principal source of cultural identity was
provided by nati()nal cultures. On the contrary, the post-modern subject is envisioned as having

'open, contradictory, unfinished, fragmented identities' (1992,291). Gowricharn understands the
differentiation of identities, or cultural pluralism, as the unintended result of modernisation,
which is characterised by processes such as secularisation, emancipation, and individualisation
(2002, 14). This affects botli majority and minority populations. With regard to the minority
population, Gowricharn discerns three identity-constructing processes (2002, 18-19):

a) Westernisation: not only due to the process of modernisation, but also to the
diminishing social, economic and cultural differences between dominant and non-
dominant groups.

This is to a certain extent a process of homogenisation, the other two processes24 rather
consolidate difference (or pluralism in Gowricharn's terminology):

b) Hybridisation: the construction or reformulation of cultural characteristics in such a
way that it becomes compatible with the identity/culture of the receiving society. For
example, young people from minority-ethnic backgrounds who derive their cultural
identity mainly from the culture of origin, but simultaneously value democratic prac-
tices of the receiving country and integrate the two aspects smoothly in their everyday
lives (Gowricharn 2004b).
c) Ethnisation:25 the process of closing off from the receiving society, in which those
involved emphasise their somatic and cultural characteristics in their shared identity
which differ from the dominant notion of identity in the receiving society, which often

leads to a radicalisation  of ethnic identities. Ethnisation comes close to what Paul
Gilroy calls 'Afro-centrism', a form of separatism that operates with an essentialist view

appreciably higher throughout almost the entire seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (1994,29). Although
the current percentages are lower, the general  idea is that the scale of recent migration is unprecedented  in
history. This may be explained by the steep increase (peak) in numbers of immigrants in a relatively short
period oftime - from the mid 1960s to the turn ofthe century (the last similar peak in immigration occurred
between  1560 and  1600; see chart in Lucassen and Penninx  1994,29).
24 For Gowricharn. both processes are forms of'ethnisation' because in both processes di fferences are
stressed which create new boundaries. 1 use the more common term 'hybridisation' for the milder version of
ethnisation to be able to make a clear distinction between the two. Hybridisation may lead to differences
and new boundaries in its construction of forms of identity that differ from the majority in the host society
but it remains open to other influences and to the host society. Whereas in its radical form this is not the
case: the combination of stressing difference and closedness makes it a "true" example of ethnisation (cf.
Gowricharn 2002,20).
" The process of ethnisation, of'becoming more ethnic', should not be confused with the process of
'ethnicism', of 'being made more ethnic'. Essed (1991,6) describes ethnicism as follows: 'Ethnicism is an
ideology that explicitly proclaims the existence of multiethnic equality but implicitly presupposes an ethnic
or cultural hierarchical order'. This way, ethnicism is an ideological form of racism used to rationalise
pluralisation. In the process. the discourse about race and ethnic relations shifts from 'race', 'power', and
'cultural oppression' to 'culture', 'ethnicity', and 'multiethnic' (Essed 1991,15). Ethnicism can be seen as a
process in which attention is averted from the underlying power structures and difference is being
depoliticised.
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of black culture and identity (Gilroy quoted in Grillo  1998,233; see also West 2001,7).
Also Pnina Werbner (1997a, 15) draws attention to the fact that not all minority voices
from the margins are progressive.26

This categorisation provides a way to illustrate that minority-ethnic communities are not the
static and traditional communities the dominant part of society often takes them to be. Neither
are they closed if we bear in mind, that, irrespective of the kind of identity-construction people
engage in, they are all -in one form or another- tied into transnational networks as explored
above. Moreover, it indicates that the contemporary multicultural society cannot be understood
without its dynamic and transnational dimensions. Finally, particularly the case of hybridisation
shows that 'double' loyalties or identities are not necessarily a threat to the host society or social
cohesion.

Concerning the three types of identity-construction we can say that westernisation is a
process host societies will only welcome, as opposed to the process of ethnisation. Especially the
media has gone a great length in portraying ethnisation in a negative light, particularly after
9/11, in its coverage of terrorism and Muslim fundamentalism. But most academic attention has
gone to the process of'hybridisation', because the "migrant" offers a site for studying the 'embo-
diment of the contemporary condition of dislocation, not only in spatial terms, but as crossing

existing categories, of gender restrictions and bodily limitations' (Ponzanesi 2002,207). The list
of variations on the theme is impressive (ibid.): 'diaspora (Brah, Hall, Gilroy, Smadar, Sweden-

borg, Barkan), borderlands (Anzaldua), edges (hooks), eccentric subject (De Lauretis), margins
(Spivak), in-betweenness (Bhabha), rhizome (Deleuze), exile (Said), nomadic subject (Braidot-
ti), cyborg (Haraway), transversal politics (Yuval-Davies), borders (Balibar), multiple geogra-

phies (Stanford-Freeman)'. This list can be supplemented with for instance: creole cosmopoli-
tanism (Vergts, 2002), creolisation (Hannerz, 1996), new ethnicities (Back 1996) and multi-
identifications (Essed, 2001).

Jan Nederveen Pieterse notices a 'backlash against hybridity-thinking' (2002, 224-226),
which consists basically of warnings against the essentialisation of cultures/identities; against a

celebratory approach which skips over questions of power and inequality, against boundary
fetishism; and against the idea that hybridity would have no meaning without the prior assump-
tion of difference, purity and fixed boundaries. Also Asu Aksoy and Kevin Robins argue against
the continued focus on the national imaginary and the related notions of national identity and
imaginary communities that they see at the basis of many studies on diasporic cultures. Instead
of interpreting all cultural acts of migrants as a nostalgic attempt to mend the loss, estrangement
or split with the "mother culture", they suggest to focus on the self-conscious and reflective
individual in order to trace how transnational networks change the nature of migrant experience
and thinking to find more productive and new dimensions in these experiences (20038.92).

Rather than discussing the various approaches in depth, 1 explore two examples which
illustrate two important aspects of identity-formation: Fran oise Vergts' approach provides a
basis for keeping the notion of hybridity dynamic and Philomena Essed's approach prevents us
from conflating identity and ethnicity. Together, they provide a context in which the three types
of identity-construction, as discerned by Gowricharn above, can be interpreted as a non-static

36 Although this is true for certain minority voices, the dominant society is certainly not all progressive
either.
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categorisation that does not lead to the construction of new exclusionary categories or the re-
inforcement ofthe national imaginary.

First, by learning from examples of French-speaking Africa and the Caribbean, Vergas
develops the term Creole cosmopolitanism. closely related to Gilroy's translocal identities of the
Black Atlantic, which is a cosmopolitanism grounded in the rejection of ethnic or nationalist
absolutism from a (post)colonial position, and which provides an escape from both local and
French republican politics and culture (2002,169). Vergas reads cosmopolitanism as one's 'being
in the world that challenges national identity' (ibid.). Based on the work of Glissant, Vergts
takes creolisation as a cultural construct that is absolutely original. something that did not exist

before, something that is not simply multiculturalism or only an expression of paradoxes of
postmodern subjectivity (2002, 179). Difference in this respect is neither Levinas' absolute
difference nor Derrida's third-space 'difflrence' between same and other. but a beamiing. This
dynamic difference is described by Scott Lash and Mike Featherstone as a flux, a movement or
an indeterminacy (2002,8).27 With Creole cosmopolitanism one can envision a future in which
humanity will be diverse, multiple and whose identities will be based on relation rather than on
affiliation, blood, ancestry and land.

Second, Essed distinguishes between two levels of identification:

'Identifications operating at the first level are likely to include such dimensions as age, race.
ethnicity, gender, physical abilities/qualities, and sexual orientation; the secondary level is likely
to include marital status, parental status, military experience, religious beliefs, geographic
location, education, works background and income. People experience different modes of iden-
tification because some identifications weigh more than others. whether due to structural or
situational factors. .. 1dentifications are shaped and formed in dynamic interaction  with  domi-
nant and counter-ideologies and social discourses, norms and values' (2001,504).

Essed speaks of multi-identifications and transformations rather than of hybridity to circumvent
the biological connotations of mutation or deformation. With the concept of multi-identi-
fications/transformation, Essed does not only capture the notion that people have potentially
conflicting identities or foreground different identities at different times (see also Solomos 2001,
202), she also provides a more comprehensive notion of difference and hybrid identities.
Translated to citizenship, this would imply a notion of'transversal citizenship', which is a multi-
layered citizenship (Yuval-Davies  1999,7): 'People's membership  in a state, their rights  and
responsibilities, are mediated by their membership in other collectivities and polities, sub-,
cross-, and supra-state. Therefore, their positioning in that respect, as well as in terms of their
class, gender, sexuality, stage in the life cycle, ability etc, have to be acknowledged in any
citizenship project that in principle would be inclusionary and democratic'. For transversal
citizenship to function notions of difference are supposed to be non-hierarchical and it assumes
a-priory respect ofother's positions.

Furthermore, both Essed and Solomos emphasise that identity formation takes shape 'in
dynamic interaction with dominant and counter-ideologies and social discourses, norms and
values' (Essed 2001, 504). This makes the various elements of identity, such as race and
ethnicity, intrinsically political resources that can be used by both dominant and subordinate

27 Lash and Featherstone can be expected to refer to Bergson - see footnote 5 in chapter 1.
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groups for the purposes of legitimising and furthering their own social identities and interests.
Subsequently, this also raises questions regarding power relations both in the construction and
contestation of boundaries between identity categories such as:  'Who is constructing the catego-
ries and defining the boundaries? What are the consequences of being written into or out of
particular categories? What happens when subordinated groups seek to mobilise along bounda-
ries drawn for the purpose of domination? What happens to individuals whose multiple identities
may be fragmented and segmented by category politics?' (Solomos 2001,207).

The implications for lived citizenship are clear:  it has to be able to accommodate a range of non-
dominant identities and has to realise that the "Other" is not a uniform category. Although three
general categories of identity formation are discerned here, identities have to be understood as
transnational, multiple and in flux. Categorising people along the lines of their ethnicity always
falls short of doing justice to multiple identities, therefore groups may rather be conceptualised
as 'relations' as Vergts called it above or as 'coalitions' as Walby pointed out in section 2.3.1.
Moreover, because identities and feelings of belonging are in flux. the very concept of citizen-
ship has to be understood as a 'becoming', as a process. By understanding lived citizenship as a
process it may be better able to capture differences in identity-formation and thus to retain an
openness to new forms of identity that transcend the prior assumptions of fixed boundaries and
national identities.

Moreover, as mentioned above, the various elements of identity are political resources
that both dominant and non-dominant groups employ to legitimise their own interests. This
reminds us that developments in identity formation are not unique to non-dominant groups and
that these elements can be at the basis of mechanisms of exclusion in dominant identity
formation practices - this is central to the next section.

2.4.4     From the 'normal' citizen to multiple communities of resistance
Social movements combating racism and exclusion on the basis of ethnicity, gender, sexuality
and disability, have raised critical questions as part of their identity politics, which have been
crucial to the interruption of the construction of dominant cultures (Stevenson 2001, 4).
Regarding citizenship, these movements engaged in deconstructing ideas associated with the
"normal citizen" and aimed at making society more inclusive and open to difference. They have
shown that the 'mainstream views of citizenship have traditionally had at their core a white,
heterosexual, adult, able-bodied male' (Stevenson 2001. 94 see in the same volume Yeatman on
gender; Richardson on sexual rights; Marks on disability; Blackman and France on youths).
Braidotti points out that this construction of the male dominant subject entails asymmetrical
power relations:

'In European culture. history and philosophy. the notion of "difference" is central. It functions
through dualist oppositions which assert a monological system of sameness through
subcategories of difference. The respective positions of being "identical to" or "different from"
therefore mark asymmetrical power relations. This implies a built-in standard of reference that
constitutes the assumed norm. Phallogocentrism as an apparatus of subjectivity works by
organising the significant/signifying differences according to a hierarchical scale that is governed

by the standardised mainstream subject. ..the falsely universal He. Furthermore, in European
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history, this "difference" has been predicated on relations of domination and exclusion: to be
"different from" came to mean to be "less than" ' (2002,158).

Counter-hegemonic modernist identity politics aimed at denaturalising the origins of the binary

ordering and built on the empowerment of the subaltern against the hegemon. Hence, struggle is
defined around a deep structural dichotomy that "orders" differential power into two primary
social categories, one dominant and one subordinate (Soja and Hooper  1993,185/6): self/ other,
subject/ object, colonizer/ colonized, black/ white, man/ woman, majority/ minority, hetero-
sexual/ homosexual and so forth. The critique on modernist identity politics is that each domi-
nated category tended to consolidate and intensify counter-hegemonic consciousness "for itself",
crosscutting alliances with other groups were less likely to happen and fragmentation was its
result. Therefore, in theory and practice, a significant degree of closure and exclusiveness
became embedded within the strategies and tactics of modernist identity politics (Soja and
Hooper  1993, 186). Since  the  1970s, new theoretical and philosophical critiques and actual

political events have led to the emergence of a "new cultural politics of difference", a postmo-
dern or poststructuralist politics, which questioned the very foundations of modernist political
practices. Rather than searching for one "great refusal", the singular transformation that precedes
and guides all others, the new politics moved toward empowering a multiplicity of resistances.
Key processes in the development of postmodernism are the disordering of difference from its
persistent binary structuring and the reconstitution of difference (Soja and Hooper  1993,187).

However, postmodernist/poststructuralist identity politics has been subject to critique
too. First, there is a certain intellectual elitism and neo-conservative politics that have dominated
much of the postmodern discourse, which has led at times to the old hegemonic strategies of
opposition, cooptation and diversion. Second, as with modernist identity politics, the multiplicity
of resistances may inevitably lead to a politically debilitating and incapacitating fragmentation
(Soja and Hooper  1993, 188). Third, deconstructionism,  that  is, the "dissecting"  of the binary

conceptions in analyses of the representations of social practices and power relations, can easily
lead to conclusions like 'there is no reality outside the text', 'the death of the subject', or 'anything
goes'. In this case, the acceptance of difference would lead to cultural relativism, which results
in its own type of closure and essentialism - although in a different way than in the case of
modernist theories. Fourth, the cultural-critic bell hooks expresses her scepticism regarding a lot
of writing on postmodernity because the focus on 'otherness and difference' seems  to 'have little
concrete impact as an analysis or standpoint that might change the nature and direction of post-
modern theory' ( 19908.24). This is related to another critique of hooks on conventional post-
modern discourse, namely the persistent separation of a generalised "politics of difference"  from
a more specified and lived "politics of racism" (hooks 1990b, 54: hooks  1994.  5;  see  also  Soja
1996, 85). To become a politics of racism, the politics of difference 'should incorporate the
voices of the displaced, marginalized, exploited, and oppressed black people' (hooks  19908,25)
Fifth, Essed and Goldberg point out that the focus on 'otherness and difference' has led to 'a
critique of exclusion, a plea to reproduce other cultures rather than only the dominant one, but
not to a questioning of the assumption that cultures (of sameness) need to be maintained or re-
produced. What for, and why? The mere fact of a culture is not reason sufficient for its mainte-
nance and reproduction' (2002,1077).

With hooks, Edward Soja and Barbara Hooper (1993,189) argue that we need to move
beyond the primarily deconstructive critique towards a more reconstructive programme for
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radicd postmodern cultural politics. These politics are new in 'how and what constitutes
difference, the weight and gravity it is given in representation and the way in which highlighting
issues like exterminism, empire, class, race, gender, sexual orientation, age, nation, nature, and
region at this historical moment acknowledges some discontinuity and disruption from previous
forms of cultural critique' (West  1990,19). Moreover, these politics are radical in their attempt at
openness: while Cornel West and bell hooks are 'primarily concerned with reconceptualising
radical African-American subjectivity in a way that retains and enhances the emancipatory
power of blackness, but at the same time is innovatively open to the formation of multiple com-
munities  of resistance, polyvocal political movements capable of linking together many radical
subjectivities and creating new "meeting places" and real-and-imagined "spaces" for diverse
oppositional practices'  (Soja  1996,  84; my emphasis).28 These meeting places are located  in  the
"margins". Both hooks and West develop marginality as a space of radical openness, simulta-
neously attached to and detached from the dominant society. Margins are much more than a site
of deprivation and they are certainly not spaces one would want to get rid of. Rather, they are
sites to move into in order to let counter-hegemonic discourses speak, not just expressed in
words but also in habits of being and in ways one lives (hooks 1990c, 149-150).

Whatever the form or composition of the margins (i.e. they extend beyond ethnicity), these
communities of resistance show that the dominant notion of citizenship is always contested and
(re)shaped in eveo'dar life practices. It is therefore suggested in this study that rather than co-
opting. pacifying or otherwise silencing these practices, they should be understood as primary
informants of an inclusive concept of citizenship. Moreover, this section has shown that to
achieve lived citizenship a reworking of dominant images, assumptions and representations that
have an exclusionary as well as marginalizing effect is needed. in this re-imagining, the focus
needs to be diverted from (re)constructing those who are different as 'less than the norm' to
involving non-dominant discourses. Although certain requirements have to be met such as
mutual interest, trust and respect, it nevertheless requires from the dominant part of society that
they take - among other things - their responsibility and face the politics of racism. The practices
of lived citizenship, thus, need a "built-in mechanism" that triggers self-reflexivity in the con-
struction of a notion of'the normal citizen'. This mechanism needs at least two things. First, a
consistent and conscientious choosing of the margins, as one way of conceptualising the politics
of location and as one way to constitute a heterogeneous public sphere. By seeking to establish a
fruitful exchange between dominant and marginal spheres. gaps, silences, miscommunications
and misrepresentations can be overcome and a critical exchange of ideas can be initiated in order
to build and maintain solidarity (hooks  1990b, 54). Second, a critical assessment of eurocentric
and nationalist practices is required to understand how they can result in mechanisms of exclu-
sion. This is further examined in the next section.

2.4.5 From eurocentrism and nationalism to understanding exclusion
According to Braidotti (2002, 159) identity construction on the basis of a binary understanding
of difference. as discussed at the beginning of the previous section, also supported European
colonialism and fascism. Edward Said (1992) pointed out in Orientalism that the Self in Western

28 Soja based his idea mainly on the work of bell hooks, and to a lesser extent on that of Cornel  West.  Both
of them derive their ideas from the United States, but they are nevertheless applicable to European
practices too.
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thinking needed the Other to construct itself. Similarly, colonial discourse divided the world into
"us" and "them", into the rational and cultured West and the irrational and "natural" Rest. Aided
by anthropological and biological studies into physical differences, these discourses led to a
racialisation of the 'Other'. The subsequent illusion of Western supremacy and eurocentrism
became 'a discursive rationale for colonialism' (Shobat and Stam  1994, 2).

The concept of eurocentrism did however not cease to exist after the end of
colonialism,  but  also  'permeates  and structures contemporary practices and representations'
through 'five mutually reinforcing intellectual tendencies' as discerned by Ella Shobat and
Robert Stam (1994, 2): 1) eurocentric discourse projects a linear historical trajectory leading
from classical Greece to imperial Rome and then to the metropolitan capitals of Europe and the
US. The West is thus seen as the 'motor' for progressive historical change; 2) eurocentrism
attributes to the West an inherent progress toward democratic institutions, 3) eurocentrism elides
non-European democratic traditions, while obscuring the manipulation embedded in Western
formal democracy and masking the West's part in subverting democracies abroad; 4) euro-
centrism minimizes the West's oppressive practices by regarding them as contingent, accidental,
exceptional. and thus colonialism, slave-trading, and imperialism are not seen as fundamental
catalysts of the West's disproportionate power; 5) eurocentrism appropriates the cultural and
material production of non-Europeans while denying both their achievements and its own appro-
priation, thus consolidating its sense of self and giorifying its own cultural anthropophagy. 29

The legacy. or rather the ongoing practice, of eurocentrism expresses itself in 'moral
monism' and an everlasting demur at cultural difference: 'Moral monism refers to the view that
only one way of life is fully human, true. or the best, and that all others are defective to the
extent that they fall short of it' (Parekh 2000, 16). Obviously, moral monism has major short-
comings (which parallel those discerned above for homogeneity and universality in political
theory): human beings are culturally embedded and a way of life cannot be judged good or bad
without taking full account of the system of meaning, traditions, and the moral and emotional
resources of the people involved; the idea of one way of life assumes that human capacities,
desires, virtues and dispositions form a harmonious whole and are equally attainable for
everyone; moral monism contains primarily a judgment of other cultures, and thus runs the risk
of misunderstanding other ways of life as well as eliminating the need to have a proper interest
in understanding them (for a wider selection see Parekh 2000,47-49; my emphasis).

The internalised practices of eurocentrism, and the subsequent racial categorisation and
moral monism, give an illusion of "normalcy", as "simply the world order". But neither race nor
ethnicity are ' "natural" categories, even though both concepts are often presented as if they
were. Their boundaries are not fixed, nor is their membership uncontested. Racial and ethnic
groups, like nations, are imagined communities. They are ideological entities, made and changed
in struggle. They are discursive formations, signalling a language through which differences are
accorded social significance, may be named and explained' (Solomos 2001, 200-201). Accor-
ding to Hall, also the term 'ethnicity' acknowledges 'the place of history, language and culture in
the construction of subjectivity and identity, as well as the fact that all discourse is placed,

positioned, situated and all knowledge is contextual' (1996,446). Ethnicity in this sense often
coincides with the idea of "nation" and national identity. Michael Billig's (1995) notion of banal

29, In  1928, the Brazilian poet Oswald de Andrade published his Anthropophagous Manifesto. He
understood anthropophagy as the American's capacity to devour all that was alien to him and incorporate
all so as to create a complex identity, a new, constantly changing identity' (De Sousa Santos 2002,194).
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nationalism shows that for the construction of nations and nation-states a mild kind of nationa-
lism is needed to reproduce themselves as nations and their citizens as nationals. 'For such daily
reproduction to occur, one might hypothesise that a whole complex of beliefs, assumptions,
habits, representations and practices  must  also be reproduced' (Billig   1995, 5-6). States  make
sure that this nationalism is imbedded in everyday life in a non-obtrusive way, so that it becomes
normal, almost goes unnoticed and remains unnamed as a result.30 Nationalism is used instead to
depict 'problematic nationalisms' located in the periphery as a tool of extremists, separatists, and
guerrillas to create new homelands. Consequently, the concept of nationalism becomes
misleading, because the attention is taken away from nationalism  (not  in  but) qf the West's
nation-states (Billig  1995,6). Hence, in eurocentrism and nationalism and in the con-struction of
races, ethnicities and nations there is a kind of "structural invisibility" at play (Frankenberg
1993). This normalcy or invisibility can be retained as long as the Self can repre-sent itself as the
norm, as universal, and this status is not challenged.

Analogous to the functioning of banal nationalism, racism has become associated with
behaviour most people despise and which is located on the extreme-right of the political spec-
trum, or anywhere, except as a commonplace in Western nation-states. Placing racism in the
periphery is taking the attention away from 'everyday' racism. For Philomena Essed. everyday
racism

'involves systematic, recurrent. familiar practices. The fact that it concerns repetitive practices
indicates that everyday racism consists of practices that can be generalised. Because everyday
racism is infused in familiar practices, it involves soc·ia/ised attitudes and behaviour. Finally, its
systematic nature indicates that everyday racism includes climulative instantiation' (1991,3)

This concept of everyday racism captures categories and social  relations that operate in everyday
life as well as characteristics of everyday life. Forms of marginalisation such as eurocentrism
(e.g. whites as the norm, tokenism) and obstacles impeding equal participation (e.g. failing to
facilitate black participation, not acknowledging contribution/qualification, providing less/
secondary facilities, discouragement, setting additional or different requirements, exclusion from
positions o f authority or lowering of standards), forms of problematisation such as cultural deni-
gration (e.g. to treat as backwards/uncivilised, emphasising language deficiency) or biological/
cultural denigration (e.g. criminalisation, underestimation) and forms of containment such as the
denial of racism (e.g. failing to take a stand against racism, refusing to admit racism, claiming to
mean well), the management of ethnic difference (overemphasising difference, ethnisation of
jobs), pacification (patronising) or the denial of dignity (belittlement) are only a few examples of
the many forms of everyday racism Essed discerns (1991,180/1 )

Pressured by non-dominant interest groups, Western societies have passed laws and
corporations and large institutions have accepted policies in which the commitment to formal
equality and equal opportunity for all groups is expressed (Young 1990, 132-133). Nevertheless,
non-dominant groups in western societies still experience racism.'' Chris Weedon  (1999,155-

30 A national flag hanging outside a public building or a reference to '11'e won' in newspaper coverage of a
football match, attracts no special attention, but conveys a clear message all the same.
"   Experiences of racism consists of a) personal experiences: direct racist confrontations in interaction,  b)
deduced experiences: knowledge gained from family and friends, c) mediated experiences: confrontation
with racist expressions in newspaper articles, governmental debates or other situations that carry
implications for a group. and d) cognitive experiences: general knowledge of racism (Essed 1991 ).
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156) explores three common reactions to racism among white feminists, which 1 take as
applicable to society as a whole:'2 1) the liberal refusal to see racialised difference, 'colour
doesn't matter to me, we are all the same'; 2) a disabling sense of guilt that often leads to
inaction. In order to move beyond their guilt, Weedon maintains that white women need to
address their own racial privilege, i.e. address their own politics of location; and 3) to recognise
racism as a problem that affects women of colour but to see it as a 'black' problem rather than
one that should be fundamental to the lives of white women too. Weedon discerns a fourth, far
less widespread, response to racism  and that  is the conscious recognition of racism as a structit-

ring force in both the material practices shaping societies and the production of individual
subjectivities, whether white or of colour. This is precisely what hooks and Gilroy (2000) advo-
cate, that is, that neither difference nor the contemporary debate on migration and integration
can be understood without accounting for racism.

Hence, facing a politics of racism requires an analysis of the exclusionary practices stemming
from colonialism, nationalism and eurocentrism. Moreover, it demands a thorough examination
of the 'standard' or 'traditional' practices in dominant institutions and the historical construction
of difference and the racialised Other and its subsequent exclusionary representations. This
section has further shown that, contrary to the dominant belief, racism is an everyday life prac-
tice and the forms of everyday racism as discerned by Essed will provide the basis for the empi-
rical part ofthis study.

However, focusing on dominant practices should not rob non-dominant groups of their
agency or reinforce the discourse  of a world divided  into  "us"  and  "them" (cf. Clifford  1998;
Jacoby, 1995; for a similar critique on Orientalists). It is important not to understand non-
dominant groups, even though possibly subject to inequality and exclusion, simply as victims.
Actively seeking the margins and engaging with the way in which these groups create alternative
strategies in order to overcome subordination, as the previous section suggested, is a way to
avoid such pitfalls.

2.5       Setting the agenda for lived citizenship
'To claim border crossing, the mixing of high and low, cultural hybridity, as the deepest expres-
sion of a desired cultural practice within multicultural democracy means that we must dare to
envision ways such freedom of movement can be experienced by everyone. Since the disruption
of the colonised/coloniser mind-set is necessary for border crossings to not simply re-inscribe old
patterns, we need strategies for decolonisation that aim to change the minds and habits of every-
one involved in cultural criticism' (hooks  1994, 5).

How do we envision a strategy that enables such free - real and symbolic - movement? This
chapter has illustrated that one such strategy would be to understand citizenship as a process
which incorporates the dynamics in the cultural side of citizenship and which is based on the
everyday life practices which contest and (re)shape established citizenship practices. The ever-
changing outcome of this process would constitute lived citizenship.

' Feminists can be expected to have an above average awareness ofdifference and racism, which means
that ifthey already express such reactions (particularly the third), they must be traceable in the wider
society in even more uncritical ways.
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To achieve lived citizenship we need to:
•   Move beyond exclusionary practices related to the conventional concepts of citizenship

such as homogeneity and impartiality in the public sphere, universality, national identity
and culture and so on. Moreover, we have to move away from the one-directional incorpo-
ration of non-dominant groups into the dominant culture of the 'enlightened' classes.

•    In order to do so, political theories dealing with the legalistic side of citizenship would
benefit from empirical research into the dominant institutional practices which would
provide insight in why justice is not achieved despite equal rights. With Young, Fraser and
Gowricharn, justice is read in this study as the degree to which institutional conditions are
met for the realisation of the 'good life'. These institutional conditions are understood both
as structural (distributive) and as cultural (non-distributive).

•   To get a grip on these cultural conditions, dynamics in identity-formation and feelings of
belonging have to be understood and incorporated in such a way that diversity is seen as an
intrinsic characteristic of citizenship.

•      The realisation that diversity has always been part of European societies and that diversity is
always part of any notion of citizenship, helps us move towards Parekh's 'love of diversity'
and away from the dividing notion of "difference as Otherness" which understands diversity
or the experiences of racism as the problem of non-dominant groups rather than that of
society as a whole. Instead, one has to search in the multidirectional, transnational networks
and flows for a common interest, trust and respect for diversity

• Moreover, addressing the cultural side of citizenship requires an understanding of the diffe-
rences in identity-formation among non-dominant groups and an understanding of the
exclusionary practices related to identity (con)formation among the dominant groups in
society. The realisation that identity formation and feelings of belonging are dynamic in all
groups -irrespective of ethnic background- helps to retain the openness needed for citizen-
ship to be(come) inclusive and to function as a process.

•     A politics of location is required not only for white feminists but for any dominant societal
actor to come to understand how global, national and local processes and measures affect
different groups differently and to understand one's own privileged position.

•      One aspect of the politics of location is a politics of racism, which requires both the active
choosing of the margins and the tracing of exclusionary practices which have taken the form
of everyday racism.

•     The methodological implications of these requirements for the study at hand are examined
in the next chapter.
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'The measure of success of a study of urban representations will lie in its fecundity to
integrate theory with everyday practice and to generate new understandings and to
transcend old dead-ends, such as dualism erected between urban representations and the
"real"  city.    ..We  need to construct multi-dimensional analyses which, rather  than

imposing monological coherence and closure, allow parallel and conflicting represen-
tations to coexist in analysis. This leads us to a dialogical approach to the spatialisation
ofthe urban' (Shields 1996,245).

From the dialectic between centre and periphery sparks a Thirdspace that captures the
'real and imagined lifeworld of experiences, emotions, events, and political choices that
is existentially shaped by the generative and problematic interplay between centres and
peripheries. the abstract and the concrete, the impassioned spaces of the conceptual  and
the lived, marked out materially and metaphorically in spatial praxis, the transforma-
tion of (spatial) knowledge into (spatial) action in a field of unevenly developed

(spatial) power' (Soja 1996.31:original emphasis).

'As a radical standpoint, perspective, position, the "politics of location" calls those ot' us
who would participate in the formation of counter-hegemonic cultural practices to iden-
tify the spaces where we begin the process of re-vision. ... Within complex  and  ever
shifting realms of power relations, do we position ourselves on the side of the coloni-
zing mentality? Or do we continue to stand in political resistance with the oppressed,
ready to offer our ways of seeing and theorising, of making culture. towards that revo-
lutionary effort which seeks to create space where there is unlimited access to the
pleasure of knowing, where transformation is possible? This choice is crucial. It shapes

and determines our response to existing cultural practice and our capacity to envision
new, alternative. oppositional aesthetic acts. It informs the way we speak about these
issues. the language we choose' (hooks 19904 145).

3.1 Introduction

Central to this chapter are methodological reflections on how the politics of location. and the
politics of racism which is part of it, are applied in this study.  As such, this chapter bridges the
conceptual exploration in the previous chapter and the empirical study in chapters 5 to 7. A poli-
ties of location helps to give this study shape to the extent that when these politics first emerged,
they captured both a feminist articulation of diffrrence and a method of interrogating and decon-
structing the position, identity and privilege of whiteness (Kaplan  1994,139).  As such, they pro-
vide an object (the different effects of societal processes on different groups of people) and a
method for study. Before adjusting its methodological tools and strategies to the research at
hand, a brief introduction ofthe politics of location is required.

The term 'politics of location' was coined by Adrienne Rich in the early  1980s (see also
Rich    1986), by which she meant the deconstruction of 'hegemonic  uses  of the word "woman"
within a context  of US racism and elite or academic feminist practices' (Kaplan   1994,   138).
Rich's politics stemmed from her realisation that 'marginal as white, Western women appear to
be in relation to the real movers and shakers in this world - white men - there are others made
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,.marginal by white, Western women themselves' (Kaplan   1994,   140).  Two  of the key ideas

evolving from these politics of location were the need to compare differences between women in
terms of class, ethnicity. age, sexual preference, or between those of "first world" and "third
world" backgrounds, and the need to build alliances and coalitions on the basis of similarities in
being different, i.e. to create common platforms to 'map' these differences. With these realisa-
tions, the women's movement slogan  of the  1970s. the 'personal is political', was gradually  re-
placed by a 'politics of location' in the 1980s.

The recognition of differences led to the notion that rather than one position, there is a
multiplicity of positions and allegiances that characterises the contemporary diasporic or
marginal subject (Kaplan  1994,143).  This led  in the  1990s to the postmodern view of the sub-
ject as non-unitary. Consequently, diversity in the sense of acknowledging difference amongst
women and among categories became a starting point rather than a conclusion in feminist re-
search. Like the subject, power also became understood as complex and as a multilayered strate-

gic situation. Moreover, the politics of location itself became multiple and nowadays its meaning
depends on who utilises the concept in which particular context. But despite the multiplicity of
the politics of location itself, certain ideas have remained key throughout the genealogy of
women's movements/studies  from the 1970s  to the beginning  of the twenty-first century:  con-
sciousness-raising, to speak the unspeakable and talk about taboos in order to break the knots of
power; the recognition of the non-transferability of experiences. which demands trust in the
others' accounts of their experiences; trust is understood as a moment of empathy which offers
an opening leading to understanding; the seeking of connections between the public or dominant
and the private or non-dominant spheres for gaining better understanding of power relations; and
the building of bridges between groups and societal spheres to the effect of creating solidarity
(the  19705 key term in the politics of sisterhood - see among others hooks 199Ob).

Also certain methodological tools and strategies have remained in place of which 1
would  like to point out three:  a) a politics of location requires a critical practice that deconstructs

any dominant hierarchy or hegemonic u.fe of terminology, but also of standard historical perio-
disations and mystified abstract spatial metaphors; b) examining the politics of location in the
production and reception of theory can turn the terms of inquiry from desiring, inviting, and
granting space to others to becoming accountable for one's oit,n investments in cultural meta-
phors and values. This is a quest for self-reflexivity (see also Puwar 2003b, 21/2); and c) as a
practice of affiliation, a politics of location identifies the grounds for historically specific diffe-
rences and similarities between women in diverse and asymmetrical relations, creating alterna-
tive histories. identities and possibilities for alliances, based on a solidarity across groups and
categories (Kaplan  1994,138/9; my emphasis).

For the study at hand, this means that: a) the location of diversity in the arts in England
and the Netherlands is established by deconstructing the dominant hierarchy of the cultural field:
through the analysis of hegemonic structures and representations and by comparing and mapping
the differences between the dominant and non-dominant part of the cultural field in terms of
their real and imagined spatiality. Moreover, by incorporating the non-dominant part of the cul-
tural field into this study, I move into the margins to seek out the multiple communities of
resistance as described in the previous chapter; b) by accounting for my own investments in this

13 Based on Rosi Braidotti's lecture 'The genealogy of a new paradigm' on 13 September 2003  as part of the
Noise Summerschool in Antwerp, Belgium.
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study (my personal politics of location); and c) by formulating my aim as the raising of con-
sciousness in the dominant sector. by breaking the (Dutch) taboo of talking about racism, and by
trying to locate alternative connections between dominant and non-dominant groups from which
solidarity can be built between these groups.

Feminist theory refers predominantly to women or to 'we'. From a politics of location
perspective this has to be understood as an epistemological rather than an empirical category: a
category which captures the similarities in experiences, but recognises differences in identities.
In several feminist studies this category is broadened to include other underrepresented or non-
dominant groups such as ethnic-minorities, gays/lesbians or people with disabilities. Applying a
politics of location in this study to establish the location of minority-ethnic groups and their
cultural practices in the dominant cultural field means broadening the politics' scope from the
category of women to society as a whole. In this respect, it may cease to be a 'true' politics of
location, nonetheless the aim remains the same: to articulate (and try to overcome) the difference
in power positions between dominant and non-dominant groups or individuals.

Moreover, the previous chapter argued that to account (with a politics of location) for
the changes in the relation between space, power and culture/identity, concrete social, spatial
and historicized contexts need to be studied. In this study, it concerns a comparison between
England and the Netherlands which allows for a comparison, within a broader "European di-
mension", of differences and similarities between two European states in their relations between
diversity, culture and citizenship. Furthermore, since ethnic and cultural diversity are predomi-
nantly urban

phenomena and also contemporary arts and cultural practices remain largely
located within urban settings. cities becomes the 'lived space' of citizenship practices. Therefore,
this study extends the focus from the level of the national state to the specificities of the cities of
Manchester and Rotterdam. The acknowledgement of the historicality, sociality, and spatiality of
contemporary phenomena is derived from Edward Soja's trialectics of being. But it is above all
Soja's second set of trialectics that 1 use in this study to give the politics of location shape: the
trialectics of spatiality. This assists in addressing both the perceived space of institutions (First-
space) and the conceived space of representations (Secondspace) and in moving into the lived
space of the margins (Thirdspace). it was argued in chapter 2 that all three fields of study are
necessary to come to a comprehensive understanding of lived citizenship and the location of
diversity in cultural and spatial terms.

In short, this chapter addresses first how spaces and locations are understood in this
study, how city spaces are read and what Thirdspace entails (§3.2); my personal politics of loca-
tion and a fieldwork account (§3.3): the case selection and anchor points for the comparison
between England and the Netherlands (§3.4); and methodological reflections on how Firstspace
(§3.5), Secondspace (§3.6) and Thirdspace (§3.7) are analysed in this study.

3.2 Spaces, location, cities and Thirdspace
Rather than moving into a detailed geographical debate on the various definitions and uses of the
terms space or location, I consecutively outline my reading of the concepts of space, location,
cities and Thirdspace. Following from Soja (1996), space and location in this study indicate both
real and symbolic spatiality: real locations in the sense of concrete. geographical spaces such as
cities or cultural spaces versus symbolic locations in the sense of abstract, imagined ( repre-
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sented) spaces. 'Location' distinguishes itself from 'space' in that it captures the relative location
of a person, place or phenomenon, thus in relation to other people, places or phenomena.

The real spaces addressed in this study are England and the Netherlands, the cities of
Manchester and Rotterdam and, within these cities, cultural spaces. Following Liana Borghi
(2002), who understands cultural spaces quite literally as e.g. the nineteenth century "salon", I
discern as cultural spaces cultural venues, arts institutions and arts organisations. Nonetheless,
Doreen Massey suggests that we think of social "space" 'in terms of the articulation of social
relations which have necessarily a spatial form in their interaction with one another' (1994,120).
Consequently, depending on the type of relations and interactions one space is distinct from the
other. This is further exemplified by Pnina Werbner who regards space 'as a metaphor for voice
and identity. Like the French usage of "espace", space here refers to an opening which enables a

privileged mode of knowledge, cultural practice or discourse, and which is semiotically marked
and framed as distinct both by actors who "own" the space and by others excluded from it'
(1996,56). This is a reminder that spaces are not neutral and one has to ask who is in a position
of power to define and shape a space.  I adopt the idea of the relation between sociality, spatiality
and power, but will extent it below to include historicality by applying the concept of Third-
space. In doing so, also real spaces become embedded in specific social, spatial and historical
power relations.

To specify how city spaces are studied here, some notes on the various approaches to
urban studies are required. Similarities can be discerned in the debate on citizenship and that on
cities where the dichotomy between universality and particularity is concerned. For instance,
Kevin Robins (1993, 2) links the modern city to universalism and uniformity and the post-
modern city to a re-imagining of urbanity. Robins describes postmodernism in terms of 'the
struggle for place in the face of modernist "rationality" and abstraction' and discems one strand
of thinking in which the particular is about 'revalorising locality, community and the vernacular'.
that is, the 're-enchantment of identity and community' (1993, 6). Ash Amin and Stephen
Graham (1997,412) further specify the developments in studies on cities and point out that be-
tween the early 1960s and early 1980s particularly Anglo-Saxon academic work on cities antici-
pated 'a progressive dissolution or erosion of cities'.34 But from the 1980s onwards, poststruc-
turalist and postmodern debates have increasingly focused on understanding the 'urban' and have
sought to reassert the 'multi-dimensional nature of the social and cultural life of the city' (ibid.).
The problem here is that such studies have highlighted, and often celebrated, cities in terms of
the dynamics of the cultural industries, Walter Benjamin's postmodern figure ofthe flaneur, con-
sumerism (the obsession with shopping malls and the Disneyfication of cities), the mobility of
the citizens and interconnectedness of cities, the information-based economy and so on, without
acknowledging that these postmodern phenomena and territories co-exist with 'the ghettos of
ethnic minorities  and the socially marginalized' (Robins  1993,  8).  What  has been portrayed  as
the "new urbanity" thus often reflects the activities or lifestyles of one particular group or
(middle) class (Robins  1993,   15;  from a gender perspective see Wilson  1995,  151).  Similarly,
Massey critiques postmodern urban studies with what she calls the 'language of extremes', indi-
eating that 'cities are places of freedom and escape, places to find the advantages of multiplicity,
complexity, the potential for mixing and the ability to disappear, to be anonymous. Yet for

34 Crisis as the outcome of a lack visionary urban planning ( Jacobs 1961), decentralisation and
disintegration due to increased mobility and suburbanisation or, later on, caused by 'the rise of the network
society' (Castells 1996).
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others, or for other aspects of identity, all that multiplicity and chaos can become a source of
danger, vulnerability and oppression' (1995,105).

35

Elizabeth Wilson (1995), however, discerns a new type of urban literature which
includes the periphery rather than that it delegitimises it. In this type of literature, the contem-
porary city became consequently seen as 'a variegated and multiplex entity - a juxtaposition of
contradictions and diversities'  (Amin and Graham   1997,  418).   It   is  from the perspective  of
contradictions and urban paradoxes that I read the cities of Manchester and Rotterdam.
Additionally, by focusing both on the centre and the periphery as well as on everyday-life or
lived experiences, 1 follow Amin and Graham's quest to study 'the ordinary city' which 1 under-
stand as 'cities for the many not the few' (Amin, Massey and Thrift 2000). Moreover, 1 analyse
cultural diversity policies which are interpreted by policy makers as part of the answer to the
crisis in urban public space, as will be illustrated, because cultural diversity policies are meant to
generate intercultural interaction which would enhance social cohesion.

To study these paradoxes and the different spaces 1 make use of Soja's concept of
Thirdspace. Soja encourages his readers to think differently about the meaning and significance
of space and those related concepts that compose and comprise the inherent spatiality of human
life: place, location. locality, landscape, environment, home, city. region, territory and geo-
graphy. With what Soja calls a critical strategy of 'thirding-as-Othering' he tries to 'open up our
spatial imaginaries to ways of thinking and acting politically that respond to all binarisms, to any
attempt to confine thought and political action to only two alternatives, by interjecting an-Other
set of choices' ( 1996, 5).36 Soja details that 'when faced with a choice confined to the either/or,
Lefebvre creatively resisted by choosing instead an-Other alternative, marked by the openness of
the  both/and  also...,  with  the "also" reverberating  back to disrupt the categorical closures
implicit in the either/or logic' ( 1996,7).

Soja's derives two sets of trialectics37 from Henry Lefebvre's critical strategy of
thirding-as-Othering. One set is the 'trialectics of being' and acknowledges 'historicality, social-
lity. and spatiality in a strategically balanced and transdisciplinary way' and interjects a critical
spatial imagination into the interpretive dualism of historical and sociological imaginations to
which practical and theoretical sense of the world was confined in the last two centuries (Soja
1996,5/6). A second set of thirdings concerns the 'trialectics of spatiality': perceived, conceived
and lived space. This thirding is called Thirdspace and entails the creative recombination and
extension of Firstspace, which focuses on the "real" material world, and Secondspace, which
interprets this reality through "imagined" representations of spatiality, which would result in the
embarkation on 'journeys to a multiplicity of real-and-imagined places' which constitute Third-
space (Soja 1996.6; original emphasis).

35 Massey shows this for the trinity of space, power and identity. Also Guy Debord's Society of the
Spectacle evolves around this dialectical nexus of the city as a site of freedom and the space of tyranny and
exploitation (see Merrifield and Swyngedouw  1996.  144).16 Soja based his concept of"thirding-as-Othering" mainly on Henri Lefebvre's  1974 'La production de
l'espace' (The production of space). This concept should not be confused with "Othering", the construction
process ofthe binary "self' and "other" (or the West versus the Rest). but should rather be understood as
creatively combining and expanding any binary concept.
17 There is a third notion ofthirding in Soja's work which attempts to integrate modernism and
postmodernism and works towards a more open and combinatorial theoretical perspective (Soja  1996,6).
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The main points derived from this brief summary of Soja's concept of Thirdspace is the
need to acknowledge both sides of the binary, the interaction between the two and the need to
historically, spatially and socially contextualise the phenomena that are studied (see also Young
1990,  5).  Thus,  the  aim  of this study  is to determine  the  real and imagined location  of non-
dominant groups and their cultural practices in the established western cultural field as the socio-
historical outcome of the interaction between different spaces. In this respect, Soja's approach
helps to prevent that the politics of location and the deconstruction of differences results in the
construction of new certainties or the creation of monolithic, unitary or fixed categories and
definitions, or the unnecessary reinforcement of the centre/periphery or dominant/non-dominant
dichotomies. Instead, I focus on the multiplicity of positions of marginal subjects and
differences between subjects in different locations, which I read indeed as the outcome of the
interaction between centre and periphery. Although Soja's concept of Thirdspace is helpful con-
ceptually, it offers nonetheless few concrete anchor points from which to start an empirical
study. These anchor points are discerned after some notes on my personal politics of location,
my investments in this study, its outcome and its goal.

3.3 My personal politics of location and fieldwork account
As a white, female human geographer, I have been working in a Leisure Studies department
across disciplines,8  on the issue of diversity which  is  not only highly topical but increasingly
politicised. This makes it, in my opinion, increasingly difficult to address the issue of diversity
in the arts without addressing the political struggle over access to the dominant cultural field and
without addressing the multiplicity of cultural fields. This study was however initially organised
around a cultural-sociological survey which had to provide insight into the extent to which
ethnicity leads to distinctions in cultural consumption. During the design of the questionnaire,
the limitations of such a study became rapidly visible. In the account below. I reflect on how I
came to study processes of exclusion and racism, on my position as a white person engaged in
such a study and specifically on my position in the interviews with the non-dominant cultural
sector. In doing so,  1 simultaneously account for how the empirical part of this research was set
up and carried out.

Regarding the initial survey research, there was the problem of which cultural expres-
sions to acknowledge in the questionnaire, how to 'label' them and extent them beyond the con-
ventional western high-cultural categories and their specific cultural and spatial connotations. In
short, it became clear that the main problem in such a research was the lack of insight into the
cultural expressions and activities outside the western high cultural domain. This lack of insight
applied to both the academic literature as well as my personal experience at that point in time.
Secondly, there was the question of how to categorise ethnicity in such a way that it does justice
to the diversity within minority-ethnic groups and that it does not rob these groups (who were
supposed to fill in the questionnaire) of their right to self-definition. Does it suffice to continue
talking about e.g. first and second generation Turks or would the survey outcome be a more
reliable representation of actual cultural practices when the differences in identity formation, as
explored in the previous chapter, are taken into account? (see Trienekens 2002).

18 The main disciplines reflected in the empirical part ofthis study are geography, sociology and semiotics.
With regard to academic literature, 1 drew inspiration from disciplines such as gender, post-colonial, race &
ethnicity, media and urban studies and political science.
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Furthermore, besides problems regarding the questionnaire, problems occurred when
trying to set up a similar survey in Manchester. These attempts were unsuccessful for two rea-
sons.  First of all, no local party was willing to support me financially, because they would rather
spend the required amount of money on supporting an art project than on a survey - something
with which I can only agree. In this respect there seems to be less of a "survey-culture" in
England than in the Netherlands. Secondly, in the Netherlands people are registered e.g. at the
local council also by their ethnicity, which makes the selection of non-dominant groups for
surveys in the Netherlands as easy as hitting a few keys on the computer. In England this is not
the case, which meant that the survey sample would have to be constructed on the basis of a tele-
phone book search (find those with foreign looking names) or via the snow-ball method. Both
approaches are not only time-consuming but also less reliable in terms of statistical represen-
tativeness. Together these reasons made me decide to discard the survey and to start actively
seeking out the margins in a qualitative manner in order to bridge the gap in knowledge as far as
possible within the constraints of one research project.

Although diversity  may not be visible  in the everyday practice of the dominant cultural
field,  it is however increasingly present in policy discourse. Therefore. the empirical part of the
research changed first of all to a discourse analysis of policy documents.  I consulted over 80
policy documents, research reports and annual reviews for both countries overall. These
documents covered all aspects of the dominant cultural field: general arts policies, specific cultu-
ral diversity policies. documents on social inclusion, research reports on the accessibility of the
established cultural field to non-dominant groups and so on. Moreover, these policy documents
and reports represented the national, regional and local governmental levels in both countries.
Appendix  la lists those documents and reports that have been quoted in this study. Secondly,
during several periods of fieldwork, I attended a broad range of dominant and non-dominant
events (performances, concerts, festivals, clubs, debates, conferences etc.) and conducted 52
semi-structured interviews. With several interviewees I spoke more than once. The interviews
were more than just a deepening of the results of the policy analysis, they further extended the
analysis particularly in relation to non-dominant cultural practices. The interviews showed me
subtleties, animosities and other barriers that obstruct a fruitful collaboration between dominant
and non-dominant groups/initiatives which a policy analysis alone could have never shown.
Moreover, the interviewees showed me -literally and metaphorically- parts of the non-dominant
cultural field which cultural policies are only beginning to discuss. Appendix  l b (England)  and
1 c (the Netherlands) give an overview of the organisations the interviewees work(ed) for.

I undertook two extensive periods of field work in Manchester in Summer 2000 and
Fall 2001. The majority of interviews were conducted in the second period, which started only
two weeks after 9/11  when the riots in Bradford, Burnley and Oldham (part o f Greater Manches-
ter) of that Summer were still fresh in people's memory. This demanded more positioning of
myself and my research, and explaining 31'hat 1 wanted to interview these non-dominant

organisations about, than may have been necessary under 'normal' circumstances. Nonetheless,
contrary to my expectations, the rejection rate on the side of the non-dominant organisations was
negligible.3' This may have been a misjudgement on my part or it may show that, on a one-to-

39 On the contrary, only a few high-cultural venues told me they were too busy to make time for an
interview (e.g. the Royal Exchange in Manchester and the Schouwburg in Rotterdam). Just one non-
dominant community centre in Manchester was unwilling to cooperate. In the latter case, however, I
attended several events at the centre, spoke briefly with the centre manager and more extensively with one
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one level and with a clear positioning of onesel f, interaction and communication can be possible
at all times. However, one representative of a non-dominant cultural organisation clearly expres-
sed his belief that the dominant sector, or white people, were abusing organisations such as his
by always requiring information but never giving anything back. This made me realise the
importance of feeding back the outcome of my study to the interviewees.  1 have contacted those
non-dominant organisations in Manchester and Rotterdam that 1 have used as explicit examples
in chapter 7 to ask for their consent and the other interviewees will be informed after the
publication of this study.

The field work in Rotterdam took place roughly from Spring to Fall in 2002. In May
2002 the Netherlands experienced its first (at least in the country's modern history) political
assassination. The death of a right-wing populist politician from Rotterdam (see chapter 4) great-
ly politicised the presence of migrant groups in the Netherlands. In a similar manner as in Man-
chester, I was asked occasionally to explicitly locate myself and my work but the rejection rate
was also relatively small in the Netherlands. Nonetheless, the political events of the time and the
way in which I introduced myself may have influenced what the interviewees, both from
dominant and non-dominant organisations, were willing to tell me. Given the fact that both
countries were shaken up at the time of my field work should have prevented too much
discrepancy between the case studies which would have made the interpretation and comparison
of the data less reliable. However, even if such drastic events had not occurred, the question of
what non-dominant organisations were willing to tell me had to be asked given my white skin
and what it may represent to them. 1 was however pleasantly surprised how open the intervie-
wees were in sharing their experiences and insights with me (on and even more so 019 the record)
and some went as far as saying that they thought that I, as a white person, would have more
chance to be listened to and would therefore be able to get things across that they have been say-
ing for years (I return to this below). This is already a clear indication of how these organisations
locate themselves in the cultural field and how much influence they believe they have on policy
and decision making processes.

Regarding the selection of the interviewees and the range of dominant and non-
dominant cultural events that I attended, the aim was to divide them roughly equally between the
dominant (established) and the non-dominant (marginal) cultural sector. The choice of intervie-
wees was straightforward where the policy bodies were concerned: there is only a limited num-
ber of key policy bodies and these institutions were easily traced and contacted (especially in the
Netherlands, were contacts already existed between these institutions and my department). In
many cases, but certainly not exclusively, 1 talked to those responsible for cultural diversity
issues. Talking to those dealing with diversity issues may have supplied me with a relatively
more informed notion of diversity than the 'average' person in the office would have given me,
but they could however inform me more than anyone else about the obstacles, problems and
frustrations they encounter in the design and implementation of cultural diversity guidelines.

The established cultural venues were easy to trace, although with some it was
impossible to arrange an appointment. Also the few culturally diverse publicly funded venues
were easily located - they are either discussed as cases of'good practice' in policy documents or
listed in the general listings magazines. Locating and contacting non-dominant venues and cul-

of his assistants. Given the amount of in formation that 1 gathered on the centre this way,  I decided to
include the case in this study nonetheless (see cv 16 in Appendix lb). Above all, because it is a valuable
example of a community of resistance that chooses as its strategy to "withdraw" from the dominant society.
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tural organisations was in a sense more arbitrary given that they exist in far larger numbers and
that they are less easy to trace in generally accessible documentation. In both cities I have had
help from people who are well informed about the non-dominant cultural sector, some of whom
were linked to more established cultural institutions. In Manchester, I additionally made use of
the Ethnic Directory which was made available to me by the Arts Ambassadors Unit. The broad
range of non-dominant venues and arts organisations was narrowed down by selecting only
those that deal with performing arts* and by selecting those that service those groups that are
defined as target groups by the policy bodies. Finally. the outcome depended on who I got hold
off first. Because, as with all other organisations, 1 would first call to ask who 1 could best talk to
and would call back until that person was available to arrange an appointment with me. The
interview selection is therefore not meant to be representative, but to show the range ofactivities
and organisations in the various parts of the cultural field.

The interviews were in-depth and semi-structured. Depending on the interviewee's time
schedule the interviews lasted between 45 and 90 minutes. The interviews in England were on
average much longer than those in the Netherlands, because they were done first and 1 needed to
familiarise myself not only with the topic but also with the country. During the interviews 1 used
a list of questions to ensure that the same themes were addressed. The list of questions with
some commentary on the kind of information the questions were supposed to provide can be
found in Appendix 2. All interviews were conducted by myself, recorded on cassette and fully
transcribed afterwards. In qualitative terms 52 interviews is a decent number, but it is neverthe-
less too small to quantify the answers in any way, such as the number of interviewees (dis)-
agreeing with a certain topic or how often a topic was mentioned. Therefore. the interviews have
been incorporated only in a qualitative manner and quotes from the interviews were selected for
being most illustrative of a certain point even though other interviewees may have said some-
thing along the same line.

The experiences I gained through the interviews and the attendance of various non-dominant
events taught me several things. For instance, that socio-economic indicators, although central to
studies on cultural consumption in the sociology of the arts tradition, are not the only factors
determining cultural consumption. There are also mechanisms of exclusion at work which affect
the cultural practices of non-dominant groups. In bell hooks' words ( 1990b, 54), I came to
understand that there is no point in focussing theoretically on the issue of difference when one is
not simultaneously willing to confront the issue of racism in society, in oneself and in one's

40 The vast majority of the interviewees were representatives of the arts funding system, cultural venues or
arts organisations whose main remit is the performing arts. In this study, the performing arts encompass
mainly non-commercial theatre, dance and music. These arts disciplines can be inspired by different
cultural influences (different cultural traditions, urban culture etc.) and can be used in performances and in
community or youth arts projects in a wide range of spaces/locations. established central cultural venues,
public spaces such as streets and parks, (public) community centres, privately-run peripheral locations etc.
This allowed me to move in and out of dominant and non-dominant spaces and draw comparisons between
them. Focusing on the non-commercial sector further enhanced the comparison because it is in this sector
where public support is often crucial and thus where the struggle over access to funding and facilities is
most visible. The focus on the performing arts is nonetheless only loosely applied because single non-
dominant cultural events often host more than one art discipline and single performances often integrate
different art forms.
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work.41 Finally, it became apparent that cultural consumption cannot be studied without
reference to the modes of and the power over cultural production. Together these insights led to
further amendments to the initial research design and resulted in the study at hand.

By seeking out the margins as a white female academic and "being given the task to
speak out", I do not aim at "giving 'them' a voice", since they are highly capable of doing so
themselves, as shown in the interviews, in their art works and sometimes in interaction with (10-
cal) politics. Neither will I attempt to speak on their behalf because the "counter-voices", which
are (re)presented mainly in chapter 7, have obviously undergone a selection and interpretation
process which highlights my influence on the outcome. 1n the Dutch case there has additionally
been a translation process which further mediates the message that was conveyed to me. More-
over, the non-dominant voices as they are presented in this study are only fragments ofthe wider
discourse the individual interviewees shared with me. Therefore, rather than positioning myself
as a representative of the non-dominant voices or practices, my motivation for this study is to
raise awareness (or preferably to affect change!) in the dominant cultural sectors and to point out
the gaps and silences in dominant stereotypical representations of non-dominant groups and their
cultural practices. I try to achieve this, first, by deconstructing the dominant hierarchy and/or
hegemonic use of terminology (one strategy of the politics of location). This process has been
greatly supported and informed by the insight gained through the interviews with non-dominant
cultural organisations. Second, by presenting the dominant academic, political and cultural sec-
tors a more positive reading of the margins, that is, as a site where one can learn about future
possibilities and as a site where one can encounter partners for building alliances (another two
strategies of the politics of location). However limited by the scope and time constraints of this
research project. and limited by the impact one academic study can have, the aim is to move
diversity away from being a "black issue" or "their" problem to an issue that concerns us all.
From this would follow, ideally, a more constructive debate between dominant and non-domi-
nant groups in society on (lived) citizenship and on the location of diversity in the arts than has
so far been the case. My hope is that this book can be a catalyst in, or at least a contri-bution to,
this badly needed debate.

3.4 England and the Netherlands
Limiting the scope to tit'o countries and cities is largely due to practical limitations, mainly the
time and financial constraints of this study. With regard to the choice of these two countries, the
Netherlands was the starting point of the research project which I then turned into an
international comparison. This because it would give the politics of location further content and
because in an increasingly Europeanised (academic) context a single-case study appeared to me
less appropriate. To take full advantage ofa comparison. on the basis of Yasemin Soysal's model

41 This is neither an easy process. nor am 1 entirely sure that i fully managed to do so. During the
fieldwork, i felt distressed many times by starting to see the same world through a different perspective, by
having my own perceptions severely challenged. Sometimes  I  felt out of place at non-dominant events and
asked myself'why am  I invading their space, a space that they created away from people like myself?
Other times.  1  felt very welcome but also ashamed of how unwelcome society can be the other way around.
Both experiences were an exercise in formulating the motivation and aim for this study. During the writing,
moreover, 1 have been constantly aware or rather afraid of falling into the same traps of silencing the
counter-voices in yet another way or reproducing unproductive binaries simply due to the fact that even if
there is a certain marginality embedded in me as a person, it is still a different marginality from the one I
am writing about.
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of incorporation regimes, the most clearly contrasting countries were selected. Soysal determi-
ned for instance Germany as walking the line between the corporatist and statist model and thus
to an extent comparable to the corporatist model of the Netherlands ( 1994,39). The statist model
of France clearly distinguishes itself from the corporatist model of the Netherlands (Soysal  1994,
37 and 39), but not in terms of the country's approach to the arts. As it is further illustrated in the
empirical chapters of this book (particularly chapter 5 and 6), the Dutch dominant cultural field
can be interpreted as applying a "1'art pour l'art" or a "French" cultural model. The liberal model
thus appeared to be the most distinctive. The choice for England as an example of a liberal
model was further guided by England's broad definition of the arts as well as the already existing
personal connections to people this country who offered me vital support at the start of the field-
work in Manchester.

Regarding the choice of the cities, they had to be both multicultural and dynamic in
cultural terms. As with the Netherlands, Rotterdam was already given as a case study, because
the Dutch "second city" of Rotterdam is one of the most multicultural cities in the Netherlands
and can be seen as more open to alternative cultural practices than for instance the capital city of
Amsterdam, where the high cultural sector is more dominant. In England, London is a "world
city" with a subsequent specific cultural and multicultural dynamic to which there is no counter-
part in the Netherlands. The city of Manchester does however make a good comparison to
Rotterdam, not only because of its "second city" status, multicultural population and relative
openness to alternative cultural practices, but also in terms of the socio-economic history of
these two cities. As chapter 4 further illustrates, both cities try to rid themselves of their indus-
trial, working-class past by investing significantly in culture and by promoting the city's multi-
culturalism. In short, both the cities of Manchester and Rotterdam are examples within their res-
pective countries of contemporary cultural transitions. They can be interpreted as "laboratories"
for new cultural dynamics because they cannot compete with the established and high-cultural
sector of the capital city and they tend to search for new strategies and niches in the cultural field
- which appears to manifest itself particularly in the field of cultural diversity and youth culture.

To acknowledge the ideological, structural and organisational differences between England and
the Netherlands, four characteristics form the primary ground (anchor points) for the comparison
between the countries - they are summed up in Figure 3.1. In academic literature, when distin-
guishing between European states. the frequently used terminology is that of liberal, corporatist
and statist regimes or combinations thereof. Particularly the first two characteristics are derived
from such terminology  and are predominantly based on Soysal's 1994 model of incorporating
regimes.

42

42 With her study of incorporating regimes, Soysal set out to illustrate that the extension of rights to migrant
groups undermines the relation between the nation-state and citizenship. Post-national citizenship thus
indicates that a person's official national citizenship status is not imperative to the right/duty to participate
in a polity, i.e. regardless ofthis person's historical and cultural ties (Soysal 1994,3). The term
'incorporating regimes' is used in this context as value-neutral. Some scholars, e.g. Alexander (2001),
prefer incorporation to inclusion, for others it is the other way around. The difference may be caused by the
standpoint from which society is analysed, i.e. from the state (incorporation) or from the non-dominant
societal groups (inclusion).
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Figure 3.1 Four hypothetical differences between England and the Netherlands

England The Netherlands

Regime of incorporation: Liberal Corporatist
Characteristics-

Unit of incorporation Individual Collective group
Level of incorporation De-central Central
Interventions Market-led State-led
Definition of culture Broad Specific

Soysal (1994,38) locates England in the liberal4' model and sums up this model as one that
legitimises the individual as the source of action and authority. Individuals and their interests su-
persede other institutions in society. The liberal polity rejects formal policy focused on collec-
tive groups, instead "racial equality" is the dominant theme in migrant policy. Furthermore, it is
characterised by a weak central authority and a loosely organised state apparatus. As a cones-
quence, the decision making process is decentralised and local authorities play an active role in
developing and implementing policy. Moreover, most political action and organisation is
effected by individuals and private associations and voluntarism makes up at the local level for
public functions not performed by the centralised authority and structures. In other words, since
liberal polities do not provide state-sponsored formal structures through which new populations
and their interests can be incorporated, private and voluntary associations proliferate. In the
liberal model. with the absence of an administrative organ to act as the agent of collective
interest, the labour market is the main instrument of incorporation. Thus, these polities generate
a horizontal incorporation pattern at the societal level through local voluntary associations, in
which migrants are incorporated as individuals.

The Netherlands is located by Soysal (1994,37/8) in the corporatist model which she
describes as one in which membership is organised around corporate groups and their functions.
That is, corporate groups - defined by their occupational, ethnic, religious or gender identity -
are the source of action and authority and these groups assume certain 'natural' rights vis-it-vis
the state. Individuals gain legitimacy and access by subscribing to the wider collective groups
through which they participate in different arenas of the social order. The corporatist model is
centrally organised and collectively oriented and since the state is responsible for the collective
good, governments in corporate polities generate clear top-down policies for the incorporation of
migrants through which corporate groups are tied closely to the administrative structures that
also support their existence. Thus, elaborate state structures or state-sponsored institutions are
developed to provide social services and the state financially supports migrant organisations and
encourages the participation and consultation of these groups both at the national and local level.
Corporatist polities have formal avenues by which new populations can gain access to decision-
making mechanisms and pursue their interests. The pattern of incorporation is vertical: migrants
are incorporated collectively, through the participation in the intermediary structures sponsored

by the state. The pattern is one of official incorporation with an emphasis on social, cultural and
welfare rights.

43 Liberal in this context does not refer to 'open-minded' or 'tolerant', but to the political-philosophical
connotation of liberal.
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From this account, I discern two hypothetical differences between   the   two   countries:
first, what Soysal called the 'unit of incorporation': the individual in the liberal and the collective
group in the corporatist model. The liberal model seeks out individual citizens as the targets of
their policies, whereas the corporatist model rather consults representatives of societal groups.

The difference in unit of incorporation also affects the goals and the formal participation: equa-
lity of opportunity between individuals versus equality between groups (Soysal 1994, 79). A
second hypothetical difference is what could be summarised as the "level of incorporation"·
local or decentralised in England and national or centralised in the Netherlands. The level of
incorporation refers to where the "heart" of decision making power is located and as a result
where, relatively, the largest public budgets are available.

A third hypothetical distinction between England and the Netherlands is the role of the
market. England can be characterised by a relatively lean central authority, which implies that it
is a less interventionist state. Consequently, the market may have a greater impact on the orga-
nisation of social, economic and cultural life in the liberal polity. This is also in sync with the
unit of incorporation, because a market functions better with individuals as labourers and con-
sumers than with representatives of collective groups attempting to safeguard labour and consu-
mer rights. In the Netherlands, on the other hand, market forces tend to be more mediated by
central governmental legislation and interventions which. to some extent, are shaped by the inte-
rests of corporate groups (such as trade unions, environmentalists etc.). Rather than market
oriented. the Dutch (corporatist) state can be characterised by state-led interventions in socio-
economic and cultural life.

As mentioned already briefly in the justification of the choice of countries. a fourth
hypothetical distinction between the countries is the breadth of the definition of culture: broad in
England and specific in the Netherlands. Which means that in England the cultural field itself
and cultural policies are characterised   ( in addition   to   arts and cultural heritage)   by   more
developed sectors of for instance the cultural industries and community arts. As chapter 5 further
illustrates. this is partly the result of the decentralisation of political responsibilities and the go-
vernment's philosophy of the economisation of culture. The Dutch specific definition may reflect
the outcome of the institutionalised consultation of established (high-cultural) interest groups in
the arts which have a strong influence on policy making. These interest groups may gain by
keeping the definition of culture specific and may thereby safeguard their position.

Although Soysal's concept of incorporating regimes provides anchor points for the comparison
between England and the Netherlands, her model also has some limitations. First of all, because
it is a model. This means that it is obviously a stereotypical portrayal of the actual practice in

specific localities. Additionally, models tend to reflect the historical organisation of society and
tend to ignore the resistance as well as exceptions to such models at any point in time. More-
over, we could say that in contemporary European states certain characteristics, which were
formerly allocated to either liberal or corporatist states, increasingly converge. This was also
captured by the no longer fashionable term "third way" politics. Therefore, in this study, Soysal's
model is used to formulate the hypothetical differences between the two countries, but rather
than fixing these countries in a model, the emphasis is on the transformations in the public
sphere of the two countries.

Furthermore, my adaptation of the concept of incorporating regimes pays more atten-
tion to policy implementation (chapter 5); extends the scope to a Secondspace analysis of domi-
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nant representations and stereotypes (chapter 6); and includes non-dominant practices that are
not necessarily focused on or related to the host state's structural organisation (chapter 7). My
approach further diverges from the original model in that it introduces more levels of analysis
and different domains. Because, as Werbner (1997b, 264) maintained, citizenship is multi-tiered:
there are intricate interrelations of multicultural politics first of all at different levels, i.e. the
local, the national, the supranational, and secondly in different domains, i.e. racism, migration,
religion, education, affirmative action and so on. We can add culture to these domains. Regar-
ding the levels, Soysal distinguishes between the national and the local in the "level of incorpo-
ration", but her analysis does not deal with the local specificities in great detail. Because this
study reads the local level of the city as the 'lived space' of citizenship, it applies a far stronger
focus on the local, but also takes the regional and .sub-local level of incorporation into account.
Furthermore, this study presents an analysis of concrete and lived practices in the form of two
case studies, i.e. Manchester and Rotterdam, to contextualise, historicise and spatialise the phe-
nomena under study, as Soja's "trialectics of being" pleads for. Regarding the domains, Soysal
tested her incorporation model for the general integration particularly of guestworker groups in
the host societies. This study addresses the incorporation of non-dominant groups in the public

44cultural domain and the groups include besides labour migrants also (ex)colonial migrants.
Finally, Amin and Graham (1997,416) warn us of generalisations from a few urban

examples to lessons for all other urban areas, instead they believe that the debate should be on
variety and specificity of different urban areas. Consequently, the aim in this study is neither to
design some general model in which the urban cultural transformation processes are captured,
nor to draw blunt conclusions on which country's cultural field is organised "better" or "worse".
Instead, the analysis is "structured" enough to enable comparison, but simultaneously "open"
enough to capture the uniqueness of the two countries and cities and to allow the urban parado-
xes to become visible.

Now that the general framework of this study has been established and four anchor
points for the comparison between the two countries have been discerned, the following three
sections will further concretise and clarify the methods by which the three spaces are analysed.

3.5 Firstspace

Soja defines Firstspace (perceived space) as real space, 'as the process o f producing the material
form of social spatiality, presented as both medium and outcome of human activity. behaviour,
and experience' (Soja  1996,66). As for Firstspace perspectives and epistemologies one can  say
that the primary attention is fixed on the concrete materiality of spatial forms and things that can
be empirically mapped and measured, therefore it can also be called "physical" or "objective"
space (Soja 1996,62). Firstspace epistemologies tend to privilege objectivity and materiality and
aim toward a formal science of space. As an empirical text, Firstspace is conventionally read at
two different levels, one which concentrates on the accurate description of surface appearances
and the other which searches for explanations in primarily exogenous social, psychological and
bio-physical processes. Such studies may involve a Christaller-like mapping of flows or

44 There are obviously differences between these groups in terms of their past and present relations with the
host society and their familiarity with the dominant language and cultural practices. Moreover. there may
also be differences between these groups in where and how they engage in arts and culture. I am able to
deal with such differences only to a limited extent in my discussion ofthe dominant cultural field, because
cultural policies do not make such distinctions.
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movements of goods and people, their networks and the nodes in these networks, to come to a
quantitative and mathematical description of spatial data patterns and their hierarchies (Soja
1996,75). Such studies understand human spatiality primarily as an outcome or product. Other
studies may move away from surface plottings to inquire how they are socially produced and
they thus study the 'dynamic relations between human beings and their constructed as well as
natural environments', however, 'explanation and theory-building tend to derive from presu-

mably non-spatial variables, behaviours and social activity such as historical development, class
consciousness, cultural preferences and rational economic choice. ...relatively little attention  is
given to the casual flow in the other direction, that is, to how material geographies and spatial

practices shape and affect subjectivity, consciousness, rationality, historicality and sociality'
(Soja 1996,77).

This type of analysis can also frequently be encountered in the sociology of the arts.
There it concerns the gathering of survey data on the basis of which it is established which main-
ly non-spatial indicators, such as educational attainment, income or age, predict participation in
the arts most accurately. In principle such survey-based research could be extended to study eth-
nicity and diversity. But as mentioned, I experienced such an approach as highly problematic in
the initial phase of my research. The segregation between dominant and non-dominant cultural
spaces and practices is such that cultural diversity remains very much a Thirdspace phenome-
non, as will be further illustrated in the empirical part of this study. This means that (cultural)
diversity has not yet been incorporated or "coded" in such a way that it could provide a suitable
basis for survey-based research. In this study, therefore, Firstspace does not present data on the

cultural participation of dominant and non-dominant groups. Instead, I interpret Firstspace as a
'mapping exercise': a mapping of the dominant cultural (infra)structure and its accessibility to
non-dominant groups and their cultural expressions. That is, chapter 5 analyses for England and
the Netherlands how the public cultural field is organised, its policies and adaptations to cultural
diversity.

Due to Soysal's concern with the structural incorporation of migrant groups in different
host societies, her model suites Firstspace best. Soysal maintains that 'different incorporating re-
gimes display different patterns of policy discourse and organisation', with which she refers to 'a
set of legal rules, discursive practices, and organisational structures that define the status of
foreigners vis-a-vis the host state, and the forms and boundaries of participation in the host
polity institutions' (1994,32). As such, incorporation models constitute a repertoire for states
and societal actors to draw upon in their construction of new strategies of action and policy
(Soysal 1994,36). Additionally, such models provide insight into the dominant organisational
structures and the subsequent location of diversity within these structures. Soysal looked specifi-
cally at officially stated policy goals; the specific policy instruments and budgets, the admini-
strative and organisational structures for the formulation and implementation  of policy; the legal
framework defining the status and the social, economical, political and cultural rights of immi-
grants; and the migrants' associational and participatory schemes ( 1994, 32). Hence. her
approach provides insight into questions such as How in- or exclusive is the dominant infrastruc-
ture with regard to the cultural capital of non-dominant groups? What is the location assigned to
diversity in this infrastructure? What "official" means and what power do non-dominant groups
possess to establish their cultural capital in the "mainstream"? Such questions regarding the
status of immigrant groups in the host societies and the means these groups are offered to gain
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access to the dominant societal sphere, also refer back to Fraser's concept of parity of participa-

tion.
Soysal focused on the 'institution of citizenship' rather than on policy implementation

and  practice ( 1994,  10).  I have however argued  in the previous chapter that  it is essential  to  in-
corporate both policy implementation and practices, and the operations of power within them, in
order to understand the mechanisms of exclusion. Moreover, given the well-known discrepancy
between policy aims and outcomes,45 1 do pay attention to policy implementation processes by
borrowing from Ingrid Pincus' concept of'non-implementation' (2002).

Figure 3.2 Barriers: Factors obstructing the policy implementation process on the national and local level in
governmental or other organisations responsible for policy implementation

- rhetorical nature of national policy and legislation
- the absence of concrete government programmes for change
- lack of government sanctions
- ineffective steering and control mechanisms
- inhibiting gender (ethnicity) related issues from accessing the agenda
- organisations neither pursue nor contribute to the implementation of equality policy
- lack of interest on the part of those in upper level administration
- implementation is left to gender (ethnicity) equality workers, mainly women (those from a minority-
ethnic background), with limited power and resources: lack of role clarity, broad and ill-defined goals,
credibi-lity problems and marginalisation.
- initiatives lack legitimacy (as well as power and administrative resources)

- the large number and broad range of areas that individuals (or committees) responsible for the
implementation have to deal with
- the cross-sectional/departmental and process orientated nature of these individuals/committees'
implementation work which does not fit the inpuUoutput structures of local bureaucracy
- lack of local leadership to address questions of an appropriate and effective administrative structure,
the departmental position of the equality initiatives and the links to the decision making processes
- need of leadership to recognise the professional skills of (gender) equality workers
- those in leadership positions committed to change are nevertheless unwilling to provoke others in
subordinate management position who oppose to the equality measures
- hidden agenda in managements interest in equality initiatives: is it the financial impetus or an interest
to bring about change that guides the decision making?

In general
- support among organisation's leadership is a pivotal factor in the making or breaking of any initiative
- failing to recognise the need to acknowledge and address the political nature of these initiatives:

9 They challenge the dominant structures, those in the positions of power and thus the
status-quo.

-* Equality issues thus need to be openly confronted and negotiated since politics is not
just about conflict but also about compromise

Source: (Pincus 2002, pp. 41-52).

45
Ingrid Pincus points out that academic interest in political-administrative implementation processes dates

back to the 1970s There thus seems to be not only discrepancy between policy aims and outcomes, but
also between academically gathered knowledge and policy making/ implementation.
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Pincus defines non-implementation as the 'power exercised by those in privileged
positions to prevent changes called for in governmental policy in organisations charged with
their implementation' (2002,58). She draws her findings from an assessment of gender equality
policy and the conduct of'men' in positions of authority. Due to the comparable marginal posi-
tion of women and minority-ethnic groups in decision making positions 1 would argue that her
idea can also be applied to the analysis of the implementation of cultural diversity policy and
that the word 'men' can be replaced by 'dominant or established structures'. Pincus draws our at-
tention to the resistance within organisations in which the implementation processes have to
take place, and thus, to the political nature of policy implementation processes. Consequently
she understands the institutionalisation of equality policy as a 'process involving a struggle
between conflicting interests' and shaped by 'controversy and compromise' (2002,54). The con-
tlicting interests can be summed up by those of the 'status-quo keepers' (persons or groups
committed to the existing values) and the 'change-seekers' (persons or groups seeking the reallo-
cation of values). The former obviously start from an comparative advantage in relation to the
change-seekers due to the 'mobilisation of bias', which indicates that in a given organisation
some groups are privileged at the expense of others due to the embedded structural, ideological
and procedural forms of the organisation in question (Pincus 2002,55/9). This corresponds to
Werbner's interpretation of 'space' (see above). To maintain the status-quo, ideological and/or
procedural 'barriers' can be raised which ohstruct the effective implementation of equality policy
(2002,59). Figure 3.2 above summarises the barriers as described by Pincus.

By drawing from Soja, Soysal and Pincus, the agenda for chapter 5 can be set. As mentioned, I
understand 'location' as signifying the location of diversity within the structural organisation of
the (dominant) cultural field, its location in cultural policies and funding structures and/or the
concrete space or geographical location diversity occupies in the urban context. To contextualise
the cultural field in different countries, the analysis in chapter 5 starts with the history of public
interventions in the arts (§ 5.2.1 / 5.3.1) followed by an account of the contemporary organisatio-
nal structure of the public cultural field (§ 5.2.2/ 5.3.2): that is, the dominant institutions, their
responsibilities, remits and consultation practices in England and the Netherlands. In this
account. specific attention will be paid to the four characteristics, outlined above, to trace dis-
tinctions (or similarities) between the two countries. In order to map the (symbolic) location of
cultural diversity in the public cultural field, the chapter also analyses the legitimisation of
policy shifts towards cultural diversity (§ 5.2.3/ 5.3.3) and the main goals of cultural diversin·
policy (§ 5.2.4/ 5.3.4). To establish the result of (or the barriers in) the policy implementation
process, the chapter details the subsequent (real) location of diversity in the structural organisa-
tion of culture. That is, the chapter answers questions such as how many people and which de-
partment(s) are responsible for cultural diversity, when and where are non-dominant cultural
events performed and how diverse are the boards or decision making levels of the organisation
(§ 5.2.5/ 5.3.5). Since the support among an organisation's leadership appears to be a pivotal
factor in the making or breaking of any initiative aimed at redressing the balance (see Figure
3.2), chapter 5 specifically traces diversity in higher organisational echelons. And finally, the
chapter inquires into the share of the public funding budget that is allocated towards cultural
diversity (§ 5.2.6/ 5.3.6). In short, what Pincus refers to as the barriers of 'non-implementation'
overlap by and large with the forms of everyday racism as discerned by Essed (listed in the
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previous chapter) and these forms will thus be traced in chapter 5's analysis of the organisation
ofthe public cultural field.

Chapter 5 is entirely based on the analyses of the above mentioned policy documents/
reports and the interviews. Both sources were scrutinised for information on the basis of which
the institutional organisation of the cultural field, the programmes/schemes and the respon-
sibilities of the different public cultural policy bodies could be "mapped". The funding bodies'
annual reviews were used to analyse their spending patterns (Appendix 3). Besides information
for this chapter, this reading of the policy documents and interviews also provided the basis for
the general description of the interviewed organisations in Appendix  1 b and  1 c.

3.6 Secondspace
Secondspace (representations of space or conceived space) deals with ideas about space, with
representations of human spatiality in mental or cognitive forms. This space is often thought of
as imagined or subjective  space  (Soja  1996,   10  and  62).  This  space  is  tied  'to  the  relations  of
production and, especially, to the order or design that they impose. Such order is constituted via
control over knowledge, signs and codes: over the means of deciphering spatial practice and
hence  over the production of spatial  knowledge'. For Lefebvre, this is the dominant space in any
society or mode of production. 'In these "dominating" spaces of regulatory and "ruly" discourse,
these mental spaces, are thus representations of power and ideology, of control and surveillance'
(Soja   1996, 67). Secondspace epistemologies arose in 'reaction  to the excessive closure  and
enforced objectivity of mainstream Firstspace analysis.  ...In part through these ideational  and
epistemological critiques of Firstspace approaches, the boundaries between First- and Second-
space knowledge have become increasingly blurred, especially with the intermixing ofpositivist,
structuralist, poststructuralist, existential, phenomenological, and hermeneutic ideas and
methods. ...Despite these overlaps, Secondspace epistemologies are immediately distinguishable
by their explanatory concentration on conceived rather than perceived space and their implicit
assumption that spatial knowledge is primarily produced through discursively devised represen-
tations of space, through the spatial workings  of the  mind'  (Soja   1996,  78-79: my emphasis).
Secondspace studies include for instance geography's interest in the "mental map". the mental
images of space that people carry in their minds in their daily lives as well as (in Lefebvre's
case) studies concerned with hegemonic power.

In this study, in chapter 6,1 take Soja's Secondspace analysis quite literally and will
trace the representations (the images) that make up the mental map in the dominant cultural
field. Since such an analysis is a rather subjective activity, it requires clarification of what in this
study is understood by representations. the construction of meaning and the deconstruction
thereof Gail Lewis (2000. xiii) refers to extracts from interviews as accounts, by which she
means that 'language is conceived as an active process in which those discursive repertoires that
are available are deployed in an attempt to construct a position in and from which to make sense
of the world. Accounts, then, are social in three aspects. First, the discursive repertoires that are
available to an individual are socially produced. Second, the ways that individuals use these
resources are social in a citational sense in that people draw upon and deploy meanings that pre-
exist them. Third, they are social in an interactional sense in that they are the mechanisms
through which individuals connect with others. The "selves" and "others" produced in and by
accounts are contingent subjects' and whereas Lewis used the accounts to explore the moments
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at and the methods by which discourses of "race" and gender are used to give meaning to social
relations, 1 will use them to show how discourse on western and non-western art and culture give
meaning to and simultaneously shape the cultural field. Lewis' approach expresses the contextu-
ality of discourse as embedded in its socio-historical or what could be called "cultural" context.
Two more points concerning representations are significant  in the context  of this chapter, that  is
the importance of acknowledging the operation of poit·er in representations and the recognition
that representations have actual impact on societal conduct or action. These three points require
some more exploration.

Culture is about shared meanings and representation through language (in the broad
definition of the term) and is central to the process by which meaning is produced (Hall  1997,
1). Since the "cultural turn" in the social sciences, the importance of meaning to the definition of
culture is accentuated and culture has become understood not so much as a set of things, but -
since meaning is being produced - as a set of practices. The emphasis on practices is important,
because things in themselves do not carry meaning, it is the participants in a culture who give
meaning to people, objects and events (Hall 1997,3). That is, we give things meaning by the
way in which we represent them: 'the words we use about them. the stories we tell about them,
the images of them we produce, the emotions we associate with them, the ways we classify and
conceptualise them and the values we place on them'. Culture is involved in all these practices
'which carry meaning and value for us, which need to be meaningfully interpreted by others, or
which depend on meaning for their effective operation' (Hall 1997, 3). Culture thus permeates
all of society and the study of culture/meaning 'underlines the crucial role of the symbolic
domain at the very heart of social life' (ibid.,original emphasis)

These practices in which 'the giving and taking of meaning' takes place are, however,
not neutral. 'Meanings also regulate and organise our conduct and practices - they help to set
rules, norms and conventions by which social life is ordered and governed. They are also, there-
fore, what those who wish to govern and regulate the conduct and ideas of others seek to struc-
ture and shape' (Hall 1997,4) Rather than a semiotic concern with how language produces mea-
ning, this is a discursive approach interested in the e#ects and consequences, i.e. the 'politics', of
representation (Hall 1997,6). Representations can be understood as producing knowledge and as
inscribed in relations of power. Such power relations often work through binary or opposite
representations and this makes difference essential to meaning. Derrida labels these relationships           I

di.fRrence. because without difference or the 'Other'  meaning could not exist.  Relations of power
are consequently derived from devaluating  one  of the two poles  of the binary (Derrida   1972;
Hall 1997,235), that is, hierarchical world views are sustained by devaluating the second term in
binary oppositions like white/black, good/bad, male/female, machine/nature, ruler/ruled, reality/
appearance, oppositions which underpin the 'political power of rhetorical operations' (Shields
1996,233). Hence, in such dualisms the dominant term not only distinguishes itself as 'more
than' but also as opposite to the second term. To take an example that fits the context of this
study:  art is conventionally defined as the opposite of culture and Western as the opposite of non
-Western, and simultaneously, culture and non-Western are depicted as less than art and
Western. Deconstruction provides a way of questioning the meaning of these dualisms and, as a
result, prevents the closure of text and the finality of meaning (Shields  1996,233).

Preventing closure is important, because when the same discourse appears across a
range of texts, as forms of conduct, at a number of different institutional sites within society and
when at all these sites these discourses refer to the same object, share the style and a common
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institutional, administrative or political drift and pattern, they can be understood as belonging to
the same iliscursive formcition (Hall based on Foucault: 1997, 44). Such discursive formations
come to define what is and what is not appropriate, what knowledge is considered useful, rele-
vant and 'true' in our formulation of, and our practices in relation to these particular topics.
persons or sites (Hall  1997,6). As such, discursive formations sustain a 'regime of truth' (Hall
1997,49) and since they define what is 'normal' and who belongs, they also define who is ex-
cluded.

The impact of representations on societal conduct and action is therefore that they
reveal only specific aspects of cities, processes or groups of people, and thus focus attention on
these instead of on other aspects. Consequently, representations 'have the power to limit the
course of action which we will follow or to frame problems in such a way that only certain
solutions are likely to occur  to us' (Shields 1996,237). Moreover, representations and images
can block a proper understanding of and thus reactions to the vernacular.46 Hence, the know-
ledge produced by such representations starts functioning as the very legitimisation of dominant
practices to the effect that the status-quo is reinforced. This illustrates the dialectic connection
between First and Secondspace.

Under persistent conditions of unequal distributions of power, some representations
may turn into stereotypes. As Hall (1997) illustrates, stereotypes capture characteristics as es-
sences which are easily grasped and widely recognised about a person, reduce everything about
the person to these traits, exaggerate and simplify them and fix them without change or develop-
ment. The effect is dividing the normal and the acceptable from the abnormal and the unaccep-
table, a symbolic fixation of boundaries that maintain the social and symbolic order: Us versus
Them. Especially representations regarding the "black Other" date back a long time and often
mix anthropological and colonial terminology (see Lidchi  1997). One such representation refers
to the Culture/Nature distinction (Hall 1997.244) Whereas whites were seen as developing Cul-
ture to subdue and overcome Nature, blacks were portrayed as "primitive" and thus as opposed
to the "civilisation" in the West. Consequently, with regard to the "black Other", Culture (primi-
tivism) and Nature (blackness) became interchangeable (Hall 1997, 244/5). In the domain of
culture these representations of blackness lingered on  and Hall traces them, for instance in Ame-
rican cinema. up to the  1960s in which 'the emotional intensity and "authenticity" of black per-
formers was supposed to give a genuine feel for the " folk" traditions of black people - "folk",
here, signifying spontaneity and naturalness as opposed to the "artificiality" of high art' (1997,
255). Depicting black people in such a way is to suggest "qualities" 'that have been carried in the
blood from generation to generation ...it suggests raw. violent, chaotic and primitive emotions.
...a  "guarantee"  of the authentic wildness within'  (Hall 1997, 255).47 Representations of black
culture may have become slightly more refined in the four decades that have past since, none-
theless, the general notion of western superiority is still paramount. The previous chapter
already discussed eurocentrism and also Hall points to 'ethnocentrism' as one characteristic of
the unequal power relation, which refers to the application of the norms of one's own culture to
that of others (Hall 1997,258).

46
Inspired by Paul Gilroy's talk on Postcolonial Melancholia at Tate Modern, London, 11 March 2003.

47 This is a reference to Richard Dyer's concept of 'atavism'.
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When deconstructing representations one needs to realise that 'a commitment to articulate the
diffdrence merely creates the possibility of disturbing the conventional edifice of mutually sup-
porting definitions. Deconstruction alone does not replace or transform the prejudices of our
system of cultural meaning'  (Hall  1997; also Shields  1996; my emphasis). Moreover, because
deconstruction is often applied to "isolated" texts and definitions. Shields suggests that it is
'necessary to go beyond the symbolic operation of the universe of concepts to recognise that de-
finitions and dualisms are signs implicated in specific historical and discursive conditions.
...they have a time and ...a place' (1997,233). On the one hand, this captures Soja's trialectic of
being: historicality-sociality-spatiality. On the other, it raises the important point that represen-
tations are not singular: The socio-historical specificity illustrates that there is not just one sys-
tem of representation, but depending on the time-place and social construct, there will be diffe-
rences in representations of any given set of events and experiences betiveen culturally different
systems of representation. This illustrates again the need for a comparative study. Simultaneous-
ly, differences in representation also occur within one context between different societal groups
whose systems of representation may root in different histories and traditions, for instance
"minority-ethnic groups" versus the "western majority". Hence, even though the dominant repre-

sentations have the strongest impact on the organisation of society and are as a result more noti-
ceable, non-dominant groups are not free of the production ofrepresentations either.

Furthermore, the differences in representation imply that representations do not go un-
contested.48 Within a certain context there is more likely than not an on-going struggle over
representation, and over time, representations and meanings may change. Not only because non-
dominant groups contest negative representations with regard to their group and attempt to alter
dominant structures. but also because lived reality (or practices) and representations of space
often collide. This illustrates again the importance of asking "Whose city (or Whose culture?
Whose Heritage? etc.) is represented?", to appropriate and extend a frequently asked question.49

Finally, it should be apparent by now that any representation is by its very nature
incomplete and ridden with gaps and silences. Deconstruction is aimed at making these gaps and
silences visible and audible and to illustrate that the regimes of truth are not necessarily true.
However, related to deconstruction there is a question of interpretation, because 'within a system
of interpretation, codes of reading and privileged positions or empathy with the object or work.
channel perceptions and  assumptions'  (Shields  1996,  231, my  emphasis).  Shields thus reminds
us that the person who is deconstructing representations can never be objective, because this
person cannot free him/herself from his/her own perceptions and preferences. Therefore, the
analysis  in chapter 6 deals with representations and regimes of truth as / read them in my critical

examination of policy and practice in the dominant cultural sphere. Finally, deconstructing
representations is not about 'blaming' the more powerful in society of ignoring the less powerful.
Rather, it is about questioning societal phenomena -within their time and place- that tend
towards maintaining the status quo and about understanding how these phenomena intersect with
e.g. power structures and ethnicity. The point is not to ask whether concepts, categories, and
relationships are true or false, good or bad, but to ask instead what it is that produces them and
what is it that they serve to produce in order to enable the process of revision.

48
The struggle over representation, and more specifically the counter-reactions against dominant

representations, are further explored in Thirdspace (chapter 7).
49 The question was first asked by Raymond Pahl  in the 1960s with which he inquired 'who plans, with
what ends and means, for what interest groups?' ( 1964,205) in urban planning processes.
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Therefore, in order to draw a "mental map" in chapter 6, the policy documents/reports
(particularly those dealing with cultural diversity) and the interviews were read for dominant
discourses and dominant representations. For this purpose, the policy and interview material not
used for chapter 5 was reorganised into themes such as 'arts and culture: 'western and non-
western arts and culture' or 'what should diversity essentially be about?'. With the information
gathered under these themes questions could be answered such as 'what are the dominant repre-
sentations of arts and culture?' or 'what are the dominant representations of non-dominant cultu-
ral production and consumption?'.

Hence, to establish the location of diversity in the arts, chapter 6 presents dominant
representations of arts and culture (§6.2.1/ 6.3.1): representations of non-western arts and culture
(§6.2.2/ 6.3.2); representations of non-dominant cultural production (§6.2.3/ 6.3.3) and of non-
dominant cultural consumption (§6.2.4/ 6.3.4); and finally, representations of the 'essence' of
cultural diversity (§6.2.5/ 6.3.5). Analysing these representations, simultaneously provides
answers to how the various aspects of the arts and diversity are understood in relation to one
another and to where the different cultural practices are thought to take place spatially. The loca-
lion of diversity traced in chapter 6 thus captures above all the imagined location, but to a lesser
extent also the real location. Additionally, Secondspace deals above all with one of the four
characteristics that function as the basis for the comparison between the two countries: the
definition of culture. Finally, as outlined above, deconstructing dominant representations means
analysing the cultural regimes of truth that can operate as mechanisms of exclusion in the arts
and that may thus turn into forms of everyday racism. Such forms of everyday racism will be
traced in chapter 6.

3.7 Thirdspace
Thirdspace can also be referred to as 'spaces of representation' or 'lived space' (Soja  1996,  10).
This space is understood to encompass both First and Secondspace and more. Lived space
'stretches across the images and symbols that accompany it, it is the space of "inhabitants" and
"users". ...This is the dominated - and hence experienced or subjected - space which the imagi-
nation seeks to change and appropriate.  ...here we can find not just the representations of power
but the imposing and operational power of representations. Combining the real and the ima-
gined, these lived spaces of representation are the terrain for the generation of "counterspaces",
spaces of resistance to the dominant order arising precisely from their subordinate, peripheral  or
marginalized positioning' (Soja 1996,67-68; my emphasis). Soja continues to explain that it is a
political choice to give 'special attention and particular contemporary relevance to the spaces of
representation, to lived space as a strategic location from which to encompass, understand, and
potentially transform all spaces simultaneously. ...These spaces are vitally filled with politics
and ideology, with the real and the imagined intertwined, and with capitalism, racism, patriarchy
and the other material spatial practices that concretise the social relations of production, repro-
duction, exploitation, domination and subjection'  (Soja  1996, 68). Since all comes together  in
Thirdspace,  it is the space of radical openness and of social struggle. Thirdspace epistemologies
can be described as 'arising from the sympathetic deconstruction and heuristic reconstitution of
Firstspace-Secondspace duality.   ...not  just to critique Firstspace and Secondspace modes  of
thought, but also to reinvigorate their approaches to spatial knowledge with new possibilities
heretofore unthought of inside the traditional spatial disciplines' (Soja  1996,81)
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Soja builds on a wide range of academic work to achieve openness in his concept of
Thirdspace, most of all on Lefebvre's work, but also on that of hooks, West, Foucault, Rose,
Anzatdita. Spivak, Said, Bhabha and others. Rather than recuperating these individual
approaches, I want to make two points. First, although Soja's approach can be called original, the
concept of'Thirdspace' in itself is not entirely new. For instance, Michael Mann (1986) called it
'interstitial emergence'.5 ' In these interstitial spaces 'the reach of dominant ideologies is weak
and  which are potentially spaces of resistance to dominant cultures'  (Amin and Graham  1997,
426). Similarly, Homi Bhabha already wrote about Third Space (or in-betweenness or hybridi-
ty). which for him is 'neither the One, nor the Other, but something else besides which contests
the  terms and territories  of both'  ( 1994,28). The originality of Soja's approach,  and its useful-
ness within the context of this study, is that it incorporates two types of dominant spaces, i.e.
perceived and conceived space, which come together in the margins where it attains 'something
else'. Strictly speaking, that something else would make a "Fourthspace" in the sense that it is
the outcome of the interaction between ht'o dominant spaces and one dominated space as oppo-

sed to that between a one-dimensional "One" and one-dimensional "Other".
Second,  1  take bell hooks' approach as central to my interpretation of Thirdspace and to

the way 1 apply it to study the location of diversity in the cultural field.  1 take Thirdspace as the
dominated space, or in my terminology as the non-dominant space in society, which in the con-
text of this study means those people from non-white English or Dutch backgrounds and their
cultural practices. 1 read these non-dominant spaces primarily as counterspaces filled with poli-
ties and, in doing so, I adopt hooks' notion of the margins. hooks distinguishes between margina-
lity imposed by oppressive structures and marginality one chooses as a site of resistance, a site
where a critical response to domination is generated (1990c, 153). Hence, the non-dominant
field is not simply the victim of domination, they create spaces oftheir own design at a "safe dis-
tance" from the centre. To both hooks and Soja, non-dominant spaces are sites of resistance. of
contestation to dominant structures and practices, and consequently, they are the 'realm of
oppositional political struggle' (hooks 1990c,   145). As sites of resistance, chapter 2 already
pointed out, these marginal spaces are not spaces one would want to get rid of,51 rather they are
sites to move into in order to let counter-hegemonic discourses speak. which are expressed in
words as well as in habits of being and ways of living. Neither are the margins spaces that are
fully detached from the dominant society: 'to be in the margin is to be part of the whole but
outside of the main body' (hooks 1990c, 149-150).  As  such,  I read non-dominant spaces as sites
that host important political and cultural practices containing vital information, experience,
insight and knowledge of how to restructure, open-up or extend the "main body" in order to
become more inclusive and to start the process of re-vision.

50 With interstitiality, Mann refers to those spaces that 'are the outcome of the translation of human goals
into organisational means. Societies have never been sufficiently institutionalised to prevent interstitial
emergence. Human beings do not create unitary societies but a diversity of intersecting networks of social
interaction. The most important of the these networks form relatively stably around the power sources  in
any given social space. But underneath, human beings are tunnelling ahead to achieve their goals, forming
new networks, extending old ones, and emerging most clearly into our view with rival configurations of
one or more ofthe principal power networks'  ( 1964,16).
51  This is a reference to both the dominant part of society and to the margins itself.  In the latter case it
means that one does not want loose one's marginality, or oppositionality, that one wants to 'separate useful
knowledge that one might get from the dominant group from participation in ways of knowing that would
lead to estrangement, alienation, and worse - assimilation and co-optation' (hooks  1990c.  150).
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What does it mean to be part of the whole but outside of the main body? First of all, one out-
come is the experience of cultural imperialism in dominated space, 'which means to experience
how the dominant meanings of society render the particular perspective of one's own group
invisible at the same time as they stereotype one's group and mark it out as the Other' (Young
1990, 59). The 'Othered' groups are culturally different from the dominant groups in the sense
that their status of Otherness has created specific experiences not shared  by the dominant group.
However, as hooks (1990c, 148) points out, the experience of space and location are not the
same for black or any people. Experience is shaped by one's class, aspirations and the like.
Hence, the margin is plural: there are different margins from which different critical responses to
the dominant structures are to be expected. Some practices may aim at altering dominant repre-
sentations, at making the public sphere accessible and culturally inclusive, whereas others may
rather cater for the margin in the margin. Hence, chapter 7 recognises that there are multiple
communities of resistance (see also chapter 2).

Secondly, whatever their aspiration or orientation, one can safely say that most non-
dominant practices tend to be more political than dominant practices. Joseph Sciorra. in this
interpretation of hooks' 'sites of resistance', understands these vernacular spaces as 'landscapes of
empowerment in the broader structure of landscapes of power' (1996,63).  In this process of em-
powerment even folklore can become a culture of resistance: 'Folklore's power as a culture of
contestation resides in the active process of selection and choice by which individuals call into
play a repertoire of past symbolisms and infuse it with new meaning and values. Folklore is not
some mental baggage mindlessly perpetuated by "bearers of tradition" but must be seen instead
as a process of thought - an ongoing interpretation of the past that is symbolically reinvented in
the ongoing present' (Sciorra  1996, 79). This example shows how cultural expressions include a
politics of identity and a politics of location, how cultural practices become 'both/and something
else' in the confrontation of historicalities, the clash between different cultural traditions in a
new contemporary sociality and spatiality, between dominant and non-dominant cultures,
between the centre and the margin. Chapter 7 explores how the political is embedded in non-
dominant cultural spaces, art forms, art organisation, in thoughts and opinion, in short in non-
dominant practices.

Thirdly, to be in and outside of the main body means that Thirdspaces are often sites of
struggle - over representations and over real spaces. For Andy Merrifield and Erik Swynge-
douw, in such localities, 'acts of contestation and political action revolve around the meaning
and (re)appropriation of place and space', and they show, as Lefebvre did, 'how every emancipa-
tory and empowering politics inevitably involves a spatial strategy, a struggle not just in but for
space, a reconquest of spaces excessive of lived difference, of desire, and of the body' (1996,
13). These acts of contestation are not only uprisings and demonstrations, but also more subtle
struggles over identity or space, which could also assume the shape of a work ofart.

As mentioned above. 1 have spent considerable time 'seeking out the margins' both in Man-
chester and Rotterdam. After I learned where the non-dominant spaces and organisations were
located, I attended a broad range of cultural events (ranging from cultural performances to
debates and black artist-led conferences) in these non-dominant (cultural) locations which gave
me the opportunity to get an idea of the type of cultural events one encounters in the margins
and to meet and talk to people in an informal manner. Moreover, by conducting interviews with
artists and representatives of various non-dominant cultural organisations, 1 extended my insight
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(in a more structural manner) into the non-dominant cultural practices and its struggle with the
established cultural sector. Moreover, grouping quotes from all interview (dominant and non-
dominant) together under different themes, as described in the previous section, illustrated the
distinctions between these two parts of the cultural field as well as the (problematic) relation
between them. Both the attendance of cultural performances, events and debates and the inter-
views with the non-dominant venues and cultural organisations provided to a large extent the
basis for chapter 7.

In short, Chapter 7 analyses the urban cultural morphology of the non-dominant
cultural sector and pays specific attention to: its historical development (§7.2.1/ 7.3.1); its con-
temporary spatial characteristics (§7.2.2/ 7.3.2), the struggle over non-dominant spaces (§7.2.3/

7.3.3); the contemporary organisational characteristics (§7.2.4/ 7.3.4); the "counter-voices", i.e.
non-dominant reactions on dominant representations (§7.2.5/ 7.3.5); and examples of explicit
Thirdspace cultural practices (§7.2.6/ 7.3.6). Given that Thirdspace is constituted through the
interaction between First and Secondspace and the non-dominant part of society, also Third-
spaces can be expected to differ between regimes of incorporation. Therefore, chapter 7 traces
simultaneously how the four characteristics distinguishing the two countries inform and shape
Thirdspace practices and how Thirdspaces contest the dominant models.

Before moving into these three spaces, the next chapter introduces the cases and provides there-
by the background for the study of the relation between citizenship, diversity and the arts.
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4.1 Introduction

This chapter provides the background for the following three empirical chapters by offering an
overview of the national histories of migration, policies on integration and immigration, repre-

sentations of migrant groups and the subsequent incorporation and citizenship status of these
groups in Britain and the Netherlands. The focus will be predominantly on the largest minority-
ethnic population groups at which diversity policies are targeted. The accounts of the histories of                i

migration and integration concentrate on the post-war period and follow a more or less chronolo
gical order (§4.2.1/ §4.3.1 ). Moreover, the emphasis lies on important societal developments or
incidents which led to turning points in dominant perceptions or policies and which are charac-
terristic of the English case (§4.2.2 to §4.2.5) or the Dutch case (§4.3.2 to §4.3.6). These
developments and policy shifts have not only effected the location of non-dominant groups in
society but have also had implications for cultural policy - the main concern in the rest of this
study. At the end of the overview of each national context, the cities of Manchester respectively
Rotterdam are introduced with regard to their history, city promotion, culture, diversity and
position within the respective countries (§4.2.6/ §4.3.7). The background to the cases as presen-
ted here cannot be but incomplete52 and should therefore be read as a general impression of the
societal climate in which migrant groups had and have to operate and by which identities, cul-
ture and cultural diversity were and are shaped.

4.2 Immigration, integration and citizenship in Great Britain

Figure 4.1 Population figures by country of origin in England and Manchester, 2001
England Manchester City

Population groups Absolute % of total Absolute % of total
population population

Total population 49 138 831 1000 392 819 100.0

White 44 679 316 90.9 318013 810
Non-white 4 459 470 9.1 74 806 19.0

Specified in groups:
White British 40 814 911 83.1 266 983 68.0
Mixed 2 575 598 52 38 188 9 7

Black Caribbean, black African, black other ° 1  132 508 2.3 17 739 4.5

Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, other ' 2 248 289 4.6 35 877 9.1

Chinese 220 681 0.5 5 126 1 3

Western (white Irish, other) groups 1 932 225 3.9 25 515 6.5

Source: www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001
°            The largest black group is Caribbean
, Nationally the largest group is Indian, in Manchester the largest group is Pakistani (6 out of the 9%)

52 The account leaves out the history of immigration before WW11 since the majority ofthe minority-ethnic
groups, which are nowadays the target groups of integration and cultural diversity policies, arrived in
Europe predominantly after 1945. Focussing on policy target groups means also leaving out of the account
the smaller groups which immigrated or fled to Britain and the Netherlands in more recent years such as
asylum seekers.
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In 2001, England counted a little over 49m inhabitants (of 58.8m in the UK) of whom 9 percent
were of a minority-ethnic background. The same percentage applies to Greater Manchester with
a population of around 2.6m. Manchester City on the contrary had a more diverse population:  19
percent of the almost 400,000 inhabitants were non-white. Figure 4.1 provides a breakdown of
the population in the largest ethnic groups.

4.2.1 Restricting immigration and struggling with race relations
It was not until 1981 that the 'British citizen' existed as a category in law, till then, it was the
interplay between nationality and national identity that shaped the rights and duties of British
subjecthood.53 The shifts and the paradoxes within the relation between nationality, national
identity and citizenship are clearly illustrated by the development of immigration and nationality
laws in the UK (Lewis 1998,136). Britain's imperial dominance in the world meant that British
subjecthood was not confined to the inhabitants of the Isles, but 'all those born within the
("white") dominions such as Canada, Australia and South Africa, and within the colonies such as
those in West-Africa, the Caribbean and South  Asia,  were also British subjects' (Lewis   1998,
136). British subjecthood concerned, thus, an imperial nationality and category of political
belonging, and according to Gail Lewis, it is in the context of the unravelling of empire that the
forms of British citizenship, which have emerged since  1940, have to be understood (1998,136).

Although the UK has known immigration from South Asia since the days of the East
India Company and soldiers from South Asia, Africa and the Caribbean fought for the British in
the  First and Second World  War and some remained  in the country  (Lyon 1997, 189-190),  it  is
the arrival of the SS Empire Windrush from the West-lndies in 1948 which is seen as the start of
large scale immigration from the former colonies to the UK (Phillips and Phillips 1999). After
the Second World War, South Asians and Caribbeans who came to the UK ended up in low pay-
ing jobs even though they had often been teachers or civil servants in their countries of origin.
Entry into the UK was relatively uncomplicated at that time due to the 1948 British Nationality
Act. As the first British immigration legislation, introduced by a Labour government, the Act
was truly liberal in that it 'allowed fairly free entry to Britain' (Hussain 2001,22) for both cate-
gories of citizenship discerned  in the Act: citizens of the United Kingdom and colonies and citi-
zens of the Commonwealth countries (Lewis  1998,138).

54

Increasingly, however, immigration from particularly the West Indies was problema-
tised by politicians as well as the media. Ever since the arrival of the first ships from the
Caribbean, black immigrants had been discussed in terms of social and economic problems: their
burden on the housing market, import of diseases, criminality, unemployment and dependency

51 The 'meaning of British citizenship, and the discursive connections between nationality, national identity
and citizenship have developed in the absence of any written constitution which clearly establishes criteria
by which citizenship status is accorded and, indeed, defended' (Lewis  1998,135). Ever since feudal times,
the 'Britons' have been subjects of the crown and one's birthplace determined one's subject status and natio-
nal belonging. With the development of an established, Protestant church, and the emergence of parliamen-
tary dominance over the monarchy, subjecthood gained a confessional and democratic dimension, although
it rather modified the status of subjecthood than turning it into a 'citizen' status (Lewis  1998,136).
54 India gained independence in  1947; as the first African country, Ghana gained independence in  1957;
and several countries  in the Caribbean became independent in the  1960s and 70s (e.g Jamaica  in  1962).
However, these countries became part ofthe Commonwealth and as such retained certain rights and a
connection to the UK. Therefore, independence is not discussed for the British case as it is below for the
Dutch case.
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on social benefits, their work ethic ('laziness') and questions were raised to what extent
deterioration of inner-city areas was caused by the racial changes in the population make-up.
Moreover, there was a fear of black sexuality and miscegenation, black men were seen as posing
a threat to 'decent' white women. The Picture Post summed up the situation as early as  1954 as

'purity is white,  sin is black' (Philpott and Hewitt  1954,  21).  In  the  mid  1950s,  immigration
featured regularly on the political agenda and curbing immigration was suggested as a solution
to the problems rather than a programme to solve the problems and to enhance the integration of
the black immigrants. By gathering information and producing knowledge with regard to these
issues. the government aimed to illustrate the burden of these immigrants on British society,
which would justify tighter immigration control (Schuster  1999,43/4). The pinnacle of the Con-
servative outcry for immigration control came immediately after the 1958 "race riots"55 which
took place in Nottingham and Notting Hill, London. On the third day of the riots, the Daily
Mirror (1958 , 1) called for an Action Plan which would restrict immigration of those who would
migrate without a job and a home to come to. Although the crime theme was present in the
media coverage of the conflicts (references to illegal basement bars, prostitution etc.) and the
conflicts marked a 'turning point in the history of modern racism' (Gilroy 2002a, 98), the crime
theme was subordinate to other images and anxieties. The main effect of the riots was the water-
shed they caused in public and political opinion on immigration. which led to the first public
interventions in immigration from the Caribbean as the 'solution' to the integration problem
(Schuster 1999,49).

The  first  main  step to immigration control  was  the 1962 Commonwealth Immigrants
Act, which introduced a system of employment vouchers which was supposed to limit the intake
of migrants (Phillips and Phillips  1999,120). Immigration figures did not however decline in the
following years  and the government proposed to amend the  Act  in 1965. Since the amendments
were too suggestive in terms of racial preference. the government was accused of racist beha-
viour and a less radical set of amendments was subsequently passed (Schuster 1999,57). Simul-
taneously, a bill was drafted to prevent discrimination on the basis of skin colour, race, ethnic or
national background.  This  bill  resulted  in  the  1965  Race  Relations  Act  and the creation  of a
Race Relations Board which was to act as a mediator between victims and perpetrators of discri-
minatory practices (Schuster  1999,  57).56  Race relations legislation caused quite some anxiety
among some Tory politicians. Legality57 functioned as the pre-eminent symbol of national
culture and the capacity of black settlement to transform this alarmed politicians such as Enoch
Powell (Gilroy 2002a,  108).  In  his in famous 1968 speech, claiming to speak  the  mind  of the

35 Although the term 'race riots' is still used nowadays. it is incorrect. In essence the riots where 'white'.
instigated by fascists and other white mobs (Teddy boys), and the cause was not race issues, but post-war
poverty, housing shortage and overcrowding in inner city areas. These areas were known to be unruly and
consequently the riots triggered an issue of law and order. These areas were indeed also the most ethnically
mixed areas. But whereas the riots were instigated by whites. in the media and political opinion blacks
became seen as the problem. White hooliganism or not, the solution would be that 'all immigration should
be stopped' (The Times 1958,7).
56 With the 1976 amendments to the Race Relations Act, the Commission of Racial Equality (CRE) was
founded.
" 'The importance of law and constitution in Britain is understood to be a unique and important cultural
achievement. As Britain. stressed by crisis, has moved in the direction of a law and order society, popular
politics have infused legality with the capacity to articulate the very core of national identity. This has been
central to the rise of Margaret Thatcher' (Gilroy 2002a, 88).
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"common people", Powell foreboded 'rivers of blood' on the basis of societal tendencies such as
the 'preservation and sharpening of racial and religious differences and the exercise of actual
domination, first over fellow-immigrants, and then over the rest of the population' (quoted in
Grillo 1998,174). Hence, the "catastrophic consequences of racial intermixture" would mean the
entire reversal of the black-white relation. The issue of legality encompassed however more than
just legislation, but referred also to 'law and order' and addressed the 'criminal acts' committed
by blacks and their 'propensities to disorder'.58 As such the debate over race relations legislation,
fuelled by Powell's speech, led directly to anxiety over black crime (Gilroy 2002a. 108). This
meant a turning point from previous forms of racism to 'new racism',59 with which the use of a
populist politics of'race' to win votes and the association of the black settlement with criminality
became part and parcel of British politics and race relations.

The anxiety over black immigrants, the wish to further restrict immigration and to
tighten the link between nationality, nation and citizenship continued and culminated in the  1971
Immigration Act, which restricted British citizenship to 'patrials' only. Patrials were people who
could trace a connection to the UK through a (grand)parent who was born, naturalised, adopted
or  registered  in  the UK (Lewis 1998,139). Effectively, this meant  that most non-white  immi-
grants from the colonies and the Commonwealth had no claim of entry, residence and freedom
of immigration control (Hussain 2001, 24). Immigration however increased during that period,
and  well  into the 1970s.  due  to an increased demand for labour.  To  fill  the  gap in manpower,
labourrers were not so much drawn from Mediterranean 'guestworker' countries, as was custo-
mary on the Continent, but from former colonies and commonwealth countries. This triggered
the major wave of immigration from the South Asian subcontinent to the UK. From the mid
1970s onwards, South Asian immigration followed a 'chain pattern, with early immigrants
joined  by  kin and neighbours'  (Lyon 1997, 189-190). The negative discourse on immigration
shifted  in the 19705 from Caribbean to Asian immigrants, who then became the symbol  of the
'downfall'  of the British nation (Schuster 1999,65). However, Asian criminality was presented
around different themes than black criminality, particularly illegal immigration received atten-
tion (Gilroy 2002a, 113).

Asifa Hussain maintains that one reason for Margaret Thatcher's rise to power, in  1979,
was the race issue (2001,227). 'Race' was a main point in the political discourse of the party and
Thatcher's campaign for combining free market mechanisms and economic individualism with
conservative themes such as traditions, the family and nation, duty and authority and law and
order, had appealed to a majority of the British electorate. In compliance with Tory discourse on
the British nation, national culture and identity (seen as based on essences rather than construe-
tions), it was presented as 'only logical' that there was a 'natural' suspicion of anybody who was

58 Powell referred in his speech to a letter he had (allegedly) received from a white elderly woman, who
was the only white left in her street. Hence, he draws the picture of'white female vulnerability, the noise,
the shit through the letter box'. an imagery of black settlement which would endure well  into the 19805.
Moreover, 'the image of young black muggers stalking mean inner-city streets in pursuit ofthe old and
infirm entered the British syntax ofracism' (Gilroy 2002a, 108).
59 The novelty of'new racism' lies 'in the capacity to link discourses of patriotism, nationalism, xenophobia,
Englishness, Britishness, militarism and gender differences into a complex system which gives 'race' its
contemporary meaning. These themes combine to provide a definition o f"race" in terms of culture and
identity' (Gilroy 2002a, 42). This meant a shift from discourse on the biological Other in the 1940s/50s to
discourse on the cultural  and national Other in the 1960s/70s (Schuster  1999,59). The novelty of'new
racism' further lies in its capacity to operate across the broad range of political opinion (Gilroy 2002a, 50).
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different (Schuster  1999, 73). Therefore,  it  was also 'only  logical' that the 1983 British Nationa-
lity AcF ultimately secured the relation between nation and citizenship. The Act defined the
'British citizen', because citizenship would be accorded to UK born or naturalised people and
their UK born or naturalised children only. Hence, in the course of time, the geographical and
ideological boundaries of the British nation-state came to coincide with those of the British Isles
in Europe - what Paul Gilroy (2002a, 46) calls the central achievement of the new racism.
'National identity' was thus clearly a white identity and built on a reconstruction of the British
nation on the basis of the beauty of the landscape, its institutions such as the Crown and parlia-
ment, and 'typical' British norms  such as unity, continuity and homogeneity (Schuster  1999,
61).61

4.2.2     Racialisation of non-white immigrants
Thus, a national identity had been developing alongside the imperial nationality, which was
built not just on being subject to the crown, but also on Whiteness and Anglicanism.62 This
national identity signified who belonged and who was 'alien' and clashed frequently with the
principal of formal equality of all imperial citizens (Lewis  1998,137). In other words, race was
defined in the sphere of culture and thus beyond official membership of a national community
conferred by its citizenship legislation (Gilroy 2002a, 63/65). Various waves of immigration
have pointed out the gap between British national identity and imperial nationality: the debates
on the immigration  of Jews around  1900, the immigration of 'coloured migrants'  in the 1960s
and  1970s  and the Muslim presence  in the 1980s and 1990s all caused discussion on and posed
questions to national belonging and citizenship (Lewis 1998,137). Hence, Lewis concludes that
the construction of both Englishness and 'alienness' is 'as much about the construction of a
cultural category of belonging as it is about the construction of a legal category' (1998,137;

original emphasis).
One group that largely escaped long-lasting effects of processes of alienation and racia-

lisation was the group of European labour migrants who were recruited in refugee camps after
the Second World War to work in agriculture and the mining and textile industries. They were
welcomed as 'powerful and young blood that needed to be imported to counter the decrease in
fertility  of the British population by creating large families' (Schuster  1999, 239). These  immi-

60 Immediately after its introduction, the Act was contested by the European Commission for Human
Rights which had been alerted by British female citizens, whose husbands had been denied access to the
UK. In 1983. several amendments to the Act were made.
6I The idea of homogeneity ignores that the United Kingdom ofGreat Britain is the product ofa series of
unions between different peoples and territories ( England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland). Only recently
have historians begun to address this 'unionist' character in the so-called New British History. However,
this history remains unpopular and mainstream historiography continues to divide the state into its national
components. Steven Ellis claims that 'the present crisis of British identity is thus hardly surprising when
British historiography focuses on the distinctive features of each of four separate nations rather than on
state formation and interactions between people and cultures in a multi-national state' (2002,105). The
focus on a homogenous England also has repercussions for England's non-white population.
Deconstructing the idea of homogeneity and accepting that England is part ofa larger entity built on
difference, could make it easier to accept the 'contemporary difference'.
62 Due to this state-religion, difference in England was not defined on the basis of religion as  in the Nether-
lands, as the second half ofthis chapter shows. Instead distinction  in the UK became based on ethnicity and
class.
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grants were not perceived as a threat to the homogeneity of the British nation, but as a group that
could be assimilated and would enhance the British nation. Also nowadays, the term 'immi-
grants' hardly ever explicitly refers to them (ibid., 21). The perception of immigration from the
Caribbean only a few years later and of immigrants from Asia and Africa a decade or two after
that, was radically different: rather than a 'blessing' this was represented as a 'burden' (ibid., 32).
Apparently, their 'threat' to British national identity and culture was more important than the
economic advantage or the good political relations with the countries of origin (Schuster  1999,
219-220).

The 'threat' was captured in the use of military terminology or indicators of natural
catastrophes such as the unarmed invasion and the flooding or swamping of the British 1sles, by

politicians such as Powell and Thatcher (see also Gilroy 2002a, 44). Thatcher did little to hide
her impression that 'too many people with a different culture' were entering Britain and that this
proved to be a financial and economical burden (Hussain 2001,227). Over time, blackness and

Englishness had become portrayed as incompatible (Gilroy 2002a): their skin colour, position in
colonial society, ethnic background, cultural and religious practices distinguished them from the
'real'  members  of the nation (Schuster  1999,  224).  Thus, even where their citizenship allowed
them free access to the UK, the black and Asian immigrants were made 'symbolic aliens': mem-
bers in juridical terms but not real members of the nation (Schuster 1999,221). Racialisation  is
also expressed in the term 'coloureds' used at the time to describe black immigrants. This con-
tainer definition can be understood as an extension of the colonial stereotype of the 'negro', a
term which also grouped everyone together rather than that it referred to their respective home
countries or status (Schuster  1999,39).

Moreover, at the time when the Empire was heavily crumbling, de-industrialisation and
economic decline were on the way, at a time when some created a romanticised version of
England of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (e.g. Powell) and others clinged to the glories of
Empire for the construction of identity, these symbolic aliens were the visible symbol of change
and ambiguity and of loss of purity and control:  'That  I was. of course, the unwelcome evidence
of change' (Caryl Phillips quoted in The Guardian 2003a). Scholars have interpreted Powell's
(and Thatcher's) nationalism and striving to re-create British identity in terms of regaining
control. One mechanism to regain purity and control is to adjust boundaries so that new logical

categories of nationals and aliens  can be (re)created (Schuster  1999, 223), which would legiti-
mise expelling 'unwanted' immigrants from the category of'nationals' - creating and dissemina-
ting negative representations of immigrant groups certainly supported this mechanism (Schuster
1999,225).

Nonetheless, there have also been counter voices to racialisation and racism. Gilroy
draws our attention  to the anti-racist movements  of the late 1970s  such  as the foundation  of
Rock Against Racism and the Anti Nazi League in reaction to the entry of extreme right-wing
groups into the process of electoral politics. Moreover, there were political interventions of
Labour dominated local authorities such as the campaign of the Greater London Council in the
aftermath of the 1981 Brixton riots which resulted among other things  in the  set  up  of the Ethnic
Minorities Committee (Gilroy 2002a, 148/152/180).
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4.2.3 Thatcher's impact on citizenship
Under Thatcher, several immigration acts63 were to follow, but more than changes in citizenship
rights of immigrant groups,  it  is the basic concept of citizenship itself that has undergone a radi-
cal change under Thatcher and its legacy is still felt today. The Thatcherite notion of citizen-ship
severely configured the relationship between the individual and the state (Faulks 2001 4 2) and
captures the liberal model in its purest sense: privatisation of public services, the dismantling of
interest groups such as trade unions and the mass unemployment that resulted from the new poli-
tical regime are just a few examples of how the supporting pillars for the maintenance of social
rights were undermined. Rights under Conservative rule were predominantly market rights, such
as ownership ofproperty, consumer rights or the right to choose between competing providers of
public services. By citizens' responsibilities, the Conservatives basically understood increased
self-reliance and individual autonomy. What was promoted was a form of active citizenship
which combined an ethic of self-help with a sense of obligation to the wider community (Faulks,
2001 a, 9). Thatcherism saw inequality as a desirable mechanism for encouraging personal effort
and promoting entrepreneurship. The language of citizenship was used to justify changes in re-
gulation. It requires little argumentation that these measures to transform citizenship led to grea-
ter inequality

Since the defeat of the Conservative Party  in  1997  and the start of Labour's formerly
called "Third Way". the question remains whether this political shift indeed meant an end to a
Thatcherite approach to citizenship. Labour's prime motto 'no rights without responsibilities' (see
Giddens  1998,  65)  or  'the  end  of the something-for-nothing welfare state' (Lister  2002,   105)
echo to a high extent Thatcher's take on citizenship rights and duties. Although Labour promised
to  introduce a social programme  to  even out societal inequalities, Keith Faulks  (2001 a,   11)
argues that constitutional reform has been piecemeal and contradictory and that social rights
such as health care and education remain under-funded.

With regard to immigration, when the Conservative John Major came to office in  1990
the restrictions on immigration continued to be implemented. What became however more pro-
nounced in this era was the 'Europeanisation' of immigration policy and the subsequent worry on
the side of the Conservatives that subordination to European immigration law would result in a
massive intlow of immigrants into the UK (Hussain 2001, 47). Under Labour, immigration
equally plays a major role and the statements and policy-proposals of the current home secretary
David Blunkett can be seen as not only impeding the inclusion of minority-ethnic groups already
living in Britain, but also as further restrictions on immigration.64 Regarding integration, to

63 For instance, the introduction of visa requirements for citizens from India, Nigeria. Ghana, and Pakistan:
the 1987 Carriers Liability Act which started the 'fight' against bogus refugees ( understood by the
opposition as a measure to discourage asylum seekers from coming to Britain); the 1988 Immigration Act
made it conditional to show that dependents seeking entry into the UK would be provided with adequate
accommodation and financial support so that they would not resort to public funds: and further restrictions
on the right of appeal against deportation were introduced (Hussain 2001,31-37).
64 For instance, his proposal that non-native English speaking minorities should speak English at home
(Brown 2001 a,  1 ) or his suggestions that 'immigrants' should be forbidden to marry people from their
country of origin, especially not in enforced marriages ( Brown 2001 b, 4). With regard to immigration
control, the British government approved of the close-down of the Red Cross refugee camp in Sangatte
near the Channel Tunnel, because the camp would "facilitate" refugee's attempts to cross the Channel. Fur-
thermore, the recent scandal over visa applications of workers (plumbers etc.) from Romania and Bulgaria,
shows that the immigration process may still be very selective and favours Europeans (even when not part
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'attach' immigrants to the UK, British Citizenship ceremonies have recently been introduced in
which new immigrants pledge loyalty to the UK amidst an entourage of national symbols and
where they receive a certificate stating that they have passed their citizenship test.65 The idea is
that 'citizenship ceremonies will enable more focus to be placed on the fact that citizenship
carries with it both rights and responsibilities' (Blunkett quoted in The Guardian 2003b)

4.2.4 Politicisation, riots and institutional racism

In short, from the 1960s onwards, immigration became an increasingly important part of election
campaigns and politicians would step down over the politicised topic of immigration (Schuster
1999,246). Additionally, restrictions on immigration for imperial nationals, the obvious display
of nationalism and patriotism (also apparent in the case of the Falkland War in  1982; see Grillo
1998,169). the exclusionary practices towards and racialisation and criminalisation of black and
Asian nationals and the specific notion of British national identity, resulted in the politicisation
of immigration and of the presence of non-white nationals in the UK. The issue of immigration
and integration were further politicised by a range of riots and incidents which have focused
attention on Britain's non-dominant groups in various ways.

There had already been clashes in  1917 in several harbour and seaside locations around
Britain with large numbers of black immigrants, but the series of riots that followed at almost
regular intervals from 1958 onwards had more impact on the identity question: the riots consoli-
dated white identity; race became a problematised category associated with non-white immigra-
tion; criminality and disorder became increasingly linked to black people; black people were
made scapegoats for what essentially was white criminality; and the confrontation between black
and white on the British Istes signalled the end to the 'shared identity' provided by Empire. It
signified also the end of hypocritical racism ("1 don't mind you living here, but what will the
neighbours say?") and racism became part of politics as the previous sections pointed out.

With the growing up of the second-generation Black Britons 'black law-breaking' and
'anti-authoritarianism' became seen 'as an integral part of black culture' (Gilroy 2002a, 116 and
126). Mike and Trevor Phillips maintain that this generation had become politicised in a
different way to their parents: 'Its politics became its cultural expression, or perhaps vice versa,
its cultural expression became its politics' (1999, 294). The police started to intervene in black
dance halls and clubs,  and  from  1975, the police 'Special Patrol Group scoured the streets.. .

stopping, searching, arresting and abusing young black men' (Phillips  and  Phillips  1999,281).
The stop-and-search approach would later  on  be a direct cause  for  the 1981 Brixton riots,  but

of the EU). These workers, who are needed in the UK, had their -some of them bogus- applications hardly
scrutinised by the immigration offices ( i.e. what the scandal was about; see White 2004) whereas as
refugees are often subject to suspicion and have to prove that they have not come on economical grounds.
65 The pledge, to be recited en masse: "I will give my loyalty to the United Kingdom and respect its rights
and freedoms. I will uphold its democratic values. I will observe its laws faithfully and fulfil my duties and
obligations as a British citizen" (Bennett 2004). The Home Office stated that national symbols such as the
union flag and the national anthem should form part ofthe ceremony and that it could also feature British
music, poetry or songs. To receive the certificate, new citizens are expected to have "sufficient knowledge"
of English, Welsh or Gaelic and have passed a "Britishness test" on practical aspects of life in the UK and
its institutions. At the first ceremony in February 2004, Prince Charles, home secretary David Blunkett and
the mayor of Brent (North London) gave speeches. In general. it will be a municipal procedure with a
registrar handing out the certificates. The new citizens are charged £68 (€97) by their town hall for the
ceremony (Bennett 2004).
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also  led  to  the  'long hot summer'  of  1976 in which young blacks defeated the Metropolitan
Police at the Notting Hill Carnival. The Carnival had became a site where young black people
could express their resentment (ibid.). Where conflicts not did directly follow from police inter-
ventions, they would sprout from provocations of the extreme-right National Front which had
rapidly grown  in  the 1976-78 period. Examples  are  the  1979  and 1981 Southall riots  in  West
London (largely Asian area; Baumann  1995,  100), the Brixton riots of 1985  and more recently
the riots in cities across the north of England in 2001 in what has come to be know as 'the sum-
mer of discontent'.66

In addition to riots, there have been several killings of, and incidents with, black and
Asian people which have drawn attention to racist practices in public institutions in England.
One case is Satpal Ram, a young Asian man who is still imprisoned after being convicted of
murder for stabbing a racist in self-defence in an indian restaurant where he worked as a waiter.
Ram has become an icon for the South-Asian population in England, representing the injustice
of the judicial system. The best-known case, also with the most far reaching consequences, was
the murder of Stephen Lawrence(,7  in  1993  and the subsequent Macpherson report, which con-
cluded that institutional racism is indeed embedded in the practice of the London Metropolitan
Police Service.68 The report resulted in the Race Relations (Amendment) Act and initiated 'a
process of political struggle that changed the way that Britain understood itself with respect to
national identity and the way public bodies operate' (Gilroy 2002b, 166).69

66 In late May 2001, Oldham (part of Greater Manchester) was the stage for clashes between white and
Asian groups for three days. On the  ls' of June the house of the Asian Deputy Mayor of Oldham was fire-
bombed. A week later the British National Party scored its largest success ever in a UK general election
and gained  11  to 16 percent of the votes in certain parts of Oldham. The clashes were preceded by a serious
of incidents starting at the end of January that year in which white and Asian people alternated as victims in
a series of retaliations.  In this period the BNP announced several demonstrations, although  most of them
failed to get permission. The riots in Oldham were followed by disturbances in Bradford, Leeds, Burnley
and other northern towns (OIR 2001,2).
67

Stephen Lawrence was attacked while waiting for the bus home in Eltham, South-East London, on 22
April  1993. After the attack he was left to die on the street. The police first failed to provide him the
medical care he needed and afterwards failed to investigate his death properly. Sir William Macpherson
was commissioned by the government to lead the inquiry into this case, particularly looking at the extent to
which institutional racism on the side ofthe Metropolitan Police Force played a role.
68 Institutional racism is defined as 'The collective failure of an organisation to provide an appropriate and
professional service to people because of their colour, culture, or ethnic origin. It can be seen or detected in
processes, attitudes and behaviour which amount to discrimination through unwitting prejudice. ignorance.
thoughtlessness and racist stereotyping which disadvantage minority ethnic people' (Macpherson  1999, art.
6.35). Institutional racism stems from a 'lack of understanding, ignorance or mistaken beliefs. It can arise
from well intentioned but patronising words or actions. It can arise from unfamiliarity with the behaviour
or cultural traditions of people or families from minority ethnic communities. It can arise from racist
stereotyping of black people as potential criminals or troublemakers. Often this arises out of uncritical self-
understanding born out of an intlexible police ethos ofthe "traditional" way of doing things. Furthermore
such attitudes can thrive in a tightly knit community, so that there can be a collective failure to detect and
to outlaw this breed of racism. The police canteen can too easily be its breeding ground' (Macpherson  1999,
art. 6.17).
69 The MacPherson Report had not only repercussions for the police force, but about 43.000 public bodies
now have to do theirjobs without racial bias, have to show that they are 'practicing what they preach, by
drawing up a race equality scheme and regularly publishing figures' (Philips 2003, 1). See for example
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Nonetheless, after the 2001 riots in the North of England, the discourse shifted some-
what from institutional racism of the police or other public institutions to a focus on spatial and
social segregation70 -particularly of South-Asians groups. Contrary to the image of West indians.
Asian groups have generally been portrayed as 'bound by cultural and biological ties which
merit the status of a fully formed, alternative national identity. They pose a threat to the British
way of life by virtue of their strength and cohesion' and as such also the culture of these groups
would be incompatible with authentic forms of Britishness (Gilroy 2002a, 45). This image of
Asian groups and their transnational bond with India can also be traced in the independent report
'Community Cohesion', assigned by the Home Office to look into the 2001 riots. The report
Signalled the need for a development of'clear values' indicating what it means to be a citizen of
a modern multi-racial Britain and suggested that this should mean an end to 'looking backwards
to some supposedly halcyon days of a mono-cultural society or alternatively looking to their
country of origin for some form of identity' (HO 2001, 9). Instead, the report argued for a natio-
nal debate on 'principles of a new citizenship' which should include the promotion of cross
cultural contact, fostering of understanding and respect and a development of a programme of
'myth busting' (HO 2001, 11), as it was felt that the riots rooted partly in the ignorance about
each other's communities which would easily lead to anxiety. Although the content of these citi-
zenship values had to be the outcome of the debate, the report already stated that 'we would
expect the new values to contain statements about the expectations that the use of the English

language, which is already a pre-condition of citizenship. will become more rigorously pursued'
(HO 2001,19). Even though the report tries to equally deal with anxieties of the Asian as well as
(lower class) white groups, the stress on language may mean that adaptations are expected again

from the minority-ethnic rather than the white groups.
Moreover, the events   of  9/11 soon after turned 'myth busting' into "ongoing   myth

fabrication". Political and media attention on the involvement of British Muslims in terrorist
attacks and the war on Afghanistan and Iraq has rendered the Muslim population in Britain ever
more visible. Subsequently constructed images of Muslims in Britain constituted a mixture of
suppositions such as the Muslim threat to internal security, the eradication of social cohesion
due to the presence of'different' cultures (read: obstinate groups not wanting to be part of'our'
society) and Islam's resistance to modernity and thus on the backwardness of the religion.  In the
process, different groups such as the Pakistanis and the Bangladeshis were increasingly homo-
genised under the general category of Muslim (Ahmad 2004,30). Ali Nobil Ahmad reads in the

'generalised hysteria over Islam' the emerging 'outlines of a new racial ideology' in which 'reli-
gion rather than skin colour is the primary site of difference' (2004.30/1 )

In this context, the recent debates on curbing immigration and the integration of
minority-ethnic groups can be interpreted as the latest attempts to maintain "purity and control „71

Manchester Social Services' evaluation of its practices against the recommendations of the MacPherson

Report (MSS 2000).
70

Segregation is seen as characterising the housing market, education, employment and the economy, the
sports, culture and leisure sector and so on. Hence, the main conclusion of the report on the 2001 riots was
formulated as the 'lack of opportunity for people to meet and talk across the community divides' (see OIR
2001,4).
71,Purity' increasingly takes on the idea of safeguarding Britain of infectious diseases such as TB brought
in by immigrants who allegedly move 10 Britain in search for free health care. Labour's hard line on
immigration moved the Conservatives even further to the right in their'proposal to introduce health
screening ofthose who wish to enter Britain as part ofa bid to stifle "NHS tourism" ' (Ahmad 2004.32).
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and as a reinforcement of the incompatibility of "English (religious and democratic) values"  and
"alien values". The discrepancy in values, according to some, will have repercussions for the
welfare state. For example David Goodhart in his 2004 essay 'Discomfort of strangers', which
caused quite some debate, discerns as the central dilemma of political  life in developed countries
the "fact" that sharing and solidarity can conflict with diversity: 'lf welfare states demand that
we pay into a common fund on which we can all draw at times of need, it is important that we
feel that most people have made the same effort to be self-supporting and will not take advan-
tage. We need to be reassured that strangers, especially those from other countries, have the
same idea of reciprocity as we do'. Hence, the old notion of incompatibility regards not only
national identity, but is now also applied to illustrate how diversity allegedly undermines the
support for the welfare state and signifies the desired incorporation of newcomers: with less

..
rights than the 'natives'.'-

4.2.5 The 'fixed mosaic' of multicultural Britain

In short, on the level of Great Britain the "incorporation" of minority ethnic groups has taken
shape in the form of ever more restrictive immigration legislation and amendments to Race
Relations Acts. The outcome is a compromise, or what Ralph Grillo called a system of 'plura-
listic integration' in 'which there is participation on the basis of equality, within a framework of
common legal and political institutions, but with some degree of recognition for diversity and
specificity' (1998,177). This recognition for diversity and specificity is reflected in the officially
stated goal of British policy: to facilitate integration by enhancing 'equality of opportunity' and
promoting 'good race relations' (Soysal 1994,54: quoting from the CRE -Commission for Racial
Equality 1988). Hence, in terms of the incorporation of ethnic minorities, 'racial equality'
supplements the liberal notion that policy instruments serving the general population benefit
migrants as well (Soysal 1994,57). Apart from the general activities of the CRE, which is the
main governmental agency for the integration of migrants and the prevention of discrimination
( Soysal 1994,55), Britain has no centrally defined policy instrument. Moreover, the CRE  is not
considered a representative body for ethnic minorities, its commissioners are appointed as 'indi-
viduals who have something to contribute on minority related issues', neither is it regularly
consulted by the government (ibid. 73). There are very few national bodies recognised by the
government as interlocutors on minority issues, one example is the Muslim Council of Britain.
This complies with the liberal notion of the individual as the unit of incorporation as well as
with Britain's decentralised system in which minority issues are the responsibility of local autho-
rities and voluntary organisations.

Indeed, some local authorities are concerned with minority issues. The increasingly
populist national discourse on minority-ethnic groups and the support for (extreme) right-wing
parties have somewhat been counterbalanced particularly by Labour-led local authorities which
have set up anti-racist and multicultural policies, especially in the field of education. Moreover,
a 'direct source of financing from the central government for local services is provided by  ...the
1966 Local Government Act, designed to meet what are loosely called "special needs" of immi-
grants' (Soysal 1994,57). Local authorities fund voluntary service associations and educational
schemes, particularly oriented towards teaching migrant children English. But local interven-

72 Goodhart (2004) celebrates the Danish two-tier welfare system in which native Danes enjoy superior
welfare benefits to newcomers.
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tions aimed at minorities are relatively limited and for instance mother-tongue language training
is largely privately or voluntarily organised and takes place outside regular school hours." Local
Race Equality Councils (RECs) collaborate with the national CRE and aim to achieve similar
goals. Again they are not regularly consulted by local governments, they do not constitute for-
malised representative structures and their representativeness is often questioned by local

migrant communities (ibid., 74).
Nonetheless, the nearly forty years of attention paid to race relations have led. accor-

ding to Gilroy, to the 'mythical notion that Britain has sorted out the issues around race and
ethnicity in an exemplary manner and is now a wholly successful multicultural society' (2002b,
151-153). However, some sociologists (Gilroy 20028; also Schuster  1999,58) have argued that
the  1965 Race Relations  Act did nothing but institutionalise the notion that 'race' really exists.
Race has become presented as a social fact. rather than a social construct. These two notions
together resulted in minority-ethnic policies being informed by the what Gilroy calls 'fixed
mosaic of third way multiculturalism in the UK in which culture and identity are treated as a
property rather than as a process' (2002b, 165).

4.2.6      Manchester: city of firsts and poverty
Manchester is England's second city and draws heavily on its past in its contemporary local
identity construction: at the cutting edge of change, cosmopolitan ever since its earliest days as
the centre of international trade, and consequently  it is thought that there still  is a sense of open-
ness today and its multiculturality is 'used' in city promotion campaigns (Hill and O'Connor
1996,112).

Manchester's moist climate and lime-free water made it more suitable for cotton
weaving than any other area (Taylor et.al.  1996,46) and from the opening of the first large-scale
cotton   mill   in 1776, Manchester developed  into a world centre for cotton textiles  and  also
became the financial hub of the North of England, then one of the wealthiest industrial regions.

Following from the expanding cotton-related industries, immigrants form Ireland, Scotland and
the continent (e.g. Greeks, Italians, Polish, Germans) started to move into the city, 'overlaying
the Manchester area with a sense of cultural and national diversity that is less obvious elsewhere
in the North of England' (Taylor et.al.  1996, 49). From the time of its first industrial develop-
ment, Manchester however was thought remarkable by outside observers for its degree of resi-
dential segregation between particular neighbourhoods and spaces, between social classes and
between migrant groups (Taylor et.al. 1996, 84). To a reasonably high extent one can still trace
this segregation in Greater Manchester today: for instance, Moss Side is mainly West Indian,
Choriton mainly Irish, Cheetham Hill mainly Asian and Prestwich mainly Jewish (Taylor et.al.
1996,200).

At the beginning of the twentieth century Manchester was still a wealthy commercial
city. Although decline had gradually set in during the previous decades, the main recession
started  in   1979.  From   1978  to   1988 the North-West region lost 300,000 industrial  jobs  and
another 70,000 in public services (Mellor  1997,56/57). The reasons for recession were several:
the city ceased to be the centre for world trade in cotton textiles; its role as a provincial business
centre diminished; the industries were closing on a massive scale; and Manchester City's centre

71 Soysal lists Manchester as an exception where Islamic organisations have received support from the local
authorities for mother-tongue instructions ( 1994.103).
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ceased to be a centre for the local population due to clearances. The subsequent urban regene-
ration programme, which lasted roughly until 1990, can be characterised as a 'heritage-led
redevelopment phase': the establishment of museums at Castlefield (previously an industrial  area
around a canal); the reopening of the two oldest theatres, investments in large city centre hotels
in previous mercantile, palatial headquarters of textile firms; the reconstruction of the Central
Station as an exhibition centre and mass forum (G-Mex); and the development of tourist attrac-
tions at Granada Studios (Mellor   1997, 57). Rosemary Mellor  sees this 'implantation  of  a
heritage industry' in the city centre, and the subsequent accreditation of historical urban artefacts
with value, as a 'total reversal of the previous policy of demolishing "Cottonopolis" ' (1997,58).
Whereas in the past Manchester had been a city where one came to do business, not to hang out,
it increasingly tried to become "a place of spectacle and play" - which underlines the profound
change in urban redevelopment philosophy. Also investments in the arts can be understood this
way, the arts are promoted as an industry providing employment and as a way of presenting
Manchester as attractive to business or leisure investment. This combination of industry and art
may also explain the increased interest in the cultural industries which had been developing for a
longer time already at a more grassroots level. 74

With regard to city promotion, Manchester likes to present itself as "the city of firsts"
(Taylor et.al. 1996,54): the first industry. the first passenger rail service connecting Manchester
and Liverpool in 1830, the first computer, the first Metrolink light rapid-transit system in the UK
in  1992 and so forth. During the 198Os, there was also a sense o f youth culture bubbling under
the surface of the conventional city, which culminated in 'Madchester'. i.e. the promotion of
Manchester as the city of club culture which brought it an international reputation in 1990-92 as
'the place to be'. This has been labelled the 'cool revolution' and characterised a next phase in
urban ( image)  redevelopment.  It  may  have also reflected  the Arts Council's notion of 'urban
renaissance, with culture and the arts coming to play a new role in revitalising and re-enchanting
city life', because the arts are thought to create 'a climate of optimism -the "can-do" attitude
essential to the development of enterprise culture this Government hopes to bring to deprived
areas: they provide the focal points for community pride and identity' (Robins  1993,4).  More-
over,  in the late 199Os, Manchester's city promotion material came to include 'multiculturalism',
although it mainly highlights the centrally located China Town and the 'Curry Mile' in Rusholme
(Marketing Manchester  1999,  16). The multicultural theme was further exploited  in the "Spirit
of Friendship Festival", part of the 2002 Commonwealth Games which took place in Man-
chester.

The image of Manchester as the city of innovation and of "spectacle and play" contrasts
however sharply with the poverty of large parts of the city and its population (irrespective of
ethnic background). The North-West is the only region in the UK to show consistent falls in
GDP for over twenty years and the highest rates of employment loss which could not be
compensated  by the small high-tech firms that replaced the larger plants (Mellor  1997.60). 75

74 Hill and O'Connor go as far as to state that the cultural industries signify Manchester's ability to respond
to the process of long term global restructuring and read the cultural industries as an indicator o f the
flexibility and creativity of the city as a whole ( 1996.115).
75 Indication of poverty is not only the high level of unemployment, but those in employment receive
extremely /0,3 wages: a survey by the Law Pay Unit in the Greater Manchester area revealed that three out
of ten jobs advertised in the city's job centres paid less than the National Insurance threshold of £57 a week
(€84), and that one in two paid less than £100 a week (€150) (Taylor et. al. 1996.167).
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According to Mellor, there is consensus in Manchester 'that those who live in stigmatised neigh-
bourhoods do not have equal access to service work (postcode discrimination) and those who are
categorised as black, irrespective of skills or qualifications, find barriers. The city centre of
Manchester, like Liverpool, is conspicuously white' (1997, 63). Hence, poor or minority-ethnic
groups have not benefited from the economic regeneration to the same extend as the white,
better-off classes. In this context, Ziauddin Sardar suggests that the largest multicultural chal-
lenge of British society is to combat poverty in old inner-city areas (quoted in Nekuee 2002,19).

Poverty as well as the 'historically entrenched image of Manchester as dirt and pollu-
tion, poor living, work and rain' have made it hard to rework Manchester's image (Mellor  1997,
67). Moreover, the promoters of the city have to contend with the media image-construction of
urban crime and the local drugs wars have given the city the name of 'Gunchester'. There has
been a prevalence of crime and trouble in central Manchester over the  last 150 years  and  in  the
first decades of the nineteenth century there was an almost pathological  fear of the lower classes
and its criminality which was strongly associated with immigrants.  It was however the  1981
riots76  and  a  killing  of a young black boy  in 199277 which caught national media attention  and
turned the eyes of the nation to the Manchester City Borough of Moss Side as a site of extreme
crime and violence. Moss Side has since been compared to black ghettos in the USA such as the
Bronx or South Central L.A. (Taylor et.al. 1996,205). Hence, established images are difficult to
dislodge when crime and violence continue to thrive in the city (Mellor 1997,67).

In short, Manchester can be summed up by its contrast between the local achievements
and local misery and crime: 'It is a city with many areas of extreme poverty and deprivation,
sitting alongside areas in which the much-celebrated pursuit of private success and wealth con-
tinues unabated' (Taylor et. al. 1996, 54) Roughly speaking, this divides the north of Man-
chester City (poor) from the south (rich).

4.3 Immigration, integration and citizenship in the Netherlands

Figure 4.2 Population figures by country of origin in the Netherlands and Rotterdam, 1 January 2003
The Netherlands Rotterdam °

Absolute    % of total population Absolute    % of total population
Total population 16 192 572 100.0 599859 100.0
Of which: VVhite 14 569 970 90.0 386 030 64.4

Non-white 1 622 602 10.0 213 829 35.6

Specified in groups: White Dutch 13 153 814 81.3 318 672 53.2

Turkish 341 400 2.1 43 550 7.3

Surinamese 320 658 2.0 52 377 8.7

Moroccan 295 332 1.8 34 281 5.7

Dutch Antillean + Aruba 129312 0.8 20 390 3.4

western (white other) groups 1 416 156 8.7 67 358 11.2

Source: Netherlands: (www.cbs.nl - 2004-03-05), Rotterdam: (VAVW.Cos.nl - etniciteit2003).
° Another large population group in Rotterdam is from a Cape Verdean background: 14,919 people

(2.5% of the population).

76 These riots can be seen as part of the 'disturbances' across the country at that time. e.g. in Brixton.  In
Moss Side, like elsewhere, it came to a violent confrontation between young black (and white) Mancunians
and the police forces on Princess Road, the central axis through Moss Side, on 7-8 July  1981.
77

In January 1992 , the 13-year-old Benji Stanley was killed whilst waiting in a queue in a fast-food shop.
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In  2003, the Netherlands  had a little over 16m inhabitants of whom 10 percent  was  of a  mino-
rity-ethnic background. Rotterdam, as the other major Dutch cities, was however much more
diverse: of its population of a little under 600,000 almost 36 percent was of a minority-ethnic
background. Figure 4.2 provides a breakdown of the population in the largest ethnic groups.

4.3.1 Decolonisation and labour recruitment                                                        
Since the Second World War migration to the Netherlands increased, but immigrants started to
outnumber the emigrants  only  in 1960 (Veenman   1993,   14). The post-war history  of  immi-
gration is twofold. First of all, there has been immigration from the (former) colonies: Dutch-
Indonesians and Moluccans arrived to the Netherlands after Indonesia gained independence in
1949 and immigration of Surinamese and Antilleans increased particularly after  1954,  the year
they gained the right to freely settle in the Netherlands (verblijfsrechten). Secondly, the econo-
mic boom of the 1960s and 1970s triggered the immigration of labour migrants from around the
Mediterranean.

The Dutch government focused initially on integration rather than immigration policy
with regard to its colonial subjects. During the struggle for independence in Indonesia, the Dutch
government felt obliged to accommodate (also financially78) for the repatriation of the white
Dutch population and for the migration of 'Indo-Europeans'. specifically those 'with a strong
orientation on the Netherlands' (Schuster 1999,87).'4 Implicitly, this was as much a reference to
skin colour as in the British case, as well as a reference to class (as embedded in the military
hierarchy). A radicalisation in discourse can be discerned in the early  195Os, when a distinction
was made between 'Occidental' (including Indonesian higher classes) and 'Oriental' Dutch. the
latter category was portrayed as a different race, with different traits and lifestyles, which would
experience difficulties to adapt in the Netherlands, and thus, should be excluded from access.
However, since it concerned Dutch citizens, Indonesians who paid for their own passage could
not be refused entry. Nevertheless, the government sought to restrict access of this group with
arguments referring, in addition to their 'incompatibility', to the post-war economic situation,
shortage of housing and costs of accommodation (Schuster 1999,92).

By the mid 1950s the resentment of the Indonesian government against the Dutch still
living in Indonesia had risen to such an extent that it led to a watershed in Dutch political
opinion. The government agreed to let go of restrictions and granted the remaining Dutch-
Indonesians access. This shift was thus caused by the government responding to changes in
Indonesia, rather than by acknowledging that excluding certain groups of Indonesians was
unjust. Moreover, the government anticipated opposition in the Netherlands to prioritising the
newly-arrived Indonesians on the housing and labour market by appealing to the notion of
shared citizenship and the tradition of tolerance in the Netherlands (Schuster 1999, 112-115).

8()

78 Immigration of 1ndonesians to the Netherlands was to a large extent financed by the Dutch government
( Schuster 1999,89). A governmental credit system was put in place to cover the travel expenses. The
criteria on which the credit was granted were however made increasingly exclusive for those Indonesians
who were considered difficult to assimilate. The government also supported Dutch citizens who emigrated
from the Netherlands to Australia, Canada or New Zealand during the same period.
79 Although the 1ndonesians are not part of the minorities policies' target groups, their arrival  in the
Netherlands is nevertheless briefly discussed because this group forms an exception to the Dutch tradition
of incorporation and is often referenced as an example, as a 'success story' of integration.
80 The idea of the Netherlands as a tolerant nation has  its root in the  16'h century's relative tolerance

towards religious dissidents in comparison to the surrounding European countries at the time. It stems
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To 'smoothen' the integration in Dutch society, social workers were to teach the newly-arrived
Indonesians Dutch standards and cooking habits!

Although individual citizens from the colonies of Surinam (Dutch Guyana) and the
Dutch Antilles had been coming to the Netherlands to work and study ever since the eighteenth
century, this concerned mainly the Creole urban middle classes and the white elite in the case of
the  Antilles (Van Hulst  1994, 84). Labour shortages  in the Netherlands  at the end  of the 1950s
led to labour recruitment in the colonies which signified for the respective populations that mi-
gration to the Netherlands was no longer for privileged classes only. Although the increase in ac-
tual numbers of immigrants was modest, it increased their visibility as a group and consequently,
they  received more governmental and media attention (Schuster 1999). Whereas the 'forced
integration' of Indonesians is nowadays often presented as a 'success story', the male immigrants
and labour recruits from Surinam became subject to a negative discourse and were associated
with criminality, prostitution and drugs dealing. The Surinamese were seen as violent and often
involved in fights and their (allegedly) different perceptions of moral and marriage would be a
threat to Dutch society. Moreover, colonial stereotypes of the 'negro' provided the framework in
which the behaviour of the Surinamese men were explained by Dutch civil servants (Schuster
1999,120-125). At the time, the Dutch Antilleans had a reputation of 'good labourrers'. How-
ever,  from  the 1980s onwards criminal behaviour became less associated with Surinamese  but
all the more so with Moroccan and Antillean young men (Van Niekerk 1994,72).

Due to these negative representations, the immigration of Surinamese was put on the
political agenda  at  the  end  of the 1950s and unilateral possibilities for restrictions on immigra-
tion were discussed. But changes to the constitution could not be made for Surinamese only and
would apply to Dutch Antillean imperial nationals too. Also protests from oppositional political
parties in the Netherlands as well as opposition from the colonies were expected to be too large
to advance the introduction of immigration restrictions. Whereas in Britain such unilateral res-
trictions were introduced, the Dutch government perceived reference to racial characteristics in
regulation as against the principle of non-discrimination and instead shifted the focus to
enhancing the accommodation and support of those arriving in the Netherlands to prevent
problems of integration (Schuster  1999, 132). Effectively,  the  fear of being called 'racist'  sur-
passed the wish to restrict immigration which prevented changes to the constitution to that effect
until well into the 1970s (Schuster 1999,139).

Especially shortly before Surinam's independence  in  1975 and again before the intro-
duction  of visa requirements for entry  into the Netherlands  in  1980, the number of Surinamese
immigrants increased rapidly.R  This immigration wave also brought another change in the 'type

among others from Erasmus of Rotterdam's philosophy of rationality and mutual tolerance ( which
supplemented his critique on Catholic practices). Also the Regents of the Republic were inclined towards a
humanist attitude i f only because radical divisions could be harmful to trade (Lucassen and Penninx 1994.
22/23). Nonetheless, this relative tolerance turned the Netherlands into a refuge for immigrants from all
kinds of backgrounds. Mutual (religious) tolerance is seen by some as one of the foundations ofthe
particularistic society in the 20'h century. Others point to the 'institutional taboo on non-tolerance' which
was effected in particularism. but which does not necessarily impact on public opinion or public acceptance
of"others" (Koenis  1997,60/2).
8I 1n the run-up to independence, and in the transition period from  1975 to  1980, the number of Surinamese
immigrants increased drastically: it is estimated that in September 1975 (two months before independence)

a ,1·eek/,· 3,000 to 3,500 Surinamese immigrants arrived and between  1975 and  1980 more than 40,000
Surinamese settled  in the Netherlands ( Schuster  1999,155 and  161).
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of migrant', besides lower social classes also other ethnicK' groups started to move to the
Netherlands (Van Niekerk  1994,47).  The increase  in the number of immigrants led to a shift in
immigration discourse  in the early 1970s. Restrictions on immigration  were more openly  dis-
cussed and it was even suggested to establish two categories of citizenship similar to those in the
UK, i.e. Dutch citizens and citizens of Dutch dependent territories. This distinction was not
turned into legislation due to the Surinamese request for independence in 1974 which was effect-
ted  in 1975 (Schuster  1999,   143). The Dutch Antilles remain  part  of the Dutch Kingdom  and
after labour recruitment stopped in 1971, migration took on a wave-like character following the
economic developments on the Isles (Van Hulst 1994,84).

Although there had been labour recruitments in the colonies. the largest number of
labour migrants was recruited from countries around the Mediterranean. This is the second tier
in the Dutch history  o f immigration. The first labour migrants  came  in  the mid 1950s  from
southern European countries  such as Italy, Spain and Greece.  From 1964 onwards, the number
o f  Turkish and Moroccan labourers  in the Netherlands increased rapidly (BOcker  1994,   146,
Buijs and Nelissen  1994, 179) until  the  1973 oil crisis  and the subsequent economic recession
called a stop to the labour recruitment from these two countries. Recruited labourers who came
on a contract had both a job and housing secured upon arrival in the Netherlands. Although the
south-to-north migration of Europeans gradually diminished with the advancing integration of
the European Union, the immigration from Turkey and Morocco continued due to family
reunification which reached  its  peak  in 1980 (Vermeulen and Penninx   1994,  8,  Booker  1994,
147). Initially, labour migrants were welcomed as the solution to the problem of labour shortage,
only later on did they become perceived as a 'problem' themselves. This was particularly the
case after the economic recession  in the 1980s when unemployment rose among the minority-
ethnic groups who suffered the recession most due to the 'last-in, first-out' principle in Dutch
firms and factories. Consequently,  in the course of the 1980s, migrants' dependency on welfare
services became increasingly problematised in political discussions (see Gowricharn 2004c, 3).

For all groups, except the Dutch-Indonesians, counted that their stay in the Netherlands
was initially regarded as temporary: e.g. until one's study was finished and one would return to
Surinam to help the development of the country or until labour migrants would have saved
enough to return home to make a better living there. Furthermore. immigration from the colonies
was not subject to legislation until after their independence. And unlike some other west-
European countries, the Netherlands did not impose any limits on the time labour migrants were
allowed to remain   in the country (Veenman    1993, 14). Legislation and restrictions   on
immigration would however apply to those without the Dutch citizenship status or a work
permit.

4.3.2 First political interventions: integration policy
The first official state intervention  in the integration process  came  in  1979  in  the  form  of an
advisory report to the government, which drew attention to the fact that increasingly migrants
remained in the Netherlands to stay. This policy report followed from the Moluccans Policy
Document,83 published the year before in direct response to a series of violent occupations by

82
Mainly Hindustani, Javanese and Chinese Surinamese.

83 In 1951, around 13,000 military and police service men and their families were brought to the
Netherlands, who had served in the Dutch army against the Indonesians in the independence war. After the
war, they wanted to be 'demobilised' on the Indonesian isle of Ambon where the Republic of the South-
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Moluccan youths which ended  in  1977 with the hijacking of a passenger train  in the eastern part
of the Netherlands (Smeets en Veenman  1994).

By  1983, the advisory report was translated  into a Minorities Policy Document (Min-
derhedennota) which held three goals: a) to enhance the emancipation and participation ofethnic
minorities in Dutch society; b) to improve the social-economic position of minority groups; and
c)  to  prevent and combat discrimination (Veenman 1993,15). The implementation  of the first
policy aim resulted in the practice of "integrating whilst maintaining one's cultural identity".
This was facilitated through the public support of courses in migrant languages and their cultures
within the general educational system, the right to work in governmental services and the right
to vote at local elections (Veenman 1993,15). Providing members of minority-ethnic groups the
opportunity to emancipate within their communities in order to gain an independent place in
society, and the group-specific measures in general, can be read as a continuation of the logic of
particularism.84 This was also reflected in the governmental aid minority-ethnic groups received
for establishing their own organisations, which were expected to actively engage in the forma-
tion of policy. Furthermore. organisations were set up for participation, practicing religion and
broadcasting and specific-faith schools were founded. All this could be achieved within the
existing particularistic legislation (Lucassen and Penninx 1994, 159).85 The target groups of this
policy were Moluccans, residents from Surinamese and Antillean origin, labour migrants from
recruitment countries and members of their families, Roma/Sinti and refugees. Other minority

Moluccas was declared which aimed to separate itsel f from Indonesia. The indonesian government
objected against this separation, and hence, against the stationing of well-trained soldiers on this island.
Vice versa, after the recapture of the island by Indonesia, the Moluccans did not want to be based there
(Smeets and Veenman 1994,16). Until  1978, the Dutch government and the Moluccan group saw their stay
in the Netherlands as a temporary measure until the situation on Ambon would be resolved and the
Moluccans could return to a then independent island.
84 The developments towards particularism started in the last decades of the nineteenth century and by the

mid 1920s, Dutch society was fully divided into particularistic groups each governed by an elite at the top.
Because none of the groups formed a majority, national politics were a matter of coalition, consultation and
compromise between these elites. Particularism was grounded in the belief that emancipation within one's
group would lead to integration. Egalitarianism in the Dutch case is thus the equality between groups,
which is also the goal of incorporation (see Soysal  1994). In practice an extensive system of legislation and
regulation was developed. within which governmental finances and services were distributed among the
different 'pillars' and the implementation of policy was carried out by organisations within the pillars
(Lucassen and Penninx 1994,26). Hence, social, cultural and political functions were organised along
denominational lines (e.g. Catholic, Protestant, Socialists etc) each with a separate system of schools.
welfare and health organisations, unions and media/leisure organisations (Soysal 1994,49). The national
state would provide only such aspects that were considered ofgeneral national concern. The particularistic
organisation of society gradually disintegrated from the 1960s onwards as a consequence of' modernisation
and individualisation, even though it can still be traced in legislation and (partly) in the institutional
organisation of society.6 The effect of participating in specific or generic organisations on integration is not straightforward. In
specific organisations there may be more room for'belonging' and bonding on the basis of a (partly) shared
identity and participation in the mainstream through a specific organisation may enhance emancipation and
can challenge dominant stereotypes. Simultaneously however stereotypes and existing power structures
may be reinforced. Participation in generic organisations may increase the acceptance of people with
different ethnic or cultural backgrounds and lead to mixed friendships, but it may also result in conflicts
and the marginalisation or assimilation of minority groups (see Elling, De Knop and Knoppers (2003,445)
for sports participation).
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groups had to rely on generic policies. Target group policy meant a clear shift away from the
previous emphasis on assimilation as the case of the Dutch-lndonesians illustrated. The second
policy aim had to be achieved through generic policies on employment, education and housing.
In this respect, the  1980s had a dual character: particularistic/corporatist with regard to migrant
cultures and liberal/individual regarding socio-economic issues.

Hans Vermeulen and Rinus Penninx (1994, 11) maintain that target group policy al-
ready came under debate as early as the mid 1980s. First of all, the question was raised whether
new groups had to become part of such policy, and secondly, whether the existing target groups
still needed that label. This debate led to a more fundamental question towards the end of 19804
namely whether target group or minority policy was required and desired at all. In the liberal
governmental view of the time, the use of general schemes by minority-ethnic groups signified
integration and specific target group policy would only obstruct their participation in this res-
pect. This shift from 'integrating whilst maintaining one's identity' to generic policies triggered a
political debate in the  1990s on the cultural characteristics of the migrant groups and how their
culture would hamper participation in the Dutch society. I return to this below.

4.3.3 Caught between particularism and generic policies
The change to generic policy was effected in the 1989 Minorities Policy Document. Rather than
emancipation within one's group and the support of separate organisations for migrant groups,
the main focus became the reduction of the socio-economic disadvantage of the target groups
(the  same as defined  in  1983) in sectors  such as education, housing  and the labour market.
However, preventing discrimination remained On the policy agenda. The policy shift also en-
tailed decentralisation of minority policy implementation from the national to the municipal
level. Moreover, there was a toughening in policy discourse and previous governments became
seen as 'too soft' on minority-ethnic groups. Instead o f providing care, the emphasis had to be on
enhancing the ability  to  cope for oneself ( 1989 WRR report, quoted  in  Rath  1992,252).  This
further underlined the emphasis on the individual as unit of incorporation rather than the group
in the socio-economic domain.

This notion was further reinforced in the 1999 Integration Policy Document 'To receive
chances and to employ chances' (MinGS11999). This document alluded to the concept of'active
citizenship' and its main aim was to diminish the role of the government and devolve the
primary responsibility of one's position in society to the citizens themselves. Hence. the idea was
a dual process in which there were no rights without responsibilities. But more than England, the
Dutch Third Way meant that those citizens who actively tried, but did not succeed in exercising
their citizenship duties, would receive  care  to the point where they could (MinGSI  1999,  6).
Again policy targets and minority-ethnic target groups remained the same. but the emphasis
shifted towards the youngsters of these groups in major cities. Subsequently. a minister for
Major Cities and Integration Policy (MinGSI) was appointed to assist the 25 largest cities in
solving problems in deprived areas with high unemployment, high numbers of school drop-outs,
criminality and rivalry between  'old'  and 'new' citizens. Another change at the end of the 1990s
was the introduction  of  the Act 'Inburgering Nieuwkomers' ("Citizenisation of newcomers")
which prescribed mandatory courses for new immigrants to learn the Dutch language and to
familiarise themselves with Dutch traditions and culture (MinGSI  1999,1 ).

Note however that despite governmental aims to decrease its involvement in integration
issues and to take a more liberal stance towards generic policy, specific target group policies on
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integration  have been approved by parliament  on a regular basis throughout  the  1990s.  The
oscillation between specific and generic policy can be read as a typical trait in the history of
minority policy  in the Netherlands and epitomizes the struggle of successive Dutch governments
to disengage themselves from the particularistic past. The oscillation also reflects the
ambivalence of Dutch tolerance. On the one hand there is a strong notion of non-discrimination
which means that members of minority-ethnic groups should not be discriminated against on the
basis of their ethnic identity or background. On the other hand, however, the principle of non-
discrimination is dismissed by governmental policies specifically directed at minority-ethnic
groups. Hence, individual non-discrimination operates alongside institutional discrimination of
groups  on the basis of cultural differences (Koenis 1997,65). Therefore, the current process  of
transformation is slow because the actual public structure and institutions are still embedded in
the legal framework provided by the old model (traceable particularly in education and broad-
casting), and perhaps because it remains the question which alternative model or new modes of
societal organisation are desirable and attainable.

Furthermore. the advisory report, which formed the basis of the 1989 Minorities Policy
Document, drew attention to the fact that migrants continued coming to the Netherlands and
thereby induced increased political attention  to the issue of immigration (Veenman  1993,  17).
Immigration policies  in the early  1990s were focussed on limiting the inftux, securing the legal
position of legal aliens, discouragement of illegal immigration and a hesitant approach to remi-
gration (Veenman  1993, 17). Throughout the 19904 the question of how to limit the number of
immigrants became ever more pronounced and legislation was regularly adapted to that aim.

4.3.4 Pacification and minorisation
The incorporation of minority-ethnic groups in the Netherlands did not become politicised as
early as it did in Britain. Part of the reason may be that the initial "hyphenation"-approach to in-
tegration whilst maintaining one's identity and the public support for establishing group-specific
organisations created real space within society for minority ethnic groups to operate. Already
before ethnic diversity became a topic. particularism pacified (or at least concealed or avoided)
struggles over power and resources between the various denominational parties and diverted at-
tention away from class struggles by making class differences secondary to one's religious incli-
nation. Another part of the reason may be the typical corporatist tradition of consultation. Dutch
governments still organise and encourage the participation and consultation of interest groups at
both the national and the local level. Also for ethnic-minority groups, consultative councils86

have been set up to facilitate participation at the governmental levels. Political parties, trade
unions and welfare organisations have similar consultation arrangements set up as the govern-

86 Examples are the state agency Inspraakorgaan Turken (Consultation/Advisory Body ofTurks) or the
public organisation Nederlands Centrum Buitenlanders (Dutch Centre of Foreigners). Since January 2004
there also is an inspraakorgaan Chinezen, which in a way grants the Chinese for the first time the status of
an "recognised minority" (Couwenbergh 2004,4). The latest governmental request for a representative
body concerns the CMO (Contact body Muslims and Government). After some illiberal statements of a
Rotterdam imam on homosexuality, the government wanted to prevent polarisation between societal groups
and wanted to gain insight in the opinions of Dutch Muslims. Consequently, key figures of a wide variety
of Muslim groups were asked to form an official body. There has however been disagreement between the
Muslim groups and some already stepped down from the body before it became officially operational (Van
Dam 2004,12). This illustrates the impossibility of merging very diverse groups into one body, and hence,
it illustrates the problem of representation: When is a body representative or whom does a body represent?
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ment. Every major policy amendment effecting minority-ethnic groups is preceded by consulta-
tion of the representatives of these groups. Although the process o f consul-tation does not devol-
ve any real power to minority groups, it may create the illusion of being involved and being able
to make one's voice heard. When agreements or compromises are the outcome of consultation
processes, the integration of minority groups is indeed pacified, but it may also turn into co-
optation or depoliticisation of different interests and underneath disagree-ments may linger on.

K7

Even if the incorporation of minority-ethnic groups was relatively peaceful and extensi-
vely orchestrated by the government, these groups were nonetheless allocated a 'minority'
position in society. This was not related to their legal or citizenship status nor to a distinction
between 'citizens' and 'aliens' as in Britain, because migrants could quickly obtain certain
citizenship rights'*8 and to enhance the legal status of immigrants, the government increased the
number of naturalisations in recent years (MinGSI  1999, 5). Rather, distinction was made be-
tween 'majority' and 'minority' groups. With reference to Andersons' imagined communities, Jan
Rath argues that from the early twentieth century onwards the Dutch national community was
predominantly built on socio-cultural characteristics of people's lifestyles that have repercus-
sions for the public domain (1992,254). Which characteristics mattered publicly has historically
been determined by politically and economically powerful groups. Within the logic of particu
larism, other characteristics were supposed to be expressed in private or in the confinement of
one's group. Ideologically, distinguishing between certain socio-cultural characteristics led to a
division between those who adhere to the 'public' lifestyle and those who do not, which in turn
defined the majority versus the various minorities. This socio-cultural distinction process is what
Rath calls minorisation (1992).

In the second half of the twentieth century, minorisation was applied to immigrant
groups rather than to "indigenous" minority groups. Instead of addressing ethnic groups on the
basis of their professional qualities, their 'ethnic capacities' are emphasised, but these cultural
characteristics were simultaneously portrayed as hampering participation in the wider society
(Rath   1992,253). In relation to minority-ethnic groups, this minorisation process  can  also  be
called ethnicism, i.e. to be made more ethnic (Essed 1991). Although the minorities policies'
target groups do not all represent etlinic categories, they are defined and organised as ethnicised
collective identities vis- -vis the state (Soysal 1994, 49). Hence, the development of 'minority
groups' is not an unavoidable consequence of the cultural characteristics of migrant groups, but
an  outcome  of how the Dutch 'community' developed  and has taken shape  (Rath   1992,  255).
Moreover, when minorities belong to socio-economic weaker classes and when negative
stereotypes surround these groups, they are perceived of by the majority as 'problem categories'
(ibid., 252). This can be said to have generally been the case and considering minority-ethnic
groups a 'problem' has opened the door for a paternalistic governmental attitude towards them.

87 Before the introduction of 1983 Minorities Policy, consultation took place and the minority-ethnic
interest groups opposed to the ethnicised collective identities. Before changing minorities policy in  1989.
minority ethnic interest groups were consulted again and expressed themselves in favour of a continuation
of categorical arrangements.  In both instances, policy change was effected predominantly on the basis of
the preceding policy green paper, the minority-ethnic opinions and preferences did little to change that
(Fermin 1997, 172-174).
XX For instance. those migrants without full citizenship status who could prove having legally resided in the
Netherlands for five years obtained the right to vote at local elections.
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4.3.5    Taking a stance: from avoidance to confrontation
Until the early  1990s, governmental interventions in minority issues  and in their incorporation
into mainstream society were though to enhance the societal bond. Moreover, in that era,
preventive and paternalistic minorities policies were preferred and there was a tendency to solve
cultural problems such as racism with economical measures. Furthermore, compared to the UK,
there was a relative avoidance of discussing the ethnic hierarchy and dominance resulting in
exclusion of certain groups and politicians attempted to keep sensitive topics such as the parallel
economy, illegality or criminality of young migrants and asylum seekers out of the election
campaigns  (De Beus  1998,18). Jos De  Beus sums it up with  the term  'cult of avoidance'. This
cult may be one of the outcomes of the particularistic organisation of society, which according to
Sjaak Koenis was essentially about 'keeping distance' between groups with different identities
(1997,60). Koenis further maintains that 'the tendency towards depoliticisation is part and parcel
of Dutch political culture' (1997, 78) and that one negative consequence is that essential
fundamental political issues in society are not addressed as such.89

Avoidance could be maintained so long precisely because it has not been so openly
contested as in the UK. Although all groups that migrated to the Netherlands over the centuries
had to endure stereotyped images at first (Lucassen and Penninx   1994. 144), there  is  no  real
history of (violent) confrontation except for a few incidents such as for example the hijackings
by the Moluccans or the clashes between minority-ethnic and Dutch residents in the Afrikaan-
derwijk in Rotterdam in  1972  (ibid.  166). But neither the scale nor the consequences of the riots
were  the  same  as  in  the UK (Schuster  1999). The general public acceptance and tolerance  of
minority-ethnic groups generally followed the pattern of economic developments and of the
concrete numbers of immigrants coming in.

This is however not to say that there has not been any problematisation of minority-
ethnic groups in public and political discourse in the Netherlands. Mentioned already were the
criminalisation first of Surinamese and later of Antillean and Moroccan (young) men and the
discussion on migrants' dependency on welfare services  in the 1980s. Moreover, even though  a
broad anti-discrimination movement was set up in this decade, usually marginal extreme right
parties started gaining votes in local  elections (e.g.  in  1983). The turning point came however in
the early 1990s, when the belief was expressed that 'the Netherlands were full' and that minority-
ethnic groups were a 'nuisance' (Vermeulen and Penninx  1994,12). Such statements of dissatis-
faction, which politicised the debate on diversity, came mainly from white, male Dutch politi-
cians and public figures.

One was the liberal politician Frits Bolkenstein who introduced the 'the new realist dis-
course',  in  1991, in which he maintained that there could  be no discussion over values  of Euro-
pean civilisation such as rationality, humanism and Christianity as expressed in a number of
political principles such as secularisation, freedom of speech, tolerance and the principle of non-
discrimination (Prins 1997,118). There would  be  no  room for non-commitment and therefore

89 Siep Stuurman warns us however o f a too romantic notion of the Dutch tradition of tolerance, particula-
rism and politics based on compromises. This is not based on 'some sort of vague socio-psychological ten-
dency towards pacification and moderation among the Dutch political elite' ( 1983,317), as some Dutch
historians tend to portray  it, but particularism was the outcome of a 'combination of socio-political con-
flicts, contrasts within the ruling classes and the specific relation between the church and state' (1983,320).
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policy should aim at the full integration (assimilation) of minority groups.90 This discourse gave
the final blow to "integration whilst maintaining one's cultural identity", the end of which was
already announced  in  the 1989 Minorities Policy Document. Whereas Bolkenstein applied  a
Eurocentric notion of development in which minority-ethnic groups (read: Muslims) were
portrayed as not yet as developed as the Western civilisation, around the same time the CEO of
the Amsterdam police force (Eric Nordholt) started openly discussing issues of illegality and the
criminality of young immigrants:'   In 1994, again many protest-votes were given to extreme
right parties at the local elections. In the national elections soon after, the voting pattern was
back to normal but a "signal"  had been given and some of the anti-immigrant rhetoric was adop-
ted by the mainstream political parties.

"Relative avoidance" had thus become "confrontation". But the left-wing parties of the
national "third way" political coalition, that remained in power until 2002, had a different idea of
confrontation. This 'confrontation vision' is, according to De Beus (1998, 18), the alternative to
the 'cult of avoidance' in minorities policies. 'Confrontation' indicated particularly the need for
interaction, preferably democratic and with respect for everybody's contribution, between va-
rious societal groups. it is this confrontation through interaction that governmental bodies sought
to enhance, because they feared that equality, commitment and respect for everyone's way of life
would further diminish if they did not actively intervene. In this sense, this vision was also a
quest for the enhancement of social cohesion. Moreover, it took multiculturalism as a source of
enrichment of society and as an achievement that should be officially celebrated. As the next
chapter shows, it is precisely this vision of confrontation that was epitomised in the 2001-04
cultural diversity policy document 'Culture as Confrontation'.

In spite of this more positive approach, negative sentiments towards non-white Dutch
must have grown steadily throughout the  1990s and culminated at the turn of the century  in ever
more explicit public dissatisfaction with the presence of minority-ethnic groups, which gave yet
another turn to the politicised debate on immigration and integration. Besides depicting migrants
as a burden to the social welfare system, increasingly reference was made to the (perceived)
harmful effect of immigration on national culture and identity. Such assumptions were fuelled
by semi-governmental statistics institutes such as SCP (Social Cultural Planning Agency) and
CBS (Central Agency for Statistics) which produced several reports emphasising criminality and
unemployment among minority-ethnic groups rather than for instance the progress made by the
second generation in terms of educational attainment. Moreover, the publicist Paul Scheffer
launched a debate on the multicultural society in a newspaper article called 'The Multicultural
Drama' in January 2000 (Scheffer 2000a). In this article, he blatantly linked immigration and the
presence of (allegedly) non-integrated minorities to the deterioration of the Dutch national  iden-
tity and culture. Scheffer further tried to raise anxiety through the presentation of figures:  the
number of immigrants and asylum seekers (read: 'people with traumas') and the number of Mus-
lims that would be living in the Netherlands in 2015. The drama he predicted was the creation of
a 'minority-ethnic underclass' which would aggravate the problems current immigrants would
already cause to the labour and housing market and the educational, judicial and national health-

90 Such statements can be understood to be part of the continental development towards ever further right-
wing politics and the subsequent return to the idea ofassimilation (see also Brubaker 2001).
9I Nordholt claimed that there were over 10,000 illegal Ghanaians  in the capital and that 90 percent of all
robberies and burglaries were perpetrated by Moroccan, Surinamese and Antillean youngsters ( Prins  1997,
280).
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care system. He blamed the government in particular of being reluctant to intervene in the mino-
rity issue. As a "solution" Scheffer suggested stricter enforcement of integration schemes (inbur-
geringscursussen), less tolerance, restrictions on immigration and a kind of nationalism or at
least pride among the white-Dutch majority of their country's culture, history and language,
because 'a country that renounces its past and language, has nothing to offer to newcomers'
(Scheffer 2000a).

Scheffer's obsession with national identity and the (forced) integration of 'ethnic-
minorities' neglected other forms through which societal issues may be solved. In the following
weeks, a multitude of reactions on his article were published pointing out various omissions (see
for an earlier discussion of Scheffer's approach:  Koch and Scheffer 1996).92  Around  the  same
time, however, the head of SCP Paul Schnabel wrote the essay 'The Multicultural Illusion'
(2000a), in which he stated that the multicultural society - if it ever existed - had failed. Also
Schnabel emphasised the great value of safeguarding Dutch culture, traditions and language, but
more explicitly than Scheffer, he expressed the belief in the superiority' of Dutch culture over
immigrant cultures (especially Islamic cultures) (Schnabel, 200Ob). The academic-turned-
politician Pim Fortuyn expressed a similar Eurocentric notion, for instance, when calling the
Islamic faith 'backward'. It has been Fortuyn's version of the nationalist-integrationist approach
that has had the most impact and large-scale consequences. That his nationalist-integrationist
approach appealed to the general public became visible in the enormous posthumous support for
Fortuyn in the elections of May 2002 when his populist political party LPF93 was elected to the
heart of national politics.  Both the assassination of Fortuyn and the success of his new party eau-

92 Some counter-reactions: Scheffer gathered all differences between minority ethnic (sub-)groups under
one heading even though his anxiety mainly concerned those ofthe Islamic faith: as long as there is no
discussion on when 'integration' is completed. it is easy to continue problematising the (lack of) integration
of migrant groups (Gowricharn and Duivendak 2000): the 'problem' is not immigration but a wider trans-
formation of the nation-state, which is everybody's, not just the immigrants' concern (Van der Veer 2000);
Scheffer concentrated on immigrants' "failure" to achieve, rather than on exclusionary practices in the host
society which result in disadvantaged societal positions; and a positive effect of restricting immigration on
the integration of minority-ethnic groups, as Scheffer suggested, has never been established (Halsema
2000); integration is already happening and a dual identity should be accepted rather than punished
(Nekuee 2000): the media focus on e.g. criminality of migrants has done little to achieve a more positive
representation of minority-ethnic groups or of the multicultural society for that matter (Smis 2000). After
two months, the newspaper debate was rounded off by another article by Scheffer's (200Ob), in which he
responded to the critique. clarified some points he tried to make in the first article, but remained loyal to his
nationalist-integrationist discourse.
93 Fortuyn caused political turmoil by referring to Islam as a 'retarded religion'. After being evicted from his
political party, Fortuyn founded his own party LPF [List Pim Fortuyn] in February 2001. Particularly after
9/11, the support for his party grew. Although Fortuyn was shot dead a week before the general elections in
May 2002, his list entered the elections only to come out with 26 seats. Fortuyn strongly linked internal
security issues to both immigration and the presence o f minority-ethnic groups in the Netherlands. He
wanted Dutch borders closed to new immigrants, effective integration ofthose minority-ethnic groups
already living in the Netherlands and enhanced safety in urban areas through a greater police presence.
Fortuyn's idea of'new politics' meant cutting down bureaucracy and making political structures more
transparent to 'the people'. The national coalition of LPF, CDA (christian democrats) and VVD (liberal
party) collapsed, however, after less than 90 days. The following national elections in January 2003 left
LPF diminished to 8 seats and no longer part of the coalition. The local LPF counterpart 'Leefbaar
Rotterdam', also in CDA-VVD coalition, run by Fortuyn before he became engaged in national politics,
managed to stay in power and has caused a great shift in policy directions.
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sed a great shock in the Netherlands for both were first-time phenomena. The shock however did
little to restore the acceptance and tolerance of minority-ethnic groups, rather it aggravated the
situation, most of the nationalist-integrationist rhetoric has since been incorporated by the
established (liberal and Christian democratic) parties,w an informed debate on the 'minority-
issue' has become virtually impossible and increasingly linked, like in the UK, to the incompati-
bility of diversity and the welfare state (Scheffer 2004).

4.3.6 Multicultural Netherlands: in state of transition

Given the legacy of the particularistic past, the Dutch case matched to a high extent the descrip-                
tion of a corporatist model as described in the previous chapter. Increasingly, however, there are
tendencies away from such model. The Netherlands, as many other corporatist countries in
Europe, finds itsel f at a point of transition due to the burden of the welfare state on the national
budget and to the increased market-oriented organisation of many societal sectors as a cones-
quence of European, global or other economic pressures. Moreover, transformation is seen as
required to manage the increased complexity of contemporary society as a consequence of
immigration and the subsequent increase in diversity. This signalled a shift from the group as the
unit of incorporation ( integrating whilst maintaining one's identity) via 'integration through inter-
action' to generic and assimilation policies.

Ruben Gowricharn (2004a, 2/3) maintains that the increased interest in citizenship in
the Netherlands 'is accounted for primarily by the feeling that there is something wrong with
society, that there is a lack of social cohesion and that this lack is due to the behaviour of citi-
zens or to an undesirable balance of rights and duties. ...The concept in vogue is "social cohe-
sion", which is supposed to be deficient on all fronts and leads to a lack of community spirit.
...This community spirit has a specific variant: it does not refer to specific religious or cultural
groups, but to the national identity'. Consequently, whereas there was more real and imagined
space for immigrants to express their cultural characteristics in the Netherlands in the past,
currently assimilation is proposed as the solution  for all kinds of problems. This concept of assi-
milation signifies not only the superiority of the European culture, but also shows a lack of
respect for minority cultures (Gowricharn 2002,6).

Additionally, the idea took hold that the multicultural society has failed and any proof
to the contrary seems to be ignored by national politics. For instance, the research report
'Bruggen bouwen' [Building bridges] concluded, on the basis of facts and figures rather than on
assumptions and representations, that the integration of most people from minority-ethnic
backgrounds has been completely or party successful. This success is however achieved not
because but in spite of integration policy, according to the report. However, the current minister
of Integration Affairs explicitly stated that the report's findings and recommendations will not
have any influence on the integration policies currently planned by the national government
(Bodegraven 2004, 17). Dismissing the report and therewith a discussion on the 'state of
integration' reinforces the one-sidedness of the debate in which there is no space for convictions

94 Almost three years after the Multicultural Drama, Gerrit Zalm (Finance Minister in both terms of the
'Third-way' government accused by e.g. Scheffer and Fortuyn of a reluctant attitude towards integration)
wrote a newspaper article to which the nationalist-integrationist discourse was central. That is, Zalm's three
points for a successful integration were that: immigration should be further restricted; ethnic minorities
should adopt Dutch core norms and values; and ethnic minorities should become less dependent on the
Dutch state (read: welfare benefits) (Zalm 2003).
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deviating from those of current national politics and in which migrants groups seem to have no
say ( Kooi 2000; see also Blokker 2000). Hence the paternalistic attitude of talking about instead
of #·ith minority-ethnic groups abounds (Prins 1997,126). Moreover, the example shows  the
unrelentingly high influence of the national government on 'minorities issues', which is in sync
with the centralised political organisation in a corporatist system.

Finally. specific for the Dutch but not necessarily for a corporatist state is that
discrimination and misrepresentations of minority groups in the Netherlands are envisaged as
seconddary to large-scale labour market developments in the official explanation of minorities'
disadvantaged socio-economic positions (Veenman  1993).  As a consequence, discrimination  or
racism are seldom explicitly brought into the public or political debate:5 Moreover, the 'myth of
tolerance' may have blinded the institutions to see the exclusionary effects of their practices.
However, recent political events question how deep Dutch tolerance really runs.

4.3.7    'Rotterdam is many cities'
Rotterdam is the second largest city in the Netherlands and has worked hard to catch up with the
capital of Amsterdam particularly where the cultural infrastructure and climate are concerned.
Also in the (re)construction of the city image or identity the arts plays a central role.

Rotterdam changed from a small town to a large harbour and industrial city in the
nineteenth century. Especially the harbour developed rapidly in the mid nineteenth century when
it turned from trade with England to becoming a transit hub where goods were shipped in by sea
and then transported to the, at that time, quickly expanding German industrial Ruhrgebiet.
Consequently, large numbers of migrants were attracted by the job opportunities the economic
expansion provided during the last decades of the nineteenth century and the city population
grew accordingly (Hitters  1996,  75). A major economic, social and cultural setback  was  the
1940 German bombing raid on the harbour and the city centre. The bombings 'had not only
wiped away the complete eighteenth century inner city but also its typical urban culture and
matching infrastructure' (Hitters 2000,185/6). This meant that after the Second World War, the
main aim of any local policy was directed at the reconstruction of the city in all its aspects
(housing, urban regeneration, employment, economic restructuring, culture etc.). The recon-
struction process took up the largest part of the remaining twentieth century and some have
interpreted Rotterdam's status as Cultural Capital in 2001 (R2001) as the completion of this
process in the cultural domain: 'Fifty years after the Second World War, Rotterdam completed
the new physical urban infrastructure' (Hitters 2000,192). Rotterdam's cultural infrastructure has
indeed undergone a massive transformation, not only in the post-war period when the City

95 Nor in 'mainstream' academic publications for that matter. E.g. Lucassen and Penninx, in their book on
400 years of immigration to the Netherlands, trace how new groups were received and incorporated into
Dutch society and conclude that all groups faced stereotyped images and prejudice and were discriminated
against or at least treated differently by the resident population in their initial period of stay ( 1994,199).  In
their epilogue, nonetheless, they repudiate any occurrence of racist practices in the Netherlands and counter
arguments referencing the long Dutch tradition of colonialism, slave trading and subsequent negative
representations of non-European peoples. For them, racial attitudes in the colonies were the consequence of
power not race relations; in the Netherlands stereotyped images were premature judgements not prejudices.
and the rapid assimilation ofthe Dutch-Indonesians showed that 'physical identifiability' has not become an
independent factor working systematically to the disadvantage of the Indonesians or their descendents
( 1994,202/203). The empirical part of the book at hand shows however that actual practice may be
otherwise.
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Theatre and the Concert Hall De Doelen were (re)built, but also in recent years with the opening
of the e.g. Photo Institute in the city centre, the new Luxor Theater and other cultural develop-
ments on the Kop van Zuid.

The "hands-on" mentality which developed from the reconstruction process and from
the harbour activities, which picked up again in the post-war period, contributed to Rotterdam's
image of a "working class city".  Seen as characteristic  for the city  is the stimulation of entrepre-                 i

neurship and a 'natural aversion of everything chic or luxurious' (GR 2001, 5). This working
class image is also underlined by the on average lower income levels in the city than those that
apply to the country as a whole. Therefore, the support for the arts is not just legitimised by its
pull factor for tourism and investors, but also for attracting middle and high-income groups to
the city (SAMS 2003,9).

Since the 198Os, Rotterdam  City has tried to change its image and aimed to transform
from an economy heavily based on harbour related industry to a more varied urban economy in
which the service sector plays a larger role and to create a 'complete urbanity' (GR 2001, 32).
Key themes in this image-transformation process are captured in the R2001 slogan 'Rotterdam is
many cities': 'maritime city', 'modern architecture city' (indeed, Rotterdam is the only Dutch city
with a skyline!), 'young city' (reference  to its architectural. cultural and population structure),
'international/multicultural city' and 'film city' (reference to its annual international film festival)
(GR 2001, 7). The multicultural city thus is part of the image(s) of Rotterdam and also at the
sub-local level diversity has become part of city marketing. For instance the local borough
council of Delfshaven integrates both its historical centre and multiculturalism in its tourist
marketing strategy.

The urban social and cultural revitalisation  in the  1980s was however strongly focused
on the city centre. In both national and local policies in the Netherlands. local boroughs have
been somewhat neglected and addressed from a welfare perspective. This aggravated the distinc-
tion between the city centre and the local boroughs where a resentment was growing regarding
either the "yuppie-fication" or the increase in non-white families that moves into certain local
areas. The fact that mainstream politicians have underestimated this resentment and that
Fortuyn's local party Leefbaar Rotterdam (LR - Liveable Rotterdam) put the local boroughs, and
specifically the security issue in these boroughs, on the political agenda may explain to sotne

extent the success of this party. LR has been part of the local political coalition since the local
elections in 2002. Moreover, the fact that his party received not only support among the white
constituents and that central positions in the party are taken up by people from various minority-
ethnic backgrounds, has complicated the notion of cultural diversity and made it a less 'black-
and-white' concept. Schemes to enhance diversity, set up by the previous Council, have to a
large extent been eradicated and the current Council has even suggested to erect a 'cordon
sanitaire' around the city to prevent more people from minority-ethnic backgrounds from
moving to Rotterdam and to design policy for dispersing the minority-ethnic population more
evenly over the local boroughs. Both ideas would mean serious restrictions on the freedom and
equal rights of minority-ethnic groups.

4.4 The liberal and corporatist models compared
In the British decentralised system, the national level has dealt with the incorporation of
minority ethnic groups through immigration legislation and less so through Race Relations Acts.
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Curbing immigration through changes in the legislation is characteristic of the UK's recent
history and has become seen as a "solution" to integration problems, rather than the design of
programmes that would actually solve these problems. In this decentralised system. it has been
the responsibility of local authorities and voluntary organisations to solve "minority issues".
Some programmes were indeed set up by Labour-led local governments, but the main players
have been the (minority-ethnic) voluntary organisations. The lack of (national) minorities
policies in Britain is in sync with the country's liberal tradition in which the individual is the unit
of incorporation and in which the notion exists that generic policies address and benefit all citi-
zens, the market and/or individual citizens have to cater for the rest.

in the Netherlands, on the contrary, politicians often contemplated the restriction of
immigration from the colonies, but never implemented such legislation before the colonies
gained independence. The Dutch national focus was on integration rather than on immigration
through state-designed programmes to incorporate the newly-arrived imperial nationals and
labour recruits for instance in the housing market. Also with the introduction of minorities
policy  in  1979, the state aimed to facilitate the integration of minority-ethnic groups in the wider
society. Despite attempts to decentralise and minimise state involvement, governmental inter-
ventions remain relatively centralised, frequent and far-reaching in the Netherlands -particularly
in comparison to the UK. With its particularistic past, group-specific policies, extensive
consultation structure and support for non-dominant organisations, the Netherlands fitted the
corporatist model in which the group  is the unit of incorporation. However, since the  1980s  it
has increasingly moved away from such model towards a more liberal model with generic
policies. Nonetheless, the corporatist legacy can still be traced above all in education and
broadcasting. In this respect, the Netherlands can be understood as being in a state of transition.

The lack of state involvement in the integration process and the notion of self-catering
citizens in the UK has led to a certain degree of segregation between dominant and non-
dominant organisations. This division may have manifested itself further through the early poli-
ticisation of the black presence in the UK, the racialisation of immigrants, the riots and the
debate on institutional racism. Although not specific of a liberal model, but specific for the
English case is the criminalisation of first black and later Asian citizens from an early time
onwards. Moreover, the "heritage revival" of Tory politicians such as Powell and Thatcher
developed the national identity as a „,hite identity which further stressed the alleged "incompa-
tibility" of minority-ethnic groups with British society. They have become depicted as deviant
from the norm and a threat to law and order.

In the Netherlands, the fear of politicians to be called racist, attempts to pacify
differentces through the particularistic organisation of society and the absence of large scale
riots have prevented the immigration and integration issue from becoming politicised as early as
in the UK. Nonetheless, the country caught up rapidly towards the end of the twentieth century.
In the 198Os, the discourse concerned mainly the position of migrant groups in the labour market
and their increased reliance on welfare services due to economic recession. With the eradication
of the 'integrating whilst maintaining one's identity' the discourse shifted  in the early 1990sto
cultural characteristics of minority-ethnic groups and their incompatibility with Dutch culture.
This debate aggravated  at  the  end  of the 1990s  when  it  took  on  a  nationalist-integrationist
rhetoric which emphasised the minority-ethnic groups' alleged lack of loyalty to and integration
in Dutch society, which turned the discussion to national identity, citizenship, assimilation,
social cohesion and so on. Simultaneously, a discussion on exclusionary or racist practices in
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dominant societal institutions is still avoided in Dutch public debates and socio-economic factors
are still the primary explanations of the deprived societal positions of some members of
minority-ethnic groups. Both in the UK and the Netherlands, the racialisation respectively mino-
risation process has acquired a religious character in the aftermath of 9/11. Additionally, diver-
sity is increasingly portrayed as incompatible with the welfare state in both countries.
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'You cannot have a Year of Diversity, because that is like saying let's have a
Year of Breathing ... it is kind of nonsense, because we are working and
living in a diverse world. so every single thing that one does should involve
looking at how diversity influences and affects that'

(Interviewee, policy body England)

5.1 Introduction

As the first of the three empirical chapters, this chapter explores Firstspace or real space, which

Soja understands as 'the process of producing the material form of social spatiality, [which] is
presented as both medium and outcome of human activity, behaviour, and experience' (1996,
66). As chapter 3 pointed out, translated to the study at hand, this means that central to this chap-
ter are the institutional organisation of public culture, its relevant legislation and procedures, and
the measures taken to integrate diversity: How is the public cultural field organised in England
and the Netherlands and how does it adapt to diversity?

In order to answer this question, this chapter analyses for both countries: the history of
public interventions in the arts (§5.2.1/ 5.3.1). the contemporary organisational structure of the
public cultural field (§5.2.2/ 5.3.2); the legitimisation of the policy shift towards cultural diver-
sity (§5.2.3/ 5.3.3); the main goals of cultural diversity policy (§5.2.4/ 5.3.4); the location of
diversity in the structural organisation of culture (§5.2.5/ 5.3.5); and the allocation of public
funding towards cultural diversity (§5.2.6/ 5.3.6). The information on which this chapter is based
is mainly derived from a content analysis of policy documents and policy research reports, but is
occasionally supplemented with information obtained from interviews. In the latter case, this is
indicated by reference to the type of institution the interviewee represents, that is, policy making
body (pm), cultural venue (cv), or (non-) dominant cultural organisation (org). followed by a
number which corresponds with Appendix  1 b  (England) and  1 c (the Netherlands) where details
ofthese organisations can be found.

5.2 Cultural (diversity) policy in England
The liberal organisation of incorporation is decentralised and thus mainly the responsibility of
local voluntary or public agencies. This is not only the case with race relations legislation, as
chapter 4 illustrated,  but also  with the organisation of the public cultural field. Therefore. rather
than on Britain as a whole, this section focuses on England for the analysis of this field. Scot-
land. Wales. and Northern Ireland have distinct traditions in cultural policy making and imple-
mentation. 96

5.2.1 The history of public interventions in the arts: the sociological approach
Michael Green and Richard Hoggart (1970, 9-10) discern three phases in the development of
cultural policy in Britain. First, the period before World War II in which there was virtually no

96 The Scottish Arts Council and the Arts Council of Northern Ireland receive funding through the Scottish
resp. Northern Ireland executive. Until 1999, the Arts Council of Wales was accountable to the Secretary of

State for Wales, now to the National Assembly for Wales. Besides the Arts Council of England none of the
Councils appear in DCMS financial reviews, but all four Councils benefit from the National Lottery Fund.
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cultural action initiated by official governmental policy with the exceptions of the establishment
of museums (British Museum created  by  Act of Parliament  in 1753), public libraries (since
1891),  and the creation  of the British Broadcasting Corporation  (BBC)  in  1927.  In  1940,  the
Council for the Encouragement of Music and Arts (CEMA) was instituted to preserve cultural
traditions and activities during the war and to extent the accessibility of music and drama to the
provinces.  In   1942. the economist John Maynard Keynes became chairman  of CEMA,  and
started planning the post-war Arts Council of Great Britain (AC) (Hewison   1995,   39).  The
second phase starts with the establishment of the AC  in 1946, which drew its grant directly from
the Treasury and was not linked to a governmental department. In the first two decades of its
existence, AC grants were small which hampered large scale interventions.

The  location  of the  arts in British society throughout the 195Os, was defined  by  the
government and AC on the basis of three beliefs: a) high culture existed primarily to be con-
sumed by knowledgeable audiences, mainly the upper and upper-middle metropolitan classes: b)
both visual and perfurming arts were the works of inspired individuals whose needs for initial
support were negligible i f they were to prove themselves 'great' artists;  and c) where arts institu-
tions were necessary it was primarily to demonstrate British national and international prestige
and status, rather than to contribute to more general social or cultural developments (Gasse
1998, 28). The AC funded 'few, but roses' with the idea to sustain the best possible standards of
performance of a limited number of institutions and artists rather than to dissipate recourses
upon an 'extensive provision of the second rate' (Hewison  1995,80).

These few institutions were mainly London-based, but seen as benefiting the country as
a whole. Local authorities, it was thought, could better provide accessibility to the arts. The op-
portunities for collaboration between AC and local authorities, however, diminished after the
Closing of the regional AC offices  in the mid-5Os. After the abolishment  of the regional offices,
smaller arts organisations created Regional Arts Associations (RAAs) which successfully per-
suaded local authorities to invest a substantial amount of public money  in the arts (Gasse  1998,
32). The central government's and AC's approach to the arts between  1950-1964, on the contra-
ry, consolidated existing cultural distinctions.

This changed after the election  of a Labour government  in  1964, when according  to
Green and Hoggart (1970,10) the third phase began, and the governmental aid for the arts was
substantially increased, the first-ever white paper on the arts published, a Minister for the Arts
appointed. and the arts were transferred from the Treasury to the Department of Education and
Science. These shifts created a broader potential role for cultural policy. First, a broader range of
culture was recognised: advertisement, buildings, books/magazines, radio/television, records, all
these were seen as carrying cultural aspects affecting people's lives. Second, the government's
role would be to bridge the gap between 'higher' forms of entertainment and traditional or ama-
teur forms and between the cultures of the middle and working classes. Radio and television
were seen as having potential to bridge this gap (Gasse 1998,35). Third, the role of the govern-
ment was to be an enabling one: encouraging knowledge and appreciation of the arts without
imposing it on people, the arts should not be remote to people and should be part of the school
curriculum.

Underlying Labour's approach to the arts was the aim of solving the "problems of
leisure": More people had more leisure time, more money to spend, were better educated and
were offered more and alternative forms of leisure by the consumer society.  Many of them seen
by the established classes as a threat to society's moral and ethics. Partly, this can be understood
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as a reaction to the, by then clearly developed, post-war working-class youth subcultures, highly
visible through their dress (Mods, Teds, Rockers, Skinheads etc.) and with their distinct music
and places for hanging out such as the street corner, dance halls, caffs, football games and the
likes (see Clarke and  Hall et.al.  1976:  for a general analysis; and Haslam  1999:  for a journalistic
historical account of Manchester). As such, Labour expressed a belief in the potential 'civilising
mission' of the arts, and subsequently increased funding for the AC to be made available to the
RAAs. Labour also encouraged local authorities to invest in the arts in their regions (Gasse
1998,37). Change was however gradual and even though the AC budget had risen almost seven-
fold  between  1958 and 1968,97  this did not guarantee wider access and there  was  only a small
increase in the number of organisations receiving grants.98 Nevertheless, AC did set up a range
of schemes such as grants for individual artists, bursaries for the development of work, and fun-
ding for performances, exhibitions or publications, to allow the arts sector to grow. to improve
working conditions for living artists,  and to enlarge their audiences (Gasse   1998.39).  Such
tendencies were following the wider developments in the arts around the end of the 1960sand
beginning of the 7Os, many of them inspired by the political and ideological movements of the
time: the development of alternative theatre, especially after the abolition of theatre censorship
in   1968, the development of community arts, young people's theatre,  and  the like. These
developments further redressed the balance in AC spending, young people were invited to AC
art form panels, and a Community Arts Commission was established in 1975 (Gasse 1998,41 ).

But again, underpinning governmental interventions in the arts was the aim at
combating the "negative" influences of popular culture, because the "problems of leisure" had by
then turned into "a crisis in authority": In addition to working class youth subcultures, middle-
class youth counter-cultures (hippies, student protests etc.) had become very articulate, ques-
tioning the established order and breaking down 'the reproduction of cultural-class relations and
identities' (Clarke and Hall et.al. 1976.62) These movement's activities had at least two cultural
dimensions: an alternative cultural sector developed, not only in terms of experimental theatre
but also independent films, free radio and radical magazines. and cultural action and political

action became inextricable (Bianchini 1993b, 9). In short, youth  came to signify societal change

(Roszak 1995). Besides a "moral panic" among the established classes, this  led thus not  only to
the development of commercial youth culture (both working and middle class) and an alternative
cultural sector, but also to some extent to a cultural democratisation of the established arts sector
as illustrated by the AC schemes above. This may have also been a way to 'seduce the counter
cultures into compliance' (Roszak 1995, xxiii).

The  first  cuts  in  the arts budget  came  in  the mid 1970s under pressure  of the oil-crisis
and the 'stagflation' of the British economy. This triggered the first step in the shift from the
development of social and political objectives throughout the 1960sand early 70s towards  more
economic objectives for the arts. initially this may have been a defence mechanism, until
governments and arts institutions realised that economic arguments provided positive arguments
for the support of culture (Bianchini  1993b,  12). This because the arts could satisfy at least three
fundamental requirements to sustain the established social, economic and political order at the
time:  first, the expansion in the arts in the 1960s made them an important element in the econo-

97 From £1.Im in 1958/9 to £7.2m in 1968/9 (€1.6m resp. € 10.3m - exchange rate of £1  to €1.43).
98 Over 50 percent ofthe grant money went to two main opera and ballet companies in  1960/1.  in  1964/5,
53 percent ofAC's Treasury Grant-in-Aid went to the Royal Opera House, Sadler's Wells. the National
Theatre and the Royal Shakespeare Company (Gasse  1998.38)
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my, especially when connected with the expansion of the media and the recorded music industry
(the beginning of the 'cultural industries'). As a consequence, second, the arts were a major em-
ployment growth area particularly for the enlarged population of more highly-educated young
people, and third, the arts formed the main area where the meanings and values within society
were  contested and changed (Gasse   1998, 45). Nonetheless, national governmental priorities
changed from adapting to the cultural changes initiated from below to cultural heritage and tradi-
tional values, and throughout the 1970s and 8Os, 'when the chips were down, AC would range on
the side ofthe established order' (Gasse  1998,43).

The second and real shift to economic objectives in the arts came after Margaret
Thatcher took office  in  1979.  She had all institutions assessed which  for her embodied the post-
war consensus and welfare state. in the field of the arts this applied to the BBC and the AC.
Thatcher wanted to remove barriers to 'enterprise culture', and committed herself to reducing
direct forms of taxation, minimising the role of the state in providing services, and if state
services were unavoidable then guaranteeing 'value for money' (Gasse  1998,49). lan Gasse des-
cribes the experience of the 1980s  as  a politically-driven project to relocate the publicly funded
arts and the arts funding system within a new commodified culture. Representatives from high
culture were increasingly replaced by consumers on AC panels and the ensuing need for the arts
had to be publicly relevant and publicly approved through the media. Moreover, values of the
civilising mission were replaced by a stress on national prestige, on business values, market
forces and commodification of the arts, and on the economic benefits of the arts in areas such as
tourism (Gasse 1998,49). Accordingly, public funding  for the arts was justified by reference to
consumer spending patterns, efficiency,  and to accounts of jobs/income generated  by  the  arts
and the savings this implied in terms of social security expenditure. Business sponsorship"9 was
seen as one way to avoid 'dependency culture', and the only increase in arts funding in the 1980s
was  the  1988  £25m (€36m) investment to replace funding lost through the abolition  of the
Greater London Council (GLC) and the metropolitan counties. Another way to avoid dependen-

cy culture was to encourage 'efficiency' and 'professional marketing' (Gasse 1998,52). Illustra-
tive of efficiency measures in the arts funding system was the reorganisation, announced in
1988,  which  led  to the replacement  of the   12  RAAs  by 10 Regional Arts Boards  (RABs)  in
1991. The latest reorganisation of the arts funding system justified on the basis of efficiency
criteria came into effect in 2003 and turned the Arts Council of England (ACE)'m  and the  10 -
till then independently constituted, quasi-autonomous - RABs into one organisation with one
central and several regional offices. 101

99 Businesses support for the arts predated the Thatcherite period: the Association for Business Sponsorship
of the Arts was set up in  1976. One drawback of business sponsorship is its focus on 'prestigious'
companies, e.g. the Royal Insurance's £3.3m (€4.7) sponsorship ofthe Royal Shakespeare Company from
1988-1994. Another is its susceptibility to economic change and the early 1990s indeed showed a decrease:
Business sponsorship rose from £60Ok (€858k) in  1974 to £65m (€93m) in  1992, but dropped to £51 m
(€73m) in  1994. It never rose above 13 percent of the total spent on the arts by local and central
governments (Gasse  1998,51).
100 Arts Council of Great Britain (AC) was renamed Arts Council of England (ACE) in  1994.
'0' Efficiency is not a specific Tory issue, because this latest reorganisation was instigated by a Labour
government. The funding system perceived as the strength of its previous system the operation at 'arm's
length': RABs are rooted in their communities to ensure that local of needs and expectations fully inform
and shape all aspects o f their work, whereas ACE provided central focus for effective negotiation with the
government and other ( inter)national agencies.  As its weakness,  the arts funding systems  saw its make-up
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Along  with the shift to economic objectives  for  the  arts  in  the   1980s  thus  came  a
renewed focus on national and local prestige which led to cultural flagship projects which had to
signify a break  with the cycles of social and economic decline (Bianchini 1993b) Particularly
towards the end of the Thatcher era, the role of the arts was formulated in terms of its status and
international opportunities and the arts were 'seen as a precious asset, as the means by which we
are  perceived as a nation  in the  eyes  of the world' (AC chairman's statement 1990/91 quoted  in
Gasse  1998,62-63). This renewed focus culminated  in the establishment  of a  new Arts Depart-
ment  in   1992: the Department of National Heritage.  This  has  been  read  as a governmental
attempt to recreate Britain of the past and to reassure that the country would remain what (was
thought) it had always been.

Additionally, especially locally, there was an increased focus on culture as part of urban
regeneration projects throughout the  1980s,  not just in Greater London, but also in cities which
experienced heavy de-industrialisation such as Manchester. As a result of local government re-
forms and due to an increased tension between central and local governments, particularly with
the increase in Labour-dominated local councils, local governments started to challenge and
compensate for the impact of the central government by taking the arts more seriously and in-
creasing arts funding (Gasse  1998,57-58). As a result, local authorities (at times in collaboration
with community arts movements as in the case of the GLC) helped to further establish what is
now called the cultural industries by supporting local economic regeneration initiatives in which
media, fashion, design and the music industry were acknowledged as a 'lifestyle culture' that had
become a permanent part of society. Local cultural policy developed into a 'valuable tool in
diversifying the local economic base and achieving greater social cohesion'. because 'participa-
tion in cultural activities was promoted also as a way of integrating unemployed young people,
new residents, immigrants and social groups displaced by the economic restructuring into the
local community' (Bianchini  1993b, 2) Whereas local governments paralleled the national prag-
matic and economic approach to the arts, they were thus simultaneously more open to commu-
nity arts and 'ethnic minority arts.

'102

Until  the final defeat  of the Tories  in 1997, national public expenditure  on  the  arts
decreased, but the total budget for the arts increased due to the National Lottery's investment in
this  sector  from 1991 onwards (Gasse  1998,  63).  This  led to a paradoxical situation in which

of eleven independent constituent parts, the considerable unnecessary duplication of skills and functions,
the difficulty to share expertise across the system, the lack of mechanisms to ensure that best practice is
replicated from region to region. and the fact that applicants in different parts ofthe country faced different
procedures. Neither were the RABs directly answerable to Parliament. nor subject to annual audits by
National Audit Office (ACE 200le).
102 GLC spent £1.5m (€2. lm) on community arts and £89Ok (€1.3m) on ethnic minority arts in 1983/84
(GLC 19868,6). The total grants for arts organisations grew from £2.5m (€3.6m) in 1981/82 to £10.5m
(€15m) in 1985/86 (GLC 1986b, 4). This compares favourable to ACE spending of around £3.7m (€5.4m)
nationally on diversity in 2001. With regard to culture. GLC aimed to shift the focus from 'high' culture to a
more popular approach and to encourage hitherto unsupported initiatives of community and ethnic minority
groups. GLC organised a broad range ofopen-air festivals and encouraged previously neglected areas of
music (e.g. jazz and Afro-Caribbean and A frican music) to flourish in the city. Additionally. GLC set up
the first Women's Committee in British local government, had an Ethnic Minorities Committee working on
anti-racism, had policy against discrimination ofgays and lesbians and funded the voluntary sector (GLC
1986b, 1-3). In its reports, GLC explicitly critiques the central government's cuts in arts funding and
market-oriented approach (ibid.)
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local authorities had insufficient resources for regular programmes but a wealth of potential fun-
ding sources for new schemes and initiatives from the National Lottery, Single Regeneration
Budgets and European Funds (Gasse  1998.65).In the run-up to the 1997 elections both Labour
and Conservative parties used the double rhetoric of nationalism (emphasis on cultural heritage)
and economic impetus for the arts (Gasse 1998,67). After Labour took office, the Department of
National Heritage was given the responsibility for sport and was renamed Department of
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS)  (DCMS 1998). Labour's focus on creating equal opportuni-
ties from an early age onwards and on securing a fairer location of cultural diversity in the arts
funding system can be understood as an attempt to redress the balance and to even out the in-
equalities that were part of the legacy of the Conservative era. Labour's interventions in the arts,
particularly with regard to diversity, are explored below.

In short, one could conclude that in the English history of public interventions in the
arts a sociological approach'(13 developed in which not only cultural but also social, economical
and urban-physical goals were set. Subsequently, the cultural field can be characterised by (at
least) four sub-sectors: national heritage, the arts. cultural industries and community arts.

5.2.2. The dominance of local authorities and the private sector
Between the national and regional level the public responsibilities for the arts are shared by
DCMS, the Arts Council of England (ACE) and Regional Arts Boards (RABs). At the central
level, DCMS directly manages large cultural organisations such as the British Museum, the Bri-
tish  Library and some of the royal palaces and parks. In addition, it allocates funding to cultural
institutions such as the Film Council, the English Heritage Commission. and ACE (DCMS
2001 a).  ACE  is the national  body  for the  arts in England  and is responsible for national policy
making, commissioning of new work, research, advocacy and the allocation of grants. Although
DCMS sets the framework in which the ACE should work, the "arm's-length principle" gives
ACE freedom over its artistic decisions and ultimately over the allocation of funding. The prin-
ciple is a practical means of distancing politicians and state servants from the activities they
wish to promote (Hewison  1995,32).

ACE receives an annual grant from DCMS and from the National Lottery.
11)4

Additionally, ACE is given a proportionate share of the money raised by ticket sales each year
(ACE  2001 a). ACE employs various funding schemes: fixed funding  for 3 years, regular  fun-
ding for 1 year, funds for training and artistic development, as well as specific schemes (e.g.
BRlT, see below). Application opportunities vary according to the scheme: some offer four
application rounds a year (e.g. Drama's support for writers and theatre companies scheme),
others once a year (e.g. several of the visual arts schemes), whereas the National Lottery Capital
Programme had only two spending rounds between 2000 and 2005 (ACE 2001 a).

Within the ACE policy remit, RABs submit business plans outlining their regional poli-
cies and priorities. On the basis of these plans, and on geographical indicators such as population
and deprivation, ACE allocates annual funding to the individual RABs. With the 2003 reorgani-
sation of the funding system, some RABs feared a re-centralisation in terms of policy making,

103 The term 'sociological approach' is borrowed from Looseley (1999.20).
104 At least 25% of income from lottery ticket sales is paid into the National Lottery Distribution Funds,
directed at six good causes: the arts, sport, heritage, charity, projects to mark the millennium and the New
Opportunities Fund. ACE is responsible for distributing lottery money to arts projects in England (ACE
20018.8)
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but already before the reorganisation, more funds were devolved to the RABs as a result of the
restructuring   of the Lottery Funds   in    1999   and the creation   of Regional Arts Lottery   Pro-
grammes (RALP). 105

The RAB of interest in this study is North West Art Board (NWAB), which is based in
Manchester. Like ACE, NWAB has fixed-term and regular funding schemes, as well as specific,
often short time-frame, programmes linked to their priorities. Most programmes provide match-
funding and stimulate the creation of partnerships. Moreover, NWAB provides project funding
for individual artist or companies towards activities such as training, networking, travel
expenditures or conference attendance. NWAB is working on a simplification of its application
procedures (NWAB  2001 a. 23). NWAB assesses funding applications on the basis of: a) artistic
quality: such as expressed in vision and imagination, quality of execution, and the power to
communicate to the target audience; b) managerial quality: creativity of approach in securing
and using resources, efficiency of operation and efficient use of human resources; and c) strate-
gic quality: commitment to equal opportunity, capacity to encourage and broaden public
involvement in the arts and the fulfilment of an appropriate local/regional/national role (NWAB
1999a, 9). Additionally, applications are judged on the specific priorities set by NWAB for the
policy period in question.

At the level of Greater Manchester, AGMA is the consortium of local authorities in
106Greater Manchester which looks after the maintenance of a Greater Manchester-wide provi-

Sion of cultural infrastructure. NWAB and AGMA work together on the Cultural Diversity:
Greater Manchester Programme (see Appendix  1 b). Furthermore, there is Arts About Manches-
ter (AAM). an arts marketing and audience development agency working for a consortium of
around 40 mainstream cultural venues, which delivers a vast amount of NWAB's audience
development policies. Locally, all Greater Manchester Borough Councils have arts officers
working on issues of diversity within the Local Authority equal opportunities practice. Four out
of the ten councils employ cultural diversity strategies and provide grants directly to arts organi-
sations (Blanco  1998,11).  One of these is Manchester City Council, which  has two departments
for culture: one runs the main art gallery (City Art Gallery) and two or three branch galleries,
and the other runs the Library and Theatre Services. These departments have however no107

policy function, this was located instead in the chief executive department with the Arts and Re-
generation Team (ART), part of the Economic Initiatives Group. ART worked cross-
departmentally with the two culture departments and with other departments on their cultural
aspects. It designed the Local Cultural Strategy Report.'08 a national government imperative, but
also produced project-based work for which it had to apply for external funding (pm6). Diversity
is addressed predominantly in these projects (e.g. the support for multicultural festivals and the
Chinese New Year celebrations)

105 The National Lottery Scheme tends support large. prestige. capital projects (e.g. the mega investment in
the Royal Opera House, London), whereas the RALP attends to smaller community-based schemes.
106 AGMA is the umbrella organisation of Greater Manchester Councils, which comprises the cities of
Manchester and Salford and the districts of Bolton, Bury, Oldham, Rochdale, Stockport, Tameside.
Trafford and Wigan. it is one ofthree Local Authority Association grant giving bodies in England, created
as a result ofthe abolition of London and Metropolitan County Councils in 1986 (Blanco  1998,26).
'07 This consists ofthe libraries and the Library Theatre Company.
108 Since the introduction of the Cultural Strategy, the team has been replaced by the Cultural Strategy Unit.
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In a decentralised liberal model. the role ofthe central state is less pronounced in terms ofpolicy
development and the allocation of funding than that of local authorities. This is indeed the case
in England as Figure 5.1 illustrates. However, in the English case we need to point out that
although some (performing) arts venues are directly run by local authorities, the majority of arts
venues are relatively independent of their funding bodies and derive their income from a variety
of public and private sources (Manton 2001,27). Consequently, local governmental influence  on
the policies and aims of these venues is limited.'" The public sector is just one of the players in
the cultural field.

Figure 5.1 Overview of funding for the arts by source in England in 1998/99
Source Budget in £ Percentage of total

DCMS 768m                                                        35

Lottery 26lm                         12

Local Authorities 1,064m                                              49
Business sponsorship 97m                                                4
Total 219Om 100

Source: (Selwood 2001, 40)

Furthermore, there is a difference between the central and the local level in terms of the arts sec-
tors they support. Figure 5.2 shows that the national government funds above all the broadcas-
ting media and local governments the libraries. In comparison to these sectors, the arts which
suffered the most under Thatcher, still occupy a relatively modest position in the funding
arrangements.

Figure 5.2 National and local public funding by arts sectors in England in 1998/99
Arts sector National government Local authorities

(Built) heritage                                                                    12                                                    4
Libraries and literature                                                                                 18                                                                        64

Museums and galleries                                              12                                          17
Public broadcasting                                                       46                                                -
The ads                                           12                            15

Source: (Selwood 2001,41 + 107).

5.2.3 Legitimising diversity policy: taxpayer-rhetoric and compensatory justice
The first public interventions regarding cultural diversity date back to 1976. Diversity has since
been addressed under different headings such as 'access' or 'marketing' (pm4), or more recently,
'audience development', 'social inclusion', and 'cultural diversity'. ACE states however that 'it is
fair to say that the system expected to contain Black Arts predominantly within what was called
the Community Arts sector and there was a lack of clarity over roles and rights' (1997,  11). In
the English decentralised system, cultural diversity was for quite some time a local rather than a

109 For instance, the Opera House in Manchester City is a commercial venue which stages high-profile
musicals and popular shows that are programmed by a national, non-Manchester-based organisation.
Therefore, also the venue's marketing department has no input into what will be programmed in the future,
which makes audience development more difficult. Nonetheless, the Opera House did once approach the
Art Ambassadors Unit to collaborate on the development of new audiences.
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national issue. This started to shift in  1986, when a 1980 monitoring system was reformed and a
quota system was instituted for departments and ACE to reallocate recourses and to spend a
minimum of 4 percent of their budgets on Black Arts (ACE  1997,  11). The ACE's Arts Access
Unit guided this transformation and identified priorities regarding cultural diversity, such as the
need for dedicated buildings, training and increased resources. The Unit operated until 1994
after which diversity issues would be dealt with cross-departmentally rather than by a separate
unit (ACE 1997,12). Nonetheless, it took another few years for cultural diversity to become one
of the main priorities of cultural policy. This shift also entailed the development of a national

policy towards cultural diversity (ACE, 1997), and an increase in public funding directed to-
wards cultural diversity, especially in the form ofnew audience schemes (org22).

These shifts in policy have been legitimised in several ways: by reference to demo-
graphic and cultural transformations as well as to distributive, compensatory and utilitarian
justice. First of all, ACE expresses the awareness of demographic changes by referring to statis-
ties indicating that a higher percentage of the 5-15 year-olds is from a non-white background.
Society should therefore anticipate an 'injection of energy from young people from non-white
communities' and this should 'carry significance for venue managers in both planning pro-
grammes and recruiting staff  (ACE  1997,9). Secondly, policy documents describe the expan-
ded range o f cultural products. Among other things they point towards Black arts which has led
to new collaborations and explorations in the arts and hybridisation is seen as a creative force
(ACE  1997,5-6). This is further dealt with in the next chapter.

Thirdly, a typical legitimisation in liberal systems is the reference to rights, or what I
call the "taxpayer-rhetoric". That is, the right of all tax-payers to have public services open to
them, hence, including minority-ethnic groups. This type of legitimisation is related to the notion
of equal opportunities or distributive justice (discussed in chapter  2;  see also Pankratz  1993,
150). Fourthly, there have been specific incidents in the English case such as the various race
riots and the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry/ MacPherson Report (see chapter 4). This prompted the
awareness that racism operates not only in society at large but also in the arts. To prevent certain
art forms from being marginalized. positive action and equal opportunity schemes such as
NWAB Cultural Diversity Strategy 1997-2001  (NWAB  1997)  were  set  up. In Manchester,  the
closure of the NIA Centre (see Appendix  l b) forced the funding bodies AGMA and NWAB to
redirect the reserved budget for this black venue. The funding was ringfenced for cultural
diversity and Richard Blanco was assigned to analyse the best way to allocate this budget. The
recommendations of his report "No Difference, No Future" (1998) resulted in the "Cultural-
Diversity : Greater-Manchester Franchise Programme". In such cases, the legitimisation of cul-
tural diversity policy is compensatory justice: an attempt to compensate for the harm the years of
under-funding, and the subsequent disadvantaged position. has caused to minority groups.

Finally, legitimisation can also be utilitarian: the support of certain groups or cultural
expressions is thought to contribute  to the overall  well-being of society (Pankratz  1993,  149-
150). One aspect of this "well-being" is thought to be social cohesion and the arts a tool to attain
this: 'Cultural diversity delivers work that - important in increasingly fragmented times - contri-
butes  to the creation   of a widely subscribed contemporary cultural voice'   (ACE   1998,   8).
Cohesion is needed, according to the arts funding system, because some progress has been made
towards diversity, but there are 'still unmistakeable signs of distress in the grassroots' (ACE
1998,9).
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5.2.4 Cultural diversity policy: "celebration, employment and social inclusion"
At whom is diversity policy directed and what are the goals? Access and diversity policy is
directed at people of Black A frican and Caribbean, South Asian and Chinese backgrounds and at
disabled people. In certain programmes, these target groups are extended to encompass gays and

lesbians, young people and/or people from a specific class (mainly the working classes).
Figure 5.3 provides insight in the cultural (diversity) policy targets on the national

level.1  ' DCMS applied the most general formulation  of cultural diversity goals by calling  it
"access". Within the overarching goals set by DCMS, ACE was more specific and formulated as
one of its priorities  for its funding programmes  in the period 2000-01: the enhancement of diver-
sity and public inclusion with specific reference to race, disability and economic class. More-
over, the national arts funding system produced specdic cultural diversity policy which started
with the consultative green paper on cultural diversity 'Landscape of Fact' (ACE  1997) and cul-
minated in the publication of the Cultural Diversity Action Plan (CDAP) in 1998 (ACE 1998).

Figure 5.3 Policy targets on the English national level 1998-2001

DCMS (DCMS 2000,43)
1.  Excellence
2. Education
3. Access: through free access to national museums, access to better public libraries, digital access for all,
and fair access to Lotter'y funding

ACE  (ACE 2000,3; ACE 2001 b, 1, and DCMS 200la)
1.  Support new work, experimentation and  risk,  and the centrality of the individual artist, creator or maker
2. New art forms and collaborative ways of working, often including new technology
3. Nurture creativity across the generations; children, young people and lifelong learning
4. Enhance diversity and public inclusion with specific reference to race, disability and economic class
5. Touring and distribution through broadcasting, recording and electronic publishing

CDAP:
1. Diversity. Cultural diversity refers to ethnicity, to the right to cultural self-definition, and to the value given to
the individual voice, Cultural diversity policy should deal with tradition as well as with innovation and should
develop a coherent monitoring scheme that respects diversity
2. Advocacy. Raise awareness and enhance appreciation which should lead to the inclusion of diversity by

governmental departments, ACE/RABs, the British Council, opinion-formers such as journalists, MPs,
broadcasters, critics and policymakers such as cultural planners
3. Access: The firm application of equal opportunities in order to ensure access. The awareness is expressed
that 'structures and institutions have a tendency - whether from ignorance, hostility or apathy - to marginalize
groups and individuals' and that these barriers are historical and attitudinal. To resolve problematic access,
the arts funding system should fully implement the Equal Opportunities Act and enhance diversity on
Councils, boards, panels, committees and consultants' registers. Additionally, there is a need for training
programmes for ACE/RAB staff, venue managers and arts promoters, and for improved monitoring
procedures regarding cultural diversity
4. Development: Development of strategies for responding to and sustaining diversity, e.g. through prioritising
cultural diversity in future planning, redirecting and increasing funding for cultural diversity, training of and
development for the infrastructure (buildings and networks)
(ACE 1998, 11-18)

110 Another way of incorporating non-dominant groups and cultures would be through international cultural

policy, which would provide the opportunity for networking and collaboration with the target groups'
countries of origin. However, DCMS International Cultural policy is delegated to ACE and particularly to
the British Council, and DCMS maintains that this fragmented organisation has impeded international
collaborations.  It has announced reforms of the funding system to improve the current situation (2000,39).
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CDAP is also applied by the RABS, even though NWAB already had its own Cultural
Diversity Strategy 1997-2001. Within the CDAP framework, NWAB focuses more explicitly on
developing the arts practices of community organisations. particularly with regard to work that
needs the smaller scale. Additionally, NWAB focuses on mainstreaming in at least three ways:
first, integrating black and Asian artists and organisations in the mainstream funding structure;
second, redressing the balance with regard to the lack of culturally diverse practitioners, produ-
cers, technicians and administrators in mainstream funding bodies and arts organisations; and
third, diversification of cultural production and consumption (i.e. audience development) in
public cultural venues so that the venues are 'owned' by the whole population. Although the
NWAB-AGMA "CD:GM Franchise Programme" focuses specifically on cultural diversity,
mainly established organisations bid for funding (NWAB 2001 b). This raises the issue of owner-
ship: many non-dominant groups stated that when working in partnerships, which is highly
stimulated by the national and local authorities and the arts funding system, the control over the
funding budget is located predominantly with the local authority or established arts organisation
rather than with the non-dominant cultural organisations.

On the local level, Manchester City Council has no specific cultural diversity policy
and the Council seems often at a loss over where to locate diversity: whereas the Agenda 2010"'
deals with race issues and does not mention culture. the 2001 Community Strategy mentions
diversity only in the chapter on culture. Nevertheless, the Community Strategy prioritised the
need for a fair representation of all local communities (as one of its six priorities): 'to showcase
the contribution that Manchester's communities make to its cosmopolitan identity and interna-
tional relations, and to ensure that the City's cultural offer reflects the aspirations and needs of
the whole community' (MCC 2001 a. 40). Diversity is also one of the ambitions expressed in the
Council's latest Cultural Strategy, although phrased again in terms of 'celebration'. Figure 5.4
lists the main ambitions of this Strategy, which indicate once more the sociological approach to
the arts in England.

All governmental levels take besides a specifically cultural also an economic approach
to the arts, which is reflected by the various schemes directed at creating job opportunities in the
arts, enhancing artists' careers and skills, bridging the gap between arts colleges and professional
careers, and more generally, at building networks and showcasing work to raise awareness of

Figure 5.4 Manchester City's Cultural Strategy 2002
The main ambitions:  (MCC 2002,2)

- Challenge, encourage and stimulate creativity in its people by building on the City's tradition of
innovation and excellence in culture

-        Maximise the contribution which culture makes to the economy of the City
-        Contribute both to the image and the reputation of the City as a vibrant, contemporary European

capital and enrich its physical environment
-        Provide a wide range of opportunities for creative expression and active participation thereby

spreading the benefit of the City's cultural facilities
-       Celebrate the distinctiveness and diversity of all the City's communities and encourage

development through intercultural understanding and co-operation
-      Contribute to the sustainability of Manchester's communities and promote the health and well-beingof its citizens

'
  i Agenda 2010 is a more or less direct outcome of the evaluation of municipal policy and practices after

the publication of the MacPherson Report (see Moghal 2000,5), hence, the Agenda is specifically focused
on improving race equality in Manchester.
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cultural diversity in the mainstream sector. A few examples of such schemes are: the national
WOO Traineeship which has been running for twenty-five years.'12 NWAB's version of this
scheme is the WOO Foundation Positive Action Traineeship, which provides training in arts ad-
ministration, programming and management for trainees from African, South Asian, African
Caribbean and Chinese descent. Additionally, ACE has set up the Black Regional Initiative in
Theatre (BRIT) which works towards the development of young companies, the training of
people  and the development of audiences (pml) Additionally,  NWAB  has  an  Art of Employ-
ment scheme, financed with ERDF funds (Blanco 1998, 13). In collaboration with ACE,113

NWAB set up a National Black Arts Network Programme which issues small bursaries and
travel funds for artists to attend conferences, seminars or workshops (NWAB  1996).

Finally, there are also non-cultural policies which deal with culture and diversity. An
example is DCMS' Social Inclusion Policy, which is the national strategy for neighbourhood re-
newal in which the arts are described as substantially contributing to the success of renewal
schemes and as enhancing cultural diversity both through generating a 'value of diversity' in
communities and through connecting these communities  to the mainstream  (see DCMS 1999a;
and  DCMS  2001 b). Locally, urban regeneration  is  even more entangled  with  a wide range  of
sectors including the arts.' 14 For example, the board members of Rochdale Regeneration Partner-

ship represent organisations as diverse as the Voluntary Services, City Council, Racial Equality
Council, Colleges, Trade Union and Health Authorities. Its 7-year long Revitalising Inner Roch-
dale Scheme has a unit working specifically on cultural schemes to support the SRB5 projects
targeted at physical regeneration, business support, social inclusion, quality of life, health,
crime-prevention, life-long learning, and community capacity building (pm9).

In short, DCMS' targets are quality, excellence and this department employs only a
general notion of access rather than of diversity. Locally, cultural diversity policy is either
absent or stresses the celebration of diversity. ACE's CDAP is by far the most comprehensive
policy which incorporates the various aspects of diversity.  On all  levels, in sync with the socio-

logical definition of culture, additional goals are employment, social inclusion and urban econo-
mic or social regeneration.

5.2.5 The location of diversity in the institutional structure
Who is responsible for the development and the implementation of diversity policy? Or in other
words, central to this section is the inquiry into where in the institutional structure cultural diver-
sity becomes embedded: the department it is part of, the number of people responsible for
diversity issues and the diversity of the staff itself. In order to evaluate the percentages below.

112 With regard to cultural diversity in Manchester, the WOO traineeship scheme has created posts at e.g.
M6 in Rochdale towards advancing bi-lingual theatre; Contact Theatre; Kino Film and Rais Acadamy to
advance Black and Asian film-making; SHISHA Asian Visual Arts and Crafts, an initiative towards
international exhibition projects; Reflex2000, a showcase of dancers o f A frican, Caribbean, Chinese and
South Asian descent; Let's Celebrate, a four-year initiative to develop the Carnivals and Melas; and
supported Multi Asian Arts to launch the first national BTEC in Asian Music (NWAB 2001 a,  10/12). The
green room is part ofACE's BRIT scheme.
I B This scheme has created new posts at e.g. the Chinese Arts Centre, Black Arts Alliance, Community
Arts North-West and the Manchester International Caribbean Carnival.
"4 Although the attention paid to the arts depends very much on who is in charge of the regeneration
programmes. For instance, the report on the riots in Oldham in 2001 emphasises sports much more than the
arts as a means to hring young people from different ethnic backgroutids together (OIR 2001,46-52)
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recall from chapter 4 that minority-ethnic groups make up 9 percent of the total population of
England and 19 percent of the City of Manchester (NS 2003).

Nationally, DCMS has no specific cultural diversity officer, diversity is a cross depart-
men \tai issue. None of the 21 persons in DCMS managerial positions is from a minority ethnic
background.  From the  15 ACE council members there  is only one of non-dominant background,
but 16.5 percent of the total number of staff classified  themselves as Black, Asian or Chinese
and 4.2 percent as disabled (ACE 2001 d,  7).  Also  at ACE, cultural diversity  is a cross-depart-
mental issue. For a brief period a Diversity Project Team was operational which replaced the
planned Year of Diversity. The Project, which would run from September 2002 to March 2004,
was initiated after critique from the Project staff and from some RABs, indicating that they felt
no need for more celebration, but wanted real and lasting change in the arts infrastructure. As a
consequence, the Project was supposed to become a campaign for change in terms of ideology
and thinking. Since then, however, the Project has undergone another change and turned from a
team into a scheme (Decibel - see Appendix 1 b pm3).

Regionally, the board of NWAB is entirely white. With the recent appointment of a
new chief executive, the opportunity was missed to diversify the organisation  at that level.' 15
NWAB is now run by a white man, who is nonetheless generally perceived of as moving the
issue of cultural diversity forward. ' 16 At the lower levels the organisation is more diverse. Cultu-
ral diversity and disability issues are located with the Access Officer - the only Ojficer of non-
dominant background - who is meant to work cross-departmentally to 'catalyse and advise on
cultural diversity initiatives' (Blanco   1998,  24).  To a lesser extent, also NWAB's Audience
Development Department deals with diversity issues. The NWAB-AGMA collaboration on the
Cultural Diversity Franchise Programme is run by one person from a non-dominant background
who has to mediate between the funding bodies and organisations in the field.

At the local level, of the around 20 persons on Manchester City Council's executive
board, there are 5 women and one black man (5%). Its cultural services (City Art Gallery and
Library Theatre) are not diverse in staffeither (pm6). Moreover, of the 29 arts officers in Greater
Manchester's local authorities, three can be defined as minority ethnic (10%) (Blanco  1998,11).
AAM used to have a diverse Arts Ambassadors Unit (AAU) to reach new and diverse audiences,
the unit was however dismantled after four years and replaced by one part-time post for diversity
issues. Asked whether AAM attempts to open up its Consortium to non-dominant organisations,
the answer was:

'No, not at the moment no... where we tend to work with communities is mainly with the project
activities that we are doing, rather than as part of a general strategy...' (org22).

115

Although there was - apparently - also a female candidate from a minority-ethnic background (pm4).116 For both England and the Netherlands counts that applying a 'body politics' to senior staff and board
members has to be avoided - the extent to which diversity is put on the agenda is not dependent on the skin
colour of the person in question but related to the person's ambitions and experiences in life. Nonetheless,
this chapter will illustrate that the more diverse the senior organisational levels are (i.e. more than one or
two token-members of minority-ethnic backgrounds) the more likely it is that diversity targets are taken
seriously and more thoroughly implemented.
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The ACE Drama Department's Eclipse report  (2001 f) estimates  that the percentages  of non-
whites employed in theatre business vary between 3.5 to 6 percent. For Manchester, Blanco117

(1998) came to a slightly higher percentage in his survey of 12 cultural organisations annually
funded by NWAB or AGMA:  of a total  of 162 members of staff,  12 were defined as minority
ethnic (7.4%). These 12 persons were almost  all  employed  at four already 'culturally diverse'
organisations such as the green room, Multi Asian Arts or the Chinese Arts Centre. These small-
er black organisations are the exceptions to the rule set by the larger white organisations, which
as we will see below generally also receive larger grants. Blanco speaks in this respect of'white
elephants'  ( 1998,   19). The functioning of these white elephants is illustrated  by the Oldham
Coliseum (cv 1 3). The theatre's 38 members of staff are all white and diversity  is the responsibi-
lity of one person located in the educational department. Diverse programming is limited to one-
off events  and the first Asian  play was programmed  in  1998, even though the borough holds  a

high number of South-Asians among its constituents for quite a few decades now. In general,
when 'white elephants' do occasionally programme diverse productions they take place in the
studio or the small theatre space rather than on the main stage (pm4). The incidental character is
further underlined by the annual Black History Month' 18 when one can see many black produc-
tions, but outside the month of October they are much harder to come across (cvl 1).

I f one cannot move things from within, one may do so from outside the public funding
system or cultural organisations through consultation mechanisms. Unfortunately this option
also seems limited. Within the national arts system, consultation with the 'communities' is devol-
ved to the RABs. But NWAB does not consult (black) artists and arts organisations other then
those already funded, unless it is very clear what these organisations can gain from the situation.
This in order not to raise expectations which may then not be fulfilled (pm4). Steering groups
for particular projects are made up of people from NWAB-funded venues/companies with
relevant expertise and of them and the advisors, consulted by NWAB in 2001, 13 percent was of
a non-dominant background (NWAB 2001 a, 74/75).

The examples provided here should be read as a general indication of what the location
of diversity in the arts system is, rather than as an exhaustive or complete picture. With the back-
up of other studies such as those from the Drama Department and Blanco, it seems however safe
to conclude that cultural diversity is not an integrated part of established cultural organisations:
it is located with individuals often in peripheral departments (e.g. education), it is confined to an
one-off event or it concerns a (pilot)project which is dissolved after the funding period finishes -
as was the case both with the Diversity Project and AAU. Additionally, one can speak of what
Essed called the 'ethnicisation ofjobs', i.e. diversity tends to be dealt with by people from non-
dominant backgrounds. Moreover, they have to work cross-departmentally without sufficient
resources.

117 Another example of the arts in general: a survey among the 18 leading arts organisations found that they
employ 2,900 employees and share £126m of public funding between them. O f the 2,900 employees  177
could be described as black or Asian, of whom  100 were kitchen and catering staff (ACE / WMA  1998, 7).
118 Black History Month, for the promotion of black arts and culture, takes place annually in October. In
Manchester, in 2001, an unprecedented number ofestablished white cultural institutions participated
because Black Arts Alliance put in a bid and received funding to turn the Month it into a bigger event to
raise awareness more effectively.
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5.2.6 The allocation of public funding
Another way to measure the location of cultural diversity in the public arts system is by
analysing the allocation of funding. Funding signifies not only practical opportunities for artists
and arts organisations. it also has a symbolic effect: the level of funding directed at non-
dominant arts initiatives is understood by artists from minority-ethnic backgrounds as an indica-
tion  of how the funding system values the importance of their work (Blanco  1998,  23).  In this
respect, the allocation of funding can reinforce the feeling ofexclusion or inclusion.

With Labour's return to power in  1997 the funding  for the arts increased. For example,
ACE's  budget rose  from  £186m  (€266m)  in  1997-98  to  £338m  (€483m) in 2003-04  (DCMS
2001 a, 90). Besides this general increase in the arts budget, the government issued several one-
offgrants, which benefited cultural diversity as well- Figure 5.5 gives an indication.

Figure 5.5 Examples of one-off additional grants to the arts in England and Manchester
1998 DCMS granted £5m (€7) to ACE for increasing access through the New Audiences Programme

(Jermyn and Desal 2000,10, ACE 2000,10)

2000 On the basis of the Boyden Report, £25m (€36m) a year was allocated to reinvigorate the
regional theatres, having suffered from inadequate funding since the mid-eighties it was hard to
take creative risks (Boyden 2000)

2002 Commonwealth Games Cultural Festival, held in Manchester, £10.5m (€15m) for cultural

diversity (DCMS 200la, 88)

2003 The reorganisation of ACE/ RABs is expected to release £8m to 1 Om (€11 m to €14m) a year
from former administrative costs. The new organisation considers, for at least the first three
years, to fully devote this sum to creating flexible funds for its priorities, for the direct benefit of
artists and arts organisations, to support cultural diversity and specifically for creating more
mainstream-funded culturally diverse organisations (ACE 200le, 25)

How does the arts funding system allocate its budgets? For reasons of comparability between
England and  the Netherlands, the figures provided here retlect the period 2000-01:1' Figure  5.7
provides a schematic overview of the figures presented below.

In 2000/01, DCMS spend £708m (€1,012m) on culture (ACE not included), media and
sports - see Table  1 of Appendix  3a for details on  how this budget was spent. On a total popula-
tion in England of around 49m that is around £14 (€21) per head. DCMS failed to provide
in formation on the funding of cultural diversity, but given the strong focus on cultural heritage it
may seen as negligible (0%). In 2000-01, DCMS allocated ACE a grant of £237m (€339m) and
received around £183m (€262m)  from the National Lottery'211 (ACE 2001 d.  6 and 46).  in that
year,  ACE  had a grants-in-aid budget of around  £134m  (€192)  (ACE  20(}Id, 37), which  is
almost £9 (€12) per head.

To analyse to what extent cultural diversity was funded nationally, Table 2 of Appendix
3a gives details  of the allocation  of ACE grants  per arts discipline. It shows  that 12 percent  of
the funded organisations can be labelled diverse, but they received only 2.8 percent of the total

119 2001 was the start of- a new 4-year policy period in the Netherlands and the moment national funding
was allocated for the period until 2004. The English figures reflect the period from 2000-01.
'  This was directed towards the completion of the first Capital Programme. the New Arts Capital
Programme (£88m/€126m), stabilisation and recovery programmes (£1 Om/€14m). Regional Arts Lottery
Programmes (£25111/ €36m), National Foundation for Youth Music (£10111/€14m), and Awards for All
(£5m/€7m) (ACE 200 Ic).
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budget allocated to the arts, which does not compare favourably to the 9 percent of diverse
backgrounds among the total national population. Additionally, it becomes clear that non-
dominant arts organisations are the minority among the fixed and regular funded organisations,
instead artists of non-western cultural heritage and their organisations are allocated project
grants or occasional one-off grants. Note also that those categories with a large number of diver-
se organisations tend to have a low average budget. The impression of Western art in the
"centre" and cultural diversity in the "margin" is further illustrated by the allocation of funding
within the three art disciplines (dance, drama and music) that make up 58 percent of the total
grants budget: 82 percent ofthe dance budget is taken up by two ballet companies; 76 percent of
the drama budget is allocated to two established (i.e. Western cultural tradition) theatre compa-
nies; the music budget provides the most extreme example with 93 percent of the budget direc-
ted at opera and classical music.

In  2001,  NWAB was allocated around £ 15m  (€2 1 m) in grants through  ACE  (NWAB
200la, 72), and around £3m (€4.3m) through RALP (NWAB 200 la, 47). On a total population
in the North-West of around 6.5m inhabitants that is less than £3 (€4) per head. To establish the
location of cultural diversity within the total NWAB grants budget, Table 3 of Appendix 3a
shows the allocation of grants per arts discipline. lt shows that almost 20 percent of the funded
organisations can be labelled diverse and they received 14 percent of the total budget allocated
to the arts. But this percentage includes more than just ethnic diversity. Figure 5.6 indicates that
NWAB  spent 15 percent  of its budget  (excl.  RALP)  on its priorities, of which 5 percent  was
directly allocated towards the Black and Asian arts. Bear in mind that these figures apply to the
entire North West region, not only to the city of Manchester.

Figure 5.6 Allocation NWAB budgets according to its priorities and percentage of total budget (excl. RALP)
Education and Young People £1,175k (€1,68Ok) 8%ofthe£15m
Arts and Disability £ 305k (€ 436k) 2%
African, Caribbean, Chinese and South Asian Arts £ 72Ok (€1,03Ok) 5%
Total £2,20Ok (€3,146k) 15%
Source: (NWAB 2001, 12).

Additionally, as on the national level, Black and Asian arts companies are absent from the 1 or 3
year NWAB funded organisations and are allocated funding on the basis of projects or schemes.
The exception to this "rule" are the specific categories such as Access and New Audiences,
Participatory Arts (amateur and community arts), and the container category of Interdisciplinary
Arts. In these instances, minority-ethnic groups have to compete with the other 'excluded'121

groups such as gays, disabled or low-income groups. Furthermore, Table 3 of Appendix 3a indi-
cates that cultural diversity to a large extent equals community arts, therefore the ACE statement
that Black Arts is predominantly contained within the Community Arts sector (see section 5.2.3)
still applies today to the regional level.

121 This budget encompasses a broad range of cultural activities, e.g. local festivals such as Melas and
Caribbean Carnivals; arts expressions that do not fit the traditional division in disciplines, such as live art;
and also the green room receives funding through this budget (centre for contemporary experimental work,
mainly dance and theatre, where black arts programming and diverse audiences make up on average 25-
30%: see Appendix  1 b). Moreover, interdisciplinary arts is a "rest" category and holds many non-dominant
arts organisations.
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In the categories that target a specific art discipline (e.g. dance, drama and music),
classical Western art traditions take up the lion's share of NWAB arts funding: the two disci-
plines music and drama make up 48 percent of the grand total of the budget and almost hal f of
the drama budget is allocated to the Royal Exchange Theatre and Company (Manchester's main
established theatre venue and company). Additionally, two organisations received 87 percent of
the music budget: the Halle Concerts and the Liverpool Royal Philharmonic, both not known for
pioneering on cultural diversity strategies. Moreover, also on the regional level, those categories
with a large number of diverse organisations tend to have a lower average budget. For example.
green room (see Appendix  1 b) takes up 68 percent of the 3-year funding in the Interdisciplinary
Arts category, but the size of this grant is only one-tenth of that ofthe Royal Exchange.

Locally, Manchester City Council spent almost £16m on arts and culture in 2000/01.
On a population of a little under 400,000 that is almost £40 (€57) per head of the population.
The majority of the funding was directed to the Libraries (£11 m) and Museums/Galleries (£3m),
leaving a small amount for e.g. the arts. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to establish the
percentage of the Council's arts budget directed to cultural diversity, but it can be estimated
around 2 percent. 122 On the level of Greater Manchester, AGMA spent £3m (€4m) on the arts in
2001, which equals £1.20 (€1.72) per head of the Greater Manchester population. Of this budget,
a little under 10 percent was allocated to cultural diversity.

Another source of funding for some cultural organisations are the Voluntary Sector
Grants. The national government's Active Community Unit has made £ 12Om (€172m) available
to fund new volunteering opportunities in the public sector for the first three years of the millen-
nium (DCMS 2000.46).113 Locally, Manchester City Council has a Voluntary Sector Policy and
Grants Section (VSP&GS) which spent a total £4.6m (€6.6m) on grants in 2001/02. One tenth of
this budget was directed at Arts and Culture, i.e. around 40 pence (€0.55) per head. Of the

124Voluntary Sector arts grants 32 percent was directed to culturally diverse organisations.   In
addition to cultural projects, the VSP&GS supports a wide range of activities, among other
things 'social community projects' such as the Pakistani Community Association and 'specialist
social projects' such as the Ethnic Disabled Group Emerged or the Lesbian Community Project
(MCC 200lb). Furthermore, Syman and Williams (2001, 54) estimate that in the North West
Region around 6 percent of SRB benefited culture in 1998/99, and of the 30 programmes 53  per-
cent contained mainly or partly cultural projects.

In short, both on the national and the regional level, 'white' organisations receive larger
and better resources and, as we saw in the previous section, they employ lower numbers of
people from minority ethnic backgrounds compared to smaller organisations which undertake

112 Figures for Manchester City Council were provided by the Cultural Strategy Department in December
2003. Even though the percentage of the budget allocated to diverse activities/organisations could not be
provided, given the lack ofa specific "cultural diversity action plan", given that the activities ofthe former
Art and Regeneration Team were financed by external funds and that the general activities ofthe
Manchester libraries and museums are not explicitly diverse one could estimate the percentage on 2 percent
(i.e. slightly lower than that of ACE which is in comparison a more active promoter of cultural diversity)
123 The budget is match funding between the Active Community Unit and several other government
departments. Among the projects already allocated funding is a leadership programme in community sport
and a voluntary programme is being set up in a number of public libraries. which DCMS would like to
extend to the visual and performing arts, as well as the creative industries ( DCMS 2000,47).
124 To organisations such as community arts organisations, queerupnorth, green room, Contact Theatre or
the Ahmed 1qbal Ullah Race Relations Archive.
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substantial work in this area (Blanco  1998,5). The often heard complaint in the interviews with
non-dominant artists and arts organisations that policy makers and funding bodies should put
their money where their mouth is, seems justified given the fact that diversity  is one of the main

priorities of the arts funding system.

5.2.7 The liberal model summarised
Figure 5.7 summarises the public organisation of the cultural field, the allocation of public fun-
ding, and the location of cultural diversity in the arts funding system in terms of budgets and

composition of boards or managerial levels.

Figure 5.7 The English arts funding system and grants budgets for 2000-01: Funding per head/ population;
the percentage of the budgets allocated towards cultural diversity; and diversity in higher
organisational echelons.

Dept. Culture, Media & Sports National Lottery
1 1          1        1

£237m / €339m £183m /€262m              I
I V                                                                                                V                                                                              I

Arts Council of England                  I11
£107m/€153m**           I11

V               I
RABs RALP

1 1

£15m(€2lm) £3m/
(€ 4m)11

V               V

North West Arts Board
Manchester AGMA Voluntary

City sector

1 Ill
V                V                         V                       V             V           V

£708m* £134m £18m £16m £3m*** £467k

(€1,012m) (€192m) (€26m) (€22m) (€4m) (€66Ok)

£14.45 £8.57 (€12.26) £2.77 (€3.96) £39.92 £1.20 £0.44

(€20.66) (€57.09) (€1.72) (€0.55)

per head of the population relevant to the governmental level mentioned

0% 2.8% 14% 2% 9.7% 32%
of grants budget allocated towards cultural diversity

0% (M) 0.6% (B) 0% (B) 11% (A) 5% (B) 10% ****
n.a. 1

diversity in higher organisational echelons: boards (B), management level (M), advisory/steering group (A)

*(DCMS 200la, 221-223); ** (ACE 200ld, 60);
***

(AGMA 2001, 14/15),
**** AGMA itself is an administrative

unit of five persons who support the representatives from the local councils. With regard to art matters, this
will be the arts officers. The percentage here expresses the diversity among Greater Manchestefs Arts
Officers.
1 n.a.= information not available.

lt shows us, that in spite of the centrality of cultural diversity in cultural policy targets, in prac-
tice there is little trace of diversity where the national level is concerned. Regionally, difference
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and diversity are absent in the higher organisational echelons, but more present among advisors
to NWAB. At this level, diversity can also be better traced among the publicly funded arts orga-
nisations (14 percent versus 0 and 2.8 percent nationally). In this respect, there appears to be a
relation between the diversity among those in decision making positions, or those who have
influence on decision making such as advisors, and the percentage of the budget allocated to-
wards cultural diversity. Locally, especially the Voluntary sector stands out with 32 percent of
its -however tiny- budget allocated towards culturally diverse organisations. This reflects the
liberal idea that group-specific issues or policies would be the responsibility of local authorities
or -in the case of Manchester rather- voluntary organisations. The liberal model is further
characterised by a high degree of decentralisation. The local level does indeed stand out, not in
absolute numbers, but relatively as indicated by the amount spent on the arts per head of the
population (£40 versus £14.50 and £8.60).

5.3 Cultural (diversity) policy in the Netherlands
Under normal circumstances, elections take place in the middle of a 4-year policy period after
which the preparations for the following policy period start. This was the case for the local elec-
tion in March 2002, but as chapter 4 illustrated, the general election of May 2002 was followed
by a re-election in January 2003 which meant a deviation from the normal election cycle. Both
the outcomes on the local and the national level meant a clear shift in the Dutch political climate,
which also has repercussions on cultural policy. At the time of writing, the preparations for the
policy period 2005-08 were ongoing on the national level. The account below refers, therefore,
mainly to the 2001-04 cultural policy period and thus to the political climate from before the
elections. Where information is already available an indication is given of the current govern-
ment's visions for the future of cultural (diversity) policy.

5.3.1 The history of public interventions in the arts: the French model
The first national cultural policy was formulated in the second half of the nineteenth century and
was inspired by the French model ofthe enlightened state and by an utilitarian belief in progress
held by the wealthy bourgeoisie (OC&W  1998,  27). It focused on nation building and education
in order to turn the people into knowledgeable, virtuous and patriotic citizens. However, the
liberal views prevalent at the time allowed for only a limited role of the state, which meant that
until the beginning of the twentieth century, most cultural initiatives were financed by private
groups. This soon changed after the denominational parties were elected to the centre of political
power and the dichotomy between 'elevated' forms of culture considered the achievement of the
nation as a whole and cultural expressions based on ideological divisions became more pronoun-
ced  (OC&W  1998, 27). Hence,  by the  mid  1920s,  in the particularistic organisation of society,
the state arranged for the arts 'in the general interest' (Council of Europe  1999, art. 1). This was
(is) the level  of the 'professional  arts',  where  cultural  production  is concentrated through  the  fun-
ding of arts companies and where the main criteria was (is) artistic excellence and quality.

Besides the 'national arts', each particularistic group operated its own daily newspapers,
periodicals, publishing houses, recreational associations, libraries, choirs, musical associations,
and later broadcasting organisations  (OC&W   1998,  29).   At the particularistic level,   the  term
'culture' is more appropriate because of its focus on recreational and amateur culture rather than
on the arts. Although most of these activities remained more private than public, they were
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nevertheless to a considerable extent funded by the state. Public support for particularism was
legitimised as a means both to decentralise power and to improve participation.

With the establishment of the Department of Education,  Arts and Science,  in  1918,  the
national government's  involvement  with  the arts expanded  (OC&W  1998, 30). Locally,  in  the
country's major cities public funding structures had been in place for a longer period of time al-
ready. National policy and funding was mainly directed at libraries, orchestral music, and the
commissioning of writers and visual artists to produce work for the state (OC&W  1998, 33). The
main goal was the containment of popular culture, or otherwise, to incorporate it in such a way
that it would neither question the central cultural power structure nor the particularistic norms
and values (OC&W  1998, 23). Especially after the Second World  War, the worry mounted that
civilisation would be threatened by mass moral and cultural dislocation caused by popular
culture, which subsequently led to the view that the government 'should take responsibility for
culture in all its manifestations' (OC&W 1998, 36).

However,   it  was not until the 1960s and 1970s before national arts policy gained
momentum. Economic developments, the founding ofthe welfare state, and the sharp increase in
national income were crucial factors in this development, which was going to change the
cultural field. First of all, the increased level of public funding made more arts institutions more
autonomous and less sensitive to public taste. Secondly. the expansion of national cultural policy
meant also a vast increase in the number of civil servants involved in cultural matters and 'truly
spectacular was the growth in the network of organised interest groups, consultation structures,
funds, intermediaries and advisory bodies, each officially or unofficially involved in drawing up
or implementing cultural policy' (OC&W  1998, 37), as is typical in a corporatist state. Simulta-
neously, the particularistic organisation of society gradually disintegrated as a consequence of
modernisation and individualisation which resulted in a diversification of lifestyles and
aesthetics.

In 1965, culture became the responsibility of the Department of Culture, Recreation and
Social Work. With the spirit of the times, the emphasis shifted from passive cultural consump-
tion to the exploration of personal creativity and the arts became seen as an instrument for
societal reform. Hence, particularistic arguments moved to the background and social motiva-
tions, as well as quality, became part of the guiding criteria for state intervention. The arts also
became more political, as expressed for instance by protests of young artists aiming to break
with conservatism in the cultural sector. In  the  1970s,  social  relevance  received  even  more125

attention from cultural policy, which then included catering for society's culturally deprived and
the  funding of cultural  activities that contributed to cultural diversity  (OC&W  1998, 40). Until
the turn ofthe century, diversity did not signify ethnic cultural diversity, but the development of
a broad range of cultural  disciplines and the geographical spread of cultural activities and facili-
ties.  By the 1980s this socio-political  era  was  over.  In 1982, culture was relocated again  and
made the responsibility of the Department of Welfare. Health and Cultural Affairs. The econo-
mic stagnation, combined with Christian Democrat/Liberal governmental rule throughout the
19805, led to a review in public spending, privatisation,126 and to a decentralisation of cultural
budgets to local authorities (ibid.). Privatising arts institutions had its resonance locally, e.g. in

125 For instance. Actie Tomaat aimed at the theatre sector and the Notenkrakersactie was an intervention in
a classical music concert by Haitink and the Concert Gebouw Orchestra in  1969.
126 Privatisation in the Netherlands does not mean financial independence but independence in terms of the
organisational structure. This process concerned for instance some national museums in the 1980s.
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the city of Rotterdam the discussion on privatisation lasted until the end of the  1990s (GR  1998,
80-81 ). With regard to funding. criteria  such as artistic quality and professionalism became
decisive.

In  1994, the responsibility for cultural policy was reverted  back to the Department of
Education, Culture and Science where it remains to this day. The year before, the Specific
Cultural Policy Act (Wet op Specifiek Cultuurbeleid) came into effect. which legally organised
the responsibilities of this department: to present a cultural policy document at least once every
four years to both Houses of Parliament. and to create conditions to maintain, develop, dissemi-
nate, and otherwise enhance the cultural field (OC&W  1998, 57). Additionally, cultural policy
became focused on benchmarks which meant a shift from policies per arts discipline to generic
cultural policy. The role of cultural policy was to provide "market-corrections": where the mar-
ket lacked the provision of affordable cultural activities and a broad range of cultural disciplines.
governmental funding was to deliver price reductions; to support the production of public cul-
ture in order to secure this broad range of art disciplines and a variety of genres within the indi-
vidual disciplines; to reach out to (new) audiences; and to establish a just geographical spread of
cultural facilities (OC&W 20028,273)

It can be concluded that both the aim to keep cultural participation affordable and to
develop artistic initiatives that are still without a regular audience, worked in favour of the auto-
nomous artistic developments. In this sense the funding system privileged the support for cultu-
ral production rather than cultural consumption. because audiences were to be reached through
cultural education. Also the philosophy of "affordable tickets = audiences" ignored the question
whether the outcome of the autonomous cultural production would in any way relate to the
demands of new audiences (young people, members of minority-ethnic groups, lower classes
etc.). The consequence of the public sector's reliance on a Bourdieu-style socialisation model,

127and thus on cultural education as a tool to create audiences, is that business sponsorship,
marketing strategies or other (pro)active audience development schemes never extensively
developed in the Netherlands. Therefore, it may be more appropriate to use "cultural reach" in
the Dutch case than the more active definition of "audience development" which was discerned
for the English case.

Moreover, the Specific Cultural Policy Act "legalised" the national governments' pre-
occupation with 'specific culture': cultural heritage, the arts, libraries and broadcasting. Except
maybe  for a brief period  in  the 197Os, central attention  to this cultural sphere can be traced
throughout the history of cultural policy  in the Netherlands.  Four more central orientation points
can be discemed: 1) quality; 2) proportional representation (under the particularistic organisation
of society), cultural reach and participation; 3) freedom of expression, i.e. the autonomous
development of the arts; and 4) disinterested and distant governmental intervention (OC&W
2002,65-66). This latter point refers to the Thorbecke adage which dates back to the first public
interventions in the arts. It holds that the state is not to judge the arts and sciences, the state
should neither express opinion on the actual content or quality of the arts/sciences, nor deter-

127 Sponsorship by trade and industry is less pronounced than in England and predominantly directed at
large festivals, i.e. to a far lesser extent than at established cultural institutions mainly due to fear of loss of
autonomy of the arts organisations (see NRC 2001 and 2002 for debate on sponsorship for City Museum,
Amsterdam).
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mine the direction in which they develop (OC&W 1998, 27: for a discussion of the Thorbecke
adage see Km! 2001 or Pots 2001).

128

These judgements should be left to independent experts and advisory bodies to the
state, which are to advise the government on: a) policy; b) the general allocation of funding per
artistic discipline, c) the specific allocation of funding to individual artists, venues or companies.
and  d) the selection  o f candidates for prizes/stipends (OC&W  1998,  59). The Council  for Cul-
turei1 is the biggest and most influential of the advisory bodies.  Due to the five central orienta-
tion points in cultural policy and more specifically because of the national government's reliance
on cultural experts (from within the cultural field), cultural policy has for a long time been pre-
dominantly concerned with the developments within the arts itself (OC&W 2002a, 263) which
parallels the "1'art pour l'art" approach in the French model. In this respect, Dutch cultural policy
should be considered arts policy rather than cultural Policy.

Since the introduction of the Policy Act, however, two developments have become more pro-
nounced. One is a move towards a market-orientation, the other is increased attention to cultural
and ethnic diversity in the public arts sector (CK 2002).13' This latter development is exten-
sively discussed in section 5.3.3. The first development references that culture and the economy
have become more entangled and increasingly use each other's strategies and instruments. There
are two simultaneous processes to this development. First, the 'economisation' of culture: there
has been more pressure on arts organisations to derive a larger share of their budgets from ticket
sales, to professionalise their organisational management, to use marketing strategies and formu-
late one's 'attraction-value' so that cultural institutions can distinguish themselves with a clear
vision and identity, even the word 'branding' has been used (CfC 2002,2). It has been realised
that marketing could and indeed should be more effectively applied by established arts organisa-
tions (CfC 2002,5).

Second, the 'culturalisation' of the economy: this refers to economic theories such as the
"experience economy" or the "creative economy". The question governments have to ask is how
to deal with the non-local (global) cultural developments and players in their localities, as also
the introduction pointed out. Furthermore, the increased utilisation of culture in physical urban
regeneration processes by local governments can also be seen as part of this process. Examples
of this utilisation are both the cultural flagship project 'Kop van Zuid' in Rotterdam which was
initiated to break the cycle of economic decline, and the use of culture in Rotterdam's city
marketing to change the image of the city (Bianchini 1993b, 5). Also the planning, stimulation
and development of cultural clusters has often been a way to face the negative consequences of
urban de-industrialisation, to re-use historical sites, and as a way to enhance the local (cultural)

138 The statement of the liberal politician and historian Johan R. Thorbecke dates from  1862 (Pots 2001.
462). The Thorbecke Adage can be compared to the English 'arms-length' principle, i.e. to avoid political
intervention in the arts. The way the two principles are organised is however rather different. Whereas in
England the government has created (semi-) independent institutions to which public funding is directed,
the Dutch government has created an extensive advisory system.
129 Council for the Arts was renamed Council for Culture in  1995, with this change the Council saw its task
changed to providing generic cultural policy advice/visions, rather than per arts discipline as had been the
case up till then. The difficulty the Council experiences with this is that the range of disciplines is so
diverse that it is not always possible to come to a generic vision (Sorgdrager 2002,85).
i io This description is taken from a CfC's advice to the Secretary of State regarding the visual arts/museum
sector, but can be understood as applying to public arts sector as a whole.
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economy (Mommaas 2004). This process reflects the fairly recent discovery by local govern-
ments of more instrumental uses of the arts. Until the elections in 2002, also the national  level
explored a more socio-political role for contemporary cultural policy. As such, the Dutch
approach to the arts seemed to slowly move away from the French model towards the English
approach.  It may not be a coincidence that the secretary of state at the time was himsel f from an
Anglo-Dutch background!

In preparation of the policy period 2005-08, the Council for Culture's advisory note to
the secretary of state continued the tendency towards a market-orientation in the arts and a
strengthening of the relation between cultural production and consumption, but stated that arts
companies should remain autonomous in their development. Thus, the arts should remain free of
a socio-political agenda. This perspective has been further reinstated in the "basic policy prin-
ciples letter" of the current secretary of state for culture (OC&W 2003). This indicates that the
Dutch concept of culture remains 'specific' rather than 'sociological' as in the English case: speci-
fic and professional arts on the national level and amateur or recreational culture locally.  Al-
though a few popular cultural expressions have become part of the nationally funded arts organi-
sations (the National Pop Institute in Amsterdam and some music festivals) and there are cur-
rently talks between governmental departments on the design of a cultural industries policy. a
more sociological approach to the arts remains far from accepted. 13'  This is further illustrated by
the disdain for the consciousness-raising theatre and sociodrama of the 1970s, which still ham-
pers the developments in the community arts sector nowadays (RWT 2001). There is no real tra-
dition of community arts in the Netherlands and community arts was mentioned for the.first time
on the national level in Cfr's advisory note to the secretary of state for the policy period 2005-
08 (Ctr 2003). Finally. there have been only a few experiments with arts as part of physical ur-
ban regeneration projects.132 Therefore, one is left with the impression, similar to that regarding
the changes in minority policies, that (national) arts policy is in state of transition and in search
of ways to address the recent developments in the arts.

5.3.2 The dominance of the four-year funding cycle
The responsibilities for policy making and the allocation of funding on the national level are
shared by the Department of Education. Culture and Science (OC&W), the Council for Culture
(CfC) and the Funds. t'l Their interventions are structured by a 4-year funding cycle, which starts
with CfC's advisory note to the secretary of state outlining its vision for the policy period to
come in order to stimulate societal and political debate. Thus, this is generally the moment when
the direction of cultural policy and the mechanisms of the funding cycle itself are being discus-
sed. It tends to be a debate amongst the state, C fC and representatives of the established cultural

 '   To further illustrate this as well as the state of cultural industries policy in the Netherlands: a very
successful scheme, which stimulated private individuals to support the Dutch film industry by making their
donations tax-deductible, is now abolished.
"2 Exceptions are the more large scale cultural projects such as the cultural clusters. But there are few
examples of small scale community arts projects such as in the local ward Millinx, Rotterdam, where
community theatre involved local residents and representatives ofthe housing corporation. the police. a
cluster manager from the Department of Recreation and Sports etc. to sort out local problems (pm5).
133 These Funds (Fund for the Performing Arts or Mondriaan Foundation) can be compared to the depart-
ments of the Arts Council of England in that they are responsible for distributing a large share of the natio-
nal budget for the arts per discipline. In the Netherlands, however, the Funds issue only short-term funding.
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sector, 134 i.e. those most likely to be affected by a policy change. Next, the secretary of state for
culture draws up his 'basic policy principles' document after which the individual cultural orga-

135nisations and companies can submit their funding applications on which CfC is to advise
again. The secretary of state then finalises the policy report by deciding who will indeed receive
funding 136 and by discussing it with parliament, which has the final say regarding the size of the
total budget for the arts.

The advice on the allocation of funding to individual artists, venues or companies is
provided by CfC's committees, each dealing with a specific arts discipline. These committees
constitute of experts and professionals, which in a small country like the Netherlands means by
fellow artists/colleagues of those whose applications are being judged. This illustrates the inti-
mate relation between the arts and the funding system. In an attempt to prevent 'in-crowding' at
least to some extent, CfC recently extended the number of commission members from 35 to 60
(Sorgdrager 2002,85). Nevertheless, to those outside the arts funding system it comes across as
a closed circuit. One effect is that the composition of boards of cultural institutions becomes
even more important in such an arts funding system, because particularly around the 4-year fun-
ding cycle board members mediate between the government and the artistic management of the
cultural institution (Tjeenk Willink 2002,80) Another effect may be that applicants can to an
extent anticipate the preferences of the experts of C fC and its committees, as they will be known
in a relatively small and closed arts circuit, which could result in a certain level of homogeni-
sation and impede a creative and innovative development of the arts (OC&W 2002a, 266). To
avoid these negative effects, OC&W tried to open up the conventional organisational structure
of the cultural sector by alluding to market mechanisms. Given the Labour Party affiliation of
the then secretary of state, the market ideology was not so much based on political principle but
used as a tool to achieve this.

CfC does not allocate funding itself, this remains the responsibility of OC&W. The
Specific Cultural Policy Act changed OC&W's previous annual funding cycle into a four-year
cycle and this can be understood as structural funding. Moreover, the Act provided the govern-
ment the option to direct specific budgets to local governments and to create Funds for all arts
disciplines (Council of Europe 1999, art. 5.1). These Funds allocate short-term funding for pro-
jects or one-off activities (OC&W  1998,  62) and tend to have several application rounds a year.
There are 13 Funds, the oldest  is the Literature  Fund  (1969) and the youngest  is the  Fund  for
Venue Programming and Marketing which was established in 2002. OC&W appoints the Funds'
board members, who are in charge of the quality judgement and the financial organisation. The

134
One body of representatives ofthe established cultural sector is Kunsten '92, which states on its website

indeed the aim to keep lines of communication short between the government and the public cultural
sector.
135

Applications for the 4-year funding scheme are submitted a year in advance by making use of the
applicationfbrmat designed by the secretary of state, which includes questions on how the applicants are
going to address the government's specific funding conditions for the period (OC&W  1998, 62). This
format has to be complemented by a 'policy plan' indicating the institution's artistic goals, its estimated
budget for the next period, and, if applicable, details of the performance over the previous period.  Once
funding is allocated, institutions have to provide an 'activity plan' stating how the policy plan will be
implemented in the year to come.
136 Although the secretary of state generally  follows the advise ofthe Council for Culture regarding the
individual funding applications, (s)he has the legal choice not to do so.
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funds can also call in expert advice if necessary and can set to a limited extent their own -
additional - targets, but the Funds are not supposed to be pro-active (pm3).

In the Netherlands, there is a relatively strong collaboration between the national government,
provinces and municipal authorities, and for the policy period 2005-08 an intensification of this
collaboration is announced (OC&W 2003.5). In principle, the state is responsible for the variety
and continuity in the performing arts of national interest, the provinces for the production and
equal distribution of culture on the provincial level, and the municipalities for maintaining the
venues and facilities and subsequently for the performances (OC&W  1998, 142). Figure 5.8  il-
lustrates this relation   for  the   1990s. In practice, however, these funding and responsibility
arrangements are often less clear-cut. The Figure shows furthermore that the regional (i.e. pro-
vincial) level is less pronounced in the Netherlands than in England, which may simply be due
to the countries' difference in size.

Figure 5.8 Average percentage of the total budget provided by the three Dutch governmental levels in the
1990s

National Provincial Local

Museums, historic buildings and sites, libraries, the creative and
performing arts, amateur arts, professional arts education, cultural                        30             10           60
facilities and multifunctional cultural facilities
Visual arts, design, architecture, film, language and literature, funding for             80              5           15
composers and choreographers
Source: OC&W 1998, 50-53.

Initially, the national government only organised co-financing in cultural covenants with the
cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam. and The Hague, but covenants now apply to all provinces in
which around 20 cities are directly represented. This illustrates again the shared responsibility of
the various administrative levels. 1n addition to what is agreed in the covenants, the provinces
and municipalities can design their own additional cultural policy.

At the local level, in the City of Rotterdam, the main actors in the arts policy and fun-
ding structure are the City Council's Department of Social and Cultural Affairs (CA) and the
Rotterdam Art Foundation (RKS). CA directly runs and strticturalli' funds 10 municipal services
such as the libraries, the Concert Hall, the City Theatre and the more established theatre and
dance companies, the Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, and allocates funding to around 50
foundations including  the  Local Cultural Services  (SKVR, see Appendix   lc)  and  RKS.  CA
issues a general policy statement once every four years and this local funding cycle coincides
with the national one. due to co-funding of certain arts organisations. CA has a supportive and
advisory role, it guides the decision making process and brings new  cultural policy forward to
the City Council and the funded cultural institutions for discussion, but cultural policy is nicide in
the cultural sector itself. Above all by RKS, whose task is besides policy making, the implemen-
tation and allocation of project and basic funding (e.g. towards gas/electricity bills of cultural
organisations). Recently, another City Council department got involved in culture: the Depart-
ment of Sport and Recreation, which runs Rotterdam's community centres and designed a plan to
transform these into Local Cultural Centres  (LCCs, see Appendix  lc).  This  is  one  of the rare
instances that cultural projects are initiated outside the cultural field in the Netherlands. and one
of the first times that a cultural budget is allocated to community centres.
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The governmental organisation of Rotterdam is decentralised  into 13 Borough  Coun-
cils. The central city functions as an umbrella in developing policy, facilitating and granting fi-
nancial means. Within the central policy framework, borough councils can design their own
cultural policy. The cultural budget on this level tends to be small, but additional funding can be
derived form RKS, national and private Funds, 137 and/or the European Union. Culture is often
not a priority of the Borough Councils, but some, often multicultural, boroughs such as Delfs-
haven or Noord are particularly active in the domain of culture. And it is at this sub-local level
that the link between cultural, social, economical, and regeneration issues is most clearly dis-
cernable in the Netherlands - even when it seems an aesthetic more than an English sociological
approach. 138 Furthermore Delfshaven employs the arts where and whenever they can support
developments towards social integration and a multicultural society, and enhance the quality of
public space and tourism (BCD 2001).

5.3.3 Legitimising diversity policy: participation and utilitarian justice
The question of how to incorporate cultural diversity made the government briefly flirt with the
idea of returning  to a particularistic organisation of society  (OC&W   1998,  38).  In   1998,  the
national government concluded. nevertheless, that it considered particularism no longer desi-
rable nor feasible. In accordance with minority policy, the reason for this was that 'circumstan-
ces today are entirely different  from one hundred years ago when the process of particularisation
first began, and as consequence, anything which has the government's special attention is quick-
ly labelled 'excuse art', accentuating rather than diminishing any position of disadvantage'
(OC&W  1998, 189). Nonetheless, the 1997-2000 cultural policy document outlined intercultura-
lity already as one of nine benchmarks (OC&W   1996)  and the 2001-04 policy document139

'Culture as confrontation' truly set cultural diversity on the national cultural agenda. This illus-
trates again the paradoxical coexistence of liberal and corporatist measures (see chapter 4).

Both documents justified policy changes by reference to the homogeneity of both cul-
tural consumption and production in the public cultural sector (OC&W 1999a, 4). Various natio-
nal statistics bodies provided the national government with figures indicating that even though
there is a higher level of cultural competence measured by the level of educational attainment
than ever before, cultural participation has not grown accordingly. The audiences for established
high cultural events thus remain white, higher-educated and middle-aged. It is feared that in due
time the established venues will  literally  "run out" of audiences i f nothing is done in the mean-
time  (pm 1). Moreover, statistics have shown that young people,   as  well as minority-ethnic
groups, prefer and indeed participate in other forms of culture than those funded by the govern-
ment (OC&W 2002a, 242; see also Rijpma et.al. 2000). The recognition of the fact that the

137 On the national level there are several private funds such as VSB-Fund. Prins Bernhard Fund and the
affiliated Anjer Fund. The latter two together spend annually between €1 1 m and €13m on about 3.500
projects. Besides providing short-term funding, they commission work and award prizes to a range of art
disciplines. VSB has developed a strong focus on cultural diversity over the last years, but also Stichting
Doen and the newly established Oranje-Fund support cultural diversity (OC&W 2002b, 4). Since the main
concern here is the public funding structure, these private funds will not be further discussed.
118 The Councillor for culture of the local borough Delfshaven explained how culture can be used to keep
streets liveable for those people who continue living there during regeneration, for instance through using
boarded-up houses or the partitions around construction sites as 'canvas' (pm8).
139 The others were strongly related to cultural education and the raising of quality standards in the modern
media.
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cultural domain is increasingly influenced by other cultures - an "Americanisation" of culture;
developments in mass culture with electronic media as a driving force; and as an effect of the
changed ethnic make-up of the Dutch population (OC&W 1999a, 7) - led  to the awareness that
too little of this cultural diversity is reflected in the programming of established cultural organi-
sations. Moreover, CfC (2002. 3) signalled that young artists and those from different cultural
backgrounds indeed seek out other and new locations for their artistic productions, where they          i
often attract young and diverse audiences.

Additionally, it is felt that the conventional arts-historical principles and criteria for the
quality judgements of art works may lose their meaning in these new cultural arenas. Also the
performance of established arts organisations themselves is critically questioned, both by the
secretary of state and CfC: 'The established cultural venues and institutions have done too little
to enhance participation by minority-ethnic groups. Minority-ethnic artists have too limited
access to the established institutions, and therefore get stuck. There are too few venues for non-
western cultural expressions and too few intermediaries matching supply and demand. Only re-
garding music festivals can one talk about a variety of performers and multicultural audiences'
(CfC 2000,26). This hints at a discourse on exclusion, which is also discernible in OC&W's
Media and Minorities Policy Proposal (OC&W 1999b).In these instances,  one  can  say  that  the

legitimisation of cultural diversity policy hints at a mixture of distributive and compensatory
justice. However, the account above illustrated that the main legitimisation of cultural policy
was and still is participation and cultural reach. These two concepts now encompass also cultural
diversity through the inclusion of goals such as stimulating cultural participation among non-
dominant groups and opening-up the cultural field to non-western art forms.

Furthermore, the legitimisation of diversity policy can be called utilitarian. As the
policy document's title 'Culture as confrontation' suggested, cultural activities were thought to
provide a 'meeting ground' where interaction could take place and societal groups could be
brought together to even out the lack of knowledge and awareness of and respect for one
another's culture - even if that would be confrontational. In a different way, utilitarian justice
has become the legitimisation for the policy period 2005-08. the current secretary of state em-
phasises the 'binding potential' of culture especially  in the domain of cultural heritage: 'Cultural
heritage  is the material basis  of our shared culture and history. ...Knowledge of our cultural
heritage contributes to a cultural self-awareness that is indispensable in a multicultural society.
In this added value to society lies the justification for supporting the arts and culture' (OC&W
2003,2). It is not clear yet to what extent cultural heritage includes the heritage of minority-
ethnic groups, but given the general political climate of the moment with its strong discourse on
assimilation, the arts are likely to turn from a "meeting ground" into an "integration ground".

Differently again, utilitarian justice was already clearly pronounced on the local level
where the support for cultural diversity policy was legitimised by reference to identity-building
and feelings of belonging: 'For people to feel "Rotterdammer", it is important to create space for
their cultural expressions in dance, music or the visual arts....1 hope that the money we are in-
vesting in minority-ethnic culture will strengthen their bond to the city and that a wider interest
in each others cultural expressions will grow' (Essed and De Graaff 2002,96; interview with a
city councillor). This process of'bonding' is also related to 'pride': both diversity and one's own
(non-dominant) culture were promoted as something to be proud of (pm8). This reflects the
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general idea at the time to approach diversity and minority-ethnic issues from a positive rather
than a negative perspective.

140

5.3.4 Cultural diversity policy: "quality and social cohesion"
At whom is diversity policy directed and what are the goals? For some time, cultural diversity
policy adopted the target groups of general minorities policies: Moluccans, residents from Suri-
namese and Antillean origin, labour migrants from recruitment countries and members of their
families (mainly Morocco and Turkey), Roma/Sinti and refugees. But in the cultural policy
period 2001-04, the targets groups are more generally formulated as young people and those
from a minority ethnic background.

With regard to the national policy goals,141 one can say that the three new priorities of
enhancing cultural diversity, reaching new audiences and cultural entrepreneurship, remained
secondary to quality criteria!42 (OC&W 2002, 260). The tools to achieve cultural diversity and
reach new audiences are cultural education, in schools and cultural organisations, and the Action
Plan Cultural Reach (APCR), which has the dual aim of making minority-ethnic artists and
groups aware of e.g. funding possibilities and making the conventional arts sector more sensitive
to the multicultural society. APCR exists oftwo parts: one has become integrated in the national
4-year funding cycle, the other - more important - part is a joint programme of national.
provincial and local governments based on a match-funding agreement. In this context, 30 local
governments   and 12 provinces designed a 4-year Cultural Reach programme addressing
local/regional specificities (OC&W 2002b, 16). Figure 5.9 below gives an overview.

What is new in cultural policy and its targets is the emphasis on confrontation between
cultural products and audiences, hence, the focus on the autonomous development of the arts is
broadened to incorporate cultural demand. For this purpose the Fund for Venue Programming
and Marketing was created which gives financial incentive to cultural institutions/venues to
bring (new) products and audiences together, especially when located in old city boroughs,
working-class areas, or anywhere where cultural facilities are scarce and deprivation abundant
(OC&W 19998, 41). Secondly, new is the prominent location of diversity in cultural policy and
the philosophy behind it: cultural policy should anticipate cultural developments in a way that it
does not only ask which norms and cultural artefacts should be safeguarded for the future, but
that it also creates real space for these new developments. Cultural policy should attempt to

bridge gaps between generations and to create understanding and appreciation between societal
groups and cultures, knowing that it may not always meet consensus. In these processes, CfC
emphasised that 'it is not the celebration of cultural diversity that is central, but that it is from

140 The outcome ofthe local elections in 2002 showed however that this idea of 'being proud of diversity'
was not shared by the general public.
141 Cultural diversity is also supported by International Cultural Policy. which aims at intensifying the
cultural relations with EU member states; Middle and Eastern Europe; USA, Canada and Japan: Turkey,
Morocco, Surinam: South-Africa and Indonesia; and Dutch Antilles and Aruba (OC&W 1999c, 6/7). For
this purpose, the position ofCultural Affairs in several Dutch Embassies will be strengthened. However,
those in the countries of origin of the main Dutch minority groups are not among those listed ( ibid.  12).
142 The secretary of state valued the artistic and the political criteria equally important. Both CfC and
Parliament objected and saw to it that the artistic-quality criteria were prioritised again (Sorgdrager 2002,
84). The main argument was that the political priorities would meddle with the Councils task of giving
advice on the artistic content and quality of the applications for the 4-year funding cycle.
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difference that we should seek for what holds us together' (2000,32). This comes close to what
was described as lived citizenship in chapter 2.

Figure 5.9 Dutch national policy targets 2001-2004
Overall targets'
1. Quality 2. cultural diversity 3. new audiences 4. cultural entrepreneurship

(Council of Europe 1999, art. 4)
Areas of action: (OC&W 1999d, 16-19)

1 Create space for young artists and those of minority-ethnic backgrounds through prioritising first-
time applicants and multicultural initiatives in the allocation of public funding - also in the Funds

2.    Change the government's role to pro-active policy through culture scouts and ambassadors,
collaboration with local governments, crossing of boundaries between arts disciplines, professional
and amateur art, and between high and low culture

3. Make better use of public cultural organisations and above all venues through: more diverse
programming and building links between the dominant and non-dominant cultural circuits

4.     Cultural heritage: archiving cultural heritage (also of migrant groups) and make it accessible
5. Build skills of potential practitioners and audiences through cultural education in schools and

cultural organisations and enhance access of non-dominant groups to centres for amateur art and
Public Cultural Services

6.     Stir-up the established cultural sector: have them design plans to reach new audiences, diversify
staff etc.

7. Increase access to cultural boards, councils, advisory committees etc.

Translated in to national APCR targets: (OC&W 1999a, 47)
1. Cultural heritage (make existing collection more accessible, renew and digitalise the collection)
2.      Culture in planning (architectural policies, art in public space, development of cultural clusters etc.)
3. Young people (cultural education)
4. Enhance programming (improve use of venues, esp. in local boroughs, Programming Fund, more

market orientation)
5. Cultural diversity - specific targets:

a. Creating space for the cultures of non-dominant population groups
without understanding these cultures as static

b.      The use of venues, museums and other cultural institutions must be
maximised to advance the encounter of cultures through culturally
diverse programming

c.      The access of different population groups to cultural institutions,
companies, advisory boards and cultural funding bodies must be
enhanced

Translated in to local APCR targets: (OC&W/IPO/\/NG 2003)
1. Cultural reach
2.    Culture and school
3.    Visual art and design

Thirdly. new is the more active approach to audience development than in the past. The policy
document stated that cultural diversity and diverse audiences have to be actively traced, organi-
sed and coached (OC&W 2002b, 13).143 Finally, new is the suggestion to critically examine esta-
blished cultural procedures, products and institutions in terms of their accessibility for compa-
nies and audiences other than the established ones. This implies dissolving -at least to some

143 For these purposes three organisations were created: Atana focuses on enhancing diversity on boards of
cultural organisations; Netwerk CS on diversity of staff, programming and audiences of cultural
organisations: and Phenix Foundation (see Appendix  lc) on supporting individual artists.
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extent- the tight link between funding bodies and the representatives of the established cultural
and it implies acknowledging that exclusionary mechanisms may operate in the cultural field.
With the shift away from explicit target group policies it remains to be seen to what extent these
developments will be consolidated, although the current secretary of state does recognise the
need to engage citizens of different cultural and ethnic backgrounds in the arts (OC&W 2003,
4).

The provincial level, as Figure 5.8 illustrated, plays a minor role in cultural policy/
funding in the Netherlands, but its influence has grown as a result of the APRC. The Province of
Zuid-Holland, in which Rotterdam is located, employs a general diversity policy which is the

144outcome of the merger between minority policy and emancipation policy (Kievid 2001, 26).
Provincial cultural policy reflects policies already in place in Rotterdam as well as the shift in
national minority policy from categorising people by their 'problem' to connecting to people's
everyday life experiences and the chances they see for improvement (Essed and De Graaff 2002,
93). The provincial APCR focuses on strengthening the cultural infrastructure and building net-

works (OC&W/IPO/VNG 2003, 101).
145

At the level ofthe city of Rotterdam, attention to cultural diversity dates back to at least
the early 1990s.  In  1997,  RKS  published a specific document "Multicultural Cultural Policy"  of
which Figure 5.10 indicates the main priorities. RKS, in its policy advice to the City Council for
the coming policy period, states that the three priorities should remain the same and argues for a
structural allocation  of part  of the  cultural budget  to  these priorities  (RKS  2003,  1/5).  Further-
more, 14 APCR projects were set up (see Appendix tc pm6), in which already existing develop-
ments towards diversity are intensified and new methods of work and modes of thought are ex-
plored.

Figure 5.10 Main goals and target groups of multicultural policy in Rotterdam
General focus:
- Pluralism: western and other cultural traditions should not be treated differently

Priorities.
-   Arts and culture for and by young people
-   Arts and culture for and by minority-ethnic groups *
-   To spread ar'ts and culture to the local boroughs - by mainstreaming already diversity non-central venues
Source: RKS 2001, 3.
*  The minority-ethnic addressed by this policy are the 5 largest ethnic groups in Rotterdam: citizens from

Surinamese, Turkish, Moroccan, Antillean and Cape Verdean backgrounds.

With pluralism, RKS addresses the (autonomous) arts as well as the cultural heritage from both
western and non-western cultural traditions. in this sense, RKS expresses awareness that, in a
multicultural society, several developments (as outlined in chapter 2) take place simultaneously:
there are those who are influenced by other traditions than their own and there are those who
tend towards the preservation of their cultural traditions (pm6). Moreover, not all publicly fun-
ded institutions have to diversify, but each cultural discipline in its totality should entail diversi-
ty (pm6). This notion is further detailed in RKS' vision for 2005-08, which suggests differentia-

144 The €2.7m for minority and emancipation policy is now allocated towards cultural diversity.
145 The target of Cultural Reach is translated into practice by an X-Change project on world music and  pop
music for young people and a cultural heritage project.
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ted targets for cultural venues/ expressions/practitioners working either towards 'continuity, in-
novation or tradition' (2003,13).

Cultural diversity featured also among CA's general cultural policy statements in the
1990s. in addition to cultural education, youth and amateur culture, European collaboration and
internationalisation,  and the development of Rotterdam  into a 'Festival  City'  (GR  1998).  On  the
basis of these targets, tasks are set in the funding agreements between CA and the public cultural
services. Furthermore, CA claims it pressures its Services to acknowledge diversity in applica-

tion procedures, in line with Rotterdam City Council's diversity policy regarding personnel and
application procedures, but this kind of legislation does not apply to the CA-funded foundations
(pm4/pm7). The main promoter of diversity issues in the City Council was however the Multi-
Coloured City Programme146  (MCCP, see Appendix  lc).  MCCP saw chances for change  espe-
cially in the field of innovation, positive representation and attitudinal change (Essed and De
Graaff 2002,96). The current city council generally follows the cultural policy targets of the
previous period, but phrases them differently. For instance, diversity targets are no longer linked
to specific target groups, but the young and diverse population is still recognised as in need of
cultural policy attention (GR 2003). However, the Council's actions so far seem to contradict its
policy.

147

Note. however, that neither on the national nor on the local level has cultural diversity
policy been uncontested. Nationally, the established cultural sector ridiculed the 2001-04 policy
by summarising it as 'getting more young people and minority-ethnic groups to the theatre'
(pm 1 ), thus deliberately ignoring the full implications of cultural diversity for the cultural field
and rejecting the socio-political approach to the arts. The sector maintained that it should be
avoided at all costs that cultural policy becomes a kind of welfare policy and that quality stan-
dards would drop (see for a discussion of this debate Trienekens  1999). This illustrates again the
strong national emphasis on quality criteria which supersede all other goals for the arts. Also
locally, there has been a fierce discussion on whether to stick with the autonomous develop-
ments of the arts or to expand its socio-political use and some RKS staff members believe that
the current approach is too socio-political or socio-cultural (pm6).

5.3.5 The location of diversity in the institutional structure
Central to this section is the inquiry into where in the institutional structure cultural diversity
becomes embedded: the department it is part of, the number of people responsible for diversity
issues and the diversity of the staff itself. In order to evaluate the percentages below, recall from
chapter 4 that minority-ethnic groups make up 10 percent of the total population of the Nether-
lands and almost 36 percent of the City of Rotterdam (CBS 2001,  17).

On the national level, diversity among staff at OC&W is less than average, particularly
the higher echelons are occupied solely by white middle-aged men. Members of CfC and its148

146 Note that this describes the period until the local elections in March 2002, the new City Council decided
to dissolve MCCP after its four years of funding came to an end - this has since happened.
147 Reference here is not only made to cuts in the arts budget, but also to ending the support for the Phenix
Foundation (even though the Council expressed itself in favour of supporting individual artists) and
threatening Odeon with closure (see chapter 7).
148 This holds true  for the public arts sector in general. A research project of the Department of Gender,
Culture and Management, University of Amsterdam, indicated that there are significantly less women  in
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advisory committees are selected on the basis of their artistic expertise and societal representa-
tion in terms of gender, origin, region or place of residence. In 2002, CfC estimated that around
5 out of 60 (8 percent) members were of a non-dominant background and they belonged pre-
dominantly to the committee "Intercultural" (pml). Also in CfC's advice to the secretary of state
for the period 2001-04, diversity appeared almost exclusively in the sub-section "Intercultural"
of the section "Supra-Sectoral Arts" (combined arts), rather than as an integrated part of each
discipline. In CfC's latest policy advise per discipline, this section has disappeared, and in its
general advice, diversity is located under the heading of'Mondialisation, Internationalisation and
Cultural Diversity' (CfC 2003,4).

At the local level, CA specifically assigned some of its funded institutions the task to
cater for the Rotterdam population of non-dominant backgrounds (Theatre Zuidplein). Other in-
stitutions have kept their conventional task and continue in the classical Western cultural
tradition. In terms of diversity of staff, the Act 'Wet Samen indicates that at least 17 percent

,149

of staff in public services should be of different cultural backgrounds in Greater Rotterdam
(Rijnmond).  In 2002, the diversity of the workforce averaged 19 percent, but it was concentrated
in the lower ranks of the organisational structure (pm7) and there was not a single minority-
ethnic headed Department or Municipal Service (Essed and De Graaff 2002, 128). Moreover, all
those in the 200 highest-paid council jobs are white (pm7). Also CA's staff is entirely white and
three job vacancies in 2000 were not used to redress the balance (pm4). Borough Councils tend
to be more diverse, particularly those in multicultural areas. For example, the councillor for
Planning and Culture in Delfshaven is indeed from a non-dominant background, since this is the
only management position this means 100 percent diversity at this level.

Although RKS receives regular critique from various minority-ethnic groups (pm6),
around a quarter of its board  and 18 percent  of its total personnel  is  of a non-dominant back-
ground (RKS 2001, 46/8). This makes the RKS the most diverse organisation in the local arts
funding system. Nonetheless, diversity is above all the responsibility of two officers 'Multicul-
ture' and the Culture Scout, who are the only three staff members of a non-dominant background
at that level ofthe organisation.

In publicly funded cultural institutions, the number of individuals responsible for diver-
sity targets and the diversity of staff correlate strongly with the main task of the organisation or
the job (pm8): organisations and venues already dealing with diversity, e.g. Ha14 or Odeon, have
a diverse staff. The established cultural field can be said to be predominantly white, especially
among senior staff and boards. A clear example is Prinses Theater, a local mainstream white
theatre, which employs an externaj organisation, Dunya, for the organisation of its culturally di-
verse programming (6 to 8 nights a month). No information of this diverse programming can be
found in the venue itself or in its programme leaf'let. The 'whiteness' of established venues is also
recognised by RKS, which points out in relation to the music programming of these venues that
they leave to many possibilities unexplored to satisfy the demand of the large non-dominant
population in Rotterdam. Also regarding the theatre programming of established venues, RKS
maintains that this barely reflects the young and/or minority-ethnic artistic talents or only within
the confinement of a specific programme such as a Youth Theatre Festival or the Moroccan and
Turkish Culture Specials in Zuidplein (RKS 2003,20).

managerial functions in arts organisations than men: on average 32 % is female, and in large cultural
organisations this average is even lower (De Volkskrant  17-01-02).
149 This Act has recently been abolished by the current national government.
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Influence from outside the established cultural sector in the form of consultation is limi-
ted to the funded part of the cultural field at OC&W. CfC mainly gathers information on the
basis of (personal) networks of its members and has regular meetings with already funded cul-
tural organisations, but its commission members (or appointed 'visitors') also receive a budget
for explorations outside the public cultural field. Locally, the consultation process is more exten-
sive and open to non-dominant groups. Since both the City Council and MCCP focused on crea-
ting a bond between non-dominant groups and the city, MCCP actively consulted groups outs ide
the established local governmental networks such as voluntary and minority-ethnic self-organi-
sations, sports clubs, organisers of social-cultural activities and so on. Also RKS enhanced its
collaboration with non-established cultural organisations. For instance, one officer 'Multiculture'
made an inventory of culturally diverse local party centres and community centres and informed
these venues about RKS' funding opportunities (see Pires 2001).

As in the English case, the examples provided here should be read as a general indica-
tion of the location of diversity in the arts system, rather than as an exhaustive or complete
picture. But here too, it seems safe to conclude that diversity remains external to the manage-
ment level of the arts funding system and the established cultural venues (except for the RKS).
Among these organisations, diversity remains external to the "core business" and is headed un-
der specific policies ("Intercultural") or separate programmes (Prinses Theatre). Diversity thus
becomes something of non-dominant groups rather than part of the structure or the philosophy of
the established organisation itself.  Moreover. an 'ethnicisation  of jobs'  also characterises the
Dutch case.

5.3.6 The allocation of public funding
This section traces the location of diversity in cultural budgets on the various governmental
levels, see Figure 5.12 for a schematic overview. In the 2001-04 policy period, the share of the

150national budget spent  on  the  arts  rose  from  0.6  to 0.8 percent  (pin 1). Figure 5.11 indicates
how the national arts budget benefits the various cultural sectors.In accordance with the largest
share of this budget for media, also the highest national APCR grant was allocated to media:

Organisation for Minority-Ethnic Broadcasting (Omroep Allochtonen).

Figure 5.11 Allocation of the Dutch national budget towards different cultural sectors

Cultural heritage: museums, historic buildings and sites, archaeology, and archives : between 10 and 15 %

Libraries and media: broadcasting, printed media, language and literature, and : between 60 and 70 %
libraries

The arts: visual arts, design, architecture, film, performing arts, amateur art and : around 20 %
arts education
Source: Council of Europe 1999, art. 3,2, and art. 6.4 for budget information

In 2001-04, the total amount spent on the arts by OC&Wls' was€ 1,124m, which on a population
of around  15.8m is almost €74 per head.  in this policy period, €26 lm'52 (almost €14/head) was

150 The current government. however. already announced to cut the arts budget by €1.2m in 2004 and with
€19m from 2005 onwards (OC&W 2003,2).
151 In both countries. funding for arts comes also from inter-ministerial co-operation. In the Netherlands
e.g. with the Dept. of Housing, Planning and the Environment ( 1.5% of the building costs of public
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allocated through the 4-year cycle towards cultural institutions and €74m (less than €5/head)
was reserved for the Funds. Figures are not available for all Funds, but it can be estimated that
around  11  percent of their budgets was directed towards cultural diversity  in  2001  (OC&W
2002b, 10).1 53

Since it was the first policy period to put diversity high on the national cultural agenda,
it should not come as a surprise that diversity still occupies a marginal position within the total
arts budget. Cfr gave a positive funding advice for 422 organisations, including  168 new or first
-time applicants (CfC 2000,43). Of the new applicants, 34 were culturally diverse organisations/
companies,  as  opposed  to  15  in  the  previous  policy  period. A total number of 59 culturally
diverse organisations received funding which amounted to 3.3 percent of the total budget. 154

Table 1 of Appendix 3b gives details of the allocation of OC&W grants per arts disci-
pline. It shows that of the music budget 47 percent is allocated to eleven orchestras and 72 per-
cent of the sub-section "music theatre" is received by one organisation, the Dutch Opera. The
discipline dance does not hold a single diverse organisation, but besides classical ballet there is
more room for contemporary or modern dance than in the English case. Of the theatre budget, 60
percent is allocated to ten organisations, nine of which represent the Dutch/Western theatre
tradition. Less extremely so than in England, it also holds true for the Dutch national level that
those categories with a larger number of culturally diverse organisations receive on average
lower budgets.

As mentioned, the main part of the APCR was to take shape in collaboration with the
provincial and local governments, and indeed, in their programmes 40 percent of the projects
dealt with cultural diversity which equalled 29 percent of the budget for cultural reach (OC&W
2002b, 17). Table 2 of Appendix 3b, indicates that the Province of Zuid-Holland allocated  11
percent of its total budget for culture on APCR targets. Overall, not counting the major cities of
the province which operate their own APCR projects, Zuid-Holland spent almost €17/head of its
population.

buildings is to commission an art work), the Dept. of Economic Affairs (cultural events that promote export
and tourism) and the Dept. of Foreign Affairs (international cultural relations, UNESCO, the Council of
Europe) (OC&W  1998,64). In  1999, this added €44m to the arts budget (OC&W  1999c,  16). In England.
this concerns the Ministry of Defence, Dept. for Education and Employment. DTI, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, Dept. ofthe Environment, Transport and the Regions, and Dept of Health who
together added £23Om (€33Om) to the arts budget in 1998/99 (Dunlop and Selwood 2001,51). These
figures will not be considered in the rest of this study, due to a lack of insight in the individual decision
making procedures and the diversity ofthe people involved.
152 Calculations in this section are based on OC&W 2000a, 22-43.
15' Oc&W indicates that 8 %  of the organisations funded by the Fund for Literature in 2001 were diverse.
Also.  15% of the total budget of the Mondriaan Foundation (visual art fund) and  10% of the total budget of
the Fund for Amateur and Performing Arts was directed towards cultural diversity. Although lacking
budget figures for the  Fund for Literature, an estimated average of 1 1% for diversity seems reasonable and
is taken as the average of all Funds.
154 OC&W (2002b, 6) claims 62 diverse organisation were funded with a total of€ 13.6m, which is 5% of
the total budget for cultural organisations. The figures here are drawn from OC&W 2000a, p.22-43, in
which 3 diverse organisations were not listed. Moreover, on the national level, a little over €15m was spent
through APRC, which is 7.2 percent of the total budget for cultural organisations. This indicates that more
than half of the APCR budget was allocated to established (non-diverse) organisations.
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At the local level,  in  1997, the City Council reallocated its general budget to allow an
155extra impulse to the  arts  of € 2.3m, which was mainly spent  on the strengthening of produc-

tion in dance, theatre, film, literature and new music. Additionally, €0.4m was reserved for edu-
cational and multicultural activities.  In 2001, of all governmental levels, the City Council spent
the largest amount per head of the population on the arts, i.e. €200:56 but directed a far lower
percentage of its total budget towards cultural diversity than the 36 percent of Rotterdam's popu-
lation of non-western background (see table 3, Appendix 3b). The reverse is the case for RKS,
which spent a little under €5 per head of the population on grants for the arts, but allocated 38
percent of its total budget to its priorities (see table 4, Appendix 3b).157 As mentioned above,
Borough Councils tend to have small budgets for culture but some focus strongly on cultural
diversity: for example, Delfshaven spent €45k on cultural initiatives in 2001 (€0.60/head) of
which 43 percent was allocated to culturally diverse initiatives.

In short, those funding bodies with a higher percentage of their budget spent on diver-
sity tend to have the smallest budgets at their disposal (RKS and Delfshaven) and therefore cul-
turally diverse organisations or initiatives receive on average smaller (project) grants. In this res-
pect, one can wonder about their impact on the cultural field of the City of Rotterdam given that
the lion's share of the arts funding is allocated through the City Council (CA), which is far less
diverse.

5.3.7 The corporatist model summarised
Figure 5.12 summarises the public organisation of the cultural field, the allocation of public
funding, and location of cultural diversity in the arts funding system. It shows us that, as in the
English case, cultural diversity is least represented in the national arts budget. Keeping in mind
the difference in size of the two countries, a comparison of figure 5.7 and   5.12 in absolute num-
bers illustrates the difference in public expenditure on the arts between a liberal state, character-
ised by a "lean government", and a corporatist state which is characterised by more intelventions
as well as larger budgets. Furthermore, corporatist regimes are characterised by a high level of
centralisation and state-led public interventions. The Dutch case can indeed be characterised as
such with regard to the strong influence of national policy directives on the provincial and local
levels, as indicated by the higher overall percentage of the budgets allocated towards diversity
on all governmental levels in comparison to the English case. Through this centrality of cultural
policy directives (mainly the APCR) the relation between the diversity on boards, management
levels or among advisors of the arts funding system and the percentage of the budget directed at
cultural diversity seems less pronounced in the Netherlands. It may be less pronounced, but the
comparison between OC&W or CA and Delfshaven or RKS learns that such relation does
however exists. The corporatist centrality is however not reflected in the amount spend on the
arts per head of the population, because  it is the local level (CA) which relatively spends much
more on the arts than any other governmental level.

155 Many of the Dutch figures were in guilders, the exchange rate used is €l - Fl. 2.20
156 This high expenditure on the arts per head of the population can be seen as typical for Rotterdam. As the
country's second city it has been competing with Amsterdam by enhancing its level of cultural facilities and
activities. Amsterdam receives a larger budget from the national government (larger cultural heritage to
take care of and larger population), the City of Rotterdam "compensates"  its own cultural infrastructure.
157 Keep in mind though that not the entire 38% benefited minority-ethnic groups, because the priority area
was set in broader terms: young people, minority-ethnic groups and local boroughs.
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Figure 5.12 The Dutch arts funding system and grants budgets for 2000-02. Funding per head/ population;
the percentage of the budgets allocated towards cultural diversity; and diversity in higher
organisational echelons

MinOC&W / CfC Total
Provincial and Province of
Local APCR Zuid-Holland

4-year cycle          1              1
2001-04                     1                          1                      Rotterdam City Council

1 1    1       1         1        1     1      1
I v           v                  1                        1                    1         €4.8m**          1

Org. Funds         1               1            1        1      Borough
1 1     1        1           1 CA RKS Council

1 1 1 1 Delfshaven
V         V         V              V                  V               V          V           V

€1,124m €216m €74m n.a.1 €32m €119m €3m €45k
*

€ 73.70* €13.67 €4.66 n.a. €16.75 €200 €4.84 €0.60

per head of the population relevant to the governmental level mentioned

n.a. 3.3% 11% 29 % 11% 12% 38% 43%
of total budget allocated towards cultural diversity
OC&W CfC
0% (M) 8% (A) n.a. n.a. n.a. 0% (M) 25% (B) 100% (M)

diversity on boards of organisations (B) - at management level (M) - at advisory level (A)
* (computer data for 2000, provided by OC&W): ** (RKS 2001 Jaarrekening, 12),
'  n.a.= information not available.

5.4 The liberal and corporatist models compared
This concluding section returns to the main question in this chapter: How is the public cultural
field organised in England and the Netherlands and how does it adapt to diversity? The first part
of this question is examined on the basis of the four main contrasting characteristics of the libe-
ral  and the corporatist model as outlined in chapter  3: the individual versus group/sector as  the
unit of incorporation; (de)centralisation; market-orientation and economic motivations for public
intervention versus state-led public intervention; and a broad versus a specific definition of cul-
ture.

That in a liberal model the individual is the unit of incorporation was shown in the
English case by in the invitation of citizens/consumers to AC committees and panels rather than
representatives  from high culture during the 1980s  and  by the absence of group-specific  pro-
grammes on the national level until the mid  1990s when Labour came back into power. On the
contrary, the Dutch corporatist regime is characterised by an extensive system of consultation
with groups or sectors. On the national level they tend to represent the established cultural field,
the consultation practice is not (yet) extended to non-dominant cultural sector. In compliance
with a corporatist model, cultural sector-representatives and other interest groups orient themsel-
ves in cultural (policy) debates towards the state and, therefore, debates tend to be concentrated
in the run-up to a new 4-year funding cycle. On the Dutch local level, consultation includes a

broader range of interest groups, including minority ethnic groups. Although (cultural) policies
in the Netherlands often contain group-specific measures, under liberal governmental coalitions
(like the current one) they tend to be rejected.
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In connection to the decentralised liberal system, the responsibility for group-specific
measures in England is devolved to local authorities or the voluntary sector. It was shown that
the voluntary sector indeed allocates the largest percentage of its budget to cultural diversity. In
the public cultural sector it is particularly the regional level that stands out rather than the local
level. Moreover, a liberal regime tends to have a weak central authority, a loosely organised
state apparatus and a decentralised decision making process. This characterisation is underscored
by the fact that the local authorities in Manchester City still spend the highest amount of public
funding for the arts per head of the population. However, to some extent a re-centralisation
process  can be discerned  from  the mid 1990s onwards  when the Labour government started  to
issue national policy directives (CDAP and Local Cultural Strategy: see DCMS 1999b) and the
arts funding system reorganised its national and regional offices into one. Finally a liberal state
tends to be 'lean', which was illustrated by the fact that all governmental levels in England spend
less on the arts in absolute numbers even though the size of its population is three times as large
than that of the Netherlands. Although there have been initiatives to decentralise political power
in the cultural field in the Netherlands from the 19806 onwards, the in fluence of the national go-
vernment remains unrelentingly high. This was illustrated by the strong collaboration between
the national, provincial and local governments and by the APCR and its national directives for
the local and regional implementation. Herman Tjeenk Willink (2002, 81) also maintains that in
the  last 15 years, in contrast to other public sectors, state intervention  in the arts has increased
rather than decreased. In this respect, the Netherlands remain centralised with top-down (cultu-
ral) policies for the incorporation o f minority-ethnic groups, but not in financial terms. The local
level stands out with the amount spent on the arts per head of the population (€200)

The third difference between liberal and corporatist models is the role of the market.
During the Thatcher era, particularly, a "market philosophy" hit the arts in England. This era can
be summarised as "dethroning of the arts". With the exception of cultural heritage and a few
prestigious national art companies, the arts sector increasingly faced market forces due to dras-
tically diminished public arts funding. The legacy can be traced nowadays: a) the public arts
sector is strongly aware of marketing strategies; b) there is a strong emphasis on efficiency in the
arts system; c) cultural policy is directed at the enhancement of skills, career opportunities and
management needs of individual artists, as retlected in the many trainee schemes: and d) there is
not only a public arts domain but also a functioning cultural industries, which provides a real al-
ternative to the public arts infrastructure. In the Netherlands, on the contrary, market corrections
meant public interventions in the arts to guarantee a broad range of cultural disciplines and a
geographical spread. But since  the mid 199Os, the national government started to emphasise
market mechanisms in the arts and, consequently, cultural venues became more dependent on
box office income or alternative ways of funding and had to incorporate a demand orientation
and marketing strategies. However, the clear separation of the professional arts from any politi-
cal or ideological influences, and the reliance on cultural education to stimulate cultural partici-
pation, prevented the development towards a more economic or sociological approach to the arts
in the Netherlands.

The different role of the market has also influenced the definition of culture as applied
in both countries. Chapter 6 further explores the definitions of the arts and culture. here it
suffices to conclude that the English case operates a sociological model and that the English cul-
tural sector has roughly four sub-sectors: cultural heritage, the arts, cultural industries and com-
munity arts. The latter two sub-sectors are often employed, in a rather practical manner, for
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social and physical goals in for instance urban renewal or economic regeneration projects. Con-
sequently, funding for community arts or cultural diversity projects is not only derived from the
arts funding system, but also from social regeneration budgets, health authorities and so on. In
the Netherlands. the national focus has predominantly been on specdic culture and the professio-
nal arts, which should be autonomous in their development and funded on the basis of artistic
excellence (quality criteria) and not meddled by social, political or other agendas. Since
professional cultural production was organised on the national level, the particularistic groups
and later the local authorities took care of more recreational and amateur forms o f culture. This
model prevented the development of a broad or sociological approach to the arts. Only recently
was the definition of culture somewhat broadened and a hesitant recognition for community arts
and for the arts as a means to achieve non-cultural goals can be discerned. But so far this seems
focused on enhancing social cohesion rather than, for example, urban regeneration.

Enhancing social cohesion is also one of the main legitimisations of interventions in the
arts on the various governmental levels in the Netherlands (utilitarian justice). But the main legi-
timisation is the stimulation of cultural participation, that was the justification for the particu-
laristic organisation of the cultural field and has been ever since. The paradox is that the govern-
ment's dual focus on quality and participation is at times mutually exclusive: what expert com-
mittees understand as innovative and of high quality are not necessarily performances that draw
in wide audiences. In a liberal state, public interventions in the arts are only justifiable when it
concerns art in the general interest and when it provides equal accessibility and equality of
opportunities for all citizens. Connected to this is the taxpayer-rhetoric: everyone has the right to
see something in return for their taxes paid. But the main difference between the two coun-tries
is that compensatory justice is more pronounced in England due to the more politicised his-tory
of immigration and integration of minority-ethnic groups.

1n short, England under Labour has become slightly less liberal in terms of a re-centra-

lisation of public interventions, partly entailing group-specific programmes, and an increase in
public funding for the arts. It has nevertheless remained liberal in its market orientation, in the
strong role of regional and local authorities and the voluntary sector. The Netherlands have
become less corporatist than the model suggest: a) the particularistic organisation of society is
less pronounced than in the past; b) particularism is rejected as a model to incorporate minority-
ethnic groups in the cultural sphere; and c) welfare-state interventions are diminishing in all
areas of public li fe including the arts, which leads to an increased market-orientation in cultural
institutions and venues. Given additionally that the definition of culture is broadening and that a
more sociological approach to the arts is slowly developing locally, it can be concluded that the
Netherlands are at a crossroads not only with respect to general minority policies, but also to the
arts: new ways of accommodating diversity are sought but not yet found, traces of the particu-
laristic model are still visible and new, more liberal approaches are being announced. None-
theless, quality criteria remain their monopoly in the arts and denominational or ideological lines
can still be traced in broadcasting media (OC&W 2002,264).

The second part of this chapter's central question concerns the way in which the two incorpora-
tion regimes have accommodated diversity, that is, the extent to which adaptations have

occurred in the cultural sector in the two countries. Whereas in the organisation of the cultural
field the differences between the countries were striking, here the similarities abound.
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In both countries, adaptations have been made predominantly in terms of policy goals
and the introduction of schemes, projects and programmes to enhance cultural diversity in the
public arts, at times supplemented with the creation of new public cultural institutions. Nonethe-
less, sections 5 and 6 for both countries showed that the adaptations towards cultural diversity
have not had a real effect on the percentages of the budget allocated towards diversity or on the

diversity of management levels and boards in the national arts funding system. The conclusions
are summarised in Figure 5.13 (based on parts of figures 5.7 and 5.12). At this level, we can
speak of an exclusion of non-dominant groups from positions of authority, which is a form of
everyday racism.

Figure 5.13 Summary of diversity indicators used in figures 5.7 and 5.12
National National Regional Local Local Local
DCMS- ACE - 4year NWAB - City council of    AGMA - RKS Mcr voluntary
OC&W cycle Province of Mcr - Rdam sector - local

Zuid-Holland borough of
Delfshaven

Percentage of total budget allocated towards cultural diversity
UK                   0                        2.8                        14                         2                        9.7                        32
NL n.a. 3.3 (+11%             11                 12                38                 43

Funds)
Diversity in higher organisation echelons: boards (B) - management level (M) - advisory/steering group level
(A) - in %
UK 0 (M) 0.6 (B) 0 (B) 11 (A) 5 (B)                10                  n.a.

NL 0 (M) 8 (CfC - A) n.a. 0 (M) 25 (B) 100 (M)

This figure shows us at least another three things. First, strong central governmental directives,
when implemented in collaboration with the other governmental levels and when backed up with
funding (or match-funding as in the case of the Dutch APCR), can start to redress the balance.
But due to the recent introduction of national cultural diversity policy in the Netherlands, the
national level remains far below  the 10 percent  of the national population  from a non-dominant
background. Secondly, in both countries the local levels (and in England also the regional level)
have had cultural diversity on the agenda for a longer period of time, this may explain the higher
percentages of their budgets allocated to diversity. In England this may also be due to the decen-
tralised organisation of the liberal system.  In the Netherlands this may be a consequence of the
fact  that the local population  is  so  much more diverse  than  on the national level (36 versus  10
percent). Thirdly, a higher diversity at the local level  may have been the result of the correlation
between the diversity among the members of boards, management teams or advisors and the per-
centage of the budget allocated towards diversity. The RKS and Delfshaven are particularly
illustrative in this context.

Although one encounters more publicly funded culturally diverse initiatives at the local
and regional levels, they tend to be grouped in specific categories such as Participatory Arts or
Access in England or Multiculture in the Netherlands. Moreover, in both countries those govern-
mental levels with the highest percentages of their budget spend on cultural diversity generally
have the smallest cultural budgets and issue short term or project funding. Consequently, non-
dominant organisations receive on average less funding for a shorter period of time.
In established cultural organisations diversity remains marginal. In the 'white elephants' of
public culture the staff in the higher echelons is still predominantly white (and male): diverse
programming is limited to a one-off event or part of specific multicultural events; the implemen-
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tation of diversity goals (i f in place) is mostly the responsibility of a single person, who is often
also the only person from a minority-ethnic background in the organisation (i.e. the ethnicisation
ofjobs); and decision making and consultation involves mainly representatives from those orga-
nisations which are already publicly funded. Furthermore, in England many arts organisations
are relatively independent of their funding bodies because they derive their income from a
variety of public and private sources. This means that the impact of ministerial or arts council
policy will be felt mainly in terms of the level of financial support received rather than in pres-
sure to implement the policy directives.

In short, diversity lacks an intrinsic position in the organisational structure of the arts funding
system and of the established cultural venues or organisations. It certainly is not as automatic or
instinctive as "breathing" as the opening quote suggested it should be.
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'Citizenship is often thought to be about membership, belonging, rights and
obligations, ...marked out by abstract legal definitions as to who is to be  in-
cluded and excluded from the political community' and 'ctilture is usually
associated with a mix of public and private institutions including museums,
libraries, schools, cinemas and the media, while more specifically being con-
nected with the dialogical production of meaning and aesthetics through a
variety of practices. Linking the concepts of culture and citizenship is promo-
ting  a more inclusive society ...is about extending legal frameworks  and
questions of governance into the cultural sphere; linking the respect for mo-
dern popular cultures to wider political and economic questions; and about
taking the questions of rights and responsibilities beyond technocratic agen-
das of mainstream politics/media. That is, by understanding symbolic ex-
change and exclusion as central issites. and by taking who is in the power to
name and construct meaning and exert control over the flow of information
within contemporary societies  as one  of tile central structural divisions  today'

(Stevenson 2001,1: my emphasis)

6.1 Introduction
The concept of lived citizenship cannot be separated from the groups and cultural practices it
refers to, because these groups and practices are not neutral but represented and imagined in
different ways. To capture such representations and the symbolic exchange, and to acknowledge
who is in power to name and construct meaning and exert control over information (as the ope-
ning quote suggests), this chapter focuses on Soja's Secondspace. Secondspace is the representa-
tion of space or conceived space and deals with ideas about space and representations of human
spatiality in mental or cognitive forms that operate in the dominant part of society. This space is
tied 'to the relations of production and, especially, to the order or design that they im-pose.  Such
order is constituted via control over knowledge, signs, and codes: over the means of deciphering
spatial practice and hence over the production of spatial knowledge'  (Soja  1996,67).

Chapter 3 pointed out that Secondspace analysis in this study is applied to cultural
policies and discourse in public cultural institutions, which are understood as both 'producing
knowledge about cultural difference and the multicultural and authorising sets of practices de-
signed to meet or deal with such difference' (Lewis 2002,2). In this respect, policies exert power
and simultaneously reflect society's power relations, which determine the incorporation of non-
dominant cultural expressions in the public sphere. Moreover, representations are under-stood as
having a symbolic and a real effect. Consequently, through dominant representations and their
subsequent signifying practices, the interpretation and implementation of cultural policy can
easily result in yet another form of subordination of those already categorised 'minority' (ibid.).

The importance of a Secondspace analysis of the cultural field  is to acknowledge 'that
spatial knowledge is primarily produced through discursively devised representations of space'
(Soja   1996,   79; my emphasis). Consequently, by focusing on discourse  and the discursive
production  of representations,  Secondspace provides additional insight into the (marginal) loca-
tion of diversity. Furthermore, chapter 3 pointed out that there is a dialectical relation between
Firstspace and Secondspace: Secondspace representations are produced in the Firstspace structu-
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ral organisation of the cultural field, but vice versa, Secondspace representations (can) become
the very legitimisation of Firstspace structures and practices, because meaning as well as a
"regime of truth" are constructed through such representations. This dialectic between structures
and ideologies implies that (cultural) policies are the complex resultant of power relations as
well as of national ideologies, the size of the public budget, civil culture, the influence of interest

groups on policy making and so on.
Furthermore, recall that dominant representations do not develop and operate in a void

and are informed by historical and contemporary relations between dominant and non-dominant
groups and are embedded in a country's culture in terms of its beliefs and practices (Parekh
2000,142). This indicates that one can discern different Secondspace representations in different
European countries that operate within the overarching western/non-western dichotomy. More-
over, embedded in European (colonial) history, these dominant representations may lead to
Eurocentric, racist or other exclusionary practices that stem from "norm differences" between
dominant and non-dominant groups. In this sense, Secondspace analysis provides a practical tool
to focus not only theoretically on 'difference' but also to confront dominant cultural practices
with their possibly exclusionary or racist effects (hooks 19908). Consequently, when a Second-
space deconstruction of dominant representations is applied to the public cultural field it
unravels the dominant conceptions of western and non-western arts and culture and how they
shape this field. 158 Chapter 3 pointed  out  that the deconstruction of meaning  and the analysis  of
the workings of power through dominant representations is aimed at making visible/audible the
gaps and silences in these representations of non-dominant groups and their cultural practices.  A
Secondspace analysis thus assists in exposing these gaps/silences.

1n short, a Secondspace analysis sheds further light on the location of cultural diversity in the
western cultural field and it provides part of the explanation why cultural diversity targets seem
to get stuck in policy implementation processes. Therefore, the main question in this chapter is:
How are western and non-western art and culture represented in the dominant cultural field in
England and the Netherlands and how does this determine the location of diversity in the
respective cultural fields?

In order to answer this question, this chapter analyses for both countries: the general

representations of arts and culture (§6.2.1/6.3.1); representations of non-western arts and culture
(§6.2.2/6.3.2). representations of non-dominant cultural production (§6.2.3/6.3.3) and consump-
tion (§6.2.4/6.3.4); and, given these representations, what cultural diversity signifies in practice
(§6.2.5/6.3.5).

Note, however, that this chapter deals with images, discourses and representations that
can be traced in cultural policy documents and that are applied by some of those working in the
dominant cultural institutions. As such the images reflect only a "regime of truth" and not
"reality", they are outdated and in need of modification. Moreover, for reasons of clarity, the
images and representations are summed up in this chapter by their rudimentary construct, in
practice they may be more diffuse.

1'8 This chapter applies the binary terminology of western versus non-western in order to distinguish
between English respectively Dutch established cultural practices and those ofthe cultural policies' target
groups. In doing so, differences between e.g. ex-colonial and labour migrant groups disappear from the
discourse. This is by necessity because policy documents do not distinguish between these groups.
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6.2 Representations of art, culture and diversity in England
The following sections, when dealing with cultural diversity in England, draw mainly from two
policy documents. The first  and most important  one  is  a  1997 Arts Council of England Green
Paper called Landscape of Fact. The second report, Cultural Diversity Action  Plan  (ACE  1998),
is the practical outcome of the green paper and sets the terms for policy implementation for the
ACE and the RABs. Where instructive. illustrations from other governmental policy reports are
used. Furthermore, the information derived from policy documents is supplemented by interview
material. This is indicated by reference to the type of institution the interviewee represents, that
is. policy making body (pm), cultural venue (cv), or cultural organisation (org), followed by a
number which corresponds to Appendix  1 b where details of these organisations can be found.

6.2.1 Cultural heritage versus the sociological approach to the arts
It has become apparent in chapter 5 that England applies a broad definition of culture. This is the
outcome of the paradoxical convergence of Thatcher's mission to privatise and commercialise
the arts sector and the social movements' mission to generate respect for and acceptance of youth
culture, 'minority arts' and working class culture. Four cultural domains were discerned in the
previous chapter. One domain is the cirts. which refers to public autonomous art developments.
Secondly, there is the domain of cultural heritage. which is concerned with England's interna-
tional status and national identity. Whereas the arts suffered heavily during the Thatcher era, it
was the domain of cultural heritage that the Tory government supported and kept outside of mar-
ket forces. The third domain is that of the applied or commercial arts, also called the cul-litral
industries. Although this domain operates largely conform the market, it has increasingly been
subject to public interventions. The fourth domain is communitv arts, aimed at improving
people's deprived or disadvantaged positions. Furthermore, the previous chapter indicated that
England knows a certain "practical" use of the arts, e.g. the use of the arts in regeneration pro-
jects and the many arts employment schemes. The broad definition of culture and this practical
use of the arts were captured with the term the 'sociological' approach to the arts. The question
here is how these domains are represented in cultural policies and how the sociological approach
is reflected in these representations. The four domains are consecutively discussed, which co-
incides with a discussion of differences between the national and local levels.

Most policy reports do not present any clear description ofthe four domains in terms of
the  type  of art forms they contain. Instead the reports concentrate on the ./iinction culture  can
play in society. Nevertheless. it can be established by looking at the areas funded by ACE that
on the national level the arts encompass predominantly the performing arts, visual arts and lite-
rature. Central to this domain are excellence, quality and an autonomous development in the
arts, as one ACE report illustrated:

'Our funding programmes seek to support the highest artistic achievements' (ACE 2000,3).

Within the domain of the arts some space has been made for 'non-conventional' or 'non-high-
brow' culture, as illustrated by ACE Drama Department's attention to street art, non-text work,
physical work, mime and puppet theatre (pml).

Whereas ACE attends to the arts, DCMS' cultural domain is that of libraries, museums,
galleries, archives and the built and historic environment. This covers to a large extent the
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domain of cultural heritage and is endowed with the largest cultural budget in England (see
chapter 5 figure 5.7). DCMS allocates funding for instance towards the preservation of historic
sites and buildings, the British Museum, British Library, the royal parks and the Imperial War
Museum (DCMS 2001 a). However, the domain ofcultural heritage extends beyond such historic
sites and institutions to the autonomous arts supported by ACE. ACE spends the majority of its
budget on established cultural institutions such as the Royal Shakespeare Company. the English
National Ballet or the Royal Opera House (see Appendix 3a, table 2). That is, the domain of the
arts is dominated by institutions that build on the English cultural tradition and by companies
that can function as England's cultural ambassadors abroad. In other words, cultural practices
that have a symbolic function with regard to national identity and international prestige and
which convey a particular view of the past. Also John Solomos signals an unremitting and even
increasing role that 'a romantically sanitised version of the English/British past' plays in contem-
porary British cultural life, he discerns a 'boom in the conservation and heritage movement: the
re-evaluation of English landscape painting; educational reforms aimed at returning to "traditio-
nal standards" in English and History as core components of the curriculum' - a development
which 'tends towards a morbid celebration of England and Englishness from with blacks and
other minorities are systematically excluded' (Solomos 2001,204).

in addition to the arts and cultural heritage, the national arts funding system is con-
cerned with social inclusion and applies in this respect a sociological approach to the arts, i.e.
the arts as a means to achieve social or economic goals rather than to achieve innovation within
the arts. For instance,  ACE  (2001 b) references the 'importance of artistic endeavour to the  eco-
nomic, physical, social and spiritual well-being of the country'. Similarly, DCMS' Social Inclu-
sion Action Plan formulates it as follows:

'Culture, leisure, and the built environment play a full part in schemes designed to regenerate
deprived neighbourhoods -either overall or in respect to particular sectors such as crime; health;
education or employment' (2000,1)

For the implementation of such schemes DCMS seeks collaboration with governmental wel fare,
education, urban planning and regeneration units and/or sets up collaborative initiatives with
healthcare bodies, refugee communities or the criminal justice system as part of the aim to make
the  arts more accessible to all sections of society  (ACE  2001 b, 12-13). Through these partner-
ships and match-funding, it is the local public and private sector that actively deals with social
inclusion. in this sense, sociological aspects ofthe arts can be seen as being "outsourced".

The legitimisation to support the cultural industries is strongly related to the job possi-
bilities and the economic potential it generates. This is another way in which the sociological
approach takes shape in the cultural field in England. DCMS defines the industries as follows:

'We define the creative industries as those industries \vhich have their origin in individual crea-
tivity, skill and talent and which have a potential for wealth and job creation through the genera-
tion and exploitation of intellectual property. This includes advertising, architecture, the art and
antiques market, crafts, design, designer fashion, film and video, interactive leisure software,
music, the performing arts, publishing, software and computer games, television and radio'
(DCMS 2004).
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However, the national level also outsources its concerns with the creative industries, which thus
finds its practical support mainly at the regional and local level.

On the regional level with regard to arts and culture, NWAB (2001 a, 2) states that they aim to
work:

'across the spectrum: across all art forms. across the region and with a diverse range of people

and organisations'.

At Manchester's City Council they never ask "Is it art?" (pm6) and Manchester's Cultural Stra-
tegy defines culture as:

'Culture should be taken to include such activities as arts. sports, libraries, museums. heritage,
archaeology. archives, architecture, crafts, children's play. reading, parks, tourism, countryside
recreation.. design, food, fashion, entertainments, media, visiting attractions and other informal
leisure pursuits.  ' (MCC 2002.8).

Hence, it is thus essentially at the regional and even more so at the local level where the broad
definition of culture is effective in the public arts funding system. Furthermore, the local level is
obviously also the level where community arts takes place and where it is publicly funded. The
community arts sector often deals through the arts with urban regeneration, deprivation and
social inclusion  and it is the process that counts rather than the artistic achievements of the parti-
cipants. Community arts is perceived to be a broad field encompassing not only the various arts
disciplines, but:

'Everything is community arts! Eating, cooking, making a nice recipe as well as a local regene-
ration project in collaboration with an artist who makes mosaics with the community which will
go into the pavement and which will also be recorded in the Curry Quarter Guide. Together. in
my mind, this fits an arts project' (org27).

The strong local relation between culture and community arts and regeneration projects locates
culture almost entirely in the "communities", which seems to signify a further difference in
representations of art and culture.  As one interviewee described it:

'Like this Japanese girl who won the Turner Prize, you couldn't tell from her work where she
would be from. 1 think the diITerence between art and culture is the difference between individu-
als and communities. Because art is an individual expression and experience, both as an artist and
as a member of the audience..' (org20).

In short, one can say that the more local. the broader the definition of culwre becomes. The
national level continues to cater for excellence and high quality standards in "the arts" and for
cultural heritage, which function both as a signifier of English national culture and identity in a
manner which excludes other cultural traditions. The sociological approach is either located out-
side the national arts sector (outsourcing) or is devolved to the local level. This is further under-
lined by the fact that especially at the national level the broad definition of culture has not gone
uncontested. There has been a debate on the "dumbing-down of culture" in which some have
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pleaded for the arts to remain elitist. Hence, it is the local level where, besides the arts and cultu-
ral heritage, the cultural industries and community arts are supported and where a broad defini-
tion of culture is translated into policy practice. At this level. the definitions of culture, the cultu-
ral industries and community arts are extremely broad and overlap to such a large extent that
they become almost indistinguishable.

in essence, the representations of arts and culture thus appear to build on the binary
perception that can be summarised as "art is what culture is not": prestigious and/or English
heritage-inspired artistic expressions to which criteria of quality and excellence apply versus a
sociological use of the arts (or rather culture) to support the communities or to create jobs.
Moreover, the distinction between arts and culture appears to parallel that between individuals
and communities.

6.2.2 Non-western culture: "traditional and community-based"
Central to this section are the representations of non-western arts and culture. From the policy
analysis it became apparent that one can hardly distinguish between national and local represen-
tations. Before discussing the various representations, an overview is presented of the develop-
ment in terminology regarding these art forms as described in the green paper Landscape of Fact
(ACE 1997,32).

1n  1976, at the start of ACE's engagement with this area, these arts were labelled 'ethnic
minorities' community arts'. But due to the negative connotation of the word 'minorities' this
changed to 'ethnic arts' around   1986. ACE realised, however,  that  this  is a meaningless  term
since 'ethnic' can apply to any arts. The simultaneously used term 'black arts' is/was more politi-
cal and linked to ideas of the black-consciousness and black-awareness movements. Because of
its politics, not all practitioners identified with the term 'black arts' and it also left out the
different Asian communities. Therefore, the term gradually expanded to 'black and Asian arts'.
The terms black arts as well as black and Asian arts are still used nowadays, but are increasingly

159substituted by 'cultural diversity' in policy reports.    This term, the green paper maintains, has to
be understood 'as a principle, not as a description of any art forms' (ACE  1997, 33).  Even though
'the principle of diversity refers to the right to self-definition and the value given to individual
voice'  (ACE 1998,11), cultural diversity policies target African, Caribbean, Asian and Chinese
communities and those with disabilities.  With the clear demarcation of target groups  for cultural
diversity policy (and community arts projects) as "communities", the unit of incorporation seems
thus to have shifted from the individual towards the collectivity.

Of interest here are not so much the shortcomings of the term 'cultural diversity' itself,
but its celebratory subtext. The general tendency in policy reports that discuss cultural diversity

is to praise black art for its inventiveness; its new ideas about aesthetics; its cross-cutting of all
sorts of boundaries; its different notions about place and form of the arts; and its creative
influences which are welcomed as 'partners in new explorations' (ACE  1997,5-6; ACE  1998,5).
Moreover, black art is described as a 'major player at the heart of British cultural life', speci-
fically with regard to popular music culture (ACE 1998,2; ACE 1997, 5). This significance and
"centrality" of black arts, it is thought, should allow 'the debate to transcend ideas of confronta-

159 Landscape of Fact however continues using the term 'black arts'.  I will apply this term  in the rest of the
English case too, first of all because the aim is to illustrate the policy discourse in this country. Secondly.
because it appears to me that its political connotation has not lost its validity in the contemporary
organisation of the cultural field. or even, its politics may need to be made more explicit.
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tion because it demonstrates the questionable nature of cut-and-dried ideas of an "inner" and
"outer" British culture' (ACE 1997,6).

The picture becomes however less celebratory when one looks at actual practice. For
instance, the Landscape of Fact document also makes up the balance of what is achieved by
policy and funding bodies regarding the enhancement of cultural diversity  in the arts.  The docu-
ment summarised the failures of policy implementation: the existence of a 'glass ceiling'; the
'consciousness of racism' which affects black artists and arts organisations; the 'distrust by Black
artists and arts organisations' regarding the funding system, and, vice versa, the 'lack of confi-
dence' in certain black art networks among some funding bodies (ACE 1997, 18/8/25). Also the
mechanisms of power in the arts infrastructure do not remain unnoticed: 'Engaging the socially
excluded is about others giving up power, from ministers downwards' (DCMS 2000,25). in
short, policymakers seem aware of the unproductive effects of'Othering', as well as of the nega-
tive effects of racism, distrust and existing power relations. However, this awareness has little
resonance in the remainder of the report (or in other reports for that matter) in the way black art
is represented. From the policy analysis it became apparent that these representations concen-
trate predominantly on black arts' content, location and function, these are explored below.

Black arts' content refers to how black arts are being described in terms of its
characteristics and the styles or genres it produces. More than once. it is mentioned that black
arts  are:

'Subtle, complex and non-static. that therefore there is no such thing as a "black arts policy" and
such policy has been found to need frequent review'(ACE  1997,19).

Comparably, black arts are portrayed as an:

'()ngoing continuum  that  is  in a constant state of' change and development. ...Its heterogeneity
needs to be acknowledged and reflected in policy' (ACE 1997,27).

This 'ongoing continuum' ( !) is also described as the 'holistic' nature of black arts, ranging from
traditional, via hybrid, to contemporary art furms (ACE 1997, 7/8). Surely, one would hope that
any healthy cultural tradition would have these complex, non-static and innovative
characteristics, but they are assigned in particular to black arts. This may be due to a lack of
familiarity with the non-dominant cultural field and a subsequent lack of terminology to describe
the art forms in this field. Nonetheless, it turns 'black arts' into a container definition comparable
to the term 'black' itself: it gathers different arts forms and/or different groups under the same
heading. As such the 'overemphasis of difference' between western and non-western arts ignores
the difference within non-western arts.

Moreover, policy practice does not seem to answer to this 'continuum'. For instance,
corresponding to the national art system's focus on cultural heritage, non-western art forms that
receive national funding reflect the cultural heritage of the countries (continents) of origin. One
example is Adzido, which is a traditional African dance and music company. Also representa-
tions of non-dominant cultural practice in the communities regard the cultural heritage of the
country of origin: meeting like-minded people in terms of ethnicity and identity is thought to be
the central motivation to participate in local cultural events (see Jermyn & Desai 2000). If not
for tradition, then black arts are celebrated for their influence on popular culture, on music parti-
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cularly, as pointed out above. In the fixed mosaic of English multiculturalism, hybrid and
contemporary art forms are rarely mentioned.

As with culture, the location assigned to black arts in cultural policy documents appears
to be the community. Whether artists identify themselves as a representative of their community,
or as a community artist, is left unexamined. Unexamined is also the question whether the cele-
brated "different notions about place" that black arts supposedly occupy is a result of innovative
and artistic developments or whether that happened out of sheer necessity due to the limited
accessibility of the public cultural sector for black arts. Moreover, chapter 5 illustrated that when
black arts do enter the established cultural sector it is likely to be part of ethnographic exhibi-
tions, the annual Black History Month or of multicultural festivals, rather than as part of any
regular collection or programme (see also Blanco  1998). This may be a consequence of associa-
ting the cultural production of the "community" with cultural traditions of their countries of
origin. Moreover, representing black art as "community-based work" generated the impression
that this work is "too amateur for the established cultural sector":

'The thing is, it is not a specific issue around diversity, it happens with a whole raft of
community-based arts activities that never ends up in venues. It is not necessarily a bad thing.
you know. community-based is community-based for a different function and purpose. lf you
take it out of the community, you are potentially setting them up to fail, and it will be losing what

it is actually all about' (org22).

As a consequence, essentialising black arts as community-based may result in a failing to faci-
litate and encourage black participation  in the established sector, which  is a form of everyday ra-
cism as discerned in chapter 2. Moreover, the representation of black arts as informal or non-
professional culture rather than serious arts may be an outcome of the general notion of western
(cultural) superiority and of the history of European cultural and imperial domination and the
knowledge it produced of black people as naturally inclined to folk culture and dance (see chap-
ter 3). Consequently,  in the binary distinction, non-western art becomes seen as less than wes-
tern art:

'There are hundreds of years of tradition through which someone may have come to think that
people from Africa are very good dancers but their theatre is rubbish. As far as theatre goes and

writing down language, you have to be white and English. You know, the apex of this world will
always be Shakespeare, that will always be a kind of wonderful and British institution and
something from A frica is never going to be quite as good' (cv 1 1).

This being "less than" is also expressed in the issue of quality. In several interviews, when
discussing the role of established venues, remarks along the following lines were made:

'My opinion is that yes. they should be accessible to all but there is no point in lowering your
artistic integrity and standards to accommodate that, because you are not doing a service to the
people coming in. There is no point working to the lowest common denominator' (cv 12).

This refers back to questions of who is in control of defining quality and whose norms prevail:

'1 know that when I put on black comedy here, it fills up with black people, and I know they will
all laugh at the right time. So obviously there must be some sort of connection between what this
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person is saying to a hundred people who understand what he or she means. Now, if there was a
white person in the audience he wouldn't know what was going on... Thus, when you take all the
black people out of that room and put white people in, then it would be a quality issue. But it isn't
a quality issue to those folk who pay £9 to go and see it. If 1 sit down in a South-Asian piece of
comedy, a lot of it will go over my head because it is not my cultural emphasis. But if I took my
time out, read some books and talked to some people so that I can understand where it is coming
from, then I would be in a different position to understand it' (cvl 1).

Several such examples came up in the interviews with non-dominant cultural organisations
amongst whom the common agreement appears to be that performances defined as "quality
black work" by the established arts infrastructure will not attract a large black audience. The
interview material did not provide evidence that what  is at stake here is the application of higher
standards or requirements to black arts. As an explanation, the quote above rather points to a dis-
crepancy in what is defined as art and quality in the dominant and non-dominant cultural sectors.
Moreover, since the established cultural sector is still in charge of deciding what quality is, there
continues  to  be a cultural hierarchy dominated  by a 'stuffy white middle class taste'  (cv 1 0).
Therefore, the example is read as an indication that white or European culture remains the norm
and that the 'giving up of power from ministers onwards' (see DCMS above) seems not yet
effecttive - both are forms of exclusionary practices. Indeed, a large part of the dominant sector
shies away from dealing with the consequences of diversity and continues to pretend nothing has

!60changed in British society. Furthermore, the quote above also indicates that another explana-
tion for the dominant representations of black arts is a lack of knowledge on the side of policy
makers and funding bodies (the next section explores this further).

Excellence and quality feature as prominent issues in generic policy documents on the
arts and cultural heritage, but they are rarely addressed in specific cultural diversity documents
(see e.g.  ACE  1997  and 1998). Rather than on their merits, black arts are supported on the basis
of their perceived fitnction. This was also expressed in the utilitarian legitimisation of cultural
diversity policy, explored in the previous chapter, such as the enhancement of social cohesion.
This is particularly the case locally where the broad definition of the arts expresses itself and
where cultural diversity becomes almost the equivalent of community arts and social/urban rege-
neration schemes. For instance in Manchester's latest Cultural Strategy report, only one out of
five central themes dealt with cultural diversity. One of three objectives of this one theme was
an 'area focus' which implies the linking of cultural strategies with strategies for community
regeneration (MCC 2002,19), another objective was:

'Cultural diversity: We will develop partnership across cultural initiatives to ensure that cultural
activities are accessible to people from disadvantaged communities and address the barriers to

160 Based on Paul Gilroy's talk on Postcolonial Melancholia at Tate Modern, London. 11 March 2003. This
shying away was also prevalent in the difficulty l experienced in making interview appointments with a
few established cultural venues in comparison to the rest of the cultural field. Cultural diversity was not a
topic they wanted to make time for, they did not know who to transfer me to, or they simply did not (want
to) understand what 1 wanted to talk with them about. lt appeared as excuses for not having to tell me that
they are simply not interested in cultural diversity or do not apply it as a goal in their venue's policy and
practice.
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participation: financial, physical or social in order to promote involvement of people of all ages
and ethnic groups' ( MCC 2002,19)

Cultural diversity  is thus associated with 'disadvantaged communities'  in  need of community re-
generation and, as a result, it is likely that cultural diversity policy remains focused on commu-
nity-based culture rather than on opening up the established cultural sector. Moreover, together
with the overlapping definition of culture and community arts, cultural diversity remains some-
thing to do with cookery or other forms of'informal culture' rather than about addressing non-
dominant cultural practices across the continuum. Additionally, with regard to community rege-
neration projects, non-dominant cultural activities are associated with aid projects which may
reinforce the association of black people with 'problems' since many such projects focus on the
prevention o f criminality, unemployment, unhealthy eating patterns and the like.16'  Here the pro-
blematised black and Asian presence in English society in general, as discussed in chapter 4,
seems to influence cultural policy. As a result such cultural projects stigmatise minority-ethnic
groups.

To sum up, the representation of culture as related to communities and oriented towards
traditional art from the countries of origin, as addressed in the previous section, thus becomes
supplemented with the representation of cultural diversity which has to address the communities
in deprived areas, which are a problem and need public support. Furthermore, whereas non-
dominant contemporary or hybrid work is largely overlooked and not treated with the same stan-
dards of quality as the dominant arts sector, the rest of the non-dominant culture is subjected to
additional and different standards, namely those associated with its function - again a form of
everyday racism as listed in chapter 2.

6.2.3      Lack of "appropriate" black productions and lack of dominant knowledge
Differences in representations of western and non-western arts are also related to and/or based
on dominant representations of the cultural production by non-dominant groups. These represen-
tations are central to this section. The arts funding system and several established cultural
venues perceive of a whole range of problems with regard to black work. Particularly the idea
persists that there is not enough Black work produced. Figure 6.1 summarises the problems
indentified in the greenpaper Landscape of Fact .

The overview illustrates a couple of paradoxes in the dominant perception of black art
produc-tion. On the one hand, it states a lack of black product while simultaneously it points out
that the information on black arts is insufficient in funding bodies. It may thus depend very
much on one's position and location in the cultural field whether or not one perceives a lack of
Black work. Similarly, is there not enough black work or is there enough black work that does

161 The Home Office "Community Cohesion" report, investigating the causes of the 2001 riots, phrased it as
follows: 'In terms of community cohesion. the equalities agenda has become heavily associated with black
and minority-ethnic groups despite efforts to promote a more inclusive agenda. There is an assumption that
black and ethnic minority groups are in need and, in general, that their needs will be greatest... the focus on
black and ethnic minority groups "problematised" them' (HO 2001,39). The report also pointed towards
the damaging effect of different communities bidding against each other for regeneration budgets, which
would only aggravate community segregation, and stated that segregation is reinforced by the area-based
approach of many regeneration projects. 'Much more emphasis should be placed upon thematic
programmes. with a more universal approach, rather than those locked on to particular geographical areas'
(HO 2001, 25/27).
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not get the chance to develop and express itself, since -as the overview indicates- less and
insufficient resources are made available for black work; less venues take black work; and since
there seems to be a lack of marketing experience with regard to black work? Even though
problems are loca-ted both in the dominant and non-dominant cultural sector. the report does not
provide a deeper understanding of the causal relations between the various factors. Furthermore,
what does 'appropriate' product mean and what are the inverted commas supposed to signity?
This remains unexplored.

Figure 6.1 Perceived dilemmas regarding the production of black work in England

-              Lack of product: number of black arts companies have declined
-               Lack of'appropriate' product: there is an insufficiency of black work for middle-scale touring circuit
-              Decline in emerging artists: due to decline in funding, lack of role models
-            Administrative and technical black art specialists not available
- Training: classical black art has no dependable training structure in England and arts education has

a Western European cultural bias
- Fewer venues take black work or employ black administrators
-              Lack of marketing experience: not enough promoters have knowledge and confidence to market

black arts
-            Information on black arts too low in funding bodies
-            Black arts networks have performed unevenly and lack support among black artists
-              Promoters and managers have to come to terms with new forms and fusions of black arts
- Resources: insufficient money for black art development and fewer applications for Lottery funds
-                 Appropriateness of funding schemes: cross-ar't form work difficult to accommodate in funding

structures

Source: ACE 1997, art. 54, p. 16-17.

Also established cultural institutions convey the impression that there is not enough black
(quality) work available, some interviewees were very straightforward:

'No, there is not enough touring product available. and there is certainly not enough home-grown

product put together' (org22).

However, during Manchester's Black History Month in 2001 there was more black work pro-
grammed in established and non-established venues than was practically possible to see, which
indicates that there is enough black work but it is just not visible in the established sector during
the rest of the year.

On the other hand, other interviewees referred to a general impression of the supposed-
ly unfair treatment of black/Asian companies by funding bodies. That is, these companies would
be advantaged because of cultural diversity policy targets irrespective of the allegedly low
quality of their artistic production. The example below is of an interviewee recoutiling a remark
which she frequently heard (name ofthe Asian company is replaced by 'they'):

'There is a feeling that the quality of what they do is not excellent and that a comparable white
organisation would not have gotten the money and the option that they have had and that it surely
is true that they have had ten times the money purely because they are an Asian organisation.
That is levelling the balance. That means a lot of animosity' (cvl 3).
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The impression that there is a lack of black art provision is also related to its location, as explo-
red above. Black work is mainly performed in specific, non-central places outside the esta-
blished cultural field. For the arts funding system, cultural directors of established venues and
non-black audiences to familiarise with black work they have to move beyond their usual cultu-
ral paths and circles. Furthermore, since establishing yourself as an artist or company in the
dominant cultural sector depends on opinions of art critics and other related "experts", who also
tend not to venture too far outside the established cultural field, it will take longer to reach a cer-
tain status from the margins. As one interviewee put it: 'Well, 1 mean, if a Chinese artist would
have won the Turner Prize that would make a difference' (org20). Clearly, the real and imagined
different location of black arts is an obstacle in overcoming the lack of information, awareness
and knowledge of black work on the side of dominant cultural field. Bridging the gap in know-
ledge of and unfamiliarity with black work means that the established cultural sector will have to
rely on those with expertise of the margin. However. the dominant cultural sector is seen to 'dis-
trust of people who have the experience and expertise to judge what kind of work to put on to
attract a black audience'  (cv 10 and cv 11 ). This point has however been overlooked by the green
paper Landscape of Fact.

The lack of knowledge in the dominant cultural sector is hard to defend given that cul-
tural diversity has been part -in one form or the other- of cultural policy for more than 25 years.
In this time, the English arts funding system has produced a vast quantity of knowledge in the
form of policy research reports on ethnic minorities and the arts. Jennings (1998) counted 57 re-
ports on audiences for Black and Asian work in various parts of England, most of them written
after 1985.162 At least two reports published after Jennings' audit, Blanco (1998) and Jermyn and
Desai (2000), specifically moved into the margins to analyse the barriers for participation in the
public arts sector together with non-attenders and non-dominant artists and organisations. All
these reports produced recommendations and sufficient insight to move the diversity issue for-
wards in the public arts sector. But somewhere down the line, this knowledge seems thus to get
lost.

6.2.4 Non-dominant audiences: "lack of experience" and the perception of risk
Additionally, differences in representations of western and non-western arts are also related to
and/or based on dominant representations of the cultural consumption by non-dominant groups.
There is a broad range of assumptions and stereotypes regarding black audiences and regarding
the lack of diverse audiences in established cultural venues expressed in cultural policy docu-
ments, research reports as well as in the interviews. Those frequently encountered are listed in
Figure 6.2. Note that some assumptions express an awareness of racism and feelings of non-
belonging, whereas others reinforce dominant stereotypes and representations.

Some of the assumptions may hold true to some extent and may partly reinforce one
another. For instance, some among the non-dominant groups may have a low awareness of what
goes on in the established cultural sector, among other things because marketing staff of
established venues is unfamiliar with black audiences, their media channels or with the
marketing strategies that may be more effective in reaching these audiences. Other assumptions
are indeed reinforce- ments of stereotypes, such as those indicating that black audiences would
lack the experience, the cultural education, or the economic means to engage with culture. That

162 There is a noticeable paucity of research into African and Chinese audiences/ work (Jennings  1998,11).
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these stereotypes are no longer tenable is  illustrated by Table 1, Appendix 4, which shows that
those who categorised themselves as 'minority-ethnic' did indeed participate in the arts and in
some cases even mc)re than those who labelled themselves 'white'. If there is a lack of black

audiences in established cultural venues, then non-dominant participation must take place
elsewhere. This illustrates the segregation in the cultural field and that the dominant view is not
cast outside the dominant sector.

Figure 6.2 Representations of black audiences in the established cultural sector in England

- Black audiences would lack experience and/or the cultural education
- Established venues do not programme for 'black taste
- Social-economic class - lower classes do not attend cultural performances or lack time and money
-              Lack of information, low awareness: non-dominant groups do not engage in mainstream arts and

focus on own group and language
- Black audiences do not access the arts the way white audiences do
- Black audiences feel out of place
-              Irrelevance - content of art works has nothing to do with lives of people in the communities
- Racism would prevent people from experiencing a relaxed evening out, as a consequence, they do

not come back
- Marketing staff is unfamiliar with and lacks contacts to 'target groups'
-              The perception of risk: risk of loosing their existing audiences unfamiliar with black work, and the

risk that there is not yet a new audience ready to replace it due to unfamiliarity with the venue

Sources: multiple, e.g. (ACE 1997), (Jermyn & Desai 2000) and the interviews.

One assumption, listed in Figure 6.2, is interesting to discuss in more detail and that is the risk
managers of established venues perceive when they programme black work. A reason for the
perception of risk may be the underestimation of the economic and market potential that black
communities hold. This is related to assumptions around the economic status of non-dominant
groups. However, in nearly every interview with non-dominant venues or cultural organisations,
examples were provided of sell-out nights with diverse or black audiences, even in established
high art venues, indicating that it is certainly possible to attract a black audience if the right
effort is invested. One example is an event in a Manchester concert hall which normally
programmes classical music, and sometimes world music (mainly Latin):

'We did a production in the Bridgewater Hall this time last year, it was part of the Millennium
celebrations, and it involved around 200 people from around Manchester in a big dance-music
production to celebrate the history of the people of Manchester from a migrant point of view,
because you know Manchester is made up of migrants from all over the globe. It was a very
moving event...  the Hall  has a capacity of around 1800 seats,  but the tickets  for that  went  in  a
week and 70 percent of the people that came were black' (org 19).

Like the audience figures, this indicates that the perception of risk is not fully justified, that
black audiences are willing to pay and, thus, can afford the ticket prices. Another, related, reason
why an established venue fears running risks with programming black work is that its marketing
department often misses links with the new target groups. It takes time and trust to establish
good relations, time which is often not (made) available (e.g. Oldham Coliseum - see appendix
lb). One reason  why  time  is  not made available  may  be the perceived  risk of loosing their
existing audiences who are unfamiliar with black work, and the risk that there will not yet be a
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new audience ready to replace it, because the new target groups are unfamiliar with the venue
(see Figure 6.2). Pressured by their funding bodies to diversify their audiences, established
venues programme the odd one black performance per season, which is indeed not enough to
turn potential and new audiences into regular audiences for a particular venue (see also
Trienekens 2000). This way, new audiences are not going to perceive of the venue as "their
place" and it hampers effective marketing:

'Detrimental for building audiences are one-off diversity projects or giving people the impression
that cultural diversity is an add-on. People realise that and they are fed up with being a project'
(org24).

However, the risk is often limited. As shown above, black audiences do engage with arts and
culture and research has been conducted indicating non-dominant audiences' market potential. 163
Moreover, Manchester has/had an extensive marketing and audience development infrastructure
in place with Arts About Manchester, but above all with the former Arts Ambassadors Unit
(AAU, see Appendix  lb). As one representative of AAU explained:

'Venues buy into the project, they get their brochures sorted out, it is made sure that the brochures
go to the right places, the ambassador goes to the black communities .. So they are getting all the
benefits and they don't need to do everything themselves.  I hope that this type of collaboration is
going to be something that the people involved do actually learn from' (org24).

Nevertheless, there are pitfalls in audience development, one is 'new tokenism':

'Black people are complaining...ever since they have seen, say, that black comedy show, they got
things on black music, black dance, or you know.. they don't get anything else and they don't
want that' (org24).

Hence, the assumption that black people are not interested in art is then replaced by the assump-

tion that black people would be interested in black art only. Sending out mailings from box
office or other databases holding reference to ethnic background may lead to pigeon-holing
people. Something which can be reinforced by the work of ambassadors and outreach workers
who, due to their own ethnicity, gender and identity, are also selective in whom they address for
promoting shows (org25). Audience development should thus involve at least a dual approach
(org24):

- to get black audiences in for any art form, including white work
- to get white audiences in for any art form, including black work

Nonetheless, there remains an issue of cultural preference or taste, as the assumptions 'esta-
blished cultural venues do not programme for black taste' and 'the programmes of established
venues are irrelevant and unrelated to the experiences of non-dominant audiences' highlighted.

163 A Policy Studies Institute survey (Modood et.al. 1997) found that 80 percent of Pakistanis and Bangla-
deshis live in households with incomes below half the national average, but African-Asians and Chinese
were more likely than Whites to earn more than £500 per week. There is also a higher level of sel f-employ-
ment among minority-ethnic groups and those self-employed had higher levels of income than their white
equivalents (see also Jermyn and Desai 2000.6)
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The quote above referencing the Bridgewater Hall history of Manchester event, and the second
to last quote of section 6.2.2, both hinted at the relation between the content of the performance
and the composition  of the audience. lt matters what is programmed.

6.2.5 Cultural diversity in practice: equality of opportunity
Given the representations of western and non-western art and culture and given the official tar-
gets of cultural diversity policy as outlined in the previous chapter, what do policymakers, fun-
ding bodies and established cultural venues understand as the essence of cultural diversity in
everyday practiceg This is another way of analysing the implementation process of cultural

diversity targets. Figure 6.3 gives an overview of notions of cultural diversity as expressed in the
interviews. The Figure is not primarily meant as a complete and exhaustive overview, but as an
illustration of the interviewees' type of thoughts on the "essence" of cultural diversity. Despite
this chapter's focus on Secondspace, thus on dominant representations, Figure 6.3 incorporates
the non-dominant perspective to demonstrate the limited scope the concept of cultural diversity
attains in everyday dominant practices.

Figure 6.3 English dominant and non-dominant ideas about the essence of diversity juxtaposed

According to both the dominant and non-dominant cultural field diversity is about:
Equal cultural entitlements, i.e. (proportional) representation and rights
Equality of opportunity
Employment opportunities
Changing 'homogenised' western culture (e.g. music dept. should not just fund classical
music/opera)
Combating exclusion
Diversifying management teams and boards of institutions

+ Additionally, according to the dominant cultural field, diversity is also about:
Diversifying the city centre

+ Additionally, according to the non-dominant cultural field, diversity is also about'
Tackling (institutional) racism, which also limits people's choice
Tackling eurocentrism
Creating options to study black art
Creating a perception of cultural diversity as everybody's matter, not the problem of black people
Making cultural diversity an intrinsic part of the public cultural field, its organisations and practices
A way of doing things - it is like a philosophy rather than a project
Creating and enhancing the visibility of black artists and their work
Commitment and sustainability, thus, 'putting money where your mouth is'
Recognition for contributions of non-dominant groups to western culture
Respect for non-dominant groups and their cultural practices
Acknowledging difference
Not about colour but about an aesthetic
Not about tokenism but about quality and equality
Not about cultural diversity but urban diversity
Not about a project but about creating legacy
Creating space for non-dominant artists and arts companies to take risks in their cultural
development
Awareness raising and helping people to change practices and structural traditions

Source: the 27 interviews I conducted in Manchester and London in 2000/01.
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The dominant cultural sector's perception of diversity corresponds with the established
terminology of a liberal model: equal rights and opportunities (see chapter 3). Also chapter 4
pointed out that the officially stated goal of British policy is to facilitate integration by enhan-
cing 'equality of opportunity'. But one may question the outcome or actual change this policy has
achieved (see also Schuster  1999). The non-dominant cultural sector is as aware of these rights
and aims and underwrites them, but considers them basic principles that have to be supplemen-
ted with commitment and above all sustainability. In this part of the cultural field, it is under-
stood that cultural diversity is about more than Acts, projects or policy reports and that cultural
diversity requires facing the politics of racism, critically assessing dominant representations and
that it requires something like a landslide change - particularly in people's mindsets. Cultural
diversity policy documents express the need to tackle obstacles in the dominant cultural sector,
however, in the everyday-life implementation process this seems to slip to the background or
disappear altogether. The abstract notion of 'equality' gives less anchor points from where to
start the process of revision  than the concrete points  made by the non-dominant sector.

6.2.6 The liberal model summarised
What follows is a recapitulation ofthe account above in a few rudimentary equations which sum
up the images, discourse and representations that appeared in the English case. That is, the equa-
tions portray "regimes of truth" and not "the truth". Note furthermore, that these equations cap-
ture only the basic underpinning of these representations and that they may be more complex
and less clear-cut in everyday practice. This "naked structure" is nonetheless presented here for
reasons of clarity and comparability with the Dutch case.

The national and local incorporation of non-dominant groups in the arts funding system and
established cultural sector is achieved on the basis of (non-dominant) cultural heritage.

The four different cultural domains operate on different levels:
arts and cultural heritage= national versus sociological approach to culture Crest)= local

The notion of who is to participate (the target groups) differ between the arts and culture:
arts= individual versus culture= community

Arts and culture acquire also a different status:
arts= quality/excellence versus culture= anything that helps improve people's lives

Regarding the content of"community culture":
culture= communities= traditional art from the countries of origin

As with the wider societal discourse on minority-ethnic groups, the communities are problema-
tised:

communities= deprived areas= are a problem= need public support
Cultural diversity becomes consequently an aspect ofcommunity regeneration:

cultural diversity= community arts or regeneration schemes
The"communities" are seen as incapable of producing or consuming "real"  art:

black work= insufficient quantity
black work= insufficient quality or non-professional
black audiences= lack experience, cultural education and economic means
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6.3 Representations of art, culture and diversity in the Netherlands.
The following sections, when dealing with cultural diversity in the Netherlands, draw mainly
from four policy documents: Two national cultural policy reports, Armour or Backbone?
(OC&W  1996) and Cultural as Confrontation (OC&W 1999a), which together span the period
from   1997  till 2004; Ample Course for Cultural Diversity (OC&W 1999d), the preparatory
document for Culture as Confrontation; and Rotterdam's Multicultural Art Policy  (RKS  1997),
which was the policy guideline for the city of Rotterdam from  1997 to 2004. Where instructive,
illustrations from other governmental policy reports are used. Furthermore, information is
derived from the interviews which is indicated by reference to the type of institution the
interviewee represents, that is, policy making body (pm), cultural venue (cv), or (non-)dominant
cultural organisation (org), followed  by a number which corresponds to Appendix   1 c where
details of these organisations can be found.

6.3.1     L'art pour l'art versus (particularistic) culture
In contrast to the four domains of culture and the sociological approach as discerned in the
English case, the previous chapter illustrated that the particularistic history of public interven-
tions in the Netherlands created a distinction mainly between arts and culture which coincides
with the distinction between the national and the local cultural domain. The national level is the
"neutral" domain of the arts in which excellence and artistic quality and the autonomous deve-
lopment of the arts are central. The local level is the domain of (former particularistic) culture,
amateur arts and cultural recreation. The question in this section is how these two cultural
domains are represented and how the notion ofautonomy is reflected in these representations.

The Dutch case applies a specilic definition that refers to the 'products of intellectual
and above all artistic activity' (OC&W  1 999a, 3) and contains the arts, cultural heritage, libraries
and the media (OC&W 1998, 21). This domain of the arts is the responsibility of national
governmental institutions and subject to its four-year funding cycle. With regard to the arts, this
cycle supports art forms or companies of interest to the country as a whole, as such it represents
the 'Dutch national cultural prestige'. and it supports companies that present artistic innovation.
in short, the key notions linked to this national domain, as the previous chapter indicated, are
excellence, high artistic quality, innovation and autonomous development. In this sense, rather
than a sociological approach this resembles the French notion of l'art pour l'art.

For a long time, the national arts funding system was concerned with developments
within the arts and felt little need to look beyond this domain. There is however a tendency dis-
cernible on the national level towards a broadening of both the definition of arts and the quality
standards related to this domain. Regarding the broadening of the definition of the arts, one can
point towards certain pop-cultural initiatives that have become part of the four-year funding
cycle (e.g. National Pop Institute), the introduction of cultural diversity policy and the recent
expansion of the domain of amateur culture to include community arts (CfC 2003). Particularly                
for the 2001/04 policy period it was suggested to broaden the public cultural sphere not only to
create space for non-western cultural traditions, but also to popular culture in a double dynamic:

'To make the best of our culture more popular and what is already popular better' (OC&W  19998.
21)
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Even more than the four-year funding cycle, the APCR aimed to widen the scope of public cul-
ture from the performing arts and museums to popular culture (OC&W 2002a, 243). Regarding
the broadening of quality criteria, Cir (2000,25) maintained that it understands quality no
longer as universal, but as pluralist, genre-specific, culturally and historically defined, and
quality criteria should be in formed not only by experts, but also by the perspective of audiences
as well as by specific priorities set by the secretary of state for culture.

However, the process of broadening the definition  of the arts has  been  far from uncon-
tested. The Culture as Confrontation document triggered a fierce reaction on the side ofthe esta-
blished cultural field and resulted in a frantic media debate, which can be summarised as: "Cut-
tural policy should not become welfare policy. The function of cultural policy is to stimulate
development in the arts and not to solve societal problems. Additionally,  i f the arts were to cater
for a wider audience lower quality standards would inevitably be the result" (see for a discussion
ofthe debate: Trienekens  1999). In short, a large section of the established cultural field still per-
ceives of the arts as a domain free of ideology and socio-economic or political goals. The
domain of ideology or politics used to be catered for by the various societal groups that made up
the particularistic society. With the traditional hierarchy in autonomous arts and particularistic
culture coincided a spatial hierarchy. The city centre is the location where the best of the nation
and of the city itself is shown - partly because these 'central' venues and companies are co-
funded by the central and local governments. In this respect, the city centre functions as a public
space in which national culture is (re)presented. The particularistic cultural activities as well as
amateur culture had a more local character and location. In short:

'...Funding at the national level will generally tend to concentrate on selecting top quality rather
than on respecting diversity. On the other hand, cultural policy at the local level will more often
involve considera-tions of accessibility to a broader public, even if this is at the expense of

quality' (OC&W 1998,43)

Hence, besides the arts, the local level is the domain of culture, which is often equalled with
amateur culture (see also GR 2001,18). Consequently, the local level deals with a broader range
of cultural expressions. For instance, RKS supports a range of amateur arts (e.g. choirs or ama-
teur theatre groups) and local borough councils fund local projects and activities such as local
festivals (pm4). This broader scope is also illustrated by the involvement in culture of various
local departments and organisations for which culture is only one part of their remit. These orga-
nisations tend to apply a broad definition of culture. For example, the city of Rotterdam's Multi
Coloured City Programme defined culture in an anthropological sense as:

'Arts and folk culture. including lifestyles, norms and traditions' (pm7).

Furthermore. the department of Sport and Recreation rejects any fixed definition of culture in
their Local Cultural Centres scheme (LCCs), but sees it as the outcome of the dynamic among
people using the LCCs. Furthermore , the department maintains that

'The more local, the more culture coincides with recreation, welfare, and sports. And thus, the
more difficult to disentangle these three domains (pm5).
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Hence also in the Dutch case, one can say that the more local, the broader  the dejinition  of cul-
ture becomes. Within this broad definition of culture, the aim remains however on quality. For

example, the aim of the LCCs is to professionalise local facilities and to have "culture
recreation-workers" professionally guide the cultural dynamic   in   the LCCs (Appendix   lc)
Besides giving people the opportunity to enjoy amateur culture, community theatre or any other
furm of culture, the aim is essentially to provide quality leisure time facilities and activities
(pm5). The broad definition of culture at the local level does not necessarily mean a more socio-
logical approach to the arts. Although the LCCs may trigger a form of "community arts", its
stated leisure and recreational goal distinguishes it from English community arts which is orien-
ted towards "problem solving" (e.g. unemployment or criminality) in deprived communities or
areas. In general we can conclude however that the local level in the Netherlands is not that
much more sociological  in its approach than the national level: the use of culture in regeneration
projects is still reasonably rare, although some examples are available; for a long time the only
developed form of community arts was community theatre; 164 a coherent view and policy on the
creative industries has not yet crystallised: and there are hardly any cultural employment
schemes.

In short, the Dutch representations of arts and culture can be summarised as the arts
occupying the national domain in which quality/excellence/innovation reign whilst culture
occupies the local domain of amateur or recreational culture.

6.3.2 Non-western culture: "hybrid or socio-cultural and religious"
Central to this section are the representations of non-western arts and culture by focusing, as in
the English case, on the function. content and location assigned to these art forms. Also here the
account is preceded by a brief overview of the development in terminology regarding these art
forms. In the past, cultural diversity was a concept used to express 'differences between cultural
disciplines, genres and styles, between regional forms of expression and values, and between
prevailing popular tastes' (OC&W 1 998,  187). The aim was thus to support a broad range of cul-
tural disciplines and to attain  a fair geographical spread of cultural facilities.  In the mid  1990s
the term 'interculturality' was introduced. which was a more explicit reference to cultural and
ethnic diversity.  As in the English case,  it is its ./imction that is described rather than a clear
definition:

'Besides space for the own cultural expressions of the different groups. more common ground and
combined action have to be created between cultures. Only then can a multicultural society
develop into an inte,·cultural society, in which diversity strengthens the unity and cultural
encounters and confrontation  lead to shared experiences  and new inspiration' (OC&W  1996. 21:
original emphasis).

As the previous chapter illustrated, the term interculturality was confined to cultural education in
this report, which meant that interculturality did not yet have any direct consequences for 'the
arts' as such. At the end of the 1990s the terminology shifted again, this time to 'cultural diversi-
ty'. The policy document Culture as Confrontation stressed the cultural encounter and exchange
between people from different cultural backgrounds that cultural diversity, like interculturality,

164 This situation is however changing, see e.g. SKVR/KOA (org20 in Appendix 1 c) and Trienekens 2004.
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is supposed to facilitate. Both interculturality and cultural diversity are thus celebrated for their
function, that is. for the opportunities they offer to enhance social cohesion. The difference be-
tween the two definitions is that cultural diversity dissociates itsel f from the idea of integration:

'Interculturality is a concept which is based on the idea of'integration'. Interculturality and  inte-
gration may share the ideal of a mutual process of exchange and adaptation, in practice however
the process is more unidirectional in which the minority culture dissolves in the dominant
majority culture' (OC&W 1999d, 3)

To avoid this integrationist effect, the 2001/04 policy period took the (non-static) cultural tradi-
tions of the minority cultures, the hybrid cultural heritage of the younger generations, and the
accessibility of the established cultural sector into account (OC&W 19998). Nonetheless,  in the
practical outcome of this policy, the APCR, the term cultural diversity was extended beyond
"ethnic" diversity:

'The term cultural diversity is generally related to cultural minorities and multicultural initia-
tives...Here  1  apply a broader concept. Particularly where new audiences, expertise and access
are concerned, other groups such as youngsters, women and people from outside the Randstad
need my attention too' (OC&W 2000b, 40). 165

With regard to the content (i.e. how non-dominant art is described in terms of its characteristics
and the styles or genres that are produced), OC&W claimed in  1997 that Dutch national cultural
policy until then had focused on traditional cultural expressions, but that

'Second and third generation migrants feel only partly addressed by these expressions. ... Among
the young generations. one encounters artists who are able to mix elements of different cultures to
new art forms, which can indeed be called intercultural. ...Given these interesting developments,
it goes without saying that structural support is not directed at institutions which focus on one
traditional culture  of one specific country or group only. ...particularly the second and third
generation migrants should get extra attention' (OC&W  1997, 22).

In this  line of reasoning, traditional culture is perceived of as monocultural  and as the domain of
the first generation. However, monoculturalism in certain parts of the established Western cultu-
ral domain is not similarly questioned. Moreover, whereas in other societal domains its lack of
integration is certainly of governmental concern, the first generation is silently moved beyond
cultural policy's remit as a kind of "lost generation". This can be interpreted as failing to facili-
tate non-dominant participation -a form of everyday racism. The second and third generations,
on the contrary, have to be mixed and hybrid in order to be of interest to the national cultural
domain. This ignores those youngsters who prefer to develop their cultural heritage or who
rather be judged on their artistic capacity instead of on their ethnic background. Although the
subsequent policy period (2001/04) claimed to broaden the scope of'cultural diversity' to include
traditional cultural expressions of non-dominant groups, the emphasis remained on 'confronta-

165 Randstad is the triangular area between Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Utrecht, which is the most densely
populated, and most ethnically diverse, area in the Netherlands.
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tion' and 'exchange' between cultural traditions and styles and between cultural producers/pro-
ducts and audiences  (OC&W  1999). This expressed itself also  in  the type of first-time funded
organisations in this policy period. Even though a few dealt with cultural heritage, mainly in the
form of "world music" festivals. the majority of organisations produced young and hybrid work
often influenced by "urban" culture (such as Colourful Centre Rotterdam (org21) or Made in Da
Shade:66). As such. the overall impression of the Dutch national public cultural sector is of one
that is open to work which is mixed or hybrid in terms of cultural traditions and cultural styles.
But emphasising their hybridity simultaneously emphasises their difference.

Traditional cultural expressions of non-dominant groups receive however more support
in the local public cultural field - alongside hybrid work. The previous chapter showed that the

Rotterdam Art Foundation (RKS) allocated around 38 percent of its budget to youth and non-
dominant culture, including organisations such as the Iranian Artists Foundation, Tunisian
Forum and the Moroccan Youth Association, and cultural heritage projects such as a Turkish
Film Festival, a Hindustani Gala Night and Black Gospel Concerts (RKS 2001, 25-35). The
cultural heritage of non-dominant groups is however represented in a distinct manner. For
instance, RKS stated in its pluralistic approach that the western notion of autonomous art does
not apply to all cultural traditions:

'In some cultures. the mix of culture and religion or of culture and socio-political issues is much

more common' (RKS 1997,82).

Rotterdam City Council similarly maintains that 'arts are often enjoyed in a different context
such as that of religion, weddings or other festivities' (GR 2001,18). Whether this is true or not
is not the question, interesting is that this is related to 'some' (i.e. non-western) cultures although
this was the case too at the local level under the particularistic organisation of the Dutch society.
The local level has now long been de-particularised and secularised, but emphasising the reli-
gious aspect in non-western art strongly resembles the creation a new "pillar" for non-dominant
groups in the arts. In the particularistic system, the arts were detached from community building
and religion, these belonged to the (local) domain of culture. Thus, assigning non-western art the
"status" of a pillar simultaneously reveals the perceived status of these artistic expressions: cul-
ture, not art. This is reinforced by reference to socio-cultural or "party culture" aspects of non-
western arts, as the City Council quote above illustrates. The attempt to erase western cultural
practices as the norm results in ascribing a specific content to the non-dominant cultural prac-
tices.

Here we also touch on the location of non-western arts and culture. Relating cultural
expressions of non-dominant groups to religion and socio-political activities is to locate their
culture within their groups or communities and to imply that these cultural activities take place
in temples and mosques rather than in theatres:

'The cultural activities of those groups are often not found in venues as we know them, but in
different locations...  It is especially in those places where interesting developments can be found'

(pm2).

166 Founded in 1993, Made in Da Shade is a multicultural and multidisciplinary. hiphop-inspired, theatre
company (Gravenberch 2003,10).
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This "de-central" location of non-dominant culture is further reinforced by cultural policy's
explicit focus on the local boroughs. For example, the 2001/04 national cultural policy document
stated that the APCR was to promote cultural encounters - particularly when:

'Taking place in old city-boroughs, working-class areas or in any other areas where cultural
facilities are scarce' (OC&W 1999a, 41).

Locally,  RKS has tried to reach out to "party centres" (multi-purpose hall-rental spaces) after
discovering that a lot of cultural activity is organised there by non-dominant organisations and
cultural promoters. The Dutch term "party-centre" is however misleading, since it suggests that
what takes place there is frivolous or celebratory and associated with (popular) culture rather
than with the "seriousness" of the arts, as one of the quotes above also indicated. On the one
hand, the aim to spread cultural facilities to and support cultural activities in the various parts of
the city can be seen as positive since it enhances the accessibility to culture in the citizens'
immediate vicinity. It may also signify a realisation that the cultural field extends beyond the
established central venues. On the other hand, locating diversity in local boroughs may signify a
failure to facilitate participation in the established central venues which would give these venues
an excuse to carry on in their conventional non-diverse ways. This would -at least initially-
result in an even stronger spatially segregated cultural field.

Furthermore, representations of non-western culture as socio-cultural activities rather
than the arts contain assumptions and stereotypes regarding the quality of these cultural expres-
sions. To take an example from a document on the history of Dutch national cultural policy:

'The  criteria of quality and diversity ...offer a context within which forms of ethnic cultural
expression can be supported on an equal basis with the rest, as has already been the case in a
whole series of films, musical performances and theatre productions. Such projects may not be as
professional or innovative as others, but their authenticity and what they add to the range of
genres offers sufficient compensation' (OC&W  1998,  189).

Although supported on a par with the rest, the 'ethnic cultural expressions' are not thought to be
as excellent as the rest of the arts on the national level,  but that does not seem to matter as  long
as they remain 'authentic'. This is not only applying different standards but also a lowering of
standards where non-dominant work is concerned, both are forms of everyday racism. Additio-
nally, as in the English case, such representations may be traced back to colonial representations
in which black people are represented as "more authentic and closer to their roots" than their
white counterparts (see chapter 3). Since cultural policy's target groups consist of both colonial
and labour migrants, these representations are extended to non-colonial 'Others' and add up to a
general notion of western superiority which results  in a denigrating attitude towards non-western
groups and their cultures.

In short, the Dutch national level incorporates cultural diversity mainly in the form of
hybrid cultural expressions, the local level extends this domain to include also non-dominant
cultural heritage. The main function of cultural diversity is to enhance social cohesion particular-
ly in old city-boroughs or working-class areas. Furthermore, non-dominant culture is represented
as related to religious, socio-political or socio-cultural events. In these representations, non-
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dominant culture acquires almost the status of a new particularistic group for which artistic
quality is of less importance.

6.3.3 Non-dominant cultural production: "innovative, but under construction"
Differences in representations of western and non-western arts are also related to and/or based
on dominant representations of the cultural production by non-dominant groups. These represen-
tations are the focus of this section. Probably due to the emphasis on the autonomous develop-
ment of the arts, cultural production was rarely extensively discussed in past policy documents,
especially not where the relation between cultural production and cultural diversity was con-
cerned. For instance,  in the 1997-2000 policy document, one theme was 'interculturality' which
focussed mainly on education and another theme was 'practitioners and explorers' which dealt
with the production of culture without any reference to the position of non-dominant practi-
tioners (OC&W  1996, 55-64).  As a result of the intensified focus on the relation between supply
and demand, this changed somewhat in the policy period 2001/04 and Figure 6.4 summarises the
representations ofnon-dominant cultural production in this period's policy documents.

Figure 6.4 Perceived problems (and some solutions) regarding the production of non-dominant work in the
Netherlands

-               Committees have to acquire knowledge to judge the quality of non-dominant art works. Committees
should be more multicultural. Also international networks may assist in judging the quality of non-
western ar't

-             Quality has to be judged from different perspectives, quality should be a plural dynamic,
multidimensional concept (instead of objective and universal) and the ability to establishing
connections between arts and society should be part of the concept of quality

- Public funding system is blocked - difficult for non-dominant artists to enter. Hence, prioritise first-
time applicants and multicultural initiatives in the allocation of public funding

- Innovation takes place outside the established sector - e.g. in pop venues where one finds a wide
variety of music styles, video art etc.

- Enhance programming budgets of cultural venues and institutions to diversify
- Cultural diversity has to be traced, organised and coached -pro-active attitude, e.g. culture

scouts/ambassadors
- Erase boundaries between art disciplines - modem arts expressions often hard to categorise in

individual disciplines
- Erase boundaries between professional and amateur and between highbrow and lowbrow arts -

many young or minority ethnic groups do not perceive of such distinctions and it is a reason why
they have difficulty finding a stage to perform

- Build skills of potential practitioners through cultural education and enhanced access to centres for
amateur art and Public Cultural Services.

-            The hierarchical distinction between western and non-western arts makes the established cultural
sector blind for the needs, wishes and cultural practices of those who operate outside the
established sector

Source: (OC&W 1999a); (OC&W 1999d); (OC&W 2000b)

These representations deal broadly with three issues: the funding system and the inno-vative
character of non-dominant work and both issues are related to the issue of quality. With regard
to the public funding system, awareness is expressed that committees judging artistic quality
may be ill-equipped to deal with non-western arts forms and that the funding system itself is
blocked. The suggestion that the committees should be made more multicultural touches on the
questions of who decides what quality is, who is able to inform these decisions and who is
understood to have the expertise to judge quality? One interviewee maintained:
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'So far, it has been the funding bodies and the artistic directors, rather than the audiences or the
non-dominant experts who know the tradition ofthe work from their country of origin' (cv9).

Additionally, Figure 6.4 points out that in the funding system, and the rest of the established
cultural field, there is a hierarchical distinction between western and non-western arts in which
western arts are seen as superior. This hierarchy keeps cultural diversity in its marginal position
within the established cultural sector. As the secretary of state put it:

'If you look at the commercial domain, for instance pop festivals, you see all kinds of music from
the Caribbean or Africa and this attracts huge and mixed audiences.  I f you  look at galleries then  it
is  the  same,  you find African art, Aboriginal  art...   But  as  soon  as  the  arts are publicly funded
then it is an entirely different story. We have the strange situation at the moment in which the
non-funded sector is much more diverse than the funded sector, which does not yet realise the
real market potential' (pm 1 ).

Furthermore, although non-western artistic production is understood as operating in a different
location, it is however seen as innovative. This is also expressed in Figure 6.4 by the representa-
lion of non-dominant work as applying less clearly demarcated boundaries between amateur and
professional arts, between arts disciplines and between high and low culture.  But in spite of the
praise for innovation, the Figure also indicates that the arts funding system experiences difficult-
ties in categorising such multi-art form events. It fails, however, to question whether this is spe-
cific of non-western cultural practices or whether this does and did characterise also the western

167arts sector. Moreover, the different location of non-dominant work in combination with an arts
funding system which is unfamiliar with such work leads to the representation that culturally
diverse work needs to be traced, organised and, above all, coached (Figure 6.4).

Moreover, there is the issue of quality.  We can safely conclude that there is a perceived
problem with the quality of non-dominant work. Mentioned above already was the critique from
the established cultural sector on the 2001/04 policy document in which the cultural diversity
target was seen as jeopardising the quality of the arts. But also 'theatre with a clear moralistic
message is looked down upon by the established arts world' (cv9). Or:

'It is so paradoxical...  the City Theatre and Concert Hall prefer not to programme things such as
Dunya theatre because they think that doesn't live up to their standards, but at the same time they
do want those diverse audiences. But they don't want to make any concessions. because that they
feel would be amateurish' (org25).

Even though the policy documents do not explicitly state that there is not enough (quality) work
produced, the intel'viewees nevertheless expressed this impression frequently. This impression is
often linked to the relatively recent arrival of large sections of the immigrant population and
their socio-economic backgrounds - i.e., the majority was contracted in rural areas of Turkey
and Morocco for low-skilled jobs and they would therefore not be capable of cultural produc-
tion. Hence, non-dominant cultural production in the Netherlands would still be in an early stage

167
Paul Greenhalgh ( 1989) illustrated with the example of the nineteenth century Great Exhibitions that

high and low culture were in close proximity and that one had the capacity ofbecoming the other. Also the
socio-political content ofthe arts was not scorned but rather drew in large audiences
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of development and would need time to grow. One interviewee summarised the developments in
the music sector:

'Indian classical music from India is still on a higher level than what comes through the music
conservatory here. Latin-American music and salsa that comes through there is of high quality,
see for instance the band Nueva Manteca. Kawina [Surinamese music style - ST] you find here in
the Netherlands on a high artistic level too, but the Moroccan classical tradition is hardly
represented. Rai is going through an interesting development, but it is not yet the level you'd find
in Paris or Marseille. Turkish music ...this comes mainly from Turkey, what is available here is

interesting but not suitable for a big stage. Antillean music is very much concentrated in the
"party centres", that is not something we programme a lot. The Cape Verdean music scene is
thriving and there are many record companies and studios' (cv 12).

Given these interesting developments, it is striking that cultural policy does not express the
intention to set up development funds or any other measures to enhance the skills and professio-
nality of the non-dominant arts sector. This lack of incentive for artistic development can be read
as failing to facilitate black cultural production (a form of everyday racism). In short, non-
dominant cultural production is represented as innovative and crossing cultural boundaries, but
not of high artistic quality and "under construction".

6.3.4 Non-dominant audiences:  "lack of cultural competence"
Additionally, differences in representations of western and non-western arts are also related to
and/or based on dominant representations of the cultural consumption by non-dominant groups.
Given that participation is one of the key legitimisations for public interventions in the arts in the
Netherlands, the policy documents discuss cultural consumption to a far larger extent than cultu-
ral production. This accounts for western and non-western cultural participation, but given the
emphasis in 'cultural diversity policy on 'confrontation' there  is a clear underlying notion that
these audiences should be mixed (pml). This preference for "mixed" corresponds with the natio-
nal support for "hybrid" cultural expressions. Nonetheless, there are several problems perceived
with regard to non-dominant cultural consumption. Figure 6.5 sums up the key representations.

What is interesting is the recurring connection between non-dominant audiences and
their - alleged - lack of cultural competence. Moreover, the last two cultural policy periods, in
accor-dance with Dutch minority policy in general, have focussed on young people, many of
whom are from non-western backgrounds. The combined attention on young people and
education parallels the Dutch tradition in the sociology of the arts, which borrows heavily from
Bourdieu's sociallisation theory (e.g. Knulst   1989) and which takes educational attainment,
income and age as the main indicators for cultural participation (e.g. Ganzeboom 1988). Because
of the relative-ly strong agreement among academics and policymakers on the cause of non-
participation, there is little dispute over the solution to the problem: (cultural) education. Both
with regard to wes-tern and non-western groups, the belief is that through education young
people gain the "right" cultural capital and appreciation of the arts which will turn them into
active cultural participants. The consequences  of this educationalist approach are several.  As
pointed out above, it moved the first generations beyond cultural policy's remit. Audience
development through education tended to neglect the development of other potentially effective
marketing strategies - even though outside the established high-cultural cultural sector different
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ways of reaching (young) non-dominant audience groups are actively explored  (see  cv 19).
Furthermore, cultural education, both through schools and cultural venues, tended -at least in the
past- to focus on the established cultural sector and its related high-cultural products.
Additionally, there is uncertain- ty and lack of consensus about what the new cultural
educational canon should be comprised of.

Figure 6.5 Perceived problems (+ solutions) regarding non-dominant cultural consumption in the Netherlands

-             Need to increase the language proficiency and cultural competence of young people, particularly
those from second and third generation migrant backgrounds

- Established cultural venues do not programme for non-dominant cultural taste
- Cultural promotion and marketing options are left under-utilised
- Established cultural sector's audiences remain higher-educated, economically better off and middle-

aged. They often have more than average knowledge of their discipline of interest
- Hence, enhance audience development budgets and target group activities of theatres, concert

halls, museums, libraries, galleries, and the like
- Build skills of potential audiences through cultural education in schools and cultural organisations

and enhance access of non-dominant groups to centres for amateur art and Public Cultural
Services.

- Erase prejudice, offer ways for migrant groups to identify themselves with the collection and
enhance insight and respect for other cultures (mentioned in relation to museums only)

-            Due to the hierarchical distinction between western en non-western arts, high and low culture, and
between professional and amateur art, the cultural needs of non-dominant audience groups are
being overlooked

-               A large part of the established cultural sector does not fully acknowledge the lack of diversity as an
urgent problem

- Besides media consumption, non-dominant groups are underrepresented in attendance figures for
performances, exhibitions in established cultural venues, in amateur cultural participation; and in
voluntary work in the cultural sector

-             This under-representation is not so much due to educational attainment but to a lack of cultural
competence

-              Programming for diverse audiences requires empathy - e.g. program on Sunday afternoons for
Muslim girls or make use of community workers or cultural ambassadors to reach new audiences
(reference to English approach to audience development)

- Innovation takes place outside the established sector, where the ambiance is freer, less elitist and
therefore venues attract a young and multicultural audience

Source: (OC&W 1996), (OC&W 19998), (OC&W 1999d), (OC&W 2000b)

Connected to the perceived lack of cultural competence is the lack of language profi- ciency
among non-dominant groups. This may apply to a part of the first generations, but igno-res the
upward mobility in educational attainment, and thus in language proficiency, among the second
generation. Additionally, it disregards the fact that from the former colonies people from all
societal classes immigrated to the Netherlands, the majority of whom master the Dutch lan-
guage. This also indicates that there is indeed a Surinamese and Antillean (upper-) middle class
in the Netherlands. However, the dominant representation which locates members of non-
dominant groups in the socio-economic weaker classes (the 'problem category', see chapter 4)
strengthens the belief that there is no "elite" among these groups. Also several interviewees
mentioned the lack of a non-dominant elite as an explanation for the lower attendance figures
among non-dominant groups. This reflects the dominant perception that the arts attract elite
classes only.
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Other related socio-economic indicators such as income are not explicitly mentioned in
the policy documents but appeared regularly in the interviews. For instance, one interviewee
claimed that:

'The non-participation of non-dominant groups is not an issue of ethnicity, but it is a problem of
an underclass of people who earn too little and who live under poor housing conditions. The
problems these groups encounter are the same as those of white-Dutch people living under the
same socio-economic conditions' (pm6; also pm4).

That such socio-economic representations are western-centric is illustrated by another intervie-
wee:

'1 n the Cape Verdean community. both bank managers as well as cleaners go to the same cultural

events, there is not such a class divide as in the Netherlands in that respect. But for instance,
many Cape Verdean women in Rotterdam work as cleaners often in night-shifts. which makes it
difficult for them to participate on boards or committees on week nights. They go to theatre or
music events though, but on weekends. For these groups. one shouldn't programme during the
week. Fridays and Saturdays are fine. and for the Hindustani community also Sunday afternoons
work well. It is not that they are not interested, but you have got to realise that these people have
strenuous jobs, and if you finish working in the harbour at 8 pm than you won't make it to the
theatre at 9 pm!' (cv 10).

'Recently there was a Cape Verdean music concert in De Doelen, and you know, those tickets
were 25 Euro each! So Cape Verdeans are willing to pay and the same goes for the Surinamese.
Only for the Hindustani and Moroccan groups things are slightly different, for those groups we
always try to keep ticket prices down as much as possible. They shouldn't cost more than  10 Euro
if you want to get people in. but, you see, that is different for every group' (cp·10).

These examples illustrate that programniing for diverse alidiences indeed requires empathy, as
Figure 6.5 indicates, but also that socio-economic factors do play a role: for some their working
hours limit their participation, for others it may be financial constraints. However, these socio-
economic factors function in a different manner than in the representations of the policymakers
(and academics) who equate low economic status with an absence of cultural competence.  More-
over, the examples illustrate that there is a risk in gathering everybody under the same heading
of "minority-ethnic groups", as is often the case in policy reports. The negative representations
of one particular group are projected onto the entire non-dominant population and ignores the
diversity within diversity.

Furthermore, Figure 6.5 points to the underrepresentation of dominant groups in atten-
dance figures. This representation holds true for the established cultural sector. Table 2 of
Appendix 4 shows, however, that even though non-dominant attendance at highbrow cultural
events is lower than that of the older reference group, some non-dominant groups participate
more often in popular cultural and community-based events. Hence, when taking the broader
cultural field into account the conclusion is that non-dominant groups do participate and do
possess cultural competence, but in different locations and with a competence that may require a
(partly) different cultural capital (see Trienekens 2002). Also the fact that the cultural consump-
tion of the young reference group mirrors that of the non-dominant groups more than that of the
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older reference group Suggests that it may be a different kind of cultural competence, or simply a
different cultural taste, that explains differences in attendance rather an "absolute"  lack of cultu-
ral competence, failing language proficiency or socio-economic indicators. Furthermore, due to
the strong focus on the established cultural sector and the hierarchical distinction between wes-
tern and non-western arts, the cultural needs of non-dominant audience groups may indeed be
overlooked, as Figure 6.5 pointed out.

In short, the focus on socio-economic explanations for the lack of attendance among
non-dominant groups and the dominant focus on the established cultural sector, does not result
in a critical screening of established institutional practices.  The only exceptions in Figure 6.5 are
the reference to prejudiced practices in museums, the realisation that established venues fail to
programme for non-dominant cultural taste and that they fail to acknowledge the lack of diversi-
ty as an m gent problem.  Similarly, cultural policy reports do not discuss the lack of knowledge
of non-dominant cultural consumption practices in great detail. Contrary to the English case, a
clear discourse on racism or other mechanisms of exclusion is rarely found in Dutch policy re-
ports or the established cultural field. When asked about the possible existence of such mecha-
nisms in the interviews, the representatives of the established cultural sector often simply
repudiated the idea. This denial of racism or exclusionary practices (a form of everyday racism)
became also apparent in chapter 4 and seems to typify the Dutch case.

Thus, in the dominant notion cultural participation is understood as participation in the
dominant cultural sector. Dominant representations of non-dominant cultural consumption can
be summarised as non-dominant audiences lack cultural competence because of their lower
social-economic status.

6.3.5 Cultural diversity in practice: social cohesion and interaction
Given the representations of western and non-western art and culture and given the official
targets of cultural diversity policy as outlined in the previous chapter, what do policymakers,
funding bodies and established cultural venues understand as the essence of cultural diversity in
everyday practicel This is another way of analysing the implementation process of cultural

diversity policy. Figure 6.6 gives an overview of the various notions of cultural diversity as ex-
pressed in the interviews.

As in the case of England. the Figure does not provide a complete or exhaustive
overview, but functions  as an illustration of the interviewees' types of thoughts on the "essence"
of cultural diversity. Also here, the non-dominant perspective is incorporated to demonstrate the
limited-ness of the dominant representations.

The dominant cultural sector limits itself in its perception to the established terminolo-
gy of the spread of culture in a social and geographical sense, social cohesion and the interaction
or con-frontation between population groups. Furthermore, it expresses a paternalistic attitude
with its emphasis on educating potential audience. The non-dominant cultural sector is much
more explicit in that cultural diversity is also about rights, inequality, and the eradication of
exclusionary and Eurocentric practices. As in the English case, non-dominant artists and arts
organisations also express a higher awareness of the full implications of cultural diversity which
requires adaptation in almost all aspects ofthe cultural field as well as in people's mindsets.
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Figure 6.6 Dutch dominant and non-dominant ideas about the essence of diversity juxtaposed

According to both the dominant and non-dominant cultural field diversity is about:
Diversifying management teams and boards of institutions
Creating a sustainable position for cultural diversity - create continuity, commitment, and legacy
Mainstreaming - diversify established venues
Creating access to the established cultural field (venues and funding bodies)
Reflecting societal and population changes in the public cultural sphere

+ According to the dominant cultural field diversity is also about:
Creating social cohesion
Spread of culture - to all societal groups as well as to local boroughs
Educating potential audience groups
Bringing production and consumption together
Getting rid of boundaries between art forms in the funding system, broaden cultural venues' remits
Creating a high-quality cultural infrastructure and offer quality leisure time activities
Professionalising the cultural practices of non-dominant groups
Pluralism
Mixing of audiences

+ Additionally, according to the non-dominant cultural field, diversity is also about:
Making cultural diversity an intrinsic part of the public cultural field, its organisations and practices
Not about black-white thinking, but acknowledging new competencies
Changing people's mindsets and everyday practices
Rights and equal opportunities
Eliminating tokenism
Overcoming the ethnisation of jobs in the cultural sector
Changing the educational system (more non-white students and creating options to study black art)
Respect for and acceptance of non-dominant groups and their cultural practices
Acknowledgment that "difference= contemporary society"
Relaxation of rules and regulation (e.g. regarding tax, visa and funding applications)
Tackling (institutional) racism and eurocentrism, defeating dominance of 'white' as the norm
Acknowledging non-dominant exper'tise - incorporate non-dominant experts in decision making
Building on what is already there, instead of initiating new projects time and again
Creating the perception of cultural diversity as everybody's matter, not the problem of black people

Source: 25 interviews conducted in Rotterdam and The Hague in 2002.

6.3.6 The corporatist model summarised
Also for the Dutch case the account above is summarised in a few rudimentary equations which
capture the images, discourse and representations that appeared in the Dutch dominant cultural
field. As with the English case, note that these equations express "regimes of truth", not "the
truth", and that these equations capture only the basic underpinning of these representations,
even though they may be more complex and less clear-cut in everyday practice.

The national and local incorporation of non-dominant groups in the arts funding system and
established cultural sector is achieved on the basis of cultural hybridity. At the local level,
cultural hybridity is supplemented with support for non-dominant cultural heritage.
With only limited space for community arts or the cultural industries, the Netherlands knows
basically only two cultural domains:

(professional) arts= national versus (amateur) culture= local
Related to these two domains is a clear notion of where the respective cultural events are
located:
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arts= city centre versus culture= local boroughs
Arts and culture acquired a different status:

arts= quality/excellence/innovation versus culture= recreational/amateur culture
With regard to the function and the location of cultural diversity:

cultural diversity= enhancing social cohesion
cultural diversity= old city-boroughs/working-class areas

Regarding the content of non-dominant cultural practices:
non-dominant culture= religious/ socio-political/ socio-cultural
non-dominant work= innovative, crosses cultural boundaries, but "under construction"

The non-dominant audiences would be of:
non-dominant audiences= low social-economic status, thus lack of cultural competence

6.4 The liberal and corporatist models compared
This chapter has taken the 'symbolic exchange and exclusion as central issues', as suggested in
the opening quote. Accordingly, this chapter has traced what kind of knowledge the public fun-
ding system together with the established cultural sector produces regarding the cultural prac-
tices of non-dominant groups and how this knowledge leads to sets of practices that indeed
reinforce the marginal position these groups started off in. This concluding section returns to the
central question of this chapter:  How are western and non-western art and culture represented  in
the dominant cultural field in England and the Netherlands and how does this determine the
location of diversity in the respective cultural fields?

With regard to the general representations of arts and culture, we can conclude that
England applies a broader definition than the Netherlands: besides the arts and cultural heritage
there is quite some policy attention for the cultural industries and community arts. The latter
two, however, "enjoy" a different status and are located in a local context. In the Netherlands the
division is basically between the national level dealing with the arts (professional) and the local
level with (amateur) culture. A similarity between the two countries is that on the national level,
the arts function as a signifier of national culture, prestige and identity. Another similarity is that
the more local. the broader the dejinition  of culture becomes and the more cultural diversity

receives attention.
The previous chapter pointed out in relation to the definition of arts and culture that

England employs a sociological approach which contrasts with the Dutch notion of l'art pour
l'art. Is this distinction also traceable in Secondspace? In the English case, the sociological
approach is particularly discernible at the local level, since the national level seems to "out-
source" the concern for community arts, the creative industries and social inclusion to local
authorities as well as to the private and voluntary sector. The sociological approach leaves the
domain of the arts and cultural heritage by and large untouched. Moreover, this approach fo-
cuses on "problem-solving"  in the case of the English local social/ urban regeneration schemes.
On the contrary, even though the definition of arts and culture seems to be broadening, Dutch
cultural policy remains focused on the recreational aspect of culture at the local level and even in
recreational culture there is a notion of autonomy as the example of the Local Cultural Centres
illustrated: culture is defined as the outcome of the autonomous dynamics in these Centres.

At the local level in England, cultural diversity becomes almost the equivalent of urban

regeneration or community arts projects which often deal with non-dominant cultural heritage.
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The Dutch local level understands cultural diversity as amateur culture which can include both
cultural heritage and hybrid art forms, but which are portrayed as religious, socio-political or
socio-cultural events. With regard to the specific representations of western and non-western  arts
and culture on the national level, we can conclude that the incorporation of non-dominant groups
is achieved in England on the basis of the cultural heritage of the countries of origin. In this
respect, the English case (nationally and locally) responds to the 'ethnic' component in contem-
porary identity developments which range from westernisation via hybridisation to ethnisation.
Given the fact that we are discussing dominant representations, it seems more appropriate to use
the term 'ethnicism', because in these representations minority-ethnic groups are 'made more
ethnic' (see chapter 2 footnote 25). This also corresponds to Gilroy's notion of the 'fixed mosaic'
of multiculturalism in Britain in which culture is treated as a property rather than a process (see
chapter 4). In the Netherlands on the contrary, the incorporation of non-dominant groups is
effecttted on the basis of cultural hybridity and the cultural exchange between societal groups.
The focus on hybridity stresses the difference with conventional western cultural practices and
Simultaneously indicates that non-dominant practitioners have incorporated part of the western
cultural vocabulary and perhaps also cultural identity. In short, therefore, we can conclude that
central to national level of the English liberal case is "authen-ticity" (cultural heritage) and to
that of the Dutch corporatist case is "integration" (social cohesion and the mixing of cultural tra-
ditions). See Figure 6.7 for a schematic overview of what was called the 'ongoing continuum' of
black arts in the English case. In both countries. there remains a gap in the representations of
contemporary (autonomous) developments in non-dominant "art" (i.e. in the dominant concep-
tion of the word).

Figure 6.7 Difference in the incorporation of non-dominant cultural practices in England and the Netherlands

England Level: national and local
Style: Traditional » Hybrid + Contemporary cultural practices

Netherlands Level: Local national and local        -
Style: Traditional -9 Hybrid + Contemporary cultural practices

With regard to the production of culture by non-dominant ethnic groups the discourse in Eng-
land is focussed on a lack of product, the quality of the product, but also on racist or other exclu-
sionary practices in the established cultural sector, the mutual lack of trust between dominant
and non-dominant players in the cultural field and the effects of power structures. Given the
persistent marginal location of non-dominant cultural practices, it seems that the representations
regarding the lack and quality of work are stronger than the realisations that there are indeed
exclusionary mechanisms at work in the established cultural sector. In the Netherlands, represen-
tations of non-dominant cultural production concentrate predominantly on quality, the innova-
tive character of the work and the inaccessibility of the arts funding structure and the established
cultural field for non-dominant artists and arts organisations. There is less emphasis on suppor-
ting the development of non-dominant work than  in the English case. Both countries locate non-
dominant cultural production in local contexts, as 'black community art' or as 'amateur art'. In
both countries, the issue of quality appears to lead to exclusionary practices. Although the dis-
tinction between the quality of various cultural expression is both unavoidable and desirable, it
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is the application of these quality distinctions that results in the assignment of a marginal loca-
tion to non-dominant cultural expressions.

The two countries resemble one another in their representations of non-dominant con-
sumption: non-dominant audiences would be uneducated or lack the cultural competence needed
for engaging in the arts.  In both countries this perception seems to be the outcome of a continual
focus on highbrow western cultural practices. The difference is that England inclines towards the
idea that non-dominant audiences would not be interested in the arts at all, whereas in the
Netherlands the idea is that non-dominant groups would not be ready yet (civilised enough) due
to their socio-economic status.

The representations of the essence of cultural diversity reflects to a high extent the
difference between the two incorporating regimes. In England, the essence (and the legitimisa-
tion) of cultural diversity policy is found in equal cultural entitlements, equality of opportunity
and employment opportunities. This reflects the characteristics of the liberal regime as outlined
in chapter 3. Even though the unit of incorporation is the individual in a liberal model, cultural
diversity policy increasingly takes "communities" as its main target. The essence of cultural
diversity policy in the Netherlands is based on the notion of social cohesion and the spread of
arts and culture socially and geographically. This reflects the pacification aim and the egalitaria-
nism of the corporatist model.
Thus, the location   of  diversity  in  the two countries can be summed up as geographically local:
local communities in England (EN) and local boroughs in the Netherlands (NL). Symbolically,
diversity is located among urban regeneration or community arts projects (EN) and amateur cul-
ture (NL). That is, diversity is located outside the domain of the arts. Also the cultural produc-

tion and consumption by non-dominant groups is located outside the established cultural field
through dominant representations indicating a lack of quality and experience. Since non-
dominant cultural expressions are not interpreted as "art", they become instrumental in the domi-
nant cultural field: to alleviate people's deprivation (EN) or to enhance social cohesion (NL).
This manoeuvres non-dominant arts and culture even further away from the established cultural
field, particularly in the Netherlands where socio-political targets for the arts are far from accep-

ted. Moreover, in England, non-dominant groups acquire a location in the host country through
staying loyal to their own cultural heritage (authenticity) and in the Netherlands through
emphasising their hybridity (integration). Locally, there is more room for traditional cultural
expressions which reflects the Dutch history of 'integrating whilst maintaining one's cultural
identity' (see chapter 4).

Hence, both the real and imagined location assigned to cultural diversity in Second-

space supplements, and partly explains, the real institutional marginal location of diversity in
Firstspace. The unease due to the lack of familiarity with non-dominant cultural practices which
is prevalent in both countries - in different ways - does not seem to restrain policy makers and
the established cultural sector from judging these practices, neither does it seem to lead to a tho-
rough questioning of these dominant representations.  On the contrary, as Lewis indicated above,
the differences in representations of western and non-western arts and culture and the limited
conception of what cultural diversity is about in the dominant cultural sector reinforce the subor-
dinated location of non-dominant groups and their cultural practices - in this case, both in a
cultural (artistic) and spatial manner. Therefore, it seems that the claims to respect difference, to
build on diversity, and to open up the cultural field to non-western art forms, as put forward in
cultural diversity policy documents in both countries, are subjugated by persistent dominant
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representations regarding non-western art and culture, its content, function and location. This
illustrates one of the paradoxes that operate in the dominant cultural field in England and the
Netherlands: the paradox between the positive/inclusive rhetoric of policy documents and the
negative/exclusive representations of the cultural capacities of non-dominant groups. There is
thus  a constant oscillation  between a celebratory language (diversity is an enrichment of the
western culture domain, the innovative character of the work) and a (stronger) denigrating
language which subsequently (re-) assigns a peripheral location to non-dominant cultural prac-
tices in these two western societies.
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'To be inclusive... cultural citizenship has to occupy positions inside and out-
side the formal structures of administrative power' Stevenson 2001.1)

'The politics of difference should incorporate the voices of the displaced, mar-
ginalized, exploited, and oppressed black people' (hooks 1990a, 25)

'To be in the margin is to be part of the whole but outside the main body'
(hooks 1990c, 149)

7.1 Introduction
Central to the previous two chapters were the organisation of and representations operating in
the dominant cultural field. It was shown how the western cultural hegemony, its real and
imagined central urban location, the accompanying criteria of artistic quality, its dominance over
access and the allocation of funding, and its representations of non-western cultural practices
subsequently manoeuvre these non-dominant practices into a marginal and peripheral location.
These margins are however understood in this study. based on hooks, as sites to move into in
order 'to let counter-hegemonic discourses speak'. This chapter enters the margins, and Soja's
Thirdspace, with three main aims. First of all, to provide an overview ofthe non-dominant cultu-
ral sphere. This cannot be more than an illustration since this field is large, dynamic and diverse.
Secondly, this chapter presents the 'voices' hooks alludes to in the opening quote and analyses
how they challenge and contest the dominant organisation of the cultural field and the dominant
representations of non-dominant cultural practices.168 Thirdly, this chapter continues the explo-
ration of differences in incorporating regimes between England and the Netherlands. Because
the margins are peripheral but are nevertheless also part of society (as the third opening quote
indicates) and given that First and Secondspace meet the non-dominant part of society and
become 'something else' in Thirdspace, differences in societies' history, ideology and structural
organisation will affect the non-dominant sector differently too.

Note that marginal practices vary greatly, some may become part of the established
domain after a while, others may remain marginal but continue to contest dominant representa-
tions and again others may cease to exist in the long run when support for them dies out. Those
practices that remain non-established are understood in this study, as chapter 3 outlined, as
Thirdspaces, as lived spaces of representation and as the terrain for the generation of counter-
spaces, because it are spaces of resistance to the dominant order as a consequence of their sub-
ordinate, peripheral or marginalized positioning. As such, chapter 3 described these spaces as
vitally filled with politics and as the space of social and cultural struggle over real and imagined
spaces between dominant and non-dominant groups. Thus, counterspaces are contested spaces,
spaces in which there can be clashes with the established power structures as represented by for
instance the city council, the police. established cultural organisations or arts funding bodies.

In short, this means that non-dominant cultural practices are to some extent informed
and shaped by the dominant part of society and that they simultaneously contest, resist or
challenge this dominant society. Because counterspace practices either ignore, diverge from, or

168 See chapter 3 for comments on the limitations regarding the representation of these voices.
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creatively incorporate First and Secondspace dominant structures and organisations they can be
interpreted by the dominant structures either as positive, as a challenge to keep the system criti-
cal and open, or as negative. as a threat to the status-quo and to dominant positions of control.  I
however focus on the non-dominant cultural practices' potential for change. Therefore, the cen-
tral question in this chapter is: To what extent do the non-dominant cultural sectors in Manches-
ter and Rotterdam reflect their country's dominant models and to what extent do they contest or
resist these models?

In order to answer this question, this chapter analyses for Manchester and Rotterdam
the urban cultural morphology ofthe non-dominant cultural sector and specifically: the historical
development - to remind us that the phenomena described in this chapter are not new (§7.2.1/
7.3.1); the contemporary spatial characteristics  - to determine  its real location  in  the two cities

(§7.2.2/7.3.2); the struggle over non-dominant spaces (venues) - to analyst its contested nature

(§7.2.3/7.3.3); the contemporary organisational characteristics - to analyse this field's poly-
morphic character, its diversity and its political vitality (§7.2.4/7.3.4); the "counter-voices" - to
let the counter-hegemonic discourses speak (§7.2.5/7.3.5); and a few examples of explicit Third-
space cultural practices - to establish what the 'something else' can be (§7.2.6/7.3.6). Moreover,
this chapter presents various "Boxes" in which the specificities of the non-dominant cultural sec-
tor are further illustrated.

Although this study is focused on minority-ethnic groups and their practices, this is not to say
that resistance is an exclusive characteristic of this group. Rather, resistance is the outcome of
power relations. Non-dominant groups differ however from other groups in that they also contest
racialised regimes of representation and their subsequent practices (see also Hall 1997, 269).
But as indicated previously, also the margin is plural. The margins are characterised by a diver-
sity within diversity, which is also reflected in the cultural practices of the margins. As with
differences in identity-formation, there are different margins from which different critical
responses to the dominant structures are formulated. Whereas some may aim at altering domi-
nant representations, at making the public sphere accessible and culturally inclusive, others may
cater for the margin within the margin.

7.2 Manchester's non-dominant cultural sector

The in formation in the following sections is derived from two extensive periods of field work in
Manchester in 2000 and 2001, in which I attended a wide range of non-dominant cultural events,
performances, festivals, debates and the like. Furthermore, information is derived from the inter-
views conducted during the same periods with representatives of non-dominant cultural venues
and organisations. The examples provided in these sections function as illustrations of the
characteristics of the non-dominant cultural sector, the specificity of the English case and/or of
the diversity of practices within this sector. Consult Appendix  l b for detailed information on the
venues and organisations discussed below.

7.2.1 Historical developments: criminalisation of the black presence
The process of integrating migrant groups into the English society became increasingly accom-

panied by negative dominant representations, as chapter 4 illustrated. This concerned not only
access to the housing and labour market but also to the domain of culture. The subsequent lack
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of access to the dominant cultural sphere and the criminalisation of the black presence resulted
from this early time onwards in a separation of cultural spheres. David Haslam illustrates for
Manchester City that the history of club culture'69 often coincided with that of gang culture - for
white and black groups alike. In the past. Moss Side (and to a lesser extent Hulme)'m was the
location where these two cultures combined among the black population:

'In the  1950s the black population of Manchester discovered they were unwelcome in many local
pubs and clubs. and organised their own entertainment instead, establishing cat'ds and clubs, and
commandeering various private houses for what were locally called shebeen or blues. These all-
night parties brought problems for other residents and often attracted the attentions of the police,
but they endured, providing somewhere to socialise and a way of raising money for those who
hosted them' (Haslam 1999.225).

The quote indicates, besides the existence of separate cultural spheres, the invisibility of black
culture in its "underground" location in private houses or basement clubs which required that
one had to know the area or the organisers in order to know where to go. A combination of
police interventions and gang rivalries caused many such places to close down before or other-
wise during the large-scale urban regeneration scheme that hit Moss Side and Hulme during the
198()s. Although there may be a few (new) underground places around today, it is not more than
a fraction of Moss Side's past cultural life, leaving the local residents with a feeling of nostalgia
as well as of dissatisfaction with the current situation:

'There used to be so many pubs, you could go to cellar parties, you could get dressed up and go to
Carmoor Road. for the old folks there used to be the Russell Club, and there were clubs too, the
Nile and the Reno where house bands would play jazz . People would go out and come together
there. Also the NIA Centre used to be an excellent place that you could dress up for. It just
doesn't happen anymore, the clubs and the NIA Centre have been closed down. Yes. you have got
the bar just here around the corner where all  the old West Indies men go, that  is why  it is called
the Old Folks, but you won't see any young people there! In Carmoor Road the atmosphere is no
longer what it used to be...there is nothing anymore!' (cv 15).

The close-down of the various cultural spaces in Hulme and Moss Side however did not end the
criminalisation of the black cultural presence.  Box  1  provides an example of one of the very few
black spaces in Manchester City's centre.

169 The emphasis in this study is on performing arts rather than club culture, but a brief exploration of this
cultural sector is appropriate given Manchester's former reputation of "Madchester" (see chapter 4).
170 The two districts of Manchester City most likely to be identified by the national public as entrenched
with crime and violence are Hulme (once the worst housing estate in Europe) and Moss Side (sometimes
called the "Bronx of Britain") adjacent to the city centre and the universities (Mellor  1997,67: see also
chapter 4). Hulme has undergone a large-scale urban regeneration scheme in the 1980s which is interpreted
nowadays by some as the replacement of the previous residents and artists initiatives by new housing and
yuppies. Especially in Moss Side, this regeneration project has led to the reinforcement of the feeling of
being disadvantaged (cv 1 5), even though there has been development in Moss Side too it is less visible in
the urban infrastructure. In Moss Side 41.7% and in Hulme 32.3% of the population is from black or
minority-ethnic background.
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Box 1 Criminalising the black presence in Manchester's City Centre - Club Havana

Club Havana is located on High Street in the city's main shopping area, right behind the monstrous
Arndale Shopping Centre, which survived the IRA bomb attack on Manchester' s city centre on June 15
in 1996. Upon arrival the first thing one notices are the barriers which organise the clubbers into a
neat queue waiting to be let in. Our first attempt to get in failed due to the trainers we were wearing
which did not correspond with the club's dress code. The second time the group of bouncers at the
door accepted us as looking decent enough and subjected us one by one to a search for weapons or
sharp objects. During this search we had to stick our arms up and look straight into the security
camera. Having passed this, we entered through a turnstile, which gave way to a staircase leading
downstairs. The staircase was divided by a iron fence separating those coming in from those going out.
At the bottom of the stairs, we could not help but wonder whether we had just entered a high-security
prison or whether we were still on our Friday-"Sugar 'n Spice"-night out. Once inside, it was instantly
clear that we had indeed come to a club, with a kind of English-pub style bar area which gave way on one
side to a barely lit, low-ceiling room which functioned as the dance floor. The majority of the crowd had

gathered in the back around the DJ and responded in a question-and-answer-like fashion to the MC,
more fervently than I had seen anywhere else. Besides the most enthusiastic, it was certainly also the
most diverse crowd that I had encountered in any of the many /Aanchester clubs that I checked out
during my field work: blacks, South-Asians, a Korean guy whom I had previously met in a Korean
restaurant on King Street, whites - everybody was there, often in mixed-race couples. The general
atmosphere was relaxed, even the countless number of bouncers present inside talked to the costumers

pleasantly.
Club Havana's security policy is contested by clubbers and club owners around Manchester.

Its reputation reflected the way Club Havana was described to me by my white-Mancunian connections,
and warned as I was by too many street fights I had witnessed in the city centre on weekends, I
decided to go and check it out in female rather than male company to avoid provocation. It turned out
that it would have been fine either way, I could have even gone on my own. The negative representation,
the creation of a myth of violence and the depiction of the club as a no-go area may correspond with
the club's security policy, but contrasted nevertheless sharply with the easy-going-ness inside. Its
gated presence makes Havana a poignant example of the problematic - real and imagined - location of
diversity in Manchester's city centre.

Whereas the black presence, and above all its alleged criminality, is widely recorded in the lite-
rature, less information can be found on the historical developments in the Asian cultural sector,
which may indicate this group's marginality in a different way. It may also indicate, as Pnina
Werbner detailed, that 'in Manchester, the Pakistani ethnic public sphere... went through a radi-
cal  transformation  in the 1990s during which the authority of Pakistani male elders and their
monopoly of communal public space were contested' by both women and young men (1996,
55/6):71 Before that time, at least in more religious communities, there was a 'cultural gap'

171 This examples illustrates that non-dominant cultural spaces are not only contested by the dominant
sector but also from within.
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between the 'moral sobriety and austere religiosity' connected to mosques and official occasions
and the what Werbner called 'sinful fun' in domestic settings (1996,59). This similarly triggered
a certain invisibility to the dominant society as in the case of the black cultural sphere. What
may have been most visible were the "accepted" or high-cultural expressions such as classical
music. For example, the Indian Classical Music Society has been organising concerts for more
than 20 years in Manchester.

7.2.2 Contemporary spatial characteristics: segregation
The previous section described the gradual but ongoing close-down of cultural spaces in Hulme
and  Moss  Side,  but the situation grew worse  in the second  half of the 199Os,  when  the  NIA
Centre closed down (see section 7.2.3) and also the city centre had little to offer in terms of cul-
tural diversity:

'ln 1998, Contact Theatre was closed down, the Chinese Arts Centre had burned down, there was
very little in terms of black arts provision going on at that time besides at the green room'
(org24).

172

Even though the Metropolitan Borough Councils in Greater Manchester have their own central
and peripheral areas, the density of cultural institutions is far less. The main cultural venues and
institutions are all located in Manchester City's centre. In this respect Manchester City centre
remains the "centre", the focal point of cultural activity and as such it symbolises the openness
to difference in the established cultural sector. Nowadays, besides China Town in the middle of
the city centre, the Chinese Arts Centre (org20/21) which reopened in the Northern Quarter' '
and the gay presence on and around Canal Street, Manchester's city centre remains white-domi-
nated both in terms of highbrow and popular culture. Also of the public cultural venues with a
clear diverse character, i.e. Contact Theatre and the green room (cv 1 1), only the green room can
be considered in a central location on Withworth Street West which forms the southern ring
around the city centre. Beyond the centre, the non-dominant sector picked up to some extent in
the period 1999-2001 with support  of the regional and local arts funding structure: Contact

172 The culturally diverse Contact Theatre is a young people's (urban) theatre, its main trust is producing
and presenting innovative contemporary theatre, with a strong emphasis on new writing (Contact 2004). It
aims at a fluid interaction between professional productions, pal-ticipative work and youth work. in addition
to theatre, there are concerts, dance performances, exhibitions,  DJs and a range of workshops dealing with
the various facets of theatre making. It has two main spaces (360 and 100 seats), on site-rehearsal space
and a bar in which one often finds DJs spinning records and the foyer functions regularly as an exhibition
space. With its range of cultural events, the extensive use ofall its spaces and its striking architecture. the
arts are almost ingrained in Contact's physical structure. Located in the universities district, Contact attracts
a young and diverse crowd. In comparison to the green room, Contact shows more 'popular work' (cv 1 1).
Compared to Zion: Contact presents also professional arts, whereas Zion remit is amateur cultural
participation in a wide range of art forms (cv 10).
173 Just north of Piccadilly Gardens, in the north-eastern part ofthe city centre, the Northern Quarter is
known for its young club/bar-DJ music-related arts events and stores on and around Oldham Street. The
Quarter is seen as holding a large section of Manchester's creative industries, it is also the place where
CIDS (Cultural Industries Development Service - orgl 7) is located and where one finds CAN (Community
Arts North-West - orgl 9) as well as the Chinese Arts Centre (org20).
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Theatre reopened and the newly-built Powerhouse Library and Zion opened their doors.174 In
contrast to these public youth centres in Hulme and Moss Side, other parts of Greater Manches-
ter such as Oldham175 appear to be characterised by a sparse number of youth centres and those
that are there tend to be under-funded. This was identified in the report on the riots in Oldham in
2001 as one of the key issues that has to be dealt with (OIR 2001,47).

Besides these few publicly funded cultural venues and youth arts centres, there is how-
ever a much larger range of locations where non-dominant cultural events take place. Some 10-
cations are rather intangible, as is the case with the garage do's in derelict industrial buildings or

'Sometimes colleagues will do things.. when it is too big for a theatre they will go and takeover a
warehouse and do an installation of their work there' (cv 1 1).

Other locations are only 'temporarily diverse', such as local theatres,176 cinemas or convention
centres that are hired for an one-off event. Again other locations have a permanently diverse
character such as for instance The Grants Arms, on Royce Road, this seems to be the only 'auto-
nomous' space that has survived the massive transformation in Hulme,. This pub hosts weekly
jam-sessions and a Caribbean live-music night every last Saturday of the month. The pub's
events are listed in City Life, 177 but the diverse crowd seems to consist mainly of locals. Contra-
ry to the open character of this pub, the majority of the fixed locations operate predominantly
within the confinements of one community. This may be a religious community as in the case of
the Church of God of Prophecy which also runs a community centre where the occasional cultu-
ral event is organised (see cv14). Or a community that shares the same geographical background
as  in the  case  of the West Indies Community Centre  (see  cv 16), where the occasional exhibition
and music or poetry performance is held. Both centres are located in Longsight, Manchester

174 The Powerhouse is a youth centre hosting a broad range of activities (see cv 15) and is built on the site
where a young lad died in a gang rivalry. After the incident, local initiative was taken to stop the shootings
and the problems in the area and with the aid of Millennium Funding the youth centre was built. Nearby
Zion is a multi-art youth centre (see cv 10). It is one ofthe few buildings that survived the urban
regeneration scheme, whereas it used to be on a dead-end road surrounded by high rise council flats, it is
now sandwiched between an adult-education and a drugs relief centre.  Both the Powerhouse and Zion
strongly emphasise within their organisations the freedom of the youngsters to turn these locations into
"their spaces" by giving them decision-making power over what they want to do artistically, with the aim to
give them a more positive outlook on life and to let them experience that one can indeed change and
achieve things if one works for it (cv 1 5, c v 10) .
175 Oldham is located in the north-east of Greater Manchester. 'Oldham  is a patchwork: Glodwick, where
the riots took place in 2001, is almost a 100 percent Asian with many low income families from rural
backgrounds brought in to work in the cotton mills - that was the only time that Oldham was a prosperous
town! Glodwick is sealed off from Oldham city centre by a dual carriage way. On the other side ofthe city
centre, a bit further up the hill, are the posh areas, that is where our audiences live' (cv 1 3). In addition to the
Oldham Colisuem. there is the Grange Arts Centre which holds a theatre space and which is part of a
community college, the Oldham Art Gallery which tries to reach out to a diverse audience, and among
others things Peshkar Productions (an Asian theatre productions company).
176 These local theatres tend to be part ofcommunity colleges, e.g Grange Arts Centre in Oldham and
Abraham Moss Theatre (cv 12) in Crumpsall, Manchester City. In the latter case, one has to go through part
of the college to reach the theatre, after the performance there is no real place where one can meet and talk
to people, which must give a different feel to one's night out.
177 Manchester's main listings magazine.
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City.
178 These community centres tend to be closed entities and the majority is privately run

(only a few receive Voluntary Sector Grants through Local Councils - see chapter 5). There are
many such community centres spread all around Greater Manchester, but they are absent from
Manchester's city centre.

In short, between the local, private community centres and the two or three publicly
funded diverse venues, there appears to be hardly any mid-scale locations which are both perma-
nent and diverse: in general 'there is a lack of a theatre-performance-type space', as pm9 men-
tioned for Rochdale.179 This extreme division in the abundance of small, local, non-cultural, pri-
vate, diverse spaces (and a limited number of more central, cultural, public, diverse spaces) and
the abundance of large-scale western cultural venues in the city centre, signifies the rather frag-
mented cultural field in (Greater) Manchester. The fragmentation results thus from distinctions
between dominant and non-dominant cultural spheres, between city centre and local boroughs,
as well as between the different minority ethnic groups. The private character of many of the
non-dominant cultural locations adds to the invisibility - from the dominant point of view - of
the non-dominant cultural sector. Even though the cultural field is thus more complex, if one
remains focussed on the public cultural sector or the larger scale venues then one easily reach
the conclusion:

'Cultural diversity? That's just in certain spots,  or even only certain gigs' (cvl 1 )

The 'hidden character' of the non-dominant cultural field in Manchester is only temporarily
disturbed by the summer festivals such as the Melas, the Caribbean Carnival, and Chinese New
Year. This disturbance is however limited since, except for the Chinese New Year, these festi-
vals take place in parks outside the city centre: the Caribbean Carnival in Alexandra Park, which
borders on Moss Side, and the Mela in Platt Fields Park on the border of Rusholme which holds
a large South-Asian population as well as Manchester's Curry Mile. The location influences who
is going to participate:

'One of the factors is geographical..  if you put Carnival in Moss Side - where it is and should be -
you are going to get a self-defining crowd, because some people will feel safe some people won't'
(CVIO).

178 Longsight, south-east of the city centre, holds with 42% the second largest population of black or
minority-ethnic background in the City of Manchester - the largest population lives in nearby Moss Side
(MCC 1998).
179 Located in the north ofGreater Manchester, Rochdale is one ofthe poorest towns in the UK: 'I think
with £25 million we are the largest SRB scheme in the country' (pm9). Revitalising Inner Rochdale subse-
quently aims at combating social exclusion in 5 wards which coincidently also hold the largest proportion
of the Asian population in Rochdale, in total around a third of the local population. In terms of cultural
facilities, there are the Cultural Services, the newly opened Arts and Heritage Centre, there is no museum.
There are several private community centres, but there is 'a lack of a theatre-performance-type space. There
is one theatre-space in a school, which is quite a big theatre, but it is not the best space in the world' (pm9)
In Summer, there are three Melas and other outdoor festivals. Rochdale is also the base of Cartwheel
Community Arts (org27) and among other things M6 Theatre Company (specialised in bilingual theatre).
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The disturbance is also limited in the sense that these outdoor events last for a few hours only,
nonetheless this can already be too much in the eyes of some white residents (see Charnley
2000).

7.2.3 The struggle over non-dominant spaces: the case of the NIA Centre
Whether temporary or fixed, non-dominant spaces such as cultural venues are contested. Rather
than as positive, the dominant cultural sector experiences these spaces, unfortunately, as a threat
to social order or as a loss of control over the cultural practices in such spaces. Mentioned
already is the criminalisation of non-dominant cultural spaces. Furthermore. the alleged lack of
artistic quality associated with such spaces was discussed in chapter 6. For such reasons, non-
dominant spaces are denounced, obstructed or completely eliminated by the authorities or arts
funding system. It is in these instances that the struggle over power, identity and location
becomes most blatantly visible. Box 2 provides the most explicit example in the Manchester
case: the closure of the NIA Centre and the subsequent refusal by the arts funding system to re-
open the venue or to open a new black space with the earmarked funding for the Centre.

Box 2 The struggle over black venues - The NIA Centre in Moss Side

On the boarder between Hulme and Moss Side, this Centre for Caribbean Culture was a 400 seat
theatre joint-funded by AGMA and NWAB. Besides theatre plays the venue programmed also comer-
cial shows and comedy. Already before it was closed down NWAB tried to intervene in the venue's

programming. As one interviewee recalled:

'It was diverse although they were quite specific with their work, which was Afro-Caribbean, it wasn't Asian or
Chinese and if you then have to limit the work to what the arts council thinks is art .. you end up with a very narrow

product.. so that was impossible' (pm6).

Hence, when NIA was still running the arts funding system did not approve of the type of black work it
programmed, but its closure is simultaneously used as an explanation for the perceived lack of black
theatre work (as discussed in the previous chapter) 'since programming black theatre work was seen to
be the NIA Centre's responsibility' (Blanco 1998, 20). Does that make sense if the work was supposed-
ly not good enough to begin with7 Whichever way round, black work is the victim of dominant represen-
tations. The Centre was closed down in 1997. Since then, the stories of what happened and why it was
closed down vary greatly between those representing the dominant and those representing the non-
dominant cultural sector. The various reasons can nonetheless be roughly grouped under five
categories:
- Financial mismanagement
- Mismatch between policy directives and preferences of the Centre: NWAB wanted it to be a theatre,
NIA wanted to be more than that, they wanted it to be a place for the development of black work, but
the building did not really fit this development function
- Mismatch in definitions of art: the more commercial and popular productions did not fit NWAB's
definition of the arts. Towards the end, the Centre had to also programme NWAB priority arts
companies
- Problems with soundproofing regulation (and a lack of funding to solve these problems)
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-  The Centre also or·ganised club and music nights, on one of these night there was an incident in which
somebody fired a gun - this meant the true beginning of the end

Almost all interviewees, from both dominant and non-dominant organisations, were reluctant to go into
the details of the history of the NIA Centre and got annoyed if I pressed the subject of its closure. It
seemed to have left an irreparable strain on the relation between the arts funding system and the
black arts sector. Since its closure, the building has been derelict and its boarded-up presence can be
read as a symbol of the current state of black spaces in the area (or Greater Manchester at large) and
it gives silent testimony of the strained relation in the cultural field.

On the basis of the Richard Blanco report (1998), assigned by NWAB and AGMA after the
closure, it was decided that the earmarked funding was going into a "Cultural Diversity:Greater Man-
chester Franchise Scheme" for the period 2002-05 (NWAB 2001b). This caused quite some cynicism on
the side of the non-dominant cultural sector, which pointed to the time that had passed since the
Centre's closure and the start of the CD:G/A programme and the volatility and short-term engagement
of this programme in comparison to the existence of a functioning black venue (cv10). Furthermore, the
CD:GM programme signifies that the NIA Centre will not be replaced by a new black-arts venue, which
is interpreted by the non-dominant sector as a sign that black art is not taken serious and is not
allowed space to grow.

Moreover it has increased the distrust on the side of non-dominant groups, because why -
during the time of financial trouble, but before the shooting - did NWAB not support NIA whilst it
continued its financial injections to revive the Halli Orchestra, once the city's main national pride? And
why was there enough public funding to support the construction of the Lowry Centre which opened in
Spring 2000 in Salford) Even if it may not be correct to make such comparisons (funding agreements
differ, different co-funders etc.), it does illustrate the frustration on the side of the non-dominant
cultural sector:

' Because what makes you believe the money  is not there? The money is there,  it Just goes to dif ferent organisations.
But give the same risk money, 25 years worth of funding like for instance the Royal Exchange is given, to a black group
and see what happens.. that is the equation that nobody puts into place.. Instead, they fund something as ludicrous as
the Lowry Centre to sit on its ass and turn into some sort of a shopping mall deviant thing (pm7). 180

Hence, the closure of the NIA Centre has become a major argument for the dominant cultural
sector NOT to open a new black space, 'because that didn't work..' (pm6). Additionally, most
funding officials despair the thought of more public funding being invested into running more
buildings; they argue that creating a centre for black work would create a ghetto. and that it
would seemingly relieve the mainstream  of its responsibility to diversify (Blanco   1998,  21).
However, almost all interviewees representing the non-dominant cultural sector opposed these
arguments and stressed the importance of a black venue:

180 Royal Exchange Theatre, on St. Ann's Square in Manchester City's centre. is Manchester's main theatre
which opened in  1976. It claims to have a long-standing commitment to new writing for the stage and to
the production o f new plays for a large audience, nonetheless, it regularly presents adaptations o f the works
ofCharles Dickens, Bernard Shaw, Oscar Wilde and the rest of the established English theatre canon.
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'A place, a building, a Black and Asian assigned and defined space. is essential to "brand" your
culture and to develop it further' (pm7).

Generally, the non-dominant sector stresses the need for 'safe spaces' for black artists to 'develop
their work away from the assumptions, misunderstandings and misplaced expectations of white
institutions, it would mean an opportunity for artists of a particular descent to develop their work
and  expose  it  to a wider cross section of people  from all communities' (Blanco  1998,  21).
Richard Blanco suggested the 'power-sharing' of venues, in which black artists take control of
existing spaces for a period of time. But precisely because collaboration between dominant and
non-dominant groups is often problematic, this may only further strain the relation betweenI 8I

these groups and may result instead in more uncomfortable memories.

7.2.4 Contemporary organisational characteristics
The lack of and struggle over explicit black cultural venues in (Greater) Manchester contrasts
sharply with the myriad of non-dominant cultural organisations. For Richard Blanco's report
already 37 black and Asian artists and arts organisations were interviewed (1998, 42-44). These
specifically arts organisations   are   supplemented   by   (at   least 1 83)   another 194 community
organisations which are listed  in the Ethnic Directory  1999/2000  for  the  City of Manchester
(AAU 1999). Unfortunately figures for Greater Manchester are not available. On a diverse Man-
chester City population of almost 75,000, this means an average of 1  organisation on 324 people.
One may expect that since the publication of the Ethnic Directory the number of organisations
has grown:

'At a more local level cultural activity seems to flourish. The number of organisations involved in
setting up workshops in design, drawing and the like has increased. So much so, that the
community organisations have come to experience real competition' (org27).

Some non-dominant organisations are explicitly cultural, for example the already mentioned
Indian Classical Music Society promotes Indian classical music in the UK and organises
concerts in the Greater Manchester area and has never received public funding. Another example
is Bazam-Adab Literary Society of Manchester, which promotes literature in the Bangladeshi,
Punjabi, Urdu and English language and organises literary events, poetry sessions and musical
evenings (AAU  1999, 5/13). Other organisations deal first and foremost with social and welfare
issues, nonetheless, most of them also listed cultural events in their activities description.

Interesting in the Manchester case, and in England in general, is the high number of cultural  net-
works such as South Asian Arts Forum, Black Music Network, Black Arts Alliance or Shisha.
These networks are however not specifically set up to directly deal or lobby with the arts fun-
ding system, but function rather as self-supportive structures:

181 An opposite example is Oldham Coliseum (see cv 13): it tried to solve problems around the lack of
rehearsal space with the adjacent community centre but did not reach an agreement which deteriorated the
situation.
I 82 These 231 organisations can be regarded as the slightly better known and/or registered organisations and
this number thus ignores smaller organisations, those that are not officially registered, those with less con-
tact to the established sector, those that operate on a more ad-hoc basis, as well as matiy individual artists.
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'With the old-boys network you don't stand a chance because they all stick together like glue. so
you create your own little boys network and start doing it that way' (pm7).

Additionally, the typically English emphasis on the alleviation of poverty and deprivation and on
urban regeneration, as became apparent in Chapter 5, expresses itself in the high number of
community arts organisations such as Community Arts North West (org19) and Cartwheel Com-
munity Arts (org27).

The range of cultural activities these non-dominant organisations set up is dazzling: 183

massive (commercial) cultural events in convention centres with Bollywood stars and other
South-Asian celebrities, fashion shows, but also small-scale Indian classical music concerts, for
instance  in a local community theatre in Crumpsall, North Manchester184  (cv 12); big festivals
and outdoor events such as the Caribbean Carnival in Moss Side and the many South-Asian
community festivals (Melas) all around Greater Manchester; small-scale multi-arts nights with
theatre, poetry readings and live art in community centres but also in the smaller spaces of
Contact Theatre and the green room; bilingual theatre (e.g. M6 or Peshkar Productions); the
(former) diverse listings magazine BAMboo!: or political debates on issues around  Pan-185

Afl'icanism, identity and/or cultural diversity frequently combined with cultural performances.
At the other end of the scale you get:

'Small-scale traditional arts which is done in a household or at a local community centre, like for
instance South-Asian women's sewing classes  that have sprouted  a  lot of designers  ...and  you
will always have underground traditional musicians or theatrical artists who want to get into the

mainstream'..(pm7).

The wide range of cultural events and performances characterises not only the non-dominant
cultural field as a whole, but many individual arts and community organisations as well. These
organisations set up cultural events ranging from popular to high cultural events for which they
often rely on transnational networks for artistic input and collaboration. Moreover, there is often
a clear emphasis on training and the development of artistic skills, which can also be seen as
typical for the English case as chapter 5 pointed out. An example in case is the Multi-Asian Arts
Centre in Rochdale which is described in Box 3.

183 Obviously, as dazzling as when one had to describe the dominant cultural sector in all its aspects!
184 The most deprived, extremely impoverished areas in Manchester City are found in the north and east.
Parts ofNorth Manchester are among the least funded areas in the City, even though a regeneration scheme
was started, among other things because of the Commonwealth Games that took place in Manchester in
2002. As one interviewee summed up: 'It is exasperating to see houses that are burned out, whole streets of
houses that are derelict and boarded up, furniture chucked out onto the street... and all that right next door
to a brand spanking new stadium that they have built for the Commonwealth Games' (cv 12). North and
East Manchester also suffer "cultural deprivation": there is not one major venue. In Crumpsall. North
Manchester, the Abraham Moss theatre which  is part of a local college is located  in an area with a large
Asian population.
185 Initiative from AAU, the publication of the magazine terminated together with AAU (see org22/23).
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Box 3 Multi-arts, multicultural and the development of skills - Multi-Asian Arts Centre

The Multi-Asian Arts organisation (MAA - org18) was founded in 1987 and the Arts Centre opened in
1996 in Rochdale. The managing director is a well-know musician, hence the focus on (international)
music development and the organisation of concert tours of and workshops with Pakistani musicians
around Greater Manchester or the rest of the UK. But music covers only part of the wide range of
activities. Below a list of some of the projects organised in the period 2001-03:
- 'Millennium putt' with drama and music (bilingual)
- Cultural arts Exchange with discussions and visits to Pakistan and Norway
- Women-only projects - development of confidence and ability. Activities leading to presentations,
exhibitions, writing books, International women's week etc. For women and girls over 12 years old.

- Training in internet /web design
- International music development: workshops and tours in the North-West region with musicians from
Pakistan
- Community recording studio: courses for 20 young people a year and it provides facilities for amateur
organisations

Additionally, MAA organises the annual /Aela in Rochdale and offers courses in a variety of art forms
like drama, music, poetry and textiles throughout the year in community centres, schools, and colleges.
Most interestingly, however, is MAA's design and set up of the first BTEC in Asian Music in the UK.186

This allows students to get an officially accredited music degree in tabla, harmonium or singing. The
degree also works towards enhancing group skills in collaboration with professionals musicians. The
community festivals/activities reach mainly the South-Asian population, which encompasses at least
Indians, Bangladeshis and Pakistanis, but especially where schools are involved, as well as the BTEC, the
projects reach a wider group of people including white-British.
/AAA works with a range of local authorities, educational departments, regional arts boards, schools,
community organisations, several venues in Greater Manchester, national and international artists, as
well as with organisations such as the WEA (Workers Education Association). Their aim is to function
as  an  ' information service'   in this broad network,  but  due to shortage of staff MAA experiences
difficulties in delivering this part. They have been North West Arts Board and Rochdale Council
revenue clients since 1998, additionally there is box office income and business sponsorship (ranging
from the national Lloyds Bank Ltd. to local Rochdale restaurants). For individual projects additional
funds are raised. Part of the BTEC programme has been funded through SRB (Social Regeneration
Budget - provided to projects in deprived areas which should focus on regeneration, development of
skills and employment opportunities).

1 86 BTEC courses, accredited by Edexcel, are often vocational courses which are the equivalent of one or
more A-levels. People take these courses in preparation of higher education, other people take them  at
different stages oftheir life as part of a 'life-long learning philosophy'. In addition to standard courses, there
is the BTEC Customised Framework which allows centres to respond to specific requirements for a
particular local need for a group of people or an industry and gain BTEC accreditation and certification.
Thus. centres are able to create their own "customised" BTEC short courses or longer programmes (info:
www.edexcel.org.uk).
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Another characteristic of non-dominant cultural events is that, even when it is not specifically a

political event such as a debate. most non-dominant performances and events have a strong poli-
tical content. For example, Segun Lee French's 'man sings woman' jazz night in the green room
in Fall 2001 contained a political intermezzo in which he reflected on how, all around the world,
black people get picked up and killed by police forces. Around the same time in Contact
Theatre, the joint concert of FunDAmental (Asian hip hop) with a traditional Pakistani Qawwali

187band, was decorated by a banner to the left of the stage requesting the release of Satpal  Ram
(see Chapter 4). The case of Ram also provided the basis for theatre play "Banged Up",
performed at the green room as part of Black History Month in October 2001. This play was
inspired by the life of a second man: Alton Manning, a small-time black crook who was killed in
prison. An inquest ruled it was an unlawful killing, but no officers were prosecuted. Hence,
these performances touch on race, civil rights, criminal justice and deaths-in-custody (Acts of
Achievement 2001,3).

7.2.5 The counter-voices

To let the counter-hegemonic discourses speak, this section presents some "counter-voices"
which have been selected for their critical reflections on dominant policies and practices and
specifically on the accessibility of established cultural venues for non-dominant cultural organi-
sations and their productions. in this respect, these voices "respond" to structural and representa-
tional aspects of the dominant cultural sector as analysed in chapter 5 and 6.

With regard to the question of whether the cultural field requires cultural diversity
Policy or whether general cultural policy would be sufficient to acknowledge a diversity of
needs, most non-dominant organisations agree that:

'If we lived in a fair, perfect world then fine, but there is a huge disenfranchisement and there is
huge socio-economic and political division. so therefore i f one wants to affect change one has to
think of policies  that  will  do that..  I  like to think  that  in  10 or 15 years  time  it  is no longer

necessary but at this moment in time it certainly is necessary .. I think there needs to be a clear
policy of how one is going to redress the balance and shift power structures and empower people

to get involved in whatever activity they want. whether that is mainstream or experimental.. '

(evil).

Even though there is agreement that cultural diversity policy is needed to balance things out,
many organisations simultaneously remain critical of having to operate under a different heading
o f'cultural diversity':

'I sometimes think why are we treated different from the mainstream. Why do we have to have
different jargon to address our needs? We need jobs, there needs to be education. training pro-

187 „A melting-pot of many influences, qawwali  is the meeting point of Islam and Hinduism and makes use
of the repertoire ofthe Arab and Coranic qaul, Persian poetry, indo Persian ghazal and the Hindu bhajan.  It
includes numerous praises to Mohammed or to Ali, love poems where the Divine is transposed to the
Sensual, but also extraordinary esoteric poems from the Sufi masters. Qawwali is sung by a group
composed of a leader singer assisted by one, two or three of his best students. A choir (composed of the
other students) adds strength to the music. The rhythm is underlined by the traditional dholak. a two-faced
drum, and the melodie accompaniment by a harmonium" (source: www.makar-records.com).
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grammes. access, it is all about what we do in the mainstream. Why does it have to be different?'
(org 18).

Although the dominant cultural sector is not a reference point in artistic terms for non-dominant
artists and arts organisations (pm7), many non-dominant cultural organisations seek the 'centre'
from the margins for reasons such as that artists may have reached a point in their career where
they want to move on to a larger or more professional stage or to boost the spirit and the
professionality of an amateur theatre group:

'The fact of the matter is that there comes a point in someone's artistic life where they actually
want to engage with a venue like the green room, Contact Theatre or the Royal Exchange' (cv 1 1).

'There was a time when I would work in community centres and turn them into theatres, now I
am more interested in taking the young people and their communities to the theatres that have
been especially built  for this purpose  ...1 am specifically thinking young people,  it is often  a
better way of working because it is taking them out of their environment which tells them they
can't  . . .1 remember working on this one project with young people ..we were getting to the point
were the piece was becoming really good and then we shifted it to a theatre and it went up three
levels  again...  you  know the discipline. attitudes everything completely changed...the environ-
ment inspired them to take it more seriously' (orgl 9).

This illustrates that people do not only impact on space, but space also impacts on people. Parti-
cularly the first quote above indicates that non-dominant groups perceive a similar cultural
hierarchy in terms of locations where one performs in different phases of one's artistic develop-
ment -one starts  in the margins and gradually moves to the centre, because of the central venue's
status but maybe more so because of the professional equipment, acoustics and so on. Nonethe-
less, many non-dominant groups experience the centre as inaccessible, especially in financial
terms:

'I think there are great venues out there which  can be utilised...  but the difficulty with  some of
professional venues... even commercial promoters are having difficulties in acquiring those
venues, because the venues have realised that we cannot go anywhere else and they have raised
their hiring charges  so it becomes impossible  to  hire. Just think...   Bridgewater  Hall  is  very
expensive, Apollo theatre has increased its fees, G-mex  is just tremendously expensive...  1 think
it is unfair that we can't use those venues and then you start getting segregation, it is then that
people start to fight for their own cause.  We need to be subtle' (org 1 8). 188

Whether one has (occasional) access to the dominant sector or not, the general consensus among
the non-dominant cultural organisations is that established venues should programme more
diverse work:

188
Bridgewater Hall describes itself on its website as "Manchester's £42 million international concert

venue" and presents mainly classical music and some world music (mainly Latin). Manchester Apollo
Theatre is a pop/rock venue, G-Mex is Manchester's international convention centre which occasionally
hosts cultural events. G-Mex and Bridgewater Hall are located in the city centre, the Apollo on Stockport
Road south-east of the city centre.
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'They should actually programme more diverse than they do now. That is, within their remit, so if
you're into linearity plays then look for Asian and Black playwrights. No matter what remit yours
is, film, dance, or anything, you should and you can invest in diversity' (cv 1 1).

However,

'1 feel that there is a lot of lip service paid to cultural diversity but that there is no real commit-
ment and if structures are not going to be changed fundamentally, the mainstream will remain too
powerful and will keep everything in place. Because why would they change? They have their
product, audience and funding safe and secure' (org23).

'All these programmers and people talking about "oh, how do we get culturally diverse?" I don't
think it is that difficult: you show an interest in the communities, access some resources and put
your money where your mouth is! But people have all these big meetings about "oh they are not
interested"  ...it is crap. 1 am sorry! These institutions don't want to let go..  in a way  I am sick of
sitting and talking about it on a policy level, it is all about putting your money there, make it
happen, don't put all these conditions on it. just give it a chance to happen, fund it' (org 19).

Hence. gradually the frustration is mounting in the non-dominant cultural sector regarding their
fixed marginal position and the limited access they have to established cultural venues.
Frustration is mounting too for those few individuals, identified in chapter 5, who are in charge
of implementing cultural diversity policy targets within the dominant cultural sector and who
want to create a sustainable place for cultural diversity:

'Why would I keep banging my head against a brick wall? It is not my concern, it is a historical
situation which they ask you to sort out, and you want to sort it out when they give you the right
tools and you can do it in your own way and be progressive about it, then we can see what
happens. but it ain't going to happen because they always want control.. simple as that' (pm7).

This quote, and the previous two, indicate that part of the frustration stems from the impossibili-
ty to move the established cultural sector and the funding system towards a sharing of control.
This is also illustrated by the frustration caused by the lack of ownership by non-dominant
groups. The highly promoted partnership schemes are critiqued by non-dominant organisations
for the fact that the funding is mostly placed with a local authority rather than with a non-domi-
nant organisation. This leaves the impression of not being taken seriously and of being second-
rate partners. At least, it does not take away the suspicion of authorities being seen as unwilling
to share their power and resources.

Generally, however, those organisations that operate in a fairly isolated position, finan-
cially and in terms of contacts, networks or collaborations with organisations outside their com-
munities, are the most fervent in their critique on the established arts sector as well as on society
in general. Such organisations are likely to function as "safe havens" for their communities since
they express a deep suspicion of society: 'The society we are fighting against' (cv 16). Moreover,
one such organisation raised the question - also with reference to research such as the one at
hand:
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'The communities are prostituting themselves to relieve society's anxiety to do such research.
They always have to talk and give information, but what do they get in return?' (cv 16).

It is within such community settings that one can frequently hear the expression, almost as a
variation on Paul Gilroy's 'There ain't no black in the Union Jack', that Britain has no right to the
Union Jack because it was the blood that ftowed in the colonies that made Britain big but that
this same country is too arrogant to acknowledge that today. One of the interviewees phrased it
differently:

'And sometimes what we are dealing with is racism.. and then it would actually make more sense
to talk about racism rather than about diversity' (pm4)

(Institutional) racism was indeed often discussed in the interviews. Most of them were conduc-
ted in the second half of 2001, when the fresh memory of the riots in Bradford, Burnley and
Oldham in the Summer of 2001 left no doubt as to whether there are great societal (ethnic)
divides. Moreover, after September  11  especially the  Muslims of South-Asian descent feared
that the war on terrorism would turn out to be a war on the Islamic religion. Incidents of arson
and hostility towards mosques and their visitors around Greater Manchester already pointed in
that direction. Towards the end of 2001 one interviewee remarked: 'Although things are quiete-
ning down again, the expectation still exists that people will play a lot harder' (pm7), which will
deepen these divides. Experiences of exclusion were also expressed with regard to non-dominant
audience attendance, but positive examples of how these experiences can be countered were
provided too:

'Definitely imbedded in people's minds is the time when they, or someone they knew. felt uncom-
fortable or unwelcome.. "that is not a place for black people" or "this is not where black people
go". But at the same time, when you invest in a positive experience, there are people who say "1'11
definitely come back to the Royal Exchange, it is beautiful, I had a great night out, the staff was
lovely". People know the venues that do a lot of Black work and they are kind of used to go there.
but the Royal Exchange was a higher quality, you know, everything was so professionally set:
costumes, the lighting effects.. they'd never seen so much money being invested in a Black show'
(org24).1 x9

This quote too points towards the professional facilities in central venues in comparison to the
often makeshift facilities in the margin, which can be embarrassing for the organisers especially
when professional international stars are invited  (orgl 8).  But this last quote indicates above all
that the right investment in a positive audience experience gives people the impression that they
are 'included', which lifts them out of the feeling of being a "second-class-citizens". Providing
such a positive audience experience requires however quite some commitment and insight on the
side of the established venues as Box 4 illustrates.

1 X9 Interviewee accounts from one project in which the Royal Exchange hired the AAU to assist the theatre
in its audience development.
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Box 4 The  ' holistic' approach to erase feelings of 'being  out of place'

The idea that cultural diversity should be 'a way of doing things' is translated into a frequently
mentioned 'holistic approach', which should be applied on a policy as well as a practical level and applies
therefore also to black audience development in for instance a white theatre: 'Change the pro-
gramming, change who is involved in the theatre, change the educational activities, change the way the
programme looks, keep the current audience coming in and slowly change what this audience sees, seek
new collaborations, build new networks with creative groups and audience groups, and expand contacts
to other media to include those of the various minority-ethnic groups for marketing purposes. Inside
the building there is a need to change the types of beer so that there is also for instance Indian beer
on offer, train the front of house staff to deal with people of different cultures, eventually change the
front of house staff so that there are always people of different communities present' (cv13).

Another interviewee added to this list while recounting an Indian event in a white theatre:
'There  was  training  for the box office  so  that  they  all  knew  what the story  was and people  were  very
enthusiastic because it is a great classical story.. there were foot-soldiers and ambassadors, meeters
and greeters, there was training for the backstage crew, training for the security guys, so there was
sort of a surge through the theatre that this programme was coming up.. new music for the foyer,
Cobra beer was on sale, the food menu was changed. people got really excited' (pml).

Hence, it is all about the attitudes of the staff and the facilities in the venues, but wishes
may differ from group to group:  ' The venue and what it caters  is very important for Asian people, for
example we don't like bar type facilities. It has to be a seated, there has to be a sort of stage, maybe a

bit of a dancing floor, nice thing .  But a place like Band on the Wall doesn't cater for seating very
much. You watch, you're having a drink, that sort of atmosphere doesn't cater for Asian people. So Band
on the Wall will suffer from that. The Met in Bury is very nice and small, it has got around 250 seating
capacity, the bar is much more separate, you enjoy the atmosphere... you know it all depends on the
facilities..' (or918) .19(' The easiest way to tell what is required is to collaborate with people from the
non-dominant group in question.

7.2.6 Thirdspace cultural practices: performances at Contact and green room
As the introduction to this chapter outlined, non-dominant cultural practices vary greatly since
some are fairly self-contained, split along ethnic lines or operate otherwise outside the dominant
structures. This section shifts the focus to Thirdspace cultural practices with an explicitly critical
openness. practices which are simultaneously in the margin and the centre and which are
characterised by an "both-and also" dynamic. The examples provided here refer to the temporary
spatiality created by non-dominant performances. The examples of the performances are chosen
because they illustrate the broad concept of cultural diversity in England; they question in
different ways various dominant representations;  they show the continuum of traditional-hybrid-
contemporary work (and that this does not represent a logical continuum); they show that this
work can be professional and is able to attract an audience for a main stage; and finally, they

190 Band on the wall, located on the northern edge of the Northern Quarter, has a history of presenting jazz,
as well as punk in the past. and hosts the occasional showcase of up and coming Manchester bands. The
Met -Metropolitan Arts Centre in Bury- programmes rock/folk/country music concerts, comedies, musical
theatre as well as theatre performances (e.g. M6 Theatre Company).
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show the mixing of cultural disciplines and the convergence of high and popular art forms in one
play or performance.

The performances all took place at either the green room or Contact Theatre which in
themselves can be considered Thirdspaces. Both theatre spaces are 'in the centre' in terms of
their funding arrangements (NWAB, ACE, AGMA, Manchester City Council), but they remain
marginal players in the established cultural field in comparison to for instance the fun-ding the
Royal Exchange receives (as chapter 5 illustrated). The green room's remit is experi-mental and
avant-garde theatre work and it is known for its openness to gay/lesbian work, political work
and, more recently, its cultural diversity.  But  even  in the green  room only around  15  to  20
percent of the programming is explicitly diverse, the rest remains western or international
experimental  work  (cv 11). Contact's remit is slightly broader  and more popular, but nonethe-
less, at least 30 percent of both venues' audiences are from non-dominant backgrounds.1"  This is
not only the highest percentage of all public cultural venues in Manchester City (AAU 2001,
8/9) but also compares favourably to the City's 19 percent non-white population. Especially the
green room's audience diversity questions the dominant notion that non-dominant groups would
lack the cultural capital to engage in highbrow art forms: 'Experimental theatre is not every-
body's cup of tea, and people need to actually go to theatre regularly before they can  say " 1 want
to see an experimental piece of theatre tonight"  '  (cv 11). Finally, both theatres are de-central  in
terms of their location: green room is located at the southern edge of Manchester's city centre
and Contact Theatre  is  in the middle of the Universities District, further south  o f the city centre.

The radical openness, more than in the buildings themselves, is found in their program-
ming. The green room programmes a broad mix of art disciplines from various aesthetic tradi-
tions: besides theatre, one finds dance performances, stand-up poetry, club nights, film, music
events, live performance art and Speakeasy "open-mic" nights in which all art forms come
together. The green room invests actively in artists through artists-in-residencies and through
seeking out the margins and stimulating new developments encountered there:

'Yeah, we have got a wonderful mix and I try to encourage artists to mix their art forms. For
example, 1 am interested in DJ's, 1 am interested in taking them out of their normal spinning of
music to possibly put them into a situation where they are going to have a dialogue with a poet
like at Speakeasy or to put them together with a band to see how that mixes together' (cv 11).

Additionally, the green room offers a stage for work that is contemporary and innovative within
its own tradition. For example, dance-duo Angika, both trained in classical Indian dance, ex-
plored in their work 'Pulse of Tala' how the boundaries of Bharata Natyam can be extended from
within its own aesthetic tradition rather than through fusing or mixing with other styles. The
green room considers itself very much a political venue (cv 1 1) as reflected in performances such
as the play Banged Up. With its more popular remit, Contact Theatre is able to take this mixing
of contempora- ry and traditional even further. One example was provided above in which hip
hop met Qawwali, other examples are provided in Box 5 which presents a selection of Contact's
programme for the months February to March 2004.

191 Profile of the green room's audiences: 29% non-white of which those from the Caribbean and Africa are
in the majority (66%) and they are predominantly young (63% aged between 20 and 35) (AAU 2001,8/9).
Contact's audiences: 37% non-white of which the Afro-Caribbean groups was the largest and 64% was
younger than 35 years old. Around one quarter of Contact's audiences are students (telephone enquiry at
Contact theatre).
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Box 5 Culture @ Contact - a programme impression (source: www. contact-theatre.org)

CANDOCO DANCE COMPANY DANCIN' IN SEPIA DREAMS

CandoCo, the world's famous integrated dance company of A unique fusion of poetry, prose, music and dance, this taboo

disabled and non-disabled performers, has joined forces breaking drama explores a young girl's spiritual relationship

once again with the best choreographers to create a world with her excluded Nigerian fa-ther. Raised during the 60's in
class double bill. Microphobia - in a whirlwind of music, an Anglo Irish family, her father's existence becomes increa-

voices and sounds, prepare to be transported from an airport singly obscure, and in an adolescent fantasy world created

security check to Olympic stadium via a brush with a by a Harry Belafonte song, she makes believe the singer is
Brazilian crocodile! The Human Suite- An athletic dance her 'missing' parent. This is a work in progress showing. A

featuring sculptural movement set to an eclectic suite of discussion will follow the performance with a pa-nellist inclu-

songs ranging from Johnny Cash to Bjork and Tartini. ding Geoff Thompson M.B.E. former World Karate Champion

HOUSE HENRI OGUIKE DANCE COMPANY

Naked SubCulture, the Manchester based professional This multi award winning company is a critics favourite,

homeless and ex-homeless people's theatre company - whose work has been described as suggestive. intriguing

together with participants from workshop programmes at the and vigorous, combining powerful dancing & technical

Big Issue in the North and elsewhere - return to Contact with excellence.

their third production.

MADE IN ENGLAND SOMETHING DARK - Lemn Sissay

Set in the booming British Asian music scene, Made in The one-and-only Mr Lemn Sissay - poet, per·former and all

England tells the story of two musicians from polar ends of round cool dude presents his first ever one man show

the second generation Confronted by the opportunity of exclusively at Contact before a London run. If you've seen

clinching a big record deal but at a price. the story explores Lemn perform his poetry before, you've never seen him quite
the consequences of 'selling out' to become successful. like this. If you've never seen him - where have you been?

The play is followed by multi-media and live performance Now's your chance! Controversial opinions, a heart-

installations where artists present works based on the wrenching life story and some of the best Iyric poetry of the
themes of'Made in England' and what it means to be British last two decades combine in this statement-of-a-lifetime by
Asian today. Manchester's finest.

MASALA GIRLS: THE WEDDING ONCE UPON A TIME IN WIGAN

The Wedding is a dance drama expressing the fantastical 'A grass-roots phenomenon' - a homage to Wigan Casino

and dreamy expectations every girl has for their 'BIG DAY' the authentic, the original, the finest place in all the
The piece focuses on a group of young women from Indian, world....the birth of clubbing -Nothem Soul. 60's & 70's

Pakistani and White communities all with their own masterpieces, mixed with sweat, adrenalin, talcum powder

experiences of wedding (some first hand, some imaginary). and other substances too illegal to mention! This play is a
The hilarious combination of traditional rituals and family glorious, loving celebration of what it was to actually be there.

expectations with contemporary living and society guarantees      From the queue  to  get  in, the charge  up the stairs. the record

both belly laughs and laughs of recognition. bar and the bogs, yes the legendary bogs!
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The overview shows the wide range of topics: from local Manchester club nostalgia; experiences
of the second generation oscillating between tradition and contemporary society; reflections on
the music recording industry (conveying the general feeling that black music is appropriated by
this industry without black artists sufficiently gaining from it); to what it means to be British
Asian. Moreover, the Box shows the integration of various arts disciplines  in one theatre produc-
tion, as well as the broad range of arts disciplines Contact hosts within its walls: art, word,
music, dance, comedy, drama, club events, mixed-media and visual arts. In this respect, both
Contact and green room challenge the conventional assignment of one artistic discipline to one
specific cultural venue (theatre - concert hall - museum). Although this trend can be discerned
on a slightly wider scale,  it is rarely part of a venue's way of working to such an extent. Further-
more, the overview shows the wide variety in backgrounds of the performers: minority-ethnic
groups, disabled people, gays and lesbians, homeless, Manchester born and bred "voices" (e.g.
Lemn Sissay) as well as national companies (e.g. Henri Oguike).

in short, green room and Contact Theatre and above all the performances they
programme can be understood as examples of Thirdspace cultural practices, because they active-
ly seek the margins; they actively engage in learning about different and non-dominant cultural
traditions; they often take a political stance towards social wrongs and the status-quo in contem-
porary society; they show the multicultural society from a critical perspective, but in a construe-
tive (positive) way; the performances are innovative in the mixing of arts disciplines; and to-
gether, this culminates in a critical attitude to both cultural and political conventions. Moreover,
whereas especially the national cultural sector is focused on cultural heritage, the performances
as discussed here represent all positions on the black work 'continuum'. Moreover, they show
that this 'continuum' is not made up of mutually exclusive categories and that tradition can also
be innovative and contemporary. As such, in the 'both and also' dynamic, these practices disrupt
the categorical closures implicit in the either/or logic of western versus non-western cultural
practices and in western thinking in separate art disciplines and buildings. Finally, these perfor-
mances render dominant representations untenable such as 'there is a lack of diverse product' or
'existing black work is not professional' as explored in the previous chapter.

7.2.7 The liberal model summarised
The English liberal model can be traced in the margins above all in the following characteristics
of the non-dominant cultural sector:  it is the local, voluntary and private sector that is responsi-
ble for cultural diversity, which in practice means, we can now add, that it is particularly the
non-dominant, private sector that caters for the cultural activities of non-dominant groups. One
result is a fragmentation of the cultural field: the centre versus the margins which coincided with
western art versus non-western art and the separation in the margin along ethnic lines. Segrega-
tion is not necessarily typical for a liberal model but can be understood as characteristic for the
English case. Moreover, also in the non-dominant cultural sector there is a large number of orga-
nisations that provide courses and classes to improve people's cultural skills often through a
community arts approach but also otherwise (e.g. MAA's BTEC in music). Non-dominant cul-
tural organisations adopt in this respect the general 'sociological' approach to the arts.

At the same time, however, this segregation and the 'sociological' approach are contes-
ted by the margins. Non-dominant artists and organisations consistently emphasise that they feel
trapped in the margins and in decentral cultural diversity or community arts schemes. This they
experience as limiting their artistic growth and as exemplifying their lack of influence on the arts
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funding system and lack of access to the established cultural sector. They critique the established
cultural venues for not doing enough to diversify and express the wish for their own professional
locations which would allow them to develop their work.

The interaction between dominant and non-dominant cultural sector can also be traced
in the struggle over dominant representations of the black and Asian population as 'criminal'.
This has been part of the reason why black venues have been closed down in the past and the
theme has been appropriated and subsequently critiqued for instance in theatre plays that reflect
on the injustice of and the institutional racism  in the English criminal justice system.

7.3 Rotterdam's non-dominant cultural sector

The information in the following sections is derived from an extensive period of field work in
Rotterdam in 2002, in which I attended a wide range of non-dominant cultural events, perfor-
mances, festivals, debates and the like. Additionally, information is derived from the interviews
conducted during the same period with representatives of non-dominant cultural venues and
organisations. The examples provided in these sections function as illustrations of the character-
ristics  of the non-dominant cultural sector. the specificity of the Dutch case and/or of the diversi-
ty  of practices within this sector. Consult Appendix  1 c for detailed information  on the venues
and organisations discussed below.

7.3.1 Historical developments: the corporatist incorporation
Also in the Netherlands, activities in the non-dominant cultural sector date back a long time. For
over 30 years now, Rotterdam has known an active non-dominant cultural sector but it is not
well documented, or at least, information  is less readily available than on the history of the esta-
blished cultural field, which illustrates the marginality of the non-dominant cultural field. One
example is the Cape Verdean music scene:

'In the 1960s, Rotterdam was a renowned city for Cape Verdean music,  but then the pith shifted

to Lisbon, but now you notice more and more that musicians are coming back to Rotterdam
again. So yes, Rotterdam is very active on the Cape Verdean music front, even though this music

is still rarely found on the mainstream Dutch stages' (cv 12).

Important locations for non-dominant cultural activities were (and are) the hall rental spaces or

"party centres" as they are called in Dutch. Some examples of these explicitly diverse centres are
De Hooiberg, Odeon, Real Parbo, Frimangron, Royal Party Centre, and Sun Club Party Centre
(see for a detailed analysis of these centres: Pires 2001). Additionally,  in the course of time, cer-
tain public community centres have taken on a similar role and function: e.g. Odeon (cv 15; also
section  7.3.6) and Frimangron  (cv 12):'2  Only  the  two publicly-funded centres are located  in

192 Both centres are located to the west o f the city centre. Odeon  in Oude Westen, Frimangron on the border
of Oude and Nieuwe Westen. Oude Westen was built in the second half of the nineteenth century by pri-
vate building companies that provided housing for the labourers coming to Rotterdam for employment in
the then fast growing harbour. The fires caused by the bombardment of Rotterdam's city centre at the be-
ginning of WWII left the borough untouched. Throughout the 1950s and 60s. several reconstruction plans
were designed. but not executed and the housing stock became increasingly deteriorated and impoverished.
In the 1970s, Action Group Het Oude Westen combined the efforts of local residents and architects to
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direct vicinity of the city centre, the others are literally peripheral. Most party centres can hold
between 300 and 600 people, Royal is the biggest space with room for one thousand people.
These venues are run by non-white Dutch and the spaces can be rented for both private and
public events.'93 Some of the above mentioned centres started off a few decades ago by catering
for one minority-ethnic group. but many have broadened their scope both in terms of activities
and target groups in the course of time. Box 6 presents the example of Frimangron, which simul-
taneously illustrates the Dutch corporatist approach to incorporation,  i.e. the allocation of public
funding for organisations catering for a specific group's needs.

Box 6 Corporatism in practice
- Youth Centre Frimangron

Frimangron (cv12) is a youth centre just west of the city centre. The first floor holds a large space
with a bar and stage, the second floor a youth radio station and the third floor a fitness studio. On
weekends, the space can be rented for private functions.

' 25 years ago, many immigrants arrived from Surinam, among them many children who had nowhere to go and who were

banned from other centres where one had to be a member and so on. A few of those youngsters joined forces and
squatted this building. The City Council agreed to us using this building but they could not legally deal with us unless

we would establish a foundation with a board and everything. That's what we did. Around that time there were already
many Surinamese welfare organisations and therefore the City Council decided that it would be better if we came
under the auspices of the department of Sport and Recreation. Nonetheless, important for us was not only to give
these youngsters a place where they could meet and hang out. but also to help them get established in Dutch society.

One of our goals was to equip them with the skills which would make it easier to survive here and to develop a positive

outlook on society. In the course of time, people from other minority-ethnic backgrounds moved into this area and
didn't have a place to go either, so now we have people from all kinds of cultures making use of the centre.

Besides the youth club, we have sports facilities: our football team and a fitness studio. Occasional we

organise discussions on the problems youngsters encounter in the multicultural society. There are music workshops and
socio-cultural nights. Many of the young people that come here have no affinity with disco or dance music, they want
to (re)discover their roots and they want our activities to acknowledge and recognise their cultural backgrounds.

Furthermore some youngsters have set up a radio station, which has been run from the second floor during the last

four years. The main reason was the discontent with existing city radio station's youth programming in which our
youngsters did not recognise themselves. You know you get the impression that young people are always the black

sheep, also in this umbrella radio organisation it is the adults who decide what is going to happen' (cv12).

come to a restructuring plan for the borough, which was adopted by the City Council in 1976. Nowadays
the borough holds a large percentage ofnon-dominant groups:  in 2003,58% of the population belonged to
one ofthe 5 main minority-ethnic groups and 75% ofthe total local population was non-white Dutch
(www.cos.nl).
193 There are: private family events such as weddings or circumcision festivities; "private" cultural events
with  invitations or advanced booking only; public cultural events; public commercial cultural events

catering for black youth subcultures often on weekends - in these cases the party centre substitutes a
general club (Pires 2001,9). Party centre managers often 'adopt' musical talents and provide them rehearsal
space and the chance to present themselves on events orgat,ised by the manager himself (Pires 2001, 18).
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The box shows that such initiatives step in where the dominant structure fails to address or
accept youngsters or other people from non-dominant cultural backgrounds. Nonetheless, local
authorities do in turn support such initiatives. Moreover, the Box illustrates the broad range of
cultural and other activities that non-dominant organisations set up, this will be further exempli-
fied in section 7.3.4.

7.3.2 Contemporary spatial characteristics: same spaces, different nights
In the heart of Rotterdam's city centre, in a historically significant location, one encounters
nowadays a statue of Pim Fortuyn overlooking the city's "race relations" dominated by the inte-
grationist intentions of the local government. Although the city centre is characterised by an
extensive presence of non-dominant groups making use of e.g. the shopping facilities and con-
tains a small Chinatown near the central station, the central cultural sector remains nonetheless
dominated by white western culture. The exceptions are mainly found in the club and music
scene: for instance, the club Nighttown generates diverse audiences with diverse live performan-
ces and dance nights and the concert hall De Doelen has occasional world music concerts and an
annual R&B event. Additionally, the two community centres, Odeon and to a lesser extent
Frimangron, offer space for culturally diverse events.

An interesting characteristic of the non-dominant sector is that both privately-run party
centres and local public community centres are used by different non-dominant groups. Even
though the image of the individual places may be determined by either the background of the
person who runs it and/or the group that makes use of it most frequently, they remain open to
other groups too (org 1 7, see also Odeon below). Rather than each group running its own private
centre as in Manchester, non-dominant groups in Rotterdam tend to use the same centres, but on
di fferent nights (with the exception of youth events and music/club nights).

The majority of non-dominant cultural activities takes place outside the city centre -
both with regard to the publicly funded and the private cultural sector. Regarding the public
cultural sector, the places that come to mind are Theatre Zuidplein (cv9/10) on the south-bank of
the  river  Maas: i'4  Ha14  (cv16)  in the eastern  part of Rotterdam:'95 Princes Theatre  (cv14)  in

194 Rotterdam South is a vast urban area with many different faces. Just across the river Maas, Kop van
Zuid is a ward with better situated inhabitants and many cultural facilities: the recently opened Luxor
Theatre, Hotel New York, Las Palmas, the New Rotterdam and a convention centre. Further south, one
encounters old working class wards such as Feijenoord, Afrikaanderbuurt, Tarwewijk. with a similar
history in terms ofthe harbour related development as Oude Westen. These wards nowadays hold a large
section ofthe minority-ethnic population: e.g. in 2003,84% ofthe population was non-white Dutch and
72% belonged to one ofthe 5 main minority-ethnic groups (of which the Turkish group is the largest) in
Feijenoord and Afrikaanderbuurt (83% and  70% resp.) But there are a few pockets of majority white areas
left, e.g. Heijplaat which was built by the former Rotterdam Dry Dock Company (RDM) where the
respective figures are 44% and 23% (www.cos.nl). Besides the cultural venues on Kop van Zuid and
Theatre Zuidplein, one finds Ahoy, an 'entertainment village' with an (inter)national reach, Feijenoord FC
stadium the Kuyp, which is also used for pop concerts. and community centres (e.g. cv 1 1 ).
195 Rotterdam East is a relatively wealthier part of town in comparison to Rotterdam South.  It  is also hosts
the Erasmus University and the adjacent "Brain Park". Ha14 is located in the ward De Esch on the former
DWL terrain (Drink Water Company) and the surrounding area has been inhabited only since the mid
1980s and is characterised by top-market apartments, communes, student accommodation and some
terraced housing. The population in 2003  was 44% non-white Dutch and 23% belonged to one of the 5
main minority-ethnic groups (www.cos.nl).
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Delfshaven: and Theatre De Evenaar. Increasingly there appears to be collaboration196 197

between central and non-central public venues within the scope of one event, such as Youth
Theatre Festival Act. Furthermore, large scale commercial diverse events also take place in198

convention centres or in Rotterdam's two major stadiums Ahoy and De Kuyp. Furthermore,
Rotterdam is the "city of festivals" in the Netherlands with a festival taking place almost every
weekend during the Summer months. Although these festivals vary in scale and location, some
of the major festivals are indeed both central and diverse (e.g. Solero Summer Carnival). In spite
of the visibility of non-dominant groups and the idea of "invading public space" conveyed by
outdoor festivals, the possibility to celebrate diversity and to encounter people of different back-
grounds is limited by the short duration of these events. As such, festivals do not generate a
consistent central space for cultural diversity all year round.

In the privately funded sector, the lion's share of culturally diverse events takes place
outside the city centre in the 'party centres' which were described in the previous section. Most
centres are located not only outside the city centre but also outside residential areas: for instance,
De Hooiberg, Real Parbo and Sun Club are located in Spaanse Polder, which is a vast industrial
area to the north-west of the city centre.'w As a consequence, these centres are difficult to reach
and after midnight public transport stops servicing these locations altogether:

'The fact that the distance is a hurdle people are willing to take, that events are well attended,
raises the question why people travel that far? Why don't they go around the corner and look what
is going on in the city centre? Because there generally is very little to their liking' (org 1 7).

The relatively harsh circumstances under which these venues can be reached is compensated by
the atmosphere and the flexibility of these venues. Dominant cultural venues as well as central
hall-rental spaces are perceived by non-dominant groups as cold, inaccessible, surrounded by too

196 Delfshaven was built in  1389, when a canal was built to connect the city of Delft, to the north-west of
Rotterdam, with the river Maas (www.Delfshaven.info/historic). This historical part contrasts nicely with
the modern architecture of Rotterdam's city centre. Del fshaven is another one of Rotterdam's multicultural
boroughs: in 2003,57% of its population belonged to one ofthe 5 main minority-ethnic groups and a total
of 72% was non-white Dutch (www.cos.nl). In terms of culture, the borough is the location of e.g. Prinses
Theatre (cv 14), Kunst Onder Andere (org20) and the Rotterdams Centrum voor Theater and Royal
Partycentrum.
197 Theater De Evenaar is part of Wereldmuseum (Worldmuseum - ethnological museum). 1n this 100-seat
theatre, the encounter of cultures is central (www.wereldmuseum.rotterdam.nl). It is located on the north
bank of the river, just south of the city centre.
198 ACT is an annual international festival for over  16 year olds and has been running for four years.  The
festival consists of urban theatre/word/movement and dance by (inter)national pioneers who have their
roots in urban culture. The aim is to create a platform for the developments in theatre and to provide young
people the opportunity to engage with a type of performing arts with which they can identify themselves.
Participating venues are: Rotterdamse Schouwburg, Theater Lantaren/Venster, Hal 4 (cv 16), Theater De
Evenaar and three community centres Het Klooster (cv 1 1), Pier 80 and Odeon (cv 1 5) as well as the clubs
Nighttown and OffCorso (info: www.act2003.nl)
199

Spaanse Polder exists of an old part, where the party centres are, and a new part which has been
redeveloped over the last 8 years and now contains an indoor carting hall, a drive-in McDonalds, an
automobile boulevard and so on. As a result, the area now has, in addition to the party centres, a few more
attractions that can attract a crowd in the night time. But it is probably this type of urban redevelopment
that will pose a threat to the party centres' existence in the near future (see next section).
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many rules and regulation in terms of decoration/creating ambience and as too expensive. This
can be summed  up as: rates + rules + atmosphere = exclusionary practice (e.g. cv 12  and org 1 7).
One advantage of peripheral locations may be that certain regulations regarding noise levels or
opening hours may be less stringently applied due to the absence of local residents (orgl 7).

7.3.3 The struggle over non-dominant spaces: Colourful Centre Rotterdam
But also in the periphery, the existence of non-dominant cultural spaces, such as the party
centres, is threatened. Particularly as a result of OBR's urban regeneration programmes (Rotter-
dam Development Agency) aimed at redeveloping or up-grading these industrial areas. Activi-
ties which do not match with the urban zoning plan subsequently disappear (org21). For such
reasons Imperium was closed down many years ago (see Box 7 below) and, although still open
at the time of writing, Royal will be closed in the near future too. If not for planning reasons
then cuts in the local authority's budget may pose a threat, as for instance in Odeon's case at the
end of 2003.200 Non-dominant groups fear for the future of the other centres too, especially given
the fact that the existence and, more importantly, the function of these cultural locations is vir-
tually unknown to policy makers (org21 ). Essentially, the future ofthese non-dominant locations
depends on the recognition and appreciation these locations are able to gain among local politi-
cians and the established cultural sector (e.g. RKS) in Rotterdam.
Whereas centres are closed in the periphery, R&B parties get banned from the centre (and thus
pushed towards the party centres in the periphery), because local authorities refuse to grant per-
mission because the gathering of many youths from non-dominant backgrounds is associated
with trouble and fights (org 18). This may also  be part of the reason why Colourful Centre Rot-
terdam (CCR- org21) experiences such difficulties in securing a location for Mplex as Box 7
illustrates.

Box 7 Struggle over non-dominant spaces - Colourful Centre Rotterdam

'When we were younger, a few friends and I, we were all social or youth workers, noticed a couple of things: that

there were very few places young people from different cultural backgrounds could go to and that the places they
went to didn't really cater for their needs. From that time onwards we star-ted organising our own events in places

with which those young people were already familiar. For instance in Imperium, which was a hall-rental venue but
functioned as a club too. But Imperium was closed down at o certain point for reasons that have never become entirely
clear, something to do with the urban zoning plan I think. But that meant that we didn't have a location anymore and

we had to look for other places around town. The other thing we noticed was how much talent one encounters in local

2 *  The local borough council Centrum suggested closing Odeon down. because it would be "too large for
the borough, but too small for the city". It's closure would free up €400,000. After strong protests from
Odeon and local residents/organisations, an investigation into the centre's public support and function was
initiated and showed the importance of Odeon as a local facility. Interestingly enough. its function as a
local community centre was emphasised rather than its (supra)urban cultural function. It has been decided

that Odeon will stay open and it is now allocated the status of a Local Cultural Centre. The example shows
both the local authority's ignorance regarding the need for non-dominant spaces and the inconsistency in
local strategies: within a few months Odeon went from closure to becoming a LCC. Moreover, Odeon's
case has damaged confidence in the local council: one newspaper reported that local groups perceive of
their local council as an obstacle instead of an ally in urban politics. (Information derived from Odeon's
collection of newspaper clippings).
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boroughs, talents that you never see on stage at the established cultural venues. This coincided with the Wider debate
on the lack of cultural participation of young people in museums, theatres and so on. These things together made us
realise that something had to happen in the city centre.

We decided to establish a foundation with which we were going to continue organising events but with the

aim to acquire our own accommodation, our own multifunctional and multicultural complex, which we called Mplex. We
named our foundation Colourful Centre Rotterdam which contains that double principle: that the city centre of
Rotterdam should be much more "colourful" and that we want an actual centre that is "colourful" or culturally diverse.
That is what we have been doing for little over two years now. I must say, given this period of time, things aren't bad,
but I don't think it goes quick enough. Our plan enjoyed support from the previous City Councillor for Culture, RKS,
and the national department OC&W and we became part of the 4-year funding cycle in 2001. At the moment, we are
looking together with OBR [st - Rotterdam Development Agency] and the department of Cultural Affairs whether we
can get the IMAX-building.201

In the meantime we continue to organise various activities, mainly for young people. We always dress up our

events with popular culture, but there is nevertheless always a message, we try to go further with these youngsters.
For instance, to scout talent in the local boroughs and have them perform at a main festival or event, that's the start
and then we see how we can develop these talents further. But also communication is important for us, they can talk
among themselves on our message board or at talk shows. In all these things, music is central. Most events are indeed

in the city centre for instance in Nighttown or "More Than The Future" in De Doelen, that is great because there we
can fit around 5,000 young people and they get a range of different disciplines: live bands, DJ's, dance or theatre
performances, sometimes stand-up comedy.. we are always trying to work towards a R&B lifestyle event, often with
different themes: the ghetto, black hair, street wear and so on. We reach all kinds of youngsters: Cape Verdean,
Antillean en Surinamese are the largest groups but also Moroccans, white-Dutch, Somalis and so on. Because with R&8

your background doesn't matter because it originated with American youths, but it has become international now. Our
philosophy is: leave space for your own cultural background and create space for the development of something new

So that is all great, but we can't go as far with our target groups as we would like to.. not only in terms of
the development of those talents but also socially, that is in terms of norms and values. People cannot connect to us,
because we organise stuff at different places. It is hard to give your organisations a clear image and character that
way. That is why we plead for our own accommodation... so that people can say 'we are going to perform at Mplex' and
that it means something' (org21)

Given that Rotterdam  is  the self-acclaimed Dutch  'R&8 city', given that  it  is a relatively young city  in
terms of the age composition of its population, and given the wide support for CCR among the esta-
blished cultural sector, it is surprising that so much time has passed since the launch of the idea for a
Centre and that there still is no clarity whether there will ever be such thing as Mplex. Even though
CCR was explicit in that it felt supported by the established structures, it did fear for a kind of "Not
In My Backyard" mentality along the lines of 'yes we agree to Mplex, no problem, but not here.. you
know just  like with asylum seeker centres..' (org21). It makes one wonder whether  the  time it takes  to
decide on the future of Mplex is simply the result of extensive urban planning procedures in the
Netherlands, or whether it is indeed due to a reluctance to grant permission for a specifically diverse
cultural venue on the side of the established political sector?

201 In September 2004, OBR granted CCR the Imax-building (close to the Erasmus Bridge this 1980s
cinema had been out of use for quite some time). But instead of the whole building, they would be able to
use only part of it and only temporaryly.
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The non-dominant cultural sector is sceptical about diversification within existing white venues,
because power relations and methods of working are hard to change within the structure of exis-
ting organisations. (New) non-dominant spaces can help to create a new way of organising arts
and culture:

'1 would plead for the creation of new spaces, because I don't think that small initiatives will ever
find their way into the big established venues. Even an organisation as Dunya is sometimes

swallowed by these big organisations .. imagine, most of them know our name and we even bring
funding to the table! I think that bringing people together is a slow process, that doesn't happen
overnight, but you can create the conditions for this process to succeed. A physical location can
be one such condition: it can establish a clear identity and people will know that they can go there
to do their thing. Not just once. but that they can get the chance to help and build this place and
can get involved in deciding what this place is going to be' (org25).

'My impression is that there is an incredible amount of small groups all working on something,
they are all developing themselves artistically, but the biggest problem is to find spaces to
rehearse, to present and perform. You know, to have a venue for three weeks so that you can
learn what it means to make a production. to promote it, to learn that it makes sense to go around
handing out flyers and to make sure that the media is interested. Because if you can run your
production for three weeks. the chance  that you'll catch media attention  is  so much larger.  1

would say it would be better if the city council or RKS would invest in a large complex with a
main stage and a whole lot of studios connected to it where people can book spaces to rehearse
and maybe where they can get some creative support as well' (cv9).

Also advisory bodies to the local government point towards the need for a 'middle-scale space'
where those artists who have not yet conquered the established urban venues and cultural institu-
tions, but who are ready for a large audience, can perform and develop their work (see SAMS
2003, 10). That is, there is a need for a space that fills the gap between the local party centres
and the central established venues (Pires 2001,13).

7.3.4 Contemporary organisational characteristics
As in Manchester, the number of non-dominant cultural venues does not correlate to the number
of non-dominant arts or community organisations. From the information available, it can be

202established that Rotterdam has around 310 organisations: 277 Surinamese, Turkish and
Moroccan organisations were traced by IMES (Van Heelsum 2002) and an additional 33 Cape
Verdean and Antillean  by the Rotterdam City Council  (GR  1999).  On a diverse population  of
almost 141,000 this means 1 organisation on every 455 people, relatively this is less than in
Manchester (1 on 324). Some organisations are specialised cultural organisations such as Radio
Emigrante which broadcasts daily Cape Verdean radio programmes (GR  1999, 51). Other orga-
nisations have a broader socio-cultural remit which draws in welfare issues too. For instance, Wi
Masanga organises socio-cultural and recreational activities and additionally helps the Surina-
mese with issues that affect their welfare such as education, jobs, participation and so on (GR

202 These 310 organisations can be regarded as the better known/registered organisations and this number
thus ignores smaller organisations, those that are not officially registered, those with less contact to the
established sector, those that operate on a ad-hoc basis, as well as many individual artists and promoters.
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1999, 55). Some organisations focus specifically on one minority-ethnic group, others cross
boundaries:

'For instance, the Palestinian Islamites Foundation organises an annual poetry event and this year
it will be the sixth time for it to take place. What they do, their philosophy is that it doesn't matter

if you can't understand every single word.. you canfeel poetry and the Foundation got together all
the poets in Delfshaven, people from all different countries and cultures. Although they receive
just a tiny bit of funding. they keep going strong! That's a great initiative' (pm8).

Some organisations are professional or commercial, e.g. those organising Bhangra203 dance par-
ties in large convention centres (orgl 7), others work mainly on a small-scale or voluntary basis.
Some focus on the cultural heritage of individual minority-ethnic groups, others are broader in
scope. Interesting is that there appears to be a real competition among the various organisations
and promoters:

'One can be sure that when one organisation organises an event that soon after another
organisation will organise something else. You know to keep up in the struggle over the
audience's favour! ...The first-generation organisations tend to be divided along ethnic lines, the
organisations of the younger generations are more mixed and their organisational  aim also tends
to be broader than celebrating their ethnic cultural traditions' (orgl 7).

With regard to the type of events these organisations set up, the picture is as diverse as the orga-
nisations themselves. As the previous chapter already pointed out, the Dutch term 'party centres'
is misleading, and also the owners stress that they do not want to cater only for commercial
events and stimulate the organisation of cultural events by charging lower rates (orgl 7). Conse-
quently, one encounters not only parties or club nights in these party centres (or public commu-
nity centres), but also dance performances, theatre plays, literature/poetry event, oral history, as
well as more popular forms of culture such as cabaret, stand-up comedy, Miss Sari Awards or
Cabo Music Awards. One often encounters a combination of disciplines within the scope of one
event or performance. For example, Turkish theatre plays often mix theatre with dance and
music. Other examples are all-day events around Independence Day or other home-country
related celebrations, which may start in the afternoon with a performance for chil-dren, followed
later on by a comedian or a dance performance to entertain the adults and after-wards the night
may end as a club night (org 17). In this respect, such events do not only cover a range of cultural
disciplines but also attract various age groups during the course of one event.

Content-wise, non-dominant cultural events often express a critical attitude towards
dominant structures in society, the position of minority-ethnic groups within society, or the
dominant stereotypes and representations of the group one belongs tO. Furthermore, one finds
performances dealing with problems stemming from the multicultural society, one example is
Rotterdam Community Theatre (org22). But also theatre companies such as Galip (org24) deal

203 Originally, bhangra is a Punjabi dance form from North-India.  In the late  1980s. the music
accompanying the dance was rediscovered by the Indian community in England, where the music was
combined with modern dance elements such as sampling, mixing and scratching. This music style gained a
massive popularity in a short period oftime in England, but also among Hindustani Surinamese in the
Netherlands.
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in their plays with the anxiety multiculturalism raises among various societal groups, problems
of intercultural communication or issues reflecting the dynamics within the non-dominant
group(s) such as the generation gap in migrant families, gender relations and emancipation.

204

If one is not part of the non-dominant circles, one can easily remain oblivious to the
existence of this circuit and of what goes on there, because of its peripheral location and because
information about these events is spread through informal networks: word of mouth and small
businesses such as grocery or music stores and black hair salons function as anchor points.
Moreover, events are publicised through posting bills on strategic (non-dominant) locations in
the city and through non-dominant media such as radio stations and alternative listings maga-
zines (orgl 6). One example is the free magazine Pleasure, which covers Surinamese, Antillean
and Aruban cultural events in the Netherlands (and sometimes Belgium). Pleasure lists parties,
concerts and entertainment, as well as dominant high-cultural events. Furthermore, Pleasure has
sections on housing, work and studying, Antillean and Surinamese current affairs and columns
on Dutch political issues, e.g. on immigration or the death of Pim Fortuyn (Pleasure 2002,37
and 39). This magazine too shows us the range of cultural expressions, the range of cultural
locations, as well as the interconnectedness of - in this case - the Caribbean and the Nether-
lands.

There tends to be less focus in Dutch non-dominant organisations on building artistic skills or
creating employment opportunities, but there is an interesting experiment set up by KOA
(org20) towards the development of an alternative training programme for urban street culture
practitioners in which competences and not official arts degrees matter (see appendix  1 c).  This
example also illustrates how the Dutch public sector aims to co-organise the non-dominant cul-
tural sector. In recent years, this has particularly been the case with regard to urban street
culture. As such. the shift in focus of general minorities policies towards the youngsters of these
groups in the Dutch major cities, expresses itself in the facilitation of their cultural expressions.
It is this part of the non-dominant cultural activities that is increasingly visible to and incorpora-
ted in the dominant cultural sector, e.g through collaborations between established and non-
established venues  (see also youth theatre festival  Act in footnote  198).   It  is  also this sector
which is made part of the arts funding system as Box 8 illustrates.

Apparently, the Dutch dominant cultural sector with its focus on young people and on
cultural hybridity, perceives of urban and street culture as the way to involve these young people
in the arts and subsequently tries in various ways to accommodate this form of art. This gives the
entire concept of street culture a different meaning! Simultaneously, however, these street-
culture inspired initiatives contest and challenge the conventional categorisation applied by the
arts funding system and the conventional ways of reaching young people through the arts.

204
Galip Theatre Productions was founded in  1988 (then called Aklim Olsa) for young immigrants who felt

the need to discuss their problems independent of their parents or political organisations oriented to the
country oforigin (org24). A few examples of recent plays: 'Reiziger en de meeuw' [Traveller and the
seagull] is a reaction on the anxiety caused by multiculturalism. it deals with questions such as the meaning
and the effect ofthe encounter between different cultures and religions in a city such as Rotterdam: 'Het
spel gaat door' [The game continues] deals with the first generation migrants who are now accused of
ignorance and whose efforts to build a new life in a new country now go unaccounted for. On the other
hand, the play 'Merve' explores the incomprehension between a man and a woman in a relationship.
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Box 8 The dominant incorporation of young work - the 'discovery' of urban culture

In the RKS document which formulates cultural policy for the period 2005-08 (RKS 2003), the disci-

plines dance and theatre explicitly draw on the developments within urban culture and street culture:

' Since the break-up  of  the 010 Bboyz, there  is  a  need for dance- and rehearsal space  to  lift the generally  low

standard of Dutch break dance to the European level. Also street culture should get more attention. As Dutch break

dance city no. 1, Rotterdam should be concerned about the fact that facilities for street culture are not, or only
sparsely, available. Even though SKVR [st - org20] set up the Hiphophuis [st - hip hop house] in 2002, which meets the

increasing demand for professional training and the demand for rehearsal space among hip hop practitioners, there is

a lack of guidance regarding the artistic developments in the hip hop scene. Offering studio space where these

expressions can develop under professional supervision would kill two birds with one stone: to increase the standard of

Dutch break dance and to offer producers and funding bodies a fixed location in the city where they can familiarise

themselves with the large potential of future talents that has up to now remained invisible' (RKS 2003,19).

' The semi-professional theatre sector is characterised by developments that demand more policy attention. Particu-

larly young theatre makers, directors and actors are actively engaged in a new repertoire that finds its inspiration in

urban youth culture. Young theatre makers, often from minority-ethnic backgrounds, are able to reach new audien ces

because they work from the same experiences and frames of reference as their target groups'  (RKS  2003,19/20)

In the 2001/04 policy period several such initiatives became part of the funding system: e.g. Colourful
Centre Rotterdam, the Hiphophuis (org20) and Ha14 (cv16). The Hiphophuis was an initiative of a couple
of professional breakers who were already teaching break dance at SKVR. The Hiphophuis has acquired
a separate location in Delfshaven where it offers break dance, DJ, electric boogie, street dance and

capoeira workshops. In the evenings, the space is used as rehearsal space by break-dance crews. This

way, SKVR  -via its department Kunst Onder Andere [Art Among Other Things]- has been able to
extend its range of cultural disciplines and to diversify its clientele.

Ha14 is housed in a newly refurbished space in the eastern part of Rotterdam and was offered
a development budget in order to professionalise as to be more liable to acquire structural funding in
the next 4-year funding cycle. Ha14 collaborates with Rotterdam's Lef [Rotterdam Guts],205 a young

theatre company which makes multi-arts productions which refer to hip hop or other youth cultural

expressions and involve music, dance, singing, digital media as well as theatre. Rotterdam's Lef's
players are e.g. of Moroccan, Surinamese, Antillean or dual-heritage background. Although the Council

and the arts funding system are in favour of such initiatives, it also raises difficulties:

' The di ff iculty is that we excel in designing projects that do not f it any regular category of the funding system. Con-

sequently, we are dealing with the City Council departments of Employment, Sports and Recreation, Cultural Affairs,
Education, Youth policy, IT-policy and each one directs us to another department' (cv16).

205 The origin of Rotterdam's Lef lies in a local health service project (GGGD project) and as such it
functions as one of the rare examples in the Netherlands of a community arts project. Additionally, with  its
focus on developing products schools can buy into in combination with its hall-rental policy it functions
too as an example ofa cultural entrepreneur such as stimulated by the 'Culture as Confrontation' policy
document.
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7.3.5 The counter-voices
To let the counter-hegemonic discourses speak, this section presents some "counter-voices"
which have been selected for their critical reflections on dominant policies and practices. Speci-
fically on the functioning of the arts funding system and the lack of dominant recognition for
already existing cultural practices and expertise in the non-dominant cultural field. In this res-
pect, these voices "respond" to structural and representational aspects of the dominant cultural
sector as analysed in chapter 5 and 6.

Many non-dominant organisations pointed towards the lack of knowledge in the domi-
nant sector with regard to their cultural expressions and backgrounds and read in this the reinfor-
cement of'western culture as the norm':

'The same for art academies, often the audition committees are not equipped to deal with other
cultural traditions...  when you are 18 years old and born to, say, Turkish parents than possibly
that has an effect on your work. But the committee will label it as folklore and won't accept the
person in case. The same for applying for funding, among those committees the white western
canon is paramount too.. Society has changed. only the quality evaluation hasn't caught up with
this development yet. Often there simply is a lack of knowledge to come to a balanced judgement'
(org23).

'You know I am familiar with the stories from the bible and with Greek mythology.. that is my
cultural baggage and  that  is what  I  use...but in order to understand a different theatre language
you have to inform yourself about their frame of reference and that is very difficult, the libraries
and even the most renowned book shop in Rotterdam has only three little books on Suriname. I
find it strange that as a Dutch theatre maker or producer you are unable to get information on the
backgrounds of the people you are working with... similarly,  it is as di fficult for a Moroccan or
Surinamese theatre maker to learn how Turkish theatre culture evolved and where it emanated
from..' (cv9).

The lack of knowledge is furthermore related to a lack of trust and respect among the dominant
sector fur the expertise of non-dominant artists and arts organisations:

'You know in these party centres there is a lot of expertise of how to reach and deal with various
groups,  you know what sort of things you may  want to pay attention to when working with them.
That is what they have learned through all these years, they have learned the hard way. One
venue owner told me that he has catered for all groups except the Chinese. but he said "read my
lips, 1'11 get them in too!" ' (orgl 7).

'On the level of the City Council and the local Borough Council people need to be in charge who
have real expertise and who do not pretend... recently somebody  from some consultancy agency
came in here and was out again the next second and he was to advise on a youth centre in another
part of Rotterdam. 1n the end the project failed and you know, we have existed for almost 25
years, we have all these youngsters coming in, we have the experience, I would have loved to
help them out. There doesn't seem to be anybody who wants to listen, who wants to come and
have a look at how we managed all these years. No, instead they'll ask someone who has a nice
title to his name and has read some books...' (cv 12).
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Simultaneously, the non-dominant cultural sector was critical of the diversification of boards
and committees which is not necessarily a guarantee for a more effective implementation of cul-
tural diversity policy targets, because it depends on who is invited and what their ambitions are:

'Non-dominant groups are fed up with never receiving any funding because their don't fit the
norms of the committee members. Even if the committee contains  I  or 2 people from minority-
ethnic backgrounds that doesn't matter, they don't feel part of the minority-ethnic group anymore

and don't want to promote themselves as such' (org 1 8)

This last quote also reinforces the idea of the arts sector as a 'closed circuit' (see chapter 5).
Related to the critique on the funding procedures is the critique on the bureaucracy:

'For our most successful project we applied to I think 12 different Funds, the outcome? 0.0.. We
learned one thing and that is if you depend on funding you may as well close down immediately

or you lose too much time on writing proposals. Because the funding system has become a sector

in itself, you have to have the right knowledge and expertise to write proposals exactly the way
they want it or you have to hire an external organisation to do it for you. but that is just too
expensive' (org24).

'Tax law, funding rules but also the legislation around visa applications for visiting music groups,
it has all become too complex. One Balkan band we invited wasn't even allowed to enter the

country so afraid are they that they will instantly apply for asylum' (cv 1 3).

With regard to specific cultural diversity policy and the diversification  of the established cultural
sector, non-dominant organisations brought up the issue of ownership:

'You know it is all bits and pieces and when extra funding is freed up. like in the Action Plan
Cultural Reach, then that is all distributed among already established cultural venues' (orgl 8).

Furthermore, the diversification process was critiqued for the incidental and celebratory charac-
ter of many non-dominant events in established cultural venues:

'When we started off, we focused every month on a different culture, that is a renowned formula,
the so-called "culture special". But after a while the disadvantages outnumbered the advantages.

An advantage is that it is recognisable and you know exactly who to target, but then again, if you

just had your Moroccan month than it may easily take another year before something Moroccan
is organised again' (org25).

'I think people get tired of all this celebration stuff, you know, just put a Hindustani or Turkish
theatre play on and don't always build a whole festival around it' (cv 10).

The dominant sector expressed the belief that there is not enough (quality) work available in the
non-dominant cultural sector (chapter 6). This opinion is certainly not shared in the non-
dominant sector:
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'What irritates us is that for years already there has been a heavy investment in importing culture..
theatre companies flown in from Turkey or Morocco to perform here in order to reach the
respective audience groups. But there has to come a point when they have to reflect on what the
added value is of these imports and think whether there aren't any productions in the Netherlands
that can reach the same goal' (org24).

'We have our limits, organisationally and financially. therefore we can't do more than these 6 or 8
nights a month, but quantitatively there are so many products that we could easily do a lot more'
(org25).

Several suggestions came up in the interviews how the cultural field could be made more
inclusive, among others things by creating space for experiments and building on already exis-
ting non-dominant initiatives:

'Experiments in the sense that you have a basic idea of what you want to achieve and with that
idea you try to initiate a process. The experiment is contained in keeping a constant eye on what
works and what doesn't and see how you can adapt your strategy to make it work. You have to
have a long-term goal. and that may well be a very ambitious goal, but don't expect too much too
soon, it takes patience. constant adaptation, experiment, trail and error and so on. Policy makers
seem to forget that' (org25).

'In their policies they are ahead of reality and they want to set up and create new things with a
whole fuss, while in the meantime there a many things already developing on which you could
build in a very practical manner. As with the Local Cultural Centres, these things need to take
root, that doesn't work top-down. you know, you can't just throw some money at it and hope that
it'11 turn into something' (cv 16).

7.3.6 Thirdspace cultural practice: Odeon versus Zuidplein
This section shifts the focus to Thirdspace cultural practices with an explicitly critical openness,
practices which are simultaneously in the margin and the centre and which are characterised by
an  "both-and also" dynamic. The example provided is that of Odeon, which  is one of the public-
ly funded community centres in Rotterdam. Although subject to the city's sports and recreation
policy, it has out-grown this function and acquired a new cultural dimension. To illustrate the
Dutch top-down policy approach, the example of Odeon is contrasted with the case of Theatre
Zuidplein. This also illustrates the difference between dominant attempts at creating 'something
new' and Thirdspace practices.

Nowadays called 'multicultural community centre Odeon', located in the Gouverne-
straat a few streets west of the city centre, was first opened  in  1924 as a cinema and a dance hall
in a converted bed factory. At that time, with its architectural mixture of modernism and cubism
and white plastering on the front fa ade, Odeon was the 'pearl' of the working-class borough
Oude Westen. The cinema did not prove very successful and after the Second World War,
Odeon was refurbished and converted to a multi-purpose hall and a place for (amateur) theatre
groups from around Rotterdam (Odeon  1993, 3-4). Odeon entered a period of decline  in  the
1960s and in 1971, Odeon came under the auspices of the Council for Municipal Community
Centres and thus effectively became a community centre (Odeon  1993,  10).  But in spite of its
activities as a community centre, Odeon effectively functioned as a hall rental organisation from
1975  tot 1985 (Odeon  1993,  13).  From 1982 onwards, Odeon started opening its doors during
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the day and organising activities for children and adults such as theatre and music performances,

sports activities  and  it also started offering courses (Odeon  1993, 14). Simultaneously, Odeon
changed its hall rental policy and also accommodated private parties/functions.

Until the mid 80s, it can be said that Odeon was predominantly a white venue, the many
migrants who started  to  move  into the borough hardly  made  use  of its facilities (Odeon  1993.
10).  In the 198Os,  the same local action group which  had a stake  in the boroughs regeneration
programme a few years before,206 organised weekly borough meetings to discuss local problems
and encouraged local organisations to integrate the new residents in their activities. It took a
long time for their action to become effective and the turning point came only when key figures
from the various minority-ethnic groups gained more influence in these organisations. Gradual-
ly, diversity became a more consistent part of the organisation's remit and structure, a develop-
ment which accelerated in the  1990s and the beginning of the twenty-first century. Interestingly,
after a few rather insignificant decades, it is cultural diversity that  turned  Odeon  into  a  ( margi-
nal) "pearl" again.

Odeon is one of the few black-led central venues in Rotterdam with a diverse staff.
Odeon has a theatre hall, a sports hall, a foyer with bar and coffee corner and various small
rooms. The financial picture is made up by the Local Borough Council (Centrum), Department
of Sport & Recreation and income through space rental (with variable rates for commercial and
non-profit activities such as schools and clubs). Some activities are organised by Odeon itself,
others by private organisations or cultural promoters. Almost every night there are activities
varying from meetings to large cultural events. Box 9 lists Odeon's broad range of activities.

Box 9 Odeon' s broad range of activities

Odeon functions as a sports location for local schools, it offers sports classes (also 55+ and women-only
classes), indoor soccer, aerobics and karate classes. It also holds a fitness studio. It is a social location
with an after-school-care centre for kids, youth club nights, Senior Club Adyuma, and a Coffee Corner

in the foyer which is open all day and functions as a local meeting place. It is a business location, spaces
can be rented for meetings and conferences, a few rooms are '

permanently' rented out as office space
for Radio RAPAR/CBS Radio servicing mainly the city's Surinamese and Caribbean population, the Music
& Arts Foundation which supports artists from diverse backgrounds in their artistic and professional
development, and the independently-run fitness studio. It is a religious location, it is used by Chinese
and various other non-dominant groups for religious celebrations and sermons on a regular basis. It is a
cultural location with its in-house theatre group Mamyo, a youth theatre group, salsa courses, Choir

Apollo, and it holds a school for Chinese cultural education. It is a cultural venue where people go to see
performances varying from the Rotterdam Community Theatre (org22), a Sunday-afternoon series of
art-house "world cinema", to past performances of the now well-known Surinamese-Dutch cabaret
artist and stand-up comedian Jdrgen Raymann. Furthermore, it is a venue that can be hired by private
persons to organise cultural events such as gospel concerts, theatre, dance parties and so on. It is a
celebratory location that is hired for one-off events such as sport tournaments, (home-country) Inde-
pendence Day celebrations, and family events such birthday parties, weddings, funerals, and circum-
cisions. In these instances, Odeon can provide the catering and light and sound technicians. Finally, it is
an official location, e.g. when high governmental officials from Surinam visit the Netherlands the
reception may well be in Odeon.

306 See also footnote  192.
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What makes Odeon different from both established cultural venues and from other local com-
munity centres? First of all, the range of activities as enumerated in Box 9. Secondly, its geogra-
phical scope: as with any other local community centre it is meant to be a local facility, but in
the course of time and with the expansion in its activities. it has become supra-local. Depending
on the type of the activity, its scope is either local- Oude Westen; urban- Rotterdam; national-
Odeon is a well-known venue among the Surinamese population across the Netherands; or trans-
national- when officials, theatre or music groups are visiting from Surinam (cv 1 5).  Thirdly,  the
range of minority-ethnic groups Odeon reaches. Although some consider Odeon a Surinamese
venue, in the sense that the location itself, the radio stations and the fitness centre are run by
Surinamese  (org 1 8), Odeon  is also frequently  used by Turkish, Moroccan, Chinese, African,
Cape Verdean. and Dutch groups. In this respect, one can conclude that Odeon, as opposed to
most established and mainstream venues, is a location people from various background identify
as "theirs". For these groups, Odeon is a "margin" in hooks' terminology, a space that they
created for their (cultural) purposes at a 'safe distance' from the dominant cultural sector.

Odeon thus occupies both the centre and the periphery. As a municipal service located
in the centre of Rotterdam, Odeon inhabits the "real" centre. Although Odeon occasionally colla-
borates with established venues in urban-wide activities such as the Youth Theatre Festival Act,
it simultaneously remains peripheral because it does not inhabit the "imagined centre": its cultu-
ral activities are not considered part of the central and dominant cultural sphere and they do not
explicitly appear in official cultural policy documents. In the dominant perception Odeon
remains first and foremost a community centre. Hence, Odeon's position in the cultural field is
not uncontested. Not only has it caused anxiety among the local residents:

'On Sundays we have a church service here and obviously people want to meet and talk after
Mass. In their cultures, one does so simply outside on the street. But the local residents.  you
know. when faced with 200 black people in their street. that caused problems, that was felt as a
threat' (cv 15).

There is also a discrepancy between the visions of the Department of Sport and Recreation and
Odeon's management for the future of the venue. Odeon has been critiqued for having become
'misty' as to what its real purpose is, it has been suggested that it should redefine its socio-
cultural remit (Odeon 1993.16) Odeon values its local function,  as its engagement with local
youths indicates,2'17 but it would like to expand its supra-local cultural activities (cvl 5). For this
purpose, Odeon has invested in the physical appearance of the building and in professional
equipment such as a professional stage and convertible grandstand:

'That is so important, because you don't want to sit with your Sunday-best on chairs that make it
rip and wrinkle. You have to take people seriously!' (org 1 8).

In short, Odeon seems caught in the middle of its modernist past and the postmodern phenome-
non it has become. That is, caught between its modernist well-defined function as a community

207
Many of Odeon's employees are/were young people from culturally diverse backgrounds, who for a

large part grew up in the local borough Oude Westen. An important condition in Odeon's employment
policy is stimulating training and education. Odeon also signals local problems and tries to work towards
solutions in collaboration with the groups/organisations which make use of its space (Odeon  1993,23).
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centre which is meant to target specific spatially, socially and culturally positioned groups ('10-
cals') and its postmodern characteristics which are above all its interconnection between centre
and periphery; its wide range of functions; its reach; its simultaneously informal and formal cha-
racter; the transcendence of boundaries between high and popular culture and between the social
and the cultural; its multiplicity as a space for active cultural participation, receptive cultural
participation, cultural industries (i.e. radio and Music & Arts), a "playground" for cultural pro-
moters organising commercial events, and at times, a breeding ground for up-and-coming artists
and arts organisations; and its mix of commercial, public and voluntary efforts and budgets.
Odeon's multicultural and multifunctional character has outgrown any definition customary in
this context, it has indeed become a 'both-and also'... something else.

Whereas existing non-dominant spaces are threatened with closure (including Odeon itself') or
restricted in their ability to grow, local governmental policy directives simultaneously aim at
creating spaces where 'something new' can happen. This has also been the case with policy re-
garding 'breeding grounds', which are often buildings squatted by a group of artists who use
them as studio and exhibition spaces.  Many of these buildings have been cleared by the authori-
ties, sometimes to such an extent that hardly any were left, which subsequently triggered local
politicians to design a 'breeding ground policy' and designate other spaces or build new spaces
for artists to 'occupy' (Van de Wetering 2003). A similar phenomenon seems occur with208

regard to non-dominant cultural (Third)spaces.  Box 10 illustrates  with the example of Theatre
Zuidplein a dominant attempt at creating 'something else'.

Odeon is now included in the Local Cultural Centre scheme (LCC) which would enable Odeon
to acquire further equipment and professionalise its programming. To an extent, the LCC status
acknowledges Odeon's ambition to grow and professionalise its cultural events, but simulta-
neously with this status it remains a local community centre. As such, this status may also ex-
press the underestimation on the part of the local government of Odeon's value  and function asa
cultural venue for non-dominant groups and for the overall cultural field in Rotterdam. Further-
more, in all its multiplicities Odeon has become the 'pearl' of the Oude Westen once again and
its liveliness, multiculturality and critical marginality questions the monoculturality of the esta-
blished cultural sector. Odeon provides an example of how culturally diverse spaces come into
being as an outcome of "organic" or grassroots development, the result of a myriad of group ini-
tiatives that made Odeon the multicultural centre it is nowadays. Also Van der Pluijm (2003,40)
maintains that 'real' changes in the arts originate more often in such non-dominant (at times
radical) actions than in top-down policy directives. Compared to the public attempts to create
Thirdspaces, as the case of Zuidplein illustrated,  one could wonder what would have been  more
effective: to build on Thirdspace practices that are already there, as also the counter-voices
above suggested, or to create something new from scratch?

208 More than Rotterdam, Amsterdam is infamous in this respect: in 2002, the city council designed the
"Project Broedplaatsen" which was to offer 1700 artists space to work. However, many ofthe newly
acquired buildings were already functioning as living/working spaces for artists. In actual effect, this thus
meant the replacement of artists by other artists  who had  won the Project's competition  and  who thus fitted
the requirements of having a degree and being economically independent (Parool 23-04-2002).
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Box 10 Public attempts at creating Thirdspaces

Theatre Zuidplein's (cv9/10) is a 600 seat theatre in Rotterdam South. Although the theatre was
already broadening its horizons, its diversity strategy can be considered top-down due to clear City
Council directives regarding the diversification of the theatre's programming and audiences (GR 1998,
119-121). The theatre has gone quite some way in altering its structures: Zuidplein has acquired a
production function, has two in-house Turkish theatre companies, and a dedicated person in the
marketing department dealing with new audience groups, it organises 'Culture Specials' dealing
alternatively with one of Rotterdam's minority-ethnic groups. With these specials, the theatre aims to
establish long-term contacts with both non-dominant artists and arts organisations and with the
audience groups. Moreover, the theatre has installed two programming boards made up of Rotterdam
citizens from diverse cultural backgrounds, who are actively involved in the reorientation to culturally
diverse programming. Finally, the theatre has undergone a literal metamorphosis and has changed its
appearance through a far-reaching refurbishment: Its former 19705-style (not hip!) foyer and
corridors are transformed into a bazaar-like space, in the hope that more people will feel comfortable
there (cv10). Around 25 percent of the programming consists of multicultural theatre, music and the
like  and   'that'll  only  be  more  in  the  future'   (cv9).   The  difficulty   is  that  the new governmental
directives to diversify have to be met within the existing budget (i.e. no extra funding made available),
which is perceived as a bottleneck in the sense that there is thus little money available to develop
specific publicity campaigns to reach new audiences (cv10).

One of the artists-in residence, theatre production company Galip nevertheless experiences the colla-
boration with the theatre as positive. 'The last four years we have achieved good results, we had all
the premieres of our plays in Zuidplein, because here are all the facilities one needs to make a good
production. This way artistic directors, theatre programmers and fellow theatre makers, who take an
interest in what we do, can come and see us. After the premiere we tour around the local boroughs
because that is where our target group lives and from the boroughs some of them will come and see us
in Zuidplein, that's how you'll get interaction. Furthermore, someone from Zuidplein will go and promo-
te our productions internationally, that is great, because you can't do all that sort of things yourself..
Yes, we can proudly say that we have got our own theatre, because Zuidplein  is our theatre!' (org24).

'Increasingly, I hear people who have performed here say that they would like to do so more often because the sound
is so greatl Especially if you compare that to the Schuttevaerwegl' (cv10) [st - where be Hooiberg, Real Parbo and Sun
Club are located].

However, other non-dominant groups are rather sceptical with regard to these developments in
Zuidplein. More generally, there is an issue with collaboration and mutual trust. Past experiences have
taught that the occasional collaboration between established venues and non-dominant cultural
organisations hardly ever led to consolidation of networks due to differences in intention, approach, or
professionalisation. Together with problems or misunderstandings which were left un-discussed, it
turned into a negative experience for all organisations involved:

'Rather than discrimination or racism, I think the main reason for the problematic collaboration between the dominant
and the non-dominant field is the unfamiliarity with one another's cultures, work methods, norms and values' (org17).

Additionally, there is the question whether these public attempts aim at creating spaces where - in
hooks terminology - non-dominant groups can enter or spaces where they can live (1990c, 149)7 Will
these public attempts also be able to change power and decision-making structures and will they result
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in an understanding and appreciation of practices which do not match the conventional approach7:

'No, I think small non-dominant organisations should have much more influence, more than they have in Zuidpiein. Even
though some are involved, I wonder whether they will perceive it as "their" place. Because Zuidplein is o theatre with
many faces: on the one hand they try to facilitate multicultural theatre, on the other hand is a Dutch theatre and it
will remain a location for Dutch cabaret and comedy plays. One sees it also within the theatre's organisation, one
wants to go this way and the other that way, it's not at all that unambiguous. .' (org25).

7.3.7 The corporatist model summarised
There is a clear-cut real and imagined, spatial and cultural difference between the cultural centre
and the margins in the city of Rotterdam, between the large established cultural venues in the
city centre programming white western culture and the peripheral privately-run party centres
catering for the non-dominant taste. Nonetheless, there is simultaneously an in-between "grey
area" in which the margin is to some extent part of the centre: non-dominant organisations are
funded through the local (borough) councils, urban youth culture is incorporated in more
established structures and particularly the activities that take place in the local publicly-funded
community centres are both inside and outside of the centre. It is thus in this grey area where the
corporatist model co-shapes the non-dominant cultural sector. One result is that, overall, segre-

gation is less strongly pronounced in Rotterdam than it is in Manchester. A wide range of
minority-ethnic groups uses the same facilities in the local publicly-funded community centres
and the same holds true for the peripheral privately-run party centres, even though this does not
necessarily mean that this results in mixed audiences.

Although certain non-dominant organisations benefit from state interventions and fun-
ding, many non-dominant groups indicated that cultural diversity policy is not far-reaching
enough and that they are dissatisfied with their position in the cultural field. Because in spite of
the "grey area" - bridging public and private, centre and periphery - it is still a marginal area in
terms of the quality of the facilities. the status of and recognition for these locations - particular-
ly since most locations originally served a different purpose than functioning as a cultural
venue. Moreover, the dominant sector continues to interpret the cultural activities in these grey
areas as belonging to the domain of weI fare or recreation rather than the arts, even though some
of the cultural activities certainly contest this dominant perception. As in Manchester, Rotter-
dam's non-dominant groups express a clear need for professional (non-dominant) spaces in order
to move forward and to further develop both the cultural productions and the respective
audiences.

7.4 The liberal and the corporatist models compared
This concluding section returns to the central question in this chapter: To what extent do the
non-dominant cultural sectors in Manchester and Rotterdam reflect their country's dominant
models and to what extent to they contest or resist these models? Before answering this question
first a note on the cultural morphology of the two cities. One could depict the cultural field as
made up of concentric zones: in both cities the inner zone is the city centre which remains the
centre for white western culture and which is further characterised by an absence of specifically
diverse (public or private) venues. In Rotterdam, the next "grey" zone is that of the local residen-
tial boroughs where the public community centres are located. which is followed by a discon-
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tinuous zone of industrial areas where the privately-run party centres can be found. In Manches-
ter, the zone around the city centre is rather thin and is made up more or less by two diverse
locations (green room and Contact Theatre) and is followed by a vast outer zone of local
boroughs which overall  lack in public facilities but hold many privately-run community centres
catering each for one specific (religious and/or ethnic) group.

Hence, the most poignant distinction between the two cities is the segregated cultural
field in Manchester and the "grey area" between centre and margin in Rotterdam's cultural field.
This can be interpreted as the combined result of the four distinct characteristics between a
liberal and corporatist model. Liberal polities do not provide central state-sponsored formal
structures through which new populations and their interests can be incorporated, certainly not
for specific groups, and the decentralised organisation of the cultural field means that local
authorities and above all private and voluntary associations make up for the lack of central pro-
vision. The non-dominant response to this is to cater for themselves, that is 'community care
without public involvement' (Soysal 1994, 103). This has been shown to be the case by the
relatively large number of private non-dominant associations in Manchester and the myriad of
private community centres that operate for specific groups only. Although it would be nonsense
to argue that all these organisations were set up to counterbalance the liberal society, some
private community organisations did indeed appear to function as 'safe havens' away from the
'society we fight against'.

In a corporatist state like the Netherlands, membership and the unit of incorporation
was, and partly still is, organised around corporate groups defined by occupational, ethnic, reli-
gious, or gender identities and national/local authorities support these groups in their existence -
as illustrated with the history of Frimangron (Box 6). Since the state is responsible for the
collective good, governments in corporate politics generate clear top-down policies for the in-
corporation of migrant groups and their (cultural) activities (e.g. Theatre Zuidplein,  Box  10) and
the Dutch case can be characterised by its strong emphasis on creating 'facilities', as the support
for both urban street culture and local public community centres showed. The response of non-
dominant groups is that some indeed actively seek support for their organisation or activities and
several different non-dominant groups do indeed make use of these public community centres.
Given that both the public community centres and the private party centres are used by the
different minority-ethnic groups, both in the centre and the periphery, there is less segregation in
Rotterdam in infrastructural terms.

Nonetheless, the situation is paradoxical in both cities. Rotterdam's grey area does not
imply that the accessibility of the central cultural field to non-dominant culture is hugely diffe-
rent from that in Manchester: the majority of non-dominant cultural activities remains literally
and symbolically peripheral also in Rotterdam. In spite of interaction between the state and the
(often private) non-dominant organisations in Rotterdam, the non-dominant position remains
marginal in terms of its location. status and continued emphasis on amateur or recreational cul-
ture. Incorporation, in this sense, is not unconditional and does not necessarily lead to (cultural)
equality. One of the problems is, as the previous chapter has shown, that for the domi-nant
cultural field with its specific definition of culture, the status of cultural activities in community
centres is such that it is interpreted as 'culture' rather than arts, as amateur and as part of welfare
or recreational rather than of arts policies. Subsequently, it is difficult for these non-dominant
cultural organisations to move beyond this status and away from these local community centre
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locations. The paradox is thus that higher state involvement/funding does not increase the status
of the non-dominant cultural activities or the access to the public cultural field.

That in Manchester the thin zone between centre and periphery is  made up of the green
room and Contact Theatre -both publicly funded and "real" theatres- indicates that a less inter-
ventionist state, a broad definition of culture and the decentralised organisation of the cultural
field (local level responsible for cultural diversity), is at times more flexible in its response to
dedicated individuals who run such venues, to groups or communities that "demand" support
and/or to cultural activities that have proved themselves already outside the funding structure.
The paradox here is the reverse of that in Rotterdam: although governmental involvement/fun-
ding is less pronounced, cultural diversity has been able to enter the public cultural field in Man-
chester. But neither the flexibility of the system, nor the location of cultural diversity in Man-
chester should be exaggerated. Diversity in these two theatres appeared to be due to the perseve-
ranee and dedication of the people who run them and work there, rather than due to active public
support. Moreover, the two theatres do not necessarily contest the centre-periphery dichotomy
since their public funding remains far less than that of Manchester's established cultural venues
and remains categorised as 'combined or interdisciplinary arts' (the category of "left-overs", see
chapter 5). In this sense, they are still in the real and imagined margin.

The categorisations, the representations in and the inaccessibility to the dominant cultural field
and the subsequent marginal position of non-dominant culture is nonetheless contested by non-
dominant artists and arts organisations in Manchester and Rotterdam, be it in different ways.

With regard to the organisational characteristics of the non-dominant cultural field in
both cities, the broad range of arts and community organisations and cultural activities they
organise leave little doubt that they fulfil a cultural need which is not provided for by the public
cultural sector. These organisations and the cultural events they organise contest and challenge
their respective countries' cultural model. Among Manchester's non-dominant cultural organisa-
tions there is a high number of self-supportive networks, community arts initiatives and organi-
sations focused on education and the development of skills. In this sense, the non-dominant cul-
tural organisations reflects the English sociological approach to the arts. Nonetheless, their cul-
tural events challenge the national and local emphasis on cultural heritage by working across the
'continuum' from traditional, via hybrid to contemporary (non-dominant) culture. This holds true
for the non-dominant cultural sector as a whole, but certainly also for many individual organisa-
tions that set up both popular and high-cultural events and both can be traditional, hybrid or con-
temporary. Given the more specific definition of the arts in the dominant field in the Nether-
lands, Rotterdam's non-dominant organisations challenge both the definition of the arts and the
national focus on hybridity and the local focus on hybridity and cultural heritage. Like those in
Manchester, these organisations are broad in their orientation and may have a wider remit than
just the arts. Although the Rotterdam organisations are slightly less 'sociological' in their
approach than those in Manchester, they certainly apply a broader definition  of the arts than both
the national and local Dutch established cultural sector. Moreover, Rotterdam's non-dominant
organisations initiate events and performances that represent the whole 'continuum'.

Moreover, the fact that so many non-dominant organisations organise so many events
for so many audiences questions and challenges various dominant representations such as 'there
is not enough quality product' or 'non-dominant audiences are not culturally educated'. Also,
they point out the lack of knowledge of these cultural expressions in the dominant sector, the
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lack of trust in the expertise of those with knowledge of and experience in the non-dominant sec-
tor. and the lack of ownership dedicated to those of non-dominant backgrounds. In Rotterdam
this critique manifests itself above all against the paternalistic attitude of the dominant sector,
which decides.fbr rather than,#·ith the non-dominant cultural sector. the bureaucracy involved in
funding applications and the quality criteria that are applied in the dominant sector.

In both cities, the non-dominant cultural sector can be typified as political. In Manches-
ter, the political speaks through the contestation of dominant representations which depict black
and Asian groups as criminal. of the injustice of the criminal justice system, and of the general
position of non-dominant groups in society. In Rotterdam, it is above all this latter type of con-
testation that can be encountered. Moreover. there is a struggle in both cities over non-dominant
spaces. In Manchester this is again more directly linked to the criminalisation of the non-domi-
nant presence, whereas in Rotterdam the struggle evolves around planning procedures, the defi-
nition of culture and criminalisation comes in only to a lesser extent. In both cities, non-domi-
nant venues are constantly shut down or threatened with closure. This shows that the dominant
sector does not realise the full artistic potential of non-dominant cultural practices and the func-
tion of these locations. Given the limited access to the established cultural field, the question
becomes "where else to go"? The non-dominant sectors in both cities are sceptical over the
sharing of power and resources with established cultural venues and thus continue to fight for
specifically non-dominant spaces where they can develop their work, take risks and show it to an
audience.

Furthermore, the non-dominant sector in both cities resists the concept of 'cultural
diversity' as it is applied by the dominant cultural sector. This became apparent in the critique on
having to operate under specific headings such as 'cultural diversity', 'positive action' or 'multi-
cultural productions'. which is sometimes read as a reinforcement of their different status and
position. Diversity is understood by the non-dominant sector as something that has not only to
do with them but with the cultural sector as a whole, therefore they also strongly expressed the
wish that established venues speed up their diversification processes. There certainly is a rising
dissatisfaction and frustration detectable in the non-dominant cultural field in both cities over
their lack of control and influence, the slow pace with which cultural diversity targets are imple-
mented and with the celebratory and incidental character of diversity iii the dominant sector.
Non-dominant organisations stress the need for a holistic approach to diversity which simulta-
neously acknowledges the diversity within diversity. Moreover, the non-dominant sectors in
both cities produced many examples of how and when cultural diversity does work - both in the
dominant and non-dominant venues- and have shown to be great sources of information and
expertise which could and should be utilised in the dominant sector. The examples provided in
this chapter have shown that it would be more effective to build on what is already there in the
margin, than to build something new from scratch elsewhere. How these non-dominant practices
can help to enhance not only the cultural field, but also the concept of lived citizenship is
explored in the next concluding chapter.
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The central question in this study concerned the location of diversity in the arts in different in-
corporating regimes and the implications for the development of lived citizenship. To answer
this question this study set out, from a politics of location, to trace the location of diversity in the
arts in England and the Netherlands by making use of Soja's trialectics of spatiality. This assis-
ted in addressing the perceived space of institutions (Firstspace), the conceived space of repre-
sentations (Secondspace) and the lived space of the margins (Thirdspace). Hence, this assisted
in mapping the differences between the dominant and non-dominant parts of the cultural field in
terms of their real and imagined spatiality. The study's main aims are to raise consciousness in
the dominant sector of their exclusionary practices and to locate alternative connections between
dominant and non-dominant groups from which solidarity can be built between these groups.
Because it is in the interaction between dominant and non-dominant spaces that there is the pos-
sibility of creating 'something else'. This 'something else' refers in this study to inclusive cultural
practices and lived citizenship.

Moreover, to move away from the general and the universal in the conventional notion
of citizenship, this study addressed concrete social, spatial and historicized contexts (Soja's
trialectics of being) to account for the changes in the relation between space, power and culture/
identity. The comparison between England and the Netherlands was based on four hypothetical
characteristics in the production of cultural spatialities: the individual (EN) versus the collective
group (NL) as unit of incorporation; the local (EN) versus the central (NL) level of incorpora-
tion;  market-led (EN) versus state-led (NL) interventions;  and the broad (EN) versus specific
(NL) definition of culture. To further concretise and contextualise the comparison between the
two countries and to address different levels of incorporation, specific attention was paid to the
cities of Manchester and Rotterdam. These cities have been approached from the perspective of
urban paradoxes and everyday-life practices of 'the many not the few'. These urban paradoxes
that are produced in the relations between Soja's three spaces are central in this final chapter,
rather than conclusions such as which incorporating model is "better" or has "more" cultural
production. This is not only impossible (one has to map the entire cultural field), but also unde-
sirable given that this study set out to analyse the differences/similarities in the location of
diversity in the arts as a consequence of the specific historical, social and spatial developments
in England and the Netherlands.

Consequently, this concluding chapter summarises first of all the location of diversity
in the arts in the two incorporating regimes. In this summary, the two regimes are discussed in
terms of their differences and similarities and in terms of the four hypothetical characteristics.
This is followed by some reflections and comments on the methodology as it has been applied in
this study. Finally. on the basis of the summary of the cases and the methodological reflections,
the implications of this study for the concept of lived citizenship are discussed. Note that, rather
than recapitulating the analysis of the margins in an explicit summary, the insight gained by
moving into the margins assists in this concluding chapter to determine the location of diversity
(the margins) in the arts, to contest dominant representations and the margins assist in outlining
this study's implications for the various aspects of citizenship.
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The location of diversity in the arts in England and the Netherlands

The arts
It has been shown that in the arts, the liberal model is reflected in the English case in the decen-
tralised and lean state. In the Thatcher era, the arts were seen as for the elite classes and the
support for artists and arts institutions was meant to demonstrate Britain's (inter)national prestige
and status. Other aspects and domains of the arts were either devolved to the local and voluntary
level or became subject to market forces. Hence, in compliance with a liberal model, guaran-
teeing accessibility to the arts, Race Relations legislation and cultural diversity policies became
the responsibility of local authorities. Local councils tried to compensate for what the national
level failed to provide by increasing the funding for the arts and by supporting social, urban or
economic regeneration schemes which integrated media, fashion, design or the music recording
industries. Moreover, local councils supported alternative or youth theatre, cultural diversity and
community arts. Under Labour there has recently been, to some extent, a recentralisation of
policy and decision making processes and the introduction of groups-specific (diversity) policies
signalled a move away from the individual as the unit of incorporation. But even though there
now are national (groups-specific) policies on social inclusion, cultural industries, cultural
diversity or community arts, the national level remains liberal in that these policies are out-
sourced to private and voluntary partners and/or to local authorities.

Hence, the lean state and the limited (national) governmental interventions resulted in a
high reliance on market forces (market-led interventions). This was also illustrated by the early
acceptance of business sponsorship and the active stimulation of marketing strategies as ways to
avoid 'dependency culture'. Additionally, art projects (specifically when it concerns the cultural
industries, community arts or youth arts projects) are often co-funded or commissioned by rege-
neration units, welfare services, health authorities and the like.

Thus, although public interventions in the arts in England started off as arts policy, it
quickly turned into cultural policy with a broad definition of culture and a sociological approach
to the arts. The broad definition of the arts is expressed in the many different cultural domains
that are (at least partly) publicly supported on different governmental levels: the arts, cultural
heritage, cultural industries and community arts. The sociological approach to the arts can be
seen in the various 'instrumental' goals bestowed upon the arts (in addition to Labour ideologies
such as overcoming class distinctions by making the arts accessible to everyone). Except in the
domain of the arts and cultural heritage, what can be achieved through the arts is the point of
departure. In this respect, the arts are a 'tool' for society deployed to generate jobs or a 'means'
for instance in urban or social regeneration.

The broad definition of and the sociological approach to the arts can be seen as the
result of a dual dynamic: under Tory governments arts budgets are cut and the economisation
and commercialisation of the arts are stimulated. Thatcher particularly advocated business
values, market forces, commodification of the arts and praised the art's economic benefits in
fields such as tourism and the job opportunities it generated (particularly the cultural industries).
What is however safeguarded under Tory rule is the support for (some) national prestigious arts
companies and institutions that reflect the English cultural heritage and enhance the national
cultural prestige. On the other hand, Labour governments tend to increase the national support
for the arts and tend to broaden the definition of the arts to encompass ever more (popular)
cultural forms in order to extend the reach of the arts beyond the elite classes. Nonetheless,
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national and local Labour governments, as well as the National Lottery Programme, also support
prestigious cultural developments, cultural flagships and national heritage (e.g. the recent
opening of the Lowry Centre in Salford or the local heritage-led urban regeneration in
Manchester City in the early 1990s - both part of Greater Manchester and Labour strongholds).

The corporatist model is mainly reflected in the Dutch case in the emphasis on proportional
representation or cultural reach and in the extensive consultation/advison, structures (the group
as  unit of incorporation), which got another impulse  in the 1960s when greater public invest-
ments in the arts further expanded the cultural infrastructure and the number of civil servants,
consultation structures, advisory bodies and Funds. Moreover, corporatism shows in the strong
influence of the central government on local policies and practices (state-led interventions such
as the Action Plan Cultural Reach) and the greater national  investment in the public cultural sec-
tor (in the Netherlands as much is invested in the arts as in England). However, since the parti-
cularistic organisation of society started to disintegrate, the Netherlands has become less corpo-
ratist in general terms. The increased emphasis on individualisation in governmental policies and
debates, the abolition of the 'integration whilst maintaining one's cultural identity' policies with
regard to migrant groups and the recent tendency towards the economisation of the arts are just a
few examples in case. The Dutch case is best summarised as 'in transition', traces of the old par-
ticularistic model are still visible (and embedded in legislation) and simultaneously there are
tendencies away from such a model even though it remains unclear what the new modus

operandi will be.
In the Netherlands, public interventions in the arts have always taken the form of arts

policy. The 1993 Specific Cultural Policy Act legalised the historical specific definition of the
arts by confining the scope of cultural policy to the arts, cultural heritage, libraries and broad-
casting. Four factors characterise public cultural interventions in the specific arts domain: a)
quality criteria; b) proportional representation or cultural reach: c) autonomous developments in
the arts (i.e. socio-political goals are not appreciated): and d) the Thorbecke principle which led
to an extensive network of advisory bodies and experts - a 'closed circle' - assisting the govern-
ment in cultural policy making or implementation. The centrality of autonomous developments
and quality in the arts parallel the French '1'art pour l'art' model. Under the particularistic organi-
sation of society, the national government was (and still is) responsible for the arts in the natio-
nal interest, which favoured professional cultural production. because it expressed itself in the
support for national arts companies. Audiences for the national arts sector were/are to be reached
through cultural education. On the contrary, various particularistic groups catered for more ideo-
logycally-informed recreational and amateur culture which had a local rather than a national
character. Besides cultural education, particularism was seen as a way to increase participation.
Consequently, the development of marketing strategies or other pro-active audience develop-
ment schemes is far less pronounced in the Netherlands than in England.

Except  for a brief period  in the 1970s in which  the  arts  were  seen  as an instrument  for
societal reform and self-expression, criteria of artistic quality and professionalism remain
decisive for national public support for the arts and a socio-political agenda for the arts remains
far from accepted. Consequently, it is not only far more difficult to mobilise non-arts funding for
art projects in the Netherlands, but also social, economic or urban regeneration schemes do not
often (enough) acknowledge the cultural sector as a valuable partner. Only recently has non-arts
funding been directed to the arts (e.g. the LCCs). Another outcome of the specific definition of
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the arts is that the Dutch cultural sector can be characterised by two domains: a national domain
of the arts and a local domain of amateur or recreational culture.  As in England, the more local
the broader the definition of culture becomes, but in Rotterdam the broader definition refers
mainly to the incorporation of amateur arts and only recently to developments in the sector of
community arts and to the use of the arts in regeneration schemes. Contrary to the English case,
in which the sociological approach captures a line of reasoning from the effects inwards (out-
wards in), the Dutch case reasons mainly inwards out. the main goal remains the development of
and innovation in the arts.

With regard to the incorporation of diversity one could expect on the basis of these two models
that in England, although there is less public investment in the arts, non-dominant cultural prac-
tices would be taken seriously in the arts due to the broad definition of culture. For the Nether-
lands. one could expect more possibilities for non-dominant cultural practices due to the larger
governmental budget for the arts and the country's history of active interventions in the integra-
tion and incorporation of non-dominant groups.  For both countries it has been shown, however,
that these expectations do not hold true in practice. This captures one type of urban cultural
paradox.

The location of diversity in the institutional structure and the geographical implications
How to explain this paradox? There is indeed a broad definition  of the arts in England.  but  chap-
ter 6 has shown that the four constituent domains differ in status. The arts and heritage enjoy a
higher status than the cultural industries or community arts. Moreover, at the local level, the
definitions of culture, community arts and cultural diversity almost melt into one and conse-
quently, cultural diversity is largely contained in the community arts sector (as the Arts Council
of England has already concluded for the national level). The containment of cultural diversity
in the domain of community arts establishes an unhelpful link between the non-dominant arts
sector and the 'deprived communities' characterised by the dominant sector as "criminal, lacking
social skills or unemployed". Consequently, non-dominant groups and their cultural practices are
stigmatised. Besides endowed with a lower status, the community arts sector is thus also closely
associated with 'welfare': to combat deprivation. This containment fails to appreciate non-domi-
nant cultural practices in aU its forms and expressions and moves attention away from opening-
up the established cultural sector.

In the Netherlands, there is indeed a larger public budget for the arts than in England,
but cultural diversity is contained  in the domain of recreational or amateur culture.  in the public
and political discussion on cultural diversity in the arts, the support for non-dominant cultural
practices has been interpreted as a group-specific measure which sets a socio-political 'welfare'
agenda for the arts. The notion that it would concern welfare rather than the arts sector is further
reinforced by the fact that non-dominant cultural practices are predominantly located in local
(public) community centres. Moreover, the local level reads non-dominant art as socio-cultural,
socio-religious or simply as "party culture". Relating non-dominant art to religion in a formerly
particularistic society is to virtually erect a new pillar for these groups which signifies that these
artistic practices would concern culture rather than art.

Hence, in both countries, diversity is caught in a welfare discourse and the containment of non-
dominant arts in the community arts or amateur arts sector locates non-dominant cultural
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practices outside the city centre (traditionally the arena for the arts) in the communities or in
local boroughs. In this respect, it has been shown that the marginality of non-dominant cultural
practices in dominant cultural institutions and funding structures is matched by a geographical
marginality. in both countries, the city centre remains white. In England, the majority of non-
dominant events are organised and funded by the (non-dominant) private or voluntary sector.
The events take place outside the city centre predominantly in private community centre catering
for one specific group. In the Netherlands, the majority of non-dominant events are located in
private party centres in industrial areas or in public community centres in local boroughs. These
centres are however used by different non-dominant groups. In this regard, there is less segrega-
tion in terms of the use of facilities in the Netherlands, but this does not necessarily mean that
there is therefore a larger exchange between groups.

The focus on boroughs in the Netherlands has recently come as a top-down national
policy directive. Although this policy directive was supplemented with directives to open-up the
established cultural sector, this is not yet clearly visible in practice. Since established venues are
slow to adapt to diversity, such policy directives will thus initially aggravate the cultural and
spatial segregation. The focus on boroughs in England results from the decentralised organisa-
tion of the culture field and the sociological approach to the arts. Moreover. segregation (not
only in the arts) was discerned as typical for the English case in chapter 4. The demonisation and
criminalisation of immigrant groups, which already existed  in the 194Os,  and the politicisation
process fuelled by riots or racist political speeches resulted in the segregation of dominant and
non-dominant groups in the housing and labour market as well as in the cultural field. For the
Manchester case, segregation was traced back to the eighteenth century when labour migrants
arrived from the different parts of the British isles and the continent. Moreover, the liberal
regime's limited state-interventions, its reliance on the local and above all voluntary sector for
the support of diversity issues, and the Thatcher-government's impact on the very notion of citi-
zenship, only aggravated the segregation process. Because the subsequent increased self-reliance
and individual autonomy, and the notion of'active citizenship', meant that citizens were expec-
ted to look after themselves and their communities. In the arts, this shows in the myriad of local

private cultural organisations often catering for one specific group. These structural explana-
tions are however absent from the current public and political debate on spatial, social and cultu-
ral segregation and the lack of social cohesion. Instead, the 'root cause' is located in the culture
of non-dominant groups. The English focus of the  1990s on institutional racism and other me-
chanisms of exclusion thus seems to have been discarded too soon.

Identity and belonging
The marginal status of non-dominant arts is further reinforced by the cultural aspects of citizen-
ship as they are interpreted by the dominant sector. Chapter 4 illustrated how the demonisation,
racialisation and criminalisation of non-dominant groups led to notion of their (alleged)
'incompatibility' with the British nation. Also the construction of the category of'British citizen'
became increasingly linked to the white British identity. In the arts, this development has been
noticeable in the "heritage revival" in national cultural policies and local urban regeneration
schemes. Towards  the end of the Thatcher era,  the arts  were seen as a 'precious asset,  as a means                    i

by which we are perceived as a nation in the eyes of the world'. By emphasising the English
national cultural heritage and its (inter)national cultural prestige, the place and purpose of the
arts and arts funding is part of a nation-building strategy.
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In terms of national support for arts companies this means that, in addition to for
instance the Royal Shakespeare Company, traditional African dance companies are funded. This
clear demarcation of British and "non-British" heritage reinforces the alleged 'otherness' of non-
dominant groups and illustrates what Gilroy called the 'fixed mosaic of multicultural Britain':
culture and identity are perceived of as properties (fixed entities) rather than as processes that
mutually influence one another. lt also illustrates that non-dominant groups still occupy the posi-
tion of'symbolic aliens', described by Schuster as 'members in juridical terms, but not members
of the nation'. One could expect that at the lower levels the notion of'national cultural identity
and prestige' may be less decisive, which may allow for more flexibility with regard to the art
forms they fund. Chapter 5 has shown that the regional level indeed supports diversity to a far
larger extent than the national level. Nonetheless, in compliance with the liberal model, it is the
local voluntary sector that allocates the largest share of its budgets to non-dominant cultural

practices and also locally is diversity associated with 'tradition' or the cultural heritage from the
countries of origin.

Rather than a politicisation process, it is an avoidance of politicisation and a minori-
sation process that characterises the Dutch case. The latter process describes how the various
(cultural and religious) minority groups become distinguished from the majority on the basis of
socio-cultural characteristics. In the case of minority-ethnic groups this turned into ethnicism,
the process in which they were 'made more ethnic' by the majority through a continuous em-
phasis on their cultural differences. Furthermore, when minority groups occupied weaker socio-
economic positions, these groups were perceived and labelled 'problem categories' which 'justi-
fied' a paternalistic governmental attitude towards them. The problematisation of the culture of
non-dominant groups became explicit in the 1990s, when these cultural differences were increa-
singly portrayed as hampering their effective integration into the Dutch society. At the turn of
the century, this debate turned into a full-blown debate on citizenship, social cohesion and the
loyalties of non-dominant groups. In the dominant perception, the latter should lie exclusively
with the Dutch society rather than transnationally. The result was a nationalist-integrationist
discourse with an increased emphasis on the Dutch national identity and the assimilation of non-
dominant groups. This has greatly politicised the debate.

In terms of the incorporation of non-dominant cultural practices in the arts, the Dutch
policy document 'Culture as Confrontation' reflected the political climate from before the natio-
nalist-integrationist discourse and emphasised cultural hybridity. Especially the second and third
generations had to be mixed and hybrid in order to be of interest to the national cultural domain.
This notion of hybridity can be understood as the combined outcome of the national govern-
ment's increased concern with integration and the former minorities policies which advocated
'integrating whilst maintaining one's identity'. Hybridity-thinking is however not unproblematic:
hybridity is distinguished from traditional culture and whereas hybridity is understood as
innovative, tradition is not. Moreover, the emphasis on hybridity can also be read as an emphasis
on integration (at least "half Dutch").  In the past, policy explicitly stated that 'traditional' culture
would not be funded because it would concern monocultural practices. One still finds only a few
non-dominant 'traditional' arts companies among those funded at the national level, instead it is
young companies inspired by urban street culture that have entered the national cultural domain.
In Rotterdam's notion of cultural pluralism there is however more attention for both hybridity
and tradition.
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Similarities rather than differences
In spite of the socio-historical differences between the two countries, which resulted in clear
differences in how the cultural fields are organised, in the amount and the sources for arts fun-
ding or in the symbolic location assigned to non-dominant groups. as summarised in the pre-
vious section, in my opinion, in everyday dominant practices in the cultural sector the similari-
ties prevail. Mentioned already are the different ways in which non-dominant cultural practices
are moved into a 'welfare' discourse. Moreover, also the inquiry into what 'official' means and
what power non-dominant groups possess to establish their cultural practices in the public cultu-
rat sphere, led to fairly similar results in both countries. In the Dutch case, in sync with the cor-
poratist model, there is an extensive advisory and consultation structure in the arts with repre-

sentatives of the established cultural sector, as well as in general minorities policies with non-
dominant organisations, but diversity is far less represented in the consultation structures of the
cultural field. Thus, in both countries, consultation generally takes place with artists or arts orga-
nisations that already receive public funding and among them there are only a few non-dominant
organisations on the national level.

Additionally, the percentage of people from non-dominant backgrounds on boards and
among staff in the higher organisational echelons of both English and Dutch established cultural
institutions is far below the average diversity of the population (unless the organisation or person
specifically deals with cultural diversity). Again, this is particularly the case on the national level
in both countries. To a higher extent in the Netherlands than in England, boards and manage-
ment levels are more diverse locally. Let me point out again that inviting one person from a non-
dominant background on a board or panel is no guarantee for a better investment in diversity,
but it suffices to keep certain stereotypes and assumptions out of the discussion and decision
making process. But whereas one such person on a board is often a case of tokenism, four such

persons would make a difference. Both cases indeed illustrated that there is a relation between
diversity among staffand the percentage of the budget allocated towards cultural diversity.

Also the location of diversity in the established cultural institutions in both countries is
characterised by similarities: an 'ethnicisation of jobs', which means that those of non-dominant
backgrounds are the diversity officers, who have to work cross-departmentally without sufficient
resources in terms of administrative and financial support. Diversity is a project. Pilot schemes
are replaced after the trial period by something that is insufficient to sustain the work and the
momentum (e.g. a team which is replaced by one part-time person or dissolved altogether).
Diversity is located in peripheral departments such as education. Non-dominant perfonnances
are to be found in studios or small spaces of established venues rather than on the main stage.
Moreover. diverse programming by 'white elephants' is incidental and often confined to specific
programmes such as a multicultural festival, Black History Month or a 'Culture Special' dealing
with one specific culture.

With regard to the location of cultural diversity in the arts funding system it can be con-
cluded that in both countries there is a lack ofcorrelation between the percentage of funded non-
dominant organisations and the percentage of the budget allocated to these organisations - the
latter percentage is always lower. Non-dominant cultural initiatives receive project funding and
are a minority among fixed-term funded organisations. Those public funding bodies with the
smallest budgets allocate the highest percentage of their budgets to diversity.  Hence, on average,
non-dominant organisations receive less and only temporary funding in comparison to the rest of
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the public-funded organisations. Moreover, if non-dominant artists or arts organisations are
among the regularly funded organisations, they have to operate under headings such as
Participatory Arts (community arts), Interdisciplinary, Intercultural or Multicultural Arts. Not
only the amount of funding but also their label distinguishes non-dominant organisations from
those under the generic headings of'theatre', 'dance' or 'music'. This labelling of non-dominant
art forms may be the result of the need to assess the effect of cultural diversity policy targets or
it may indicate the need to compensate the non-dominant art sector for their under-representa-
tion in the arts funding system. In the latter case this would signify a temporary phase. However,
many interviewees from the non-dominant arts sector maintained that they have been in this
phase for a long time now (specifically in England). Whereas some fear it is a form of tokenism,
others wonder why they are (still) treated differently from the dominant sector.

Mechanisms of exclusion
Explanations for the marginal location of diversity in the arts can be discerned on different
levels. With regard to the national levels in both countries, it seems justified to ask why diversity
has not been further institutionalised in the English public sector than it is, given that the first
governmental intel·ventions  in  the arts with regard to cultural diversity date back to  1976.  In the
Dutch case, the question is rather why cultural diversity has been introduced in cultural policy
only so recently.

In  England, one level of explanation is that of the liberal incorporation regime with  its
decentralised responsibility for diversity issues and national cultural policy's emphasis on
English cultural heritage. Furthermore, English arts organisations are relatively independent of
their funding bodies because they derive their income from a variety of public and private
sources. This means that the impact of ministerial or arts council policy will be felt mainly in
terms of the level of financial support they receive rather than in pressure to implement the
policy directives. On the political level, another reason may be that, because race and diversity
issues have always been highly politicised, governments and the arts funding system needed to
address diversity but perceived radical measures to redress the balance simultaneously as 'too
political' (pm4). It seems that 'nobody wants to burn their fingers on a political issue like this'
(cv 1 0),  not  even  with legal backing  of the   1976 Race Relation  Act with which 'it could  be
argued that some organisations are indirectly discriminating against certain racial groups by
providing services that, because of their nature, are more likely to attract British people than
people ofAsian, African or Caribbean origin' (Blanco  1998,26).

One explanation in the Dutch case is the 'closed circuit' of the arts which was, for a long
time, mainly interested in the developments within the arts itself and which expressed a plain
aversion to a socio-political agenda for the arts. Another explanation is embedded in the general
developments in minority policies: the end of the "Heimkehr illusion", the realisation that
migrant groups were going to stay, signalled the start of the incorporation of migrant groups.
Initially this led to the emancipation of migrants within their own groups with public funding to
maintain their culture. The domain of the arts thus remained untouched. When the discourse
changed  towards  the  end  of the  19805  to  the  integration  of migrant  groups  in the general
institutions of Dutch society, national cultural policies also gradually started to take up the issue
of cultural diversity. Diversity however remained largely confined to the sphere of cultural edu-
cation until the publication of the 'Culture as Confrontation' policy document at the end of the
1990s.
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Whereas the explanations above, which refer to the levels of the incorporating regimes, indicate
again the socio-historical differences between the two countries, other explanations point out the
similarities between the cases in the everyday dominant practices: an important explanatory
factor in both countries are the power relations which (can) result in the non-implementation of
diversity policy or in forms of everyday racism in funding bodies or cultural institutions. Non-             :
implementation has been interpreted in this study as having a structural and a representational
side which were explored in chapter 5 and chapter 6. Representations have the power to limit the
course of action that is followed and/or to frame problems in such a way that only certain solu-
tions seem adequate. Representations thus block a proper understanding of and reaction to the
vernacular and have a symbolic and real effect, which easily reinforces the already marginalized
positions of those categorised 'minority'. This effect is strengthened by the dialectical relation
between Firstspace and Secondspace: in Firstspace the Secondspace representations are con-
structed and distributed and,  in turn, these representations become part of the very legitimisation
of Firstspace practices.

For instance,  it has been shown that the Eurocentric application of quality criteria labels
non-dominant cultural practices as amateur or unprofessional and the 'appropriate action' is thus
to assign them a marginal location in community centres in local boroughs. The location of cul-
tural diversity in these local community centres, not in 'venues as we know them', reinforces the
dominant perception that it concerns 'culture' not 'serious arts' and this "justifies" the dominant
action. Locating the non-dominant cultural sector in the periphery, however, fails to facilitate
their participation in the centre and provides established cultural venues with an excuse to carry
on as usual. The exclusionary practices that have been implicitly mentioned above and those that
have been discerned in chapter 5 and 6 are summarised in Figure 8.1.

Most forms of exclusion in Figure 8.1 result from addressing the arts from the
Eurocentric 'norm' and the subsequent construction of binary notions of arts/culture, western
arts/non-western arts, professional/amateur and so on. Deconstructing such binaries should not
result in cultural relativism or a 'politics of difference' but in the application of a 'politics of
racism' and in the exposure ofthe gaps and silences in the dominant representations.

Figure 8.1 Exclusionary practices in the dominant cultural sector in England and the Netherlands *
Based on a selection of forms of ever'yday racism (Essed) and implementation barriers (Pincus)

Everyday racism - non-implementation Examples from the cultural field

Marginalisation e.g.

-Eurocentrism -Whites as the norm -Ar'ts education has a Western European cultural bias
-"Social-economic lower classes do not attend cultural
performances or lack time and money"
-"Black audiences do not access the arts the way white                         1
audiences do"
-Hierarchical distinction between western and non-western arts
makes the established cultural sector blind to the needs,
wishes and cultural practices of those who operate outside the
established sector
-Information on black arts is too low in funding bodies and
subsequently the idea arises that "there is a lack of
(appropriate & quality) products"
-Dominant groups are underrepresented in audience
attendance figures (yes, in the dominant cultural sector!)
-Western-centric application of quality criteria

-Tokenism -Inviting one person from a non-dominant background on a
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board or committee
-Organising one non-dominant performance/event per cultural
season in an established venue

-Obstacles -Failing to facilitate -Non-dominant performances are to be found in studios or
impeding equal black participation small spaces of venues rather than on the main stage, and
participation these performances are only incidental in the 'white elephants'

- diversity is a project
-(Classical) black art has no dependable training structure
-Fewer venues take black work or employ black administrators
-Lack of marketing experience and/or cultural promotion and
marketing options left under-utilised and/or promoters have not
enough knowledge or confidence to market black arts
-Established venues do not programme for black taste"
-Time is not made available to build relations with non-
dominant groups and their media channels
-First generations silently moved beyond cultural policy's remit
as a kind of'lost generation'

-Lack of -In partnerships schemes the responsibility (and funding) is
trusuconfidence located with the established cultural organisation rather than

with the non-dominant artists and arts organisations. This
raises the issues of ownership and trust
-Lack of confidence in certain black art networks among some
funding bodies

-Not acknowledging -The complaint that there are not enough people from non-
contribution or dominant backgrounds for committees/boards
qualifications, -Lack of acknowledgement of non-dominant contributions in
competences or skills official celebrations of historical/cultural events

-Focus on official arts degrees, no recognition for 'alternative'
competences

-Give less or -In Manchester there are only few public youth centres with
secondary facilities proper facilities and funding.

-Arts Ambassadors Unit was replaced by one part-timer
-Non-dominant organisations receive on average less
(structural) funding than the rest of the cultural sector
-Decline in funding
-Insufficient funding for non-dominant art development

-Discouragement -Containing non-dominant art in the field of 'culture' or
'community arts' and leaving it in the communities "to not set it
up to fail"

-Setting additional or -Whereas non-dominant contemporary or hybrid work is
different requirements largely overlooked and not treated with the same quality
or standards criteria as the dominant arts sector, other non-dominant arts

practices are subjected to additional and different standards,
i.e. associated with its function
-The idea that it does not matter if non-dominant cultural
practices are less professional as long as their authenticity
makes up for it

-Exclusion from -Consultation takes place with and steering groups are
positions of authority constituted of those already publicly funded

-Diversity among managerial staff is still far from just -
especially on the national level

-Lowering of standards -Non-dominant culture is supported on an equal basis with the
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rest even when it is less professional or innovative

Problematisation eg

-Cultural -To treat as -Interpreting non-dominant art as amateur culture, community-
denigration backwards/ uncivilised based or as static traditional cultural

-"Non-dominant audiences lack experience or cultural
competence"

-Emphasising -"Non-dominant groups do not engage in mainstream ar'ts and
language deficiency focus on own group and language"

-"Need to increase the language proficiency and cultural
competence of young people, particularly those from second
and third generation migrant backgrounds"

-Biological/cultural -Criminalisation -Associating black cultural venues with criminality and violence
denigration -Equating cultural diversity with community arts and thus to

solve issues of criminality, unemployment, lack of social skills
etc.

-Underestimation -"Not enough black work available"
-"Administrative and technical black art specialists not
available"
-"Non-dominant groups are either not interested in the arts at
all or if so, only in black arts"
-Denying non-dominant art organisations ownership is an
underestimation of these organisations' capacities

Containment eg

-Denial of racism -Failing to take a stand -Acknowledging that racism prevents people from experiencing
against racism a relaxed evening out, but not enough is done against it

-Refusing to admit -Racism is rarely discussed in the Netherlands, the cause of
racism the 'problem' is seen as rooted in the socio-economic position

of non-dominant groups rather than in dominant exclusionary
practices

-Management of -Overemphasising -Categorised under different headings: Participatory Arts,
ethnic difference difference Interdisciplinary arts, multicultural arts etc. - not just 'art'

-Ar'ts funding system and cultural directors "have to come to
terms with new forms and fusions, cross-art form work of black
arts"

-Ethnisation of jobs -Those of non-dominant backgrounds are responsible for
diversity issues (e.g. diversity officers) and are often the only
non-white members of staff

-Pacification -Patronising -Talking about rather than with non-dominant groups

-Denial of dignity -Belittlement -Leaving non-dominant ar't in the communities "to not set it up
to fail"
-"Content of dominant art works has nothing to do with lives of
people in the communities"

-Containment -Containing non-dominant art in the field of "culture" or
"community arts" is to contain it in local boroughs
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Non-implementation

-Absence of concrete (governmental) -Manchester City Council has no specific cultural diversity
programmes for change policy and its Cultural Strategy does not reach beyond the

celebratory language where diversity is concerned
-Discerning 'interesting developments' in non-dominant sector,
but lack of support or measures to enhance skills or otherwise
fund/support these developments
-Public funding system is blocked - no indication how this
problem will be overcome
-Abstract notion of'equality' provides too little concrete anchor
points from where to start the process of revision

-Lack of government sanctions -Proposal to sanction established cultural venues when not
diversifying enough, was rejected by Dutch parliament

-Inhibiting diversity issues from accessing -A large part of the established cultural sector does not fully
the agenda acknowledge the lack of diversity as an urgent problem

-Organisations neither pursue nor contribute    -Due to 'perception of risk' established venues hesitate to
to the implementation of equality policy programme non-dominant work

-Implementation is left to equality workers, -Diversity officers have to work cross-departmentally, without
i.e. those from minority-ethnic backgrounds, sufficient resources both in terms of administrative and
with limited power and resources financial support and no means to make other departments

cooperate other than persuasion
-Diversity issues are often the responsibility of a single person.
Problems with a high dependency on individuals are that they
become easily frustrated by the impossibility of their task (to
work cross-departmentally with people who have other
priorities), one person does not represent a# non-dominant
groups and when they leave the organisation their contacts
and networks go with them

-Large number and broad range of areas -Access officer (NWAB) is also responsible for cultural
that individuals (or committees) responsible diversity
for the implementation have to deal with -Marketing officer of established venue has to build and

maintain contacts with the communities and their media

channels, organise the marketing material, raise awareness
among colleagues and front-of-house staff etc.

-Departmental position of the equality -Diversity is located in peripheral departments such as
initiatives education

-Those in leadership positions committed to -Because seen as 'too political' to actually pressure
change are nevertheless unwilling to established venues to diversify or otherwise cut their funding
provoke others in subordinate management
position who oppose to the equality
measures
-Hidden agenda in managements interest in -There are clear exceptions, but the general impression of the
equality initiatives: is it the financial impetus established venues' motivation is the financial impetus
or an interest to bring about change that (as also expressed in the project rather than the structural
guides the decision making? nature of cultural diversity in these venues)

-Support among organisation's leadership is -Those funding bodies committed to change, for instance
a pivotal factor in the making or breaking of expressed in diverse higher organisational levels, allocate
any initiative higher percentages of their budget to diversity
* Examples are derived from the organisation of the cultural field examined in chapter 5 and in between - are dominant

representations discussed in chapter 6.
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It has been shown that one result of representations based on binary perceptions, dividing for
instance western from non-western art forms, is that 'cultural diversity' or 'black art' become
container definitions that fail to recognise the diversity within diversity. Moreover, gathering all
minority-ethnic groups under the same heading leads to 'container explanations'. In the
Netherlands, for instance, problems perceived with the quality and quantity of non-dominant
work, and the alleged lack of competence and language deficiency among non-dominant audien-
ces, are portrayed as the consequence of the socio-economic position of non-dominant groups.
These positions would be the outcome of the selection process that shaped the history of migra-
tion. Although this notion concerns mainly the 'guestworker' population, in the container defini-
tion 'ethnic minorities' it becomes applied to all non-dominant groups. Consequently, differences
within and between groups are lost: for instance, second generations differ from the first, all
classes are represented among those who migrated from the (former) colonies; not all Turks and
Moroccans came as labour migrants; and not all labour migrants were uneducated. The western-
centric use of the 'socio-economic status' argument leads to the conclusion that non-dominant
groups lack cultural competence, chapter 6 however indicated that socio-economic issues indeed

play a role but in a different way.
In addition to simplifying or misjudging actual practices, another effect of binary con-

ceptions is that they ignore the similarities in cultural practices. For instance. in both countries
suggestions are made to erase boundaries between art disciplines, between professional and
amateur and between highbrow and lowbrow arts, because non-dominant groups would not per-
ceive of such distinctions. One consequence is that non-dominant art works are categorised (and
funded) as 'cross-art forms' and that the funding systems has 'to come to terms with new forms
and fusions, cross-art form work of black arts'. The question is however whether this is indeed
an unique characteristic of non-dominant arts practices or whether this is a phenomenon that
characterises also the dominant sector - today and in the past? Chapter 6 already illustrated with
the example of the nineteenth century great exhibitions that high and low culture were in close
proximity and a socio-political content of the arts was not scorned but rather drew in large
audiences. Finally, this study has shown, once again. that the binary conceptions blinds the
dominant sector to the cultural achievements of non-dominant groups and their contributions to
western culture.

The analysis of the margins in chapter 7 has shown that existing everyday marginal
practices contest or prove wrong almost all of the dominant representations outlined above.

Paradoxes

The urban paradoxes of diversity are manifold. There is the paradox between the dominant
sector which is holding on to homogeneity (integration, assimilation or 'white national identity')
and the reality of heterogeneity. The paradox o f problematising diversity in the dominant sector
and the many ideas for positive change that can be encounter in the margins. There is the static
dominant perception of non-dominant arts which contrasts with the multiplicity of everyday life
cultural practices. The aim of supporting cultural practices on a par which paradoxically results
in large, structural budgets for established cultural institutions and in small, temporary budgets
for the non-dominant cultural sector. This reinforced the discrepancy between the large, white.
established cultural venues in the city centre and the local, non-funded, cultural facilities in the
local boroughs. The paradox of the notion of'laboratories' in Manchester and Rotterdam which
effectively results in the containment of cultural diversity in the cultural margins. Which in the
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Manchester case reinforces the contradictory images of 'achievement' and 'misery'. And many
more....

In short, the central paradox regarding diversity in the arts is the dominant goal of
equality, incorporation or cohesion which results in distinction, containment and segregation. In
turn, this strengthens the contrast between the dominant and non-dominant cultural sector and
between the city centres (white) and the periphery (diverse). This paradox is informed by the
celebratory language applied in cultural diversity policy documents which paradoxically results
in exclusionary everyday dominant practices. The celebratory discourse can be found on all
governmental levels in both countries. Cultural diversity policy documents praise non-dominant
art for its inventiveness in terms of its new ideas about aesthetics, its cross-cutting of all sorts of
boundaries and its different notions about place and form of the arts. The Dutch case celebrates
above all the young urban theatre initiatives and the English case celebrates black art for being a
'major player at the heart of British cultural life', specifically with regard to popular mus ic
culture. This may indeed be true for popular (music) culture, but certainly not for the arts as this
study has shown. Celebration, often in the form of pointing out the differences in non-dominant
cultural practices in comparison to the western norm, frequently and paradoxically produces
closure and containment.

The celebratory policy language is however supplemented by a discourse which points
towards failures or obstacles in policy implementation (in England more so than in the Nether-
lands). Nonetheless, it seems that in everyday life policy implementation practices negative re-
presentations of non-dominant cultural production and consumption, as discerned in chapter 6,
are stronger than the positive notions of celebration and equality. It seems that, in both countries,
celebratory language draws attention away from the full implications of diversity and this
paradoxically results in marginal locations for cultural diversity in the arts and in limited effects
of the measures taken to change this.

in this respect, it can be concluded that neither England nor the Netherlands is a 'multi-
culturalist society'. In Parekh's terminology this is a society that welcomes diversity and diffe-

rence, makes it central to their self-understanding and respects the cultural demands of its con-
stituent communities.  Nor is Parekh's 'love of diversity', which I understand as part of'lived citi-
zenship', an intrinsic part of these societies. Although the governmental levels  in both coun-tries
express awareness that diversity requires a fundamental change in the organisational struc-ture,
in policy and politics, they have trouble effecting this change. They fail to mobilise the re-quired
political power and determination to affect change by sharing power and reallocating public fun-
ding towards non-dominant arts organisations and fail to be persistent enough in opening up the
mainstream and seeking out the margins.

Implications for the arts
There are too many implications for the arts that follow from this study to be mentioned here. 1
will concentrate on the need to open up the dominant cultural sector, the issue of quality and on
some o f the questions that this study raises.

Both countries will have to take radical measures to open up the funding system,
because one explanation of the absence of non-dominant arts organisations from the structural/
fixed-term funding budgets is the problem national (and in England also regional) funding
bodies experience in keeping the grant system dynamic. In England, Richard Blanco (1998,24)
estimates that 90 percent of the total RAB funding is tied up in 'historical' annual funding and
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the funding system experiences difficulties in dismissing clients form the 'golden circle', even
though fixed-term funding gives no gum·antee for a grant extension neither in England nor in the
Netherlands.

Opening up the public arts sector is also needed with regard to the systematic contain-
ment of non-dominant culture in one specific cultural domain (community arts in England and
amateur arts in the Netherlands) and with regard to the legitimisation of the support for non-
dominant cultural practices on the basis offunctional rather than artistic criteria. Both are exclu-
sionary practices and they raise several questions with regard to the issue of artistic quality, for
instance: what would quality non-dominant work be? Work that fits the western cultural tradi-
tion but that is performed by people from a non-dominant background? Or why is the artistic
merit of non-dominant arts practices not enough for the legitimisation of the public support for
these practices?

To be clear, it is both nec·essarv and desirable to make quality distinctions, but it is the
way in which quality criteria are applied by the dominant cultural sector that leads to exclusion.
Moreover, it is perfectly legitimate to discern different functions for the arts. 1 would even say
that. particularly in the Dutch case. arts and culture could be more integrated in for instance
welfare or urban regeneration policies and programmes. Problematic however are situations in
which certain art forms are supported only on the basis offunctional criteria and others only on
artistic criteria or when certain art forms are always used for the same functions.

To overcome the eurocentric application of quality criteria, I consider it highly impor-
tant that a debate is initiated in which it is discussed how the notion of quality  can be made more
inclusive and in which alternative ways to come to just normative statements on the quality of
different works of art are found. 1 have however refrained from giving such qualitative or nor-
mative judgements mysel f, instead 1 have focused on the institutional and political aspects of the
quality debate. The reason for this, as this study has illustrated, is that it needs to be a debate
among people who have experience with and expertise on the cultural practices that need to be
incorporated in the western public cultural domain.

A continued governmental orientation on and support for high culture as a 'culture that is repre-
sentative of and represents the nation',  is an exclusionary practice:  it is the universalisation of the
dominant group's experience and culture, which also becomes the norm against which other
cultures are measured.  Moreover, it ignores the cultural preference of the majority of citizens, a
wide range of art forms which are new to the West-European cultural setting and it ignores
transnational cultural channels. Subsequently, this has led to distinct dominant and non-
dominant cultural domains. But instead of problematising cultural segregation and trying to
integrate non-dominant groups in the established arts tradition, as national governments current-
ly seem to do, I  believe that it would be more effective to broaden the concept of the arts and to
overcome the exclusion of non-dominant artists or arts organisations from cultural facilities,
funding and other support structures.

Similarly, Agnes Elling (2002, 242) asked, in the Dutch context for the case of
segregated sports participation, to what extent "exclusion" must be erased through informing,
educating, stimulating or supporting (financially) non-dominant groups to participate in the
dominant practice and to what extent hegemonic groups can support the erasure of exclusion and
unequal opportunities? The first question, in my opinion, is an inquiry into the necessin· of
having all citizens follow the dominant (high) cultural example and the second question reminds
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us again that the dominant group must question its 'truths' and representations and must open up
its dominant notion of cultural production and consumption to a broader range of cultural prac-
tices. Furthermore, Elling wondered to what extent differences in sports participation between
different ethnic groups are explained by differences in interests and preferences? She established
that the hegemonic sports clubs and media mainly meet the preference of white boys. For the
arts, table 2 in appendix 4 showed that the only group that frequently attends high cultural per-
formances is the older white-Dutch group. The cultural preference of the white-Dutch young-
sters parallels that of (part) of the non-dominant groups. Taste matters, but the differences in
cultural preference are not reflected in the public cultural sector.

One of the 'truths' that needs to be questioned is the negative representations and unnecessary
distinctions between dominant and non-dominant arts or culture. For example the distinction
between non-dominant community or amateur/recreational culture and dominant art. This dis-
tinction explains why the dominant sector experiences problems with dealing with the blurring
of boundaries that they see as typical of non-dominant art expressions: the distinction between

high (the arts and heritage) and low (the rest) culture is still paramount in the dominant sector.
Another 'truth' concerns the dominant container-definition in which all non-dominant artistic
expressions are captured with the term 'cultural diversity' or 'continuum'. Even though the
differenttiation of the continuum in 'tradition, hybrid and contemporary' may be an expression of
dominant awareness of differences in identity formation (to which 1 return below), it remains a
problematic concept.  In the dominant line of reasoning 'tradition' becomes a form of ethnisation
in the sense that it is understood as concerning fixed, non-innovative cultural practices of non-
dominant groups. Whereas the term 'tradition' is reserved for non-dominant arts, the concepts of
innovation and excellence are applied to western arts. But if there is constant innovation within
the western cultural tradition, why would that not be the case within 'non-western' cultural tradi-
tions?

Moreover, traditional culture is perceived of in the dominant sector as monocultural and
as the domain of first generations. Whereas in other societal domains the alleged lack of integra-
tion of the first generations  is a governmental concern. it  is not in the arts: the first generation  is
silently moved beyond cultural policy's remit as a kind of "lost generation" (at least in the
Netherlands). But why is the monoculturalism in certain parts ofthe established Western cultural
domain is not similarly problematised? The portrayal of non-dominant arts as traditional and
static also underestimates the dynamic and innovative potential of non-dominant cultural prac-
tices. The performances at Contact Theatre, the green room, and at many other non-dominant
events, all contest the 'continuum', challenge the relatively exclusive national focus on either
heritage (England) or hybridity (the Netherlands) and show that this continuum does not exist of
mutually exclusive categories. Work based on one specific (non-western) tradition as well as
hybrid work can be contemporary, innovative and it can also become a culture of resistance to
the dominant cultural practice as Sciorra already pointed out regarding folklore (see chapter 3).

Reflections on methodology

The incorporating regimes
What needs to be addressed here is the question to what the extent Soysal's model of incorpora-
ting regimes fits the contemporary reality in England and the Netherlands and the question to
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what extent this model has proved useful for the study at hand. The model of incorporation
regimes was designed for analyses on the level of national states. As pointed out in chapter 3,
such a model captures general and often stereotypical reflections of the actual practices in natio-
nal states and it is often more informed by the historical rather than by the contemporary organi-
sation of these states. On the national level, there are indeed characteristics (or sometimes just
traces) of the liberal or corporatist model discernible, but it has also been illustrated how both
national states have slowly developed away from them and have in a way become more similar.

The differences in the incorporating regimes extent to the level of the cities of Man-            1
chester and Rotterdam in the sense that these regimes determine the responsibilities or the free-
dom these cities have to design their own policies and to set up their own schemes to accommo-
date non-dominant groups and their cultural practices. Manchester is indeed liberal for instance
in the fact that there are not that many specific programmes or efforts directed towards the incor-
poration of diversity, that consultation with representatives is limited or in its broad definition of
culture and its sociological approach to the arts. Rotterdam was indeed shown to be corporatist
for instance in its extensive consultation structure with the non-dominant (cultural) sector, the
top-down directives from the city council to established cultural venues to diversify, the large
financial investment in the arts or the (at least formerly) non-sociological approach to the arts.

The model has also been useful in mapping the differences between the morphology of
the margins in both countries. Although the margins in Manchester and Rotterdam are compara-
ble in terms of the non-dominant cultural organisations, the type of events that they organise and
in their contestation of the established order, they differ with regard to their access to funding,
their use of public facilities and the extent to which the dominant sector tries to control and
influence what is going on the margins. This expresses the differences in incorporating regimes.
However, the distinctions and differences between the two incorporation regimes largely dis-
appear when one is concerned with the everyday practices and implementation processes both at
the national  and the local level.  In such analyses the explanatory power of the model diminished
rapidly. Why is this the case? It cannot be explained by the model's level of abstraction. The
model is not too abstract for the practical level of analysis in the empirical part of this study,
because Soysal provided concrete anchor points to scrutinise the dominant institutional organisa-
tion in terms of its policies, legislation, consultation practices and so on. Rather it is the exten-
sion of this model, which was indeed concerned with the strtictural incorporation of non-domi-
nant groups, to the analysis of dominant representations of these groups which is problematic.
Because it is here where one is able to discern a European dimension: although the colonial
history and the history of migration and integration differs between European countries, the
eurocentric and superior notions that developed from these histories are largely the same.
Moreover, these representations appear to be strong enough to effect similar outcomes in spite of
the differences in the structural incorporation of diversity.

Another note needs to be made with regard to the cities. Both the city of Manchester and Rotter-
dam were described as 'laboratories' in their respective countries (see chapter  3),  or  more  accu-
rately perhaps, they  like to think of themselves as laboratories  for the experimentation with alter-
native approached to the arts in order to distinguish themselves from the capital cities. The para-
dox here is that a 'laboratory' with an open and experimental character can also turn into a
'prison'. Also in the cities of Manchester and Rotterdam certain art forms become locked up in
certain art domains. This indicates that a laboratory can only come to sustainable innovative
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practices if enough attention is directed towards creating possibilities for continuous develop-
ment or towards the active construction of "growth trajectories'.

The three spaces
Soja's model of Thirdspace was used in this study as one way to give the politics of location
shape and to be able to address both dominant institutions and representations as well as the
margins. The analysis of the institutional organisation of and the representations in contempora-
ry western societies has been shown to be necessary in order to reveal the dialectical nature
between Firstspace and Secondspace and how this dialectical relation results in various mecha-
nisms of exclusion. This indicates also the need for a politics of location, that is, the need for self
-reflexivity among dominant sectors and actors. These mechanisms of exclusion needed to be
analysed and named so that they can be overcome. Integrating both Firstspace and Secondspace
in one study also helped to circumvent the faults in for instance political theory (which is con-
cerned with Firstspace rights and regulations) and semiotic or cultural studies that have empha-
sised the Secondspace representational aspects of the changing relation between citizenship and
diversity. As chapter 2 pointed out, in political theory the emotional aspects of membership go
unaccounted for and semiotic studies often neglected the constraints placed by dominant institu-
tions on people's perceptions and actions. Additionally, there have been studies exclusively deal-
ing with the margins and the developments that can be discerned in the non-dominant sector. By
addressing all three spaces. this study positively contributed to our understanding of how the
margins are to some extent shaped by the dominant spaces and how the margins contest the
dominant structures and representations. The direct confrontation between the margins and the
centre offers alternative ways of reading these margins and assist in locating ways in which the
different spaces can be connected so that a process of re-vision can be commenced. In this re-
gard, the disassembling of the spaces and the instant reassembling prevents us from continuing
to read the distinction between dominant Firstspace and Secondspace and non-dominant Third-
space as a binary distinction. This study has however shown that the real and imagined distance
between the centre and the margins in the cultural field is still so great in everyday practices that
this study's conclusions in terms of recommendations or suggestions as to how to bring these
domains together can unfortunately be nothing but rudimentary and provisional. Appendix 5
provides some suggestions.

Moreover, the disadvantage of addressing three spaces in one study is that each space
necessarily receives less attention. This has been particularly problematic with regard to Third-
space.  Due to the lack of knowledge concerning this space in the dominant sector, this space has
partly been addressed in this study from a descriptive rather than an analytical perspective. It is
necessary to move further into the margins than has been possible here, for instance to gain
insight in what the various communities of resistance understand as quality, what criteria are
used to come to a quality judgement, to further address the differences between the various non-
dominant groups in their cultural practices and in their relations to and perceptions of the
differences between arts and culture and so on. In this respect, one could also consider to include
the non-dominant audiences which have not been part of my approach to the margins. This is a
recommendation for both mainstream academia and for national and local politicians and policy
makers concerned with the arts.
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Implication for (lived) citizenship

Lived citizenship
With the concept of the 'language of extremes', Doreen Massey critiqued the simplistic and cele-
bratory notion of diversity that can be encountered in postmodern readings of the city. This must
however not be understood as a quest to discard diversity. I understand diversity as fact and as a
fact that needs to be dealt with. The question is how? I have suggested the development of a
notion of lived citizenship in this study. Lived citizenship should be understood as a process'.
perpetuately shaped and contested by everyday practices and by the dynamics in the cultural
characteristics of citizenship such as identity and feelings of belonging. As such citizenship
gains the openness and flexibility to constantly adapt to and learn from non-dominant practices
which hold the key to alternative forms of citizenship which are more diverse and inclusive than
is currently the case. To what extent has the empirical study of the incorporation of diversity in
the arts proved lived citizenship to be a useful approach?

First of all, this study has shown that lived citizenship is indeed still a concept and not

an actual practice. In this respect, it is not a model that captures current existing practices but an
'ideal type' or 'ideal model' of citizenship. For lived citizenship to become effective, the many
different exclusionary practices as outlined in this study have to be addressed and overcome. In
this re-visioning and restructuring process, chapter 2 suggested to seek out the margins. This stu-
dy has shown that this is indeed essential, because here we find informed and critical reflections
on dominant institutional practices and representations, and here we can learn from and incorpo-
rate knowledge and experience that is readily available in the various communities of resistance.
The  analysis  of the margins has shown that there are already many practices  that  can be built  on
and that can be further extended.

Secondly, the empirical part of this study has shown the importance of understanding
citizenship as a process informed by everyday practices and by the dynamics in the cultural
aspects of citizenship (to which I return below). The need to critically address everyday life
practices both of dominant institution and those in the margins was shown in the urban para-
doxes. One can easily design policies or set up institutions aimed to redress the balance and to
affect equality, which would convey a very inclusive picture if one would be confined to policy
analysis. However, analyses of dominant practices such as for instance implementation pro-
cesses, and the dominant representations that inform these processes, draw opposite conclusions.
It is here were the hidden mechanisms of exclusion are located and thus  it is here were change is
needed. Both national governmental and academic conceptions often lag behind developments
that can already be discerned at the local level in society. Seeking out these developments, prefe-
rably also in the margins, thus helps to keep the understanding of what citizenship is and how  it
is or should be executed informed and dynamic.

Below I briefly reflect on the implications of this study for a few of the concepts related
to citizenship that have been central to the construction of the notion of lived citizenship:
identity and belonging, democracy, the 'good citizen', the role of public institutions and power.

Identity and belonging
Contrary to lived citizenship's approach to identity, identity is not understood as dynamic in both
countries. Particularly not on the national level, where in both countries diversity is by and large
absent from the arts funding system. In the conventional understanding of citizenship, however,
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the national is the symbolic level where the ingroup and the outgroup are constructed and thus
where membership is defined in legalistic and cultural terms. Additionally, the hierarchical dis-
tinction between the arts (and heritage) and the rest of the cultural domains coincides with a dis-
tinction between the city centre and the local boroughs, this makes also the city centre the public
space which (re)presents 'the best of national culture' and 'those that belong'. Hence, the con-
spicuous whiteness of the national cultural institutions and those in the cio' centre are symbolic
for the exclusion or non-incorporation of non-dominant groups and their cultural practices - also
in the conventional concept of citizenship.

National cultural identity, belonging and the arts have become so strongly linked pre-
cisely because the arts are assigned the role of presenting the best of the country abroad and to
uphold the national cultural prestige. But why could cultural diversity not enhance one's national
cultural prestige abroad? Why could this not be a way to positively distinguish oneself as a

country from other countries in Europe that all increasingly struggle with diversity? This would
simultaneously have an internal effect because to be supported nationally means a symbolic
acceptance in the polity and it would illustrate that the 'best of the nation'  can also be something
else than western arts or cultural heritage and that non-dominant groups can enhance the 'natio-

2()9
nal cultural prestige'.      Practically, but importantly, it would mean structural funding for at least
a few non-dominant companies to further develop their work.

Although it may be clear by now, as it is in certain parts of academia, that feelings of
belonging no longer necessarily coincide with the national state, this perception is still para-
mount in national dominant cultural sectors. Particularly in England where there is a strong
emphasis on English heritage, but also in the Netherlands where the notion of hybridity can be
understood as a form of integration. Moreover, in the public and political debate, curbing immi-
gration and stimulating integration are increasingly associated with the 'safeguarding' of the
national identity. From a perspective of lived citizenship this is a highly problematic and
counterproductive development. Lived citizenship argues for the acknowledgement of diffe-
rences and similarities in identity formations among dominant and non-dominant groups. In the
arts, this means coming to understand that there are those who want to get rid of their ethnic
label and be judged on their artistic merits just like their white counterparts. That there are those

(both in the non-dominant and dominant sector) who are interested in cultural forms and styles
that result from a creative mixing of various western and non-western cultural practices. Finally,
that there are those who are exploring and developing art forms within the non-dominant cultural
tradition. This latter category can be understood as the non-dominant counterpart of that part of
the established cultural field that resists to diversify.

This means that binary distinctions such as dominant/non-dominant (western/non-
western) identities and cultures become increasingly meaningless. At one point it may be so
meaningless that we can indeed overcome the current fixation on identity and can start

addressing 'self-conscious individuals', as Asu Aksoy and Kevin Robins suggested. At this point
in time, however, I consider understanding identity-formation as an ongoing process as a
necessary requirement for instance to have the dominant sector overcome their static representa-
tions of both their own identity and that of non-dominant groups. Moreover, chapter 2 showed
that homogenous nations or cultures never existed and that nation-building always involved the

ing Inviting the break dancers, connected to the Hiphophuis in Rotterdam, to cheer up the cultural
programme in the Dutch Village at the Olympic Games in Athens in 2004 can be understood as a step in
the right direction.
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incorporation of (local) differences. Diversity is thus not the exclusive domain (or problem) of
the 'new citizens', the West itself changes constantly too.

With regard to the arts, this means that all these different practices constitute part of the
cultural field and should thus be dealt with in cultural (diversity) policy - there is no logical
argument why one or more should be excluded. For instance, if one understands the arts as
language, one could argue that the number of people that speaks the language of western high art
possibly equals roughly the number of people that speaks the Turkish or Pakistani theatrical
language. In other words, they are just two dialects of the language that constitutes the cultural
field and they should have equal rights to develop and should be equally entitled to public
support ifcomplying to just quality criteria.

It has been shown that both the vernacular and transnational dynamics, that influence both
identity formation and cultural practices, are not properly acknowledged and incorporated in the
public (cultural) field or in the dominant concept of citizenship. There is too little dominant
recognition of and subsequent appropriate action with regard to the 'multidirectional flows of
culture': there is little recognition or support for transnational cultural networks, international
cultural policy oriented at the countries of origin  is not effectively utilised and the mutual cultu-
ral influence of dominant and non-dominant cultures also remains unrecognised. The political
and public sector needs a stronger focus on both the sub-national and the supra-national level in
its attempt to become more inclusive.

Democracy and the 'good citizen'
For democracy to function, for public space to retain its openness to all citizens and for the
achievement of parity of participation, (real and imagined) space has to be created for diversity.
Although this is acknowledged to different extents and in different ways in academia, this study
has shown that in the political and public conceptions and practices this still is hardly the case:
the values of the 'good life' are not met by the dominant structures and institutions. Injustice, as
Young formulated it in terms of oppression (the institutional constraint on sel f-development) and
domination (the institutional constraint on self-determination), has been shown to be apparent
for instance in the lack of effective and constructive consultation with non-dominant groups, the
lack of diversity among members of boards of funding bodies or established cultural institutions,
the limited public funding allocated to non-dominant arts organisations and the inaccessibility of
established cultural sector to non-dominant groups and their cultural practices. Hence, parity of
participation, which is achieved according to Fraser when all actors are peers and therefore
capable of participating on a par with one another in society, is not realised. Moreover. it has
been shown that the 'impartiality' and 'neutrality' of the public sphere are other words for the on-
going dominant cultural homogeneity.

On the contrary, the non-dominant sector contains many examples of'civic virtue' and
'good citizenship'. Additionally, the high level of organisation and the many private cultural
initiatives point to a well-developed non-dominant 'civic society'. Moreover, the real and ima-
gined marginality of non-dominant practices makes these practices more political and critical  in
attitude vis-a-vis the general societal status quo than cultural practices in the established cultural
sphere. But besides reflecting on the dominant structures, counterspace cultures also critically
reflect on characteristics of the non-dominant groups. As such, the non-dominant 'civic virtue'
expresses a strong engagement and involvement with both the respective groups and society in
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general. They carry many ideas for change regarding diversity, citizenship and the construction
of a heterogeneous public cultural sphere.

Some non-dominant practices may be less focused on altering dominant representations
and making the public sphere more culturally inclusive or democratic. Such practices rather
cater for the margin in the margin and may have a stronger emphasis on providing people with a

feeling of belonging, community membership and a sense of cultural continuity at a 'safe dis-
tance' from society. As mentioned above, the cultural practices within these groups provide them
with an alternative discourse to the dominant discourse on national identity and belonging. This
study has shown that, irrespective of their orientation, non-dominant organisations fit the 'moral
duties' or the requirements of the 'good citizen' as summed up in chapter 2 under Responsibilities
(which also fit the requirements of 'active citizenship): they encourage participation, they help
the vulnerable in society, they develop the potential and skills of the people running organisa-

tions who also stimulate others to do the same. Moreover, the high level of organisation among
non-dominant groups, and hence their experience with running cultural organisations and their
affinity with the arts, also renders the dominant complaint untenable that there are not enough

suitable candidates for boards and committees from non-dominant back-grounds.
In combining an ethic of self-help and a sense of obligation to the wider community,

non-dominant organisations employ a model of active citizenship. Furthermore, operating large-
ly outside the public funding structures, non-dominant practices are almost automatically based

on cultural entrepreneurship. Both active citizenship and entrepreneurship are issues that policy-
makers have been trying to achieve in the arts for a long time in England and more re-cently also
in the Netherlands. Once again, given their knowledge and experience, non-dominant organisa-

tions are valuable connections for host societies to enter the margins and start the process of re-

vision together. To be democratic, society has to incorporate these non-dominant voices and
ideas - irrespective of their orientation.

Chapter 2 pointed out that Eurocentrism, nationalism and the subsequent constructions of race,
ethnicities and nations are at the basis of the construction of notions such as the 'normal citizen'
or 'the best way of doing things'. Acknowledging the various formations of identity, the 'good
citizen' can be re-visioned away from the western, male heterosexual. This reminds us also of
Essed and Goldberg's statement that the mere existence of a culture is not sufficient reason to re-
produce it and of Fraser's argument that 'there is no single conception of the good life that is
universally shared, nor any that can be established as authoritative'. Translated to the arts, this
implies that there is no single cultural tradition that can claim a universal status or authority.
Addressing the different ways in which one can be a 'good citizen' suggests that generic policies

can only be generic if they equate diversity policies.

Democracy and the role of public institutions
It has been argued here that democracy encompasses more than rights and abstract notions of

political representation, democracy is effectuated in public institutions. It is in these institutions
that power has to be shared and thus where the extent to which diversity is accepted becomes

apparent (see Gowricharn 2003). Moreover, if institutions determine to a large extent the beha-
viour of individuals, then the supposed lack of cohesion in society could be attributed legitimate-
ly to the behaviour of institutions.  In this line of reasoning, undemocratic practices, inequality or
other societal wrongs could be counteracted by reforming these institutions (Gowricharn 2004).
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I agree that such institutions and their everyday practices determine to a large extent the public
domain, they determine who and what is accepted in it and so on.  If they are able to exclude cer-
tain groups and practices than they are also able indeed to include them.

This study has illustrated, however, that the adaptations of the key public institutions
are often confined to the discursive level of the formulation of new cultural (diversity) policy           i
targets. This shows once again the necessity of studying everyday institutional practices. More-
over, it shows the need -suggested in chapter 2 as part of the way to come to lived citizenship
suggests- for a critical self-assessment by dominant institutions or actors. In this respect, it
would be helpful if the politics of location became deeper embedded in society in general, not
only in feminist circles. A politics of location should be a fundamental part of the 'quality ma-
nagement assessment' of any public institution! Furthermore. it is necessary to direct the public
efforts towards the active experimentation with new ways (that include the margins) to imple-
ment the existing policy targets. rather than towards the design of new or additional policy docu-
ments.

This study has also shown that part of the role of institutions is to critically assess the
way in which they legitimise their actions. In both countries. the legitimisation of cultural diver-
sity policy is rightly formulated in terms of anticipating demographic changes and adjusting to
changes in the arts. In England, additionally, the legitimisation contains a taxpayer rhetoric.
Given the current discourse on the incompatibility of diversity and the wei fare system,  1  suggest
that the taxpayer rhetoric in the arts should be revived and extended to other domains of society
in England as well as in the Netherlands.

However, the legitimisation of cultural diversity policies in both countries is mainly
based on utilitarian justice: for the society's general well-being. The application of utilitarian jus-
tice has specific consequences in the decentralised English system with a (local) broad and so-
ciological definition of culture: diversity becomes contained in community arts and is thus used
to combat deprivation. Ascribing functional and societal goals to cultural diversity policies takes
a different turn in the Netherlands. Whereas the national domain of the autonomous arts sector

has to be kept free of ideology and socio-political targets, the national public debate understands
cultural diversity policy as welfare policy. Locally, non-dominant arts are under-stood as socio-
cultural or socio-religious cultural practices, which resembles the construction of a new particu-
laristic sector which traditionally dealt with amateur arts. Such notions circumvent the question
whether the dominant cultural sector is equipped to judge non-dominant arts on its artistic merit
and ignore the fact that the national cultural sector is not free of ideology either: it is the western
cultural ideology, with its emphasis on the autonomous developments in arts and the civilising
ofthe masses through cultural participation in high culture, which is paramount in this sector.

Moreover, whereas excellence and quality are the main criteria applied to the arts in
generic cultural policies (arts and heritage) in both countries, they are rarely mentioned in cultu-
ra\  divers ity policies. Instead, cultural diversity policies are interpreted by policy makers as part
of the answer to the crisis in urban public space, because they are meant to generate intercultural
interaction, enhance social cohesion or alleviate positions of deprivation. Cultural diversity is
thus legitimised on the basis of its ./imction, not its artistic contribution or merit. This is a clear
instance of setting different requirements for non-dominant arts and culture which is a form of
everyday racism. For public institutions in democratic societies, such (racial) distinctions are un-
acceptable.
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This study has also shown the importance of understanding key public institutions in their dia-
lectical relation between Firstspace and Secondspace. But I would like to warn for a too strong
fixation on institutions. because given the fact that they are slow in their transformations, one
has to seek out the margins in the meantime to learn about progressive and alternative ways of
organising society.

Power
In using the terms "dominant" and "non-dominant". 1 have been indirectly referring to power
differences between the groups and their practices. Non-dominant groups or the counter-voices
are characterised by the fact that they are less powerful in the public and dominant domains than
their dominant counterparts. Moreover, the counter-voices are often divided in various commu-
nities of resistance, these communities are often small, divided and not necessarily in contact or
collaboration with one another. In the liberal case of England their segregation is further aggra-
vated by the structural organisation of society. What does this imply for the concept of lived
citizenship?

I have addressed the margins in this concept mainly from the standpoint that dominant
actors and institutions have to seek out the margins in order engage with their practices so that
together they can work towards new, more inclusive ways of organising both citizenship and the
cultural field. Although this is indeed necessary to safeguard democracy and to obtain justice
and equality, it should be clear by now that dominant structures and governments are not natu-
rally inclined to include the margins. Therefore, one could also argue that, instead of waiting for
the dominant structures to wake up and to start seeking out the margins out of their own will or
initiative, it would be useful and more effective when these relative small communities of resis-
tance would organise themselves in such a way that they could exercise more power in order to
re-shape the dominant sector.

This can be done in various ways. One way would be to realise that even though these
communities of resistance do not posses "power", they do posses the "power to annoy" (derived
from Abram de Swaan's notion of'hinderkracht') Rather than a quest for a kind of Marxist radi-
cal social struggle, this is a rather more subtle way to resist dominant structures by being persis-
tently present and by acting in such a way that it irritates or annoys the dominant sector or those
in positions of power.  I f the pressure or irritation is persistent and strong enough, there is going
to be a point at which the dominant sector has to take action and can no longer ignore the non-
dominant demands and practices. I believe that in order to build a 'common interest', as also
Parekh pointed out, people have to be made aware of what their 'personal interest'  in the matter
is. Although annoyance is certainly not the most positive way to make people aware of their per-
sonal interest, it will at least have an effect! Another way would be to seek out a more radical or
confrontational way to trigger the dominant sector into change. Here we could refer back to the

actions and protest  in  the  1960  and  70s by young artists, students  and  the  like who aimed  at
opening up the established cultural sector and conventional taste hierarchy. Their actions were
fairly successful and many of them now occupy dominant positions in the contemporary
dominant cultural sector. The time may have come to channel the frustration that is widespread

among non-dominant artists and arts organisations into constructive (preferably playful rather
than violent) actions, protests, interventions, manifestos and what ever else one can think of and
press for change.
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Appendix lb Description of the English organisations interviewed in 2000
and 2001

Policy and funding bodies (pm)
1. Arts Council of England (ACE). Drama Department
2. Arts Council of England (ACE), Audience Development Department
3. Arts Council of England (ACE), Diversity Project
4.    North-West Arts Board (NWAB), Access and Diversity Department
5.     North-West Arts Board (NWAB), Audience Development Department
6.    Manchester City Council, Arts and Regeneration Unit
7. AGMA-NWAB, Cultural Diversity : Greater Manchester Programme
8.    Manchester City Council, Equality Team
9.    Revitalising Inner Rochdale, Urban Regeneration and Cultural Programme Unit

Cultural Venues (cv)
10. Zion, Artistic Director
11.   green room, Artistic Director
12.  Abraham Moss Centre Theatre, Managing/artistic Director
13. Oldham Coliseum. Department of Education and New audiences
14.    Church of God of Prophecy, Centre Caretaker
15. Powerhouse Library, Managing Director
16. West Indian Community Centre, Managing Director

Cultural organisations (org)
17. CIDS- Cultural Industries Development Service
18. Multi Asian Arts Centre, Arts Development Officer
19.    CAN - Community Arts North West, Arts Development Officer
20.  Chinese Arts Centre, Marketing Officer
21.  Chinese Arts Centre, Exhibition co-ordinator
22. Arts About Manchester (AAM -arts marketing organisation), Managing Director
23. Arts About Manchester (AAM -arts marketing organisation). Cultural Diversity Co-ordinator
24. Arts Ambassador Unit (AAU/AAM), (former) Project Administrator
25. Arts Ambassador Unit (AAU/AAM), former AAU, now AAM Cultural Ambassador
26. Arts Ambassador Unit (AAU/AAM), (former) Editor of BAMboo!
27. Cartwheel Community Arts Rochdale, Outreach-community worker, Community participation

worker and Fundraiser

(pml) ACE: Drama Department
Besides the regular tasks, specific initiatives are:
- National Touring Programme (NTP): focused on theatre companies that wanted to tour England and visit
at least three regions. The application has to indicate how audience development is covered and how the
relationship between the touring company and venues are built.
- Black Regional Initiative in the Theatre (BRIT): Following the Theatre Report, £25m of extra funding
was freed up to enhance theatre production mainly for mid-scale theatres. Regional effects: NWAB is
going to bring on board three new Black and Asian companies.
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- Annual two week courses for young people wanting to become theatre directors. Hands-on courses.
working with professional script writers, actors or designers.
- Short-term bursaries for Black and Asian directors: for training or internships at theatres.

- Bursaries for associate directors, assistant directors, administrators and producers. Some bursaries now
focus on newcomers and one/two bursaries per year for Black or Asian administrators. Criteria: people who
want to work as theatre administrators. They will be based in mainstream theatres (e.g. Tricycle Theatre, in

Kilburn, London, and Leicester Haymarket), where they will learn hands on.
- Follow-up seminars to establish 'best practice'.
- Supported the performance of the play "Ramayana" at the Birmingham Repertory Theatre and National

Theatre, London.

(pm2) ACE: Audience Development Department
- New Audiences Programme: £2Om over 5 years of which around 25% is directed towards diversity.
- Some initiatives: encouraging innovative transport and ticket schemes, presenting arts in non-tra-ditional
spaces; promotional incentives for people to try new experiences (Jermyn, Bedell. Joy 2000,10 ).
- Twin Department Venue and Promoter Development: collaboration with other ACE departments to
integrate the NAP more widely in the organisation.

(pm3) ACE: Diversity Team
During the development of the Year of Diversity it was changed into the Diversity Project for the period

from September 2002 to March 2004. The emphasis of the Project would be upon affecting real change and

creating legacy: a campaign for change in terms of ideology and thinking. The change occurred after
critique from the people running the scheme as well as from some of the RABs indicating that they did not
want more celebration, but real and lasting change in the arts infrastructure. The Project's events included a
Marketplace for the Arts (trade event with the opportunity for artists show and sell work), a national

festival, high profile public debates, an online network to support the other elements of the Project, and a
Skills Development Programme aimed at enhancing artists' and arts organisations' expertise of fundraising

and understanding of the arts funding system. After the main organiser of the Project  left prematurely, the
Project became the Decibel scheme. This scheme would also run until March 2004 and was to raise the

profile of culturally diverse arts in England through a range of activities and opportunities including
making development funds available, hosting showcase events and providing opportunities for culturally
diverse work to be seen around the country.

(pm4) and (pmS)  NWAB
Besides it regular tasks it runs specific programmes, among others:
- Voucher scheme for young people.
- Scheme with disabled Asian people in East-Lancashire.
- WOO Fellowship scheme: two-year traineeship in arts organisations for ( future) arts administrators.
- Networking Bursary Scheme: £150 bursaries for artists to attend events and conferences.
- Board scheme: to get more people from non-dominant backgrounds on boards of arts organisations.

Selection is based on people's skills that fit the art organisation's needs: managers, accountants or lawyers.
- Treasury Funds and Lottery Funds for the support of festivals and projects.
- Let's Celebrate (SRB funded): 7-year programme for the development of Carnival and Melas.
-  Banking on Culture: creating alternative funding for the arts, a sort of bartering system.

- Application consultancy: advise organisations on their draft applications.
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(pm6) Manchester City Council: Arts and Regeneration Team
This is the cultural policy unit of Manchester City Council. The team does not receive a budget through the
Council, projects and initiatives are financed through external funding, for instance:
- Several projects in e.g. North-Manchester and Longsight in which buildings and houses were turned into

arts centres occasionally with a cinema.
- Multicultural Festival: promoting multicultural Manchester in the Summer by providing an umbrella grant

for a number of community-based festivals.
-  Best Value for Communities: schemes and guidelines for the evaluation of municipal services.

(pm7) AGMA-NWAB: CD:GM Franchise Programme
AGMA is the Association of Greater Manchester Authorities. The ten boroughs of Greater Manchester
contribute to the budget of this funding body which  is run by around 5 people and deals with the interest of
the cultural infrastructure in Greater Manchester. For instance, Manchester City Council does not fund the
main cultural institutions itself, but channels funding to AGMA which sustains these key cultural institu-
tions. The dilemma is that some want a wider agenda for AGMA (e.g. the support of community-based
groups), others consider that the concern of the boroughs themselves.

In collaboration with NWAB, AGMA supported the NIA Centre. After the theatre was closed
down  in 1997, NWAB-AGMA ringfenced the reserved funding for the Centre (£0.25m a year for 4 years)

for cultural diversity and assigned Richard Blanco to analyse the best way to allocate this budget. The
recommendations of his report "No Difference. No Future" ( 1998) resulted in the "Cultural-Diversity :
Greater-Manchester Franchise Programme". The Programme started in April 2002 and aims at the
strengthening of the arts infrastructure for the advancement of the culturally diverse arts in Greater Man-
chester. The three parts of the programme are: a) increase opportunities for artists to make and show work
and develop audiences: b) administrative and management support; and c) artist, promoter and curator ski 11

development. To deliver these aims the Programme exists of 4 modules: 1) artists and communities: capa-
city building fund dedicated to new emerging artists of South Asian, African Caribbean or Chinese back-
grounds and their new work in their locality (this can be seen as a continuation of AAU's tasks, see below);
2) strengthening the infrastructure: supporting networks and collaborations; 3) venue development: looking
at the variety of needs of venues which can be e.g. specific skills or overall branding campaigns, and 4)
Greater-Manchester Cultural-Diversity Franchise Scheme: individuals and groups, existing and newly
formed cultural institutions, consortiums, partnerships, networks and agencies can bid to deliver parts of
the programme.

(pm8) Manchester City Council: Equality Team
The "team" existed of one person who was to work cross-departmentally on equality issues, which the per-
son in question indicated was an impossible task for one individual. Additionally the team worked on
schemes and guidelines for the evaluation and improvement of the municipal services (like the Best Value
for communities scheme of the City Council  - see above). The Equality Team was dissolved towards the
end of 2000.

(Pm9) Revitalising Inner Rochdale
Part of Rochdale Partnership, which is a regeneration partnership between a mixture of public and private
bodies such as the Council Voluntary Services, Council. Racial Equality Council. a College, Trade Union,
and Health Authorities. Revitalising Inner Rochdale itself is employed to administer the SRB5 projects and
on its board are members of the Rochdale Partnership. One part of Revitalising inner Rochdale is the
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Urban Regeneration Team which runs various cultural schemes. One of which is a 'public involvement
team' with a particular focus on Asian girls and women, i.e. those least involved in the arts. Additionally
they set up a 'community forum' which represents both the local population and the various wards in
Rochdale. Some other initiatives are:
- SRB5 project: Women's Training Initiative, run by the Workers' Education Association.
- Non-qualification arts and crafts courses, some with exhibitions, to help people to get self-employed.
- Food and Health project, workshops by Health Authority dieticians in collaboration with artists involving

various minority-ethnic groups and their typical eating patterns.
- Lifelong Learning Projects.
- SRB5 project: maintenance and security project on Rochdale's two largest council estates.
- Music Scheme: funded by the National Organisation for Youth and Music to engage young people, inclu-
ding young asylum seekers, in music. Collaboration with the Music Services of all  10 GMBC, Band on the
Wall and Contact in Manchester City.

(CV10) Zion

This multi-arts youth arts centre is City Council funded, but it is independently run. It opened its doors
after refurbishment of the building in Summer 2000, in Hulme. The concept is inspired by the Palace of
Youth and Creativity in St. Petersburg, which is big youth arts centre that young people can 'take over' and
make it their space.  Zion's  target  group  is  people  aged  between   14  and  25  and  the  majority  of attenders
lives in the surrounding areas (Hulme and Moss Side), even though Zion's remit is to work across Greater
Manchester. Zion has a 250 seat theatre, dance studio, music rooms, galleries, workspaces, a creative tech-
nology lab. a cat-6, bar and lounge. It organises classes, performances, Summer schools, but above all, it
wants to give youngsters the opportunity to turn the space into what they want it to be and indicate the type
of activities they want to engage in. Zion seeks connection to industry, businesses and digital companies  in
Hulme where the youngsters can gain experience and therefore better future employment opportunities.
Moreover. Zion has the ambition to become the stepping stone for young and emerging artists by organi-
sing showcases and presenting work at Zion. This aspect will be the focus of the years to come and will
give the Manchester venues the opportunity to see new work. Zion collaborates extensively with green
room and Contact Theatre. its main funder is Manchester City Council, additional funding comes through
ACE, NWAB project funding, European Union (ESF -for the refurbishment), Hulme High Street LTD and
Moss Side and Hulme Partnership. Its management committee, which sets out the basic principles and
targets, consists of council officers as well as other arts and non-arts professionals.

(Cvll) green room
This  is a black-led contemporary art space for experimental, avant-garde work (theatre, dance  etc.)  in
central Manchester. They want to demystify theatre codes and conventions and make use of every space in
the building. Although not specifically set up as a black arts venue and may be more known for its gay pro-
gramming, around 20% of the programming and on average 30% of its audiences can be labelled 'diverse'
(AAU 2001, 9). Culturally diverse work has however to fit in the centre's broader remit. Green room in-
vests in artists, artists in residence and individual practitioners. Also more established promoters present
work at the green room. in addition to their local network, they have an international network, frequently
resulting in international exchanges. There are regular Speakeasy nights where various arts disciplines
(poetry, dance, (club) music etc.) come together in open mic sessions. Occasionally green room collabora-
tes with other venues for productions outside the green room. The core of the staff contains 7 people,
altogether 20 people are employed. The green room is funded by ACE, AGMA, Manchester City Council
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and regularly funded by NWAB. Additionally. various pubic and private funding bodies and businesses

support individual performances.

(cv 12) Abraham Moss Centre Theatre
This local community theatre is about 25 years old and was built as a community arts venue as part of a
Community Educational Centre in North-Manchester (Crumpsall). The theatre is run by an artistic director
and his Asian assistant director and two technicians. The seating capacity is around 250 in the main space

and there is a smaller rehearsal space. They create productions with children, classical dramas (mostly

Shakespeare plays), often connected to the school curriculum to get school parties in. In community pro-
ductions, sometimes also written by local talents, the actors are people from the Centre and local communi-
ty. There  is an annual pantomime of which the box office income is donated to a local charity. Despite the
theatre's location in the middle of an Asian area and having an Asian member of staff, the vast majority of
the audiences are low-income, white families. The theatre is hired by clubs and organisations (around  12
nights a year). for instance by the Asian Classical Music Society, that organise their own concerts and per-
formances but can get the Theatre's technical assistance if required. When it was first opened the Theatre
was run by Manchester's Educational Authority and the Education Centre, but due to problematic collabo-
ration it is now placed under Manchester city council's Land and Property Department. However, the
Education Centre and other 'residents' on the site still contribute to the Theatre's central budget. The fun-

ding arrangement is a comfortable one, it covers almost all expenses and extra funding need not be raised.
(Consequently). the theatre appears to operate in relative isolation and has very little contact with other arts

organisations and venues around Manchester.

(c,13) Oldham Coliseurn

The space started off as a circus. was then turned into a cinema and became a theatre around 60 years ago.
The Theatre produces around 4 main productions and I pantomime a year for a traditional, white middle-
class audience. Additionally, there are a few music nights a year wi th jazz. orchestra's or fulksongs.

Oldham holds a large Asian population, but the Theatre programmed its first Asian production only in
2002. The generallartistic director \\·as to be replaced in 2002, after which a change in programming was
envisaged: more touring companies like Tamasha, Bollywood activities and possibly Asian music activities
to attract a wider audience from the local constituency. Furthermore, the theatre organises community and

youth productions. an educational and outreach programme with workshops for e.g. 50+ and an Asian
women's writing workshop. Local contacts still have to be built but there already is an international net-
work including Rumania, Hungary. Italy. France and Germany. The 1 heatre is funded through ACE.
NWAB, AGMA. business sponsorship (e.g. Manchester Airport), the EU ( for a youth project), RALP (t-or a
heritage project) and box office income.

(cv14) Church of God of Prophecy. Longsight

Adjacent to the Church is a community centre. run by 4 volunteers. in which community activities are
organised and which functions as a place to meet and chat. play a board game, drink cup of tea or eat the
daily served West-Indian meal. Occasionally, the space is used for wedding receptions or other private
parties. Additionally, there is a music group, a choir (instruments are available in the centre), bible classes
and Sunday school. The organisation tries to strike the balance between the religious function and the com-
munity centre. People of the community should put forward their wishes or engage themselves in organi-
sing the events they want to have on. The aim is not to turn inwards, but to be open to the wider communi-
ty. Besides contacts to similar religious organisations this seems however not to be the case. All (cultural)
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activities are organised outside the funding system and the church seemed unaware of funding possibilities
such as Voluntary Sector Grants.

(CV15) Moss Side Powerhouse Library
This Moss Side library is a youth centre and the building holds the career services. a health worker. a
homework-support group, a young people's empowerment group to get youngster involved in the Centre's
meetings and decision making and to have them organise their own activities in order to give young people

ownership. Furthermore there is a music studio, some youngsters applied for funding and received a grant
to support young people from the community to learn e.g. how to record CDs. The Powerhouse also has an
Exchange Building with 30 beds and regular exchanges take place with groups from inside and outside of
England. On a junior youth club night. young people can engage in drama. fashion, crepe arts and costume-
making for Carnival, they also have use of a gym where all the ballgames and a table tennis are available.
On the senior club night, these options are supplemented with the use of the fitness room, the video room
and the music studio. In the library there is access to computers. There is also a caft, a nursery with space
for six children and outside there is a small 'amphitheatre' and a basketball court. Although most activities
are oriented towards leisure. the Powerhouse also supports young people in their educational careers
through the Steps-Programme in which young non-attenders can finish their final school year and they do
their GCSE's in the Powerhouse and through the Studies Orientation Course in collaboration with among
others the City College. The Powerhouse is run on a complicated franchise-financial structure based on
partnerships with City College, Man Cat, Career Services, Library Services, Youth Services, and the Moss
Side & Hulme Partnership. These Services each second an employee to the Powerhouse. Furthermore, the
Powerhouse was built with Millennium Funding and there are some additional ERDF funding and Lottery
Grants. The income of the delivered services are however limited, prices are kept low so as not to exclude
any youngsters: 25p for the junior and 5Op for the senior youth club, £1.50 to play basketball, £1.50 for the
fitness room in the daytime. The schools pay for the Steps-Programme when the young people are still
registered at the school. the other courses are free.

(cv16) West Indies Community Centre
The centre occupies a two-story 1970s building in Longsight and has a small stage in the main space.  It is
run by the head of the centre and a few volunteers who organise events (e.g. an exhibition on the top floor)
and teach classes. It used to be a popular night-life venue for West-Indians around Manchester. The Centre
seems pretty much self-contained with few contact beyond the West-indian communities and associations.
The Centre schedules one or two bigger events per year, for instance during Black History Month, at which
renowned dance and music groups perform (e.g. Adzido). For these bigger events they collaborate with a
range of Societies and Associations. such as the Trinidad & Tobago Society and the Grenada Oversees
Association. For these bigger events they may also be able to mobilise funding (private and public).
Beyond these bigger events the Centre is self-sufficient financially. They did apply to NWAB in the past,
but did not receive funding.

(org 17) CIDS: Cultural industries Development Services
CIDS came out of a research project, commissioned and partly funded, by Manchester City Council and
NWAB with the task to develop a strategy for Manchester's cultural production industry, without an
explicit cultural diversity remit. CIDS is a coordinating body, an information point which offers a range of
services directed at the 'greater enterprise continuum' from education, employment, to starting an enterprise
and consolidating that practice. without interfering creatively. lt has to work supplementary and therefore
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focuses predominantly on music and design but may expand to theatre and dance in the future. Services are
free of charge. CIDS was set up as a pilot project for three years and had 6 employees. 1ts financial basis
was 40% European funding, 40% public match. 30% private match - which, according to CIDS. is a
relatively standard formula.  After the three years  CIDS was going  to be incorporated  in the Greater  Man-
chester : Cultural Diversity Programme.

(org18) Multi-Asian Arts Centre
The organisation was founded in  1987 and the Arts Centre was opened in  1996, in Rochdale. Besides the

organisation of the Mela (South-Asian Community festival) with a Carnival parade in Rochdale, the Centre
provides courses in a variety of arts forms like drama, music. poetry, textiles throughout the year in com-
munity centres, schools, and colleges. Additionally, it offers a BTEC in Asian Music, training in web
design, women-only projects, international music development workshops and tours with Pakistani musi-
cians. On the premises there is a community recording studio available. Moreover the Centre engaged in a
drama production with young people and is working on a cultural exchange between Pakistan and Europe.
They work in the North West region. and at times also nationally, with a range of local authorities, educa-
tional departments, regional arts boards, schools or county clubs. Among the Centre's network are several
venues in Greater Manchester, national and international artists and organisations such as the WEA (Wor-
kers Education Association). They would like to function as an 'information service' in this network, but the
Centre finds this hard to deliver due to shortage of staff. The Centre is NWAB and Rochdale Council
'revenue client' since 1998, additional income comes through the box office, fundraising for individual pro-
jects, local business and restaurant sponsorship. Sometimes. discount from airlines are negotiated to bring
stars over from Pakistan. The BTEC is partly SRB funded.

(orglg) CAN: Community Arts North West
CAN  was  set  up  in  1978  as an independent division  of a London-based community arts organisation.
Among the things CAN has organised are the Family Festival and Carnival, performances around Hindu
New Year 2057, Indian independence Day celebrations, Broken Planet (a play with homeless Big Issue

vendors), "music journey across the communities", exhibitions, and life performances which combine
music. drama. moving image and dance - all of these activities are i,·ith and by local community groups.
CAN also provides services such as establishing partnerships between agencies and their target groups and
runs arts projects with grassroots groups to research their needs and concerns. celebrate achievements and
histories and/or create more effective communication. The team has 'hands on' experience in fund raising
and coordinating projects. CAN also offers training schemes in which their philosophy is to work towards

production and employment, not just to offer classes. Most of the freelance artists they work with have
come through such projects. Most projects have a developmental brief and are about the development and
futures of communities. the work itself or the audiences. They tend to work less with health authorities or
trusts that other community arts organisations do, but with community-based groups such as parents,
adults, young people, homeless, disabled, low-income groups and with various groups from different ethnic
backgrounds, which want to create better conditions, quality of life and opportunities for (young) people.
CAN is a voluntary sector organisation, NWAB and Manchester City Council provide the core funding, the
rest has to be generated through additional fundraising for the individual projects. Around £0.25m is raised
annually from sources such as the Lottery, ACE, small trusts, regeneration schemes and sometimes small
amounts from small businesses in the areas on which the projects focus.
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(org20) and (org21) Chinese Arts Centre
The organisation has existed since  1986 and was initially set up to organise a Chinese festival. but grew out
to a centre for Chinese arts. The Centre was previously based in China Town, but moved to the Northern
Quarter 5 years ago, with which they wanted to indicate that they do not cater for Chinese people only. The
Centre runs an exhibition space and various workshops. There are 4 exhibitions a year with new commis-
sions of young Chinese artists, because the Centre wants to provide a nurturing environment for young
emerging artists. Those artists that send their portfolios but whose work cannot be exhibited are transferred
to other galleries. but the Centre also keeps a portfolio for its archive. Although the Centre has brought
work over from China, it works mainly with British-Chinese artists. Moreover. the Centre organises work-
shops for schools, organisations or individually enrolled adults. The workshops concern traditional Chinese
culture. such as calligraphy, paper fulding, brush-stroke painting or line dancing. This illustrates the Cen-
tres diversity: its work ranges from abstract modern art exhibitions to traditional painting and dancing.
Also, the Centre is still involved in co-organising the Chinese New Year festivities (e.g. the tiger shows).
The Centre wants to promote itself as an intermediary between the City Council or NWAB and the Chinese
community, but also between performing venues and the Chinese audiences. The Centre's network extend
beyond Manchester to organisations in Bristol, Bath or Plymouth and to China and Hong Kong. Funding
comes mainly through NWAB, but the workshops also generate some income. The centre is run by 3 full
time and one part time member of staff and a team of freelance artists teaching the workshops. On the
selection panel for the exhibitions are around 6 people, among others from NWAB (visual arts), Castlefield
Gallery, the Lowry, Bluecoat in Liverpool and the ACE. In 2001, the plan to move to a bigger space. where
also the Chinese Opera rehearses, was endorsed by a substantial Lottery grant.

(org22) and (org23) AAM: Arts About Manchester
AAM  was set up  in the early  1980s by a consortium  of arts organisations and publicists to coordinate the
printing ofbrochures or seasonal programme leaflets and the distribution in Manchester. The organisational
emphasis shifted  in  the  late  1980s and early  19905 to developing the venue's marketing skills.  In the mid
1990s the focus shifted again and AAM now calls itself an audience development agency and is building a
database for marketing purposes. The distribution side of the organisation is now an income generator for
AAM's other activities. AAM has 9 members of staff, of whom three part time, and frequently employs
freelancers. The outcome of the AAU (see below) was the appointment of a part-time cultural-diversity co-
ordinator in 2001, whose task is to work with the 45 mainstream venues that are part of the consortium
( from small galleries to big concert halls) to make them aware of and have them consider cultural diversity
within their institutions. However, AAM has an ambiguous status in Manchester's cultural field. On the one
hand, some organisations on the consortium do not collaborate with AAM on other than print distribution
related issues,  some  see AAM's advice as not pro-active (cv 12), and others complain  that they cannot help
without charging money 'so that people within theatre feel that they just do it to sort out their own finances'
(cv 13).  Since  AAM  has no sanction over what venues on the consortium  do,  it has hardly a way to make
these venues work with them. On the other hand, AAM is seen by NWAB as the main organisation delive-
ring their audience development policy. AAM also receives revenue funding from NWAB as well as
project funding, other sources of income are the contribution of the consortium members, the distribution
and the project activities.

(org24) and (org26) AAU: Arts Ambassadors Unit
This 4-year "Arts For Everyone" project was based at Arts About Manchester and was to be a catalyst for
change in the development of African, Caribbean, South Asian and Chinese audiences, particularly the
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second and third generations of these groups. AAU aimed to increase knowledge about the target groups,
share skills, resources and data with AAM's venues and partners by applying a holistic approach: investing
in venues, artists, people (networking) and marketing. For these purposes AAU set up a pool of ambassa-
dors and trained them, did out-reach work and ran a Redressing the Balance scheme, which was a scheme

with placements at established cultural venues (e.g. at the Manchester Museum) to let people gain expe-
rience in arts marketing. Furthermore, it produced BamBOO! which was a cultural diversity listings maga-
zine which functioned as alternative to Manchester's City Life. At the start of AAU, research revealed a
wealth of black creative talents in Manchester struggling to be heard by the mainstream. Therefore one of
AAU's key elements became supporting local black artists by offering access to office facilities (fax, email,
photocopier etc), helping them with funding applications, providing information, recourses and opportuni-
ties to access the AAU's network of venues and other artists. Occasionally the Unit also offered financial
support for projects that would otherwise not have been programmed. Above all, AAU functioned as an

informal meeting place for artists where ideas could be discussed and where one would leave with concrete
advice and contact numbers. In all, it created quite some buzz and AAU's close connection to the green
room and Contact gave artists the opportunity to test their ideas (e.g. Speakeasy at the green room). The
end of the 4 years was marked by an external feasibility study on the basis of which the funding bodies and

steering group decided that the AAU should not continue in this form. Instead it should be taken 'in-house'
and become a core activity of AAM. In practice, however, it led to the creation of a part-time post for a
Cultural Diversity Coordinator, who is to focus on audiences and no longer on artists. The general impres-
sion of the people involved in AAU  is that the buzz the Unit created is  lost as well as the informal setting
where information could be shared and creativity supported. AAU initiatives that have become embedded
in cultural landscape are Speakeasy and Kino Film.

(org25) Cultural ambassador (formerly AAU, now AAM)
At the time of the interview, the AAU was abolished and the ambassador was not sure about AAM's stance
regarding ambassador work, if it would remain a priority and if so, how this would take shape within
AAM. Under AAU, the ambassador's main aim was to raise awareness in and inform the target group com-
munities of cultural events. productions and workshops at the venues that commissioned AAU to develop
their audiences. 1n relation to the venues, the aim was to have them work and engage with the communities
rather than being simply a stage for them. The communities are contacted on average 6 weeks before a per-
formance through key figures in the communities, shops, hair dressers and so on. Ambassadors got paid per
session and could use facilities like telephone and fax machine at AAM. Additionally, ambassadors also
did freelance work for theatres but overall it made a free but insecure and irregular living.

(org27) Cartwheel Community Arts
This organisation was set up in  1984, in Rochdale, and works throughout the North-West region. The team
exists of 4 people and several freelance artists - some of them came through former projects. Initially, the
projects came more directly from the community groups, nowadays they tend to be third-person
intermediated due to grants from funding bodies. Nonetheless, the aim is still to facilitate groups and have
them express their needs and issues such as literacy, health. self-esteem, social inclusion and the like. The
aim is to empower the groups they work with. CCA engages in community arts, after-school activities, lite-
racy projects, Asian disability arts, fundraising, and offers organisational management services for commu-
nity groups. These activities are organised in schools and community centres, normally in collaboration
with a partner such as a community organisation. Community arts projects can also include music or poe-
try, but most projects involve visual arts (30 % and 32 % crafts). Of the participants 69 percent is under 12.
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In the future, CCA wants extend to the possibilities for participants to become fulltime professional artists
and thus to provide them with the relevant training and support. Main financial sources are NWAB and
Rochdale Council. Additionally there is project income and fundraising for individual projects - 1 person is
employed mainly to do fundraising. Besides arts funding, CCA receives funding through Revitalisting
Inner Rochdale, the Health Authority or New Deal for Communities and via private foundations or trusts.

Appendix le Description of the Dutch organisations interviewed in 2002

Policy and funding bodies (pm)
1.      Department of Education, Culture and Science (OC&W), Secretary of State
2.    Council for Culture (Raad voor Cultuur), Secretary-General
3.       Fund for Amateur Art and Performing Arts, Department of Amateur Arts
4.       Rotterdam City Council, Department of Social and Cultural Affairs
5.       Rotterdam City Council, Department of Sport and Recreation
6. Rotterdam Foundation for Culture (RKS), Managing Director
7.    Rotterdam City Council Multi-Coloured City Programme (Rotterdam Veelkleurige Stad)
8. Local Borough Council Delfshaven, Department of Culture

Venues (cv)
9. Theatre Zuidplein, Department of Multicultural Productions
10. Theatre Zuidplein, Marketing and Communications Department
11. Community Centre 't Klooster, Centre Manager
12.  Youth club Frimangron, Centre Manager
13.    Concert Hall De Doelen, Department of World Music
14. Prinses Theatre, Del fshaven, Cultural Diversity Programmer
15. Community Centre Odeon. Centre Manager
16. Ha14, Managing Director

Cultural organisations (org)
17. Rotterdam Foundation for Culture (RKS), Diversity Officer
18. Rotterdam Foundation for Culture (RKS), Culture Scout
19. Rotterdam Festivals, Department of Marketing and Communication
20.   SKVR, KOA (Kunst Onder Andere)
21. Colourful Centre Rotterdam ( Stichting Kleurrijk Centrum Rotterdam), Co-Founder
22. Rotterdam Community Theatre (Rotterdams Wijktheater), Artistic Director
23. Phenix Foundation, Managing Director
24. Galip Tiyazro Producti (Galip Theatre Productions), Artistic/Managing Director
25. Dunya Foundation (Stichting Dunya), Office Manager

(pmt) OC&W
The Department of Education, Culture and Science is the national policy body for culture and allocated
structural funding through its 4-year funding cycle. In 2001, it designed the Action Plan Cultural Reach.

(pm2) Council for Culture
The Council is an independent body and its core remit is to provide policy advice in relation to the 4-year
funding cycle, at the request of the secretary of state,  or at  its own  initiative.  At the time of the interview
there were debates within the Council on: a) the autonomous art versus art as a tool for achieving social-
political goals; b) the accessibility of the arts funding system for non-western art forms, which involved
discussions on the definition of arts and culture, the quality criteria and the ethnic make-up of the Council's
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committees;  c) the adaptation  of the arts funding system  to the dynamics  in  the  arts and to broader societal
developments (e.g. market orientation); and d) establishing a more balanced relation between cultural pro-
duction and consumption. The sub-section Intercultural of the Committee for Combined Arts was respon-
sible for cultural diversity issues.

(pm3) Fund for Amateur Art and Performing arts: Amateur Art
The Department of Amateur Arts' responsibility is to support amateur arts initiatives of Iiational interest
through project and short-term funding. Applications can be submitted throughout the year because there
are 6 application rounds a year. Of the on average 500 applications per year, only about 300 are taken  into
consideration by the advisory committees. The rest either does not supersede the local level. the project has
already started or the application does not fit the requirements. The Fund can fund almost all initiatives that
fit the criteria because the requested budgets are on average lower in comparison to those of other Funds.
The Fund tries to be pro-active. although it has limited space to develop its own policy. Some of its priori-
ties and new schemes for the period 2001-04 are: creating opportunities for young and cultural diverse
initiatives: initiating a 3-year funding scheme to support and sustain the artistic development of organisa-
tions. creating a budget 'Semi-Professional' for top-amateur and semi-professional groups and companies,
enhancing cultural diversity by supporting artists  of dual heritage  (aim  is to allocate  10%  of the project
budget towards diversity); granting individual stipends to semi-professional artists to professionalise or to
professional artists working with amateurs: internationalisation through the support of tra\,el and travel-
insurance costs specifically to Dutch migrant groups' countries of origin. Furthermore. in collaboration with
OC&W and other Funds, this Fund also supported the Phenix Foundation (see below).

(pm4) Rotterdam City Council: Department of Social and Cultural Affairs
Cultural Affairs directly runs and structurally funds 10 municipal services (e.g. libraries, Concert Hall. City
Theatre and the more established theatre and dance companies, and the Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra)
and allocates funding to around 50 foundations (e.g. SKVR and RKS - see below·). CA issues a general
policy statement once every four years and this local funding cycle coincides with the national one. due to
co-funding of certain arts organisations. CA has a supportive and advisory role, it guides the decision
making process and brings new cultural policy for\\·ard to both the City Council and the funded cultural
institutions for discussion. But cultural policy making is devolved to the cultural sector (mainly RKS).
Within the local APER. 14 projects were set up which are meant to intensi fy already ext'.,·ling developments
(e.g.  Ha14 - see below) and to explore nell· methods of work and modes of thought (see RKS below. which
is responsible for the project co-ordination).

(pm5) Rotterdam City Council: Department of Recreation and Sports
This department is responsible for the community centres in Rotterdam. Traditionally culture was not a
priority within the department's leisure remit. but it recently designed the concept to transform local com-
munity centres into Local Cultural Centres (LCCs) in collaboration with the RKS and SKVR. The LCCs
should function as a breeding ground for new forms of culture and organisation by facilitating and
supporting what is already there, by communicating with the local residents about their wishes and about
the possibilities these centres provide for them and by setting up cultural activities in the centres to explore
what suites the local constituency best - LCCs should however be demand-oriented. One aim of the LCCs
is to establish a sense of community and involvement among the local residents. The basis is already there
because most community centres are used by various local groups due to the multifunctional organisation
of these buildings: performance hall, day nursery, sports facilities, coffee corner. spaces that can be rented
by e.g. political parties or societies and the Centres' Activities Committees organise (cultural) activities
throughout the year. Another aim is to prof'essionalise the existing activities to a level between 'do it
yourself and the Local Cultural Services (SKVR) which tends to be more expensive and institutionalised.
As part of this professionalisation process, some people will be trained to become 'culture workers', similar
to the 'recreation and sports workers'. The professionalisation has less to do with achievements in the arts
than with the provision of good quality leisure time services. The first LCC started early 2002 with a
budget of €73k ('t Klooster see below). Another project by this Department was called 'Tweede Podium'
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( Second Stage) in which a selection of performances previously staged in established central venues  was
adapted to tour local boroughs.

(pm6) RKS (Rotterdam Arts Foundation)
RKS was set up as a project organisation, among its projects were the Caribbean Carnival and Dunya
Festival. The events are now run by independent organisations and RKS grew out to become Rotterdam's
main cultural policy and funding body. Some indicated that the 'island structure' is still noticeable: RKS's
departments of 'policy', 'multiculture', 'funding', 'Cultuurschok' etc. function as islands between which
communication is not always optimal. With regard to cultural diversity. RKS had the idea to create a
Foundation for Cultural Relations between Rotterdam and istanbul and thereby supporting and integrating
the various ad-hoc initiatives that already exist. Furthermore, RKS is aware that it needs to facilitate youth
culture and invited young people to meetings to express their needs and it also 'adopted' the project M-Plex
(initiative of Colourful Centre Rotter(lam, see below) and one of the M-Plex-project founders now works
for RKS as an Officer Multiculture. Some in Rotterdam consider this merely a strategic move to prove that
RKS is open to youth culture, others interpret it as 'vision and progress', because youth culture has gone
under-acknowledged by the established arts infrastructure and, this way, at least one group gets the chance
to promote itself. Youth culture is also represented in RKS' Cultuurschok - workshops by young people for
other talented young people who present themselves at the end of the workshops at the showcase-festival
'Sell'City' where they receive feedback from professional singers. For other cultural diversity activities - see
below (orgl 7/org 18).

As part of the local APER several projects were set up and co-ordinated by RKS. One project
dealt with the professionalisation  of 15 small organisations/foundations.  that  so far remained outside  the
funding structure. Another project was 'Art to Local Venues' (Kunst naar de Wijkpodia) in which esta-
blished companies such as RO Theater, Scapino Ballet, Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra (RPO) perfor-
med in local community centres. The aim was to explore what happens artistically with the artists, their
performance and the audiences in such locations. A third project was aimed at diversifying the pro-
gramming of established cultural venues in the city centre to make them more attractive to young people
and minority-ethnic groups. Additionally, there were marketing projects, projects directed at enhancing the
visual arts climate of the city and projects directed at school children (e.g. two websites)
(OC&W/IPO/VNG 2003, 202/203; Bevers and Bosua 2002).

(pm7) Multi-Coloured City Programme (Rotterdam Veelkleurige Stad)
This 4-year Programme started with one person without a budget, but gradually both the budget and the
number of staff increased. The Programme developed 4 sub-programmes:  1 ) DiverCity: the introduction of
diversity policy  in the City Council; 2) Participation of non-dominant groups in public institutions: diversi-
fying the staff of public institutions, making the services of these public institutions reflect diversity and
stimulating non-dominant groups to come forward with initiatives; 3) Cultural policy: making diversity in
culture tangible. visible and accessible by locating talent, broadening the definition of culture, promoting
diverse architectonic cultural expressions and by making citizens feel proud of the diversity in their city;
and 4) enhancing entrepreneurship among non-dominant groups.The Programme's viewpoint was that
diversity is a fact, therefore Rotterdam has to reconsider how it promotes itself; that diversity is the norm
and should be the basis of every policy field, generic policy is generic only when it equals diversity policy;
promote diversity as something to be proud of; challenge non-dominant groups to become involved.
organise I big and 2 smaller event a year around diversity; and that creating partnerships between the Pro-
gramme, local services, sel f-organisations of non-dominant groups, institutions, corporate businesses and
individual citizens is essential for success. To be effective, the Programme addressed managers and heads
of department, because organisational transformations require a strategic approach. The transformation pro-
cess was slower than expected because the local Services saw diversity as an extra task, not as an intrinsic
part of their workload. The Programme's role of guidance and supervision thus become more pronounced
than anticipated. Examples of specific initiatives the Programme supported: Paintbox (Kleurenpalet) was
an auction of ideas designed by groups of citizens. The Programme got involved with culture scouts by
supporting the founding of the Foundation New Rotterdam Culture (Stichting Nieuwe Rotterdamse
Cultuur). lt funded Dowry (women from diverse background making tapestry) and the Arabic Film Festival
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that took place in 6 community centres in 2001. The Programme also set up a Talent Event to trace people
from non-dominant backgrounds with the right education and skills for middle and senior local government
policy-making jobs. The event resulted  in  550  CVs  (75% from women)  and thus countered the common
excuse that there are no qualified people from non -dominant backgrounds available for such positions. The
CVs were passed on to the City Councils Job Services.

(pm8) Local Borough Council Delfshaven: Department of Panning and Culture
The local council employs the arts wherever it supports developments towards social integration, a
multicultural society, quality of public space and tourism. The Department has three priorities: 1) to
develop and express the various cultural traditions and encourage cultural participation;  2)  to  have
(multicultural) art enhance the tourist function of Historic Delfshaven; and 3) to promote art in the outdoor
public space.  One  way to enable the implementation  of the first priority  was to create a venue ( Prinses
Theater - see below) with the aid of EU-funding. Another initiative was to invite a managing/artistic direc-
tor of an established cultural venue to become a 'culture broker' and to experiment with ways to link the
cultural venues in the city centre with the diverse groups in Delfs-haven. The first broker was the director
of SKVR, some of the 'experiments' he co-initiated: various groups from Delfshaven curated an exhibition
in the Boijmans van Beuningen Museum and Kunsthal (a museum) held an exhibition with drawings of the
City made by local children. The Borough Council budget for culture is relatively small and it therefore
funds only a few projects per year with small grants. Delfshaven received additional funding for a few
APCR projects (one concerned art in outdoor public spaces).

(cv9) and (cv10) Theatre Zuidplein
This  is a mid-size theatre  with 2 spaces of 600  and 170 seats and  used to programme mainly operetta.
repertory theatre and comedy plays until its remit was changed by CA, in 2001. to multicultural
productions and the development of new audiences. It is the first existing Dutch theatre to receive such
explicit top-down directive to diversify. Zuidplein now develops new in-house productions and festivals
and has installed two 'programme advisory committees'  ( for youth culture  and a general  one)  made  up  of
citizens interested in the arts and representing Rotterdam's various communities. Zuidplein experienced
problems with finding people from diverse backgrounds to participate. Moreover, an additional post in the
Marketing and Communications Department was created for reaching new target groups. Marketing now
focuses on the traditional marketing channels and on more direct forms of contact with sel f-organisations,
key figures and representatives of non-dominant groups, their radio and TV stations, newspapers, websites
etc. Moreover, Zuidplein organises 'Culture Specials', week-long events with music, performing arts,
literature, film, visual arts. youth programming, talent shows, open mic sessions, debates, and workshops.
The 1998 Morocco Special  was the first, followed  by a Turkey Special, a Surinam Special  and. at the time
of the interview. the last one was a Cape Verdean Special. This last special was part of the programming
for Rotterdam Cultural Capital 2001 and lasted longer ( I  month) and several other Rotterdam venues were
involved. The philosophy behind these Specials is to reach new audience groups, to familiarise them with
theatre and Zuidplein and to make these performances part of the regular programming and publicity
afterwards. Other aims are to create lasting collaboration between the venue and the local cultural
organisations and those in the countries of origin, to discover local talents and to maintain the link to the
new audience groups. The Turkey Special resulted in contacts with two Turkish organisations, which now
programme one evening a month in Zuidplein with work of interest to Turkish audiences (e.g. poetry and
literature nights), and Zuidplein now has a Turkish artist-in-residence theatre group (Galip - see below).
The aim is to reach similar collaborations with the other target groups. On average. 25 % of the
programming is 'diverse'. The physical building was refurbished to a 'bazaar style' which should appeal to a
broader range of tastes. The plans for building a new medium-sized space were cancelled by the current
city council. Zuidplein receives funding through the 4-year national and local funding cycle and groups it
collaborates  with occasionally receive project funding (municipal services cannot apply for project
funding). There is EU funding for the European Comedia Network of Multicultural Theatres in which
Zuidplein participates. The task to diversify did not come with additional funding from the local govern-
ment - the theatre experiences this as a disadvantage.
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(Cvl 1) Community centre 't Klooster
The centre's staff consists  of 8  paid  and 12 voluntary employees.  it  has  one  main  hall  with a stage  and
around 10 small rooms  that  can be hired for meetings of political parties, education activities  or  as
rehearsal space for music societies, choirs and bands. Also RWT (see below) rehearses in the centre and
sometimes has its premieres there. Furthermore, there is a day nursery and a coffee corner with a TV. The
square in front of the centre is used for outdoor activities such as Bang the Drums or a flea market and
activities for children on Queen's Day. The square is used daily by the Chinese community for practicing
Tai Chi and they have coffee in the Centre afterwards. The centre has an Activities Team consisting of staff
from the community centre and local volunteers, the team represents seven nationalities. The Centre's
target group are the adults of the ward Afrikaanderwijk (a deprived ward in the South of Rotterdam). For
youngsters there is a youth centre next door. This Centre was the first LCC. Part of the LCC funding is
used for more quality programming and another part is for the Activities Team to be able to organise more
professional events. The Centre advertises its activities through local newspapers, local citizens organisa-
tion's newsletter, city television, posting bills at strategic locations in the ward, direct contacts with the tar-
get groups of a specific event.

(cv12) Frimangron
Around 25 years ago, in a then squatted building, this youth club was set up for Surinamese young people
who had no place to go to after they migrated to the Netherlands. After an official Foundation was
established, the use of the building was legalised by the City Council and came under the auspices of Dept.
of Sport and Recreation.  In the course of time, the neighbourhood as well as Frimangron's attenders have
become more ethnically diverse. Frimangron's main goals are to provide a space for youngsters where they
can hang out and be safe, to empower them and help them develop a positive perception of society and
their opportunities in it through activities such as discussion evenings, film screenings, cultural activities.
the club's football team, providing useful information or by referring the youngsters to the appropriate pub-
lic  institutions. On average between  60  and 100 youngsters  aged 14 years or older,  most of them in lower
or middle level vocational training, frequent the youth club by showing their identity cards at the entrance.
The Club aims to facilitate the youngsters' ideas, for instance, some youngsters expressed the wish to make
music that incorporates their cultural roots and the club now has a music section, occasional workshops and
SKVR would support these musical developments. Other youngsters suggested to start a youth radio which
caters better for the taste of youngsters of various ethnic backgrounds than existing local (youth) radio sta-
tions. Since four years, Frimangron houses a radio station run by and for young people. Again other young-
sters indicated that they would like to run the fitness studio on the top floor. Another request came from
local citizens and regarded the use of the space for private parties, because many people experienced res-
trictions with regard to the cultural events they wanted to organise, or they felt they did not belong, in
established hall rental spaces. This demand is provided for one night per weekend for non-commercial
parties that do not require security provisions. At the time ofthe interview (mid June), almost all weekends
till  the end of the year were already booked. The club  is run by 2  full  time and 6 part time employees (4 on
employment schemes) of Dutch, Antillean, Surinamese and Cape Verdean backgrounds.

(cv13) De Doelen

This concert hall and conference centre is one of the local cultural services of the Dept. of Social and
Cultural Affairs. The concert hall's remit is programming top-of-the-bill western classical music. but it also
programmes world music (which also reflects the classical tradition of the respective country). The
organisation has a one-man department for world music. Besides classical and world music, the concert
hall is increasingly used for other music styles too: Latin nights, 'More than the Future' R&B lifestyle
events in collaboration with Colourful Centre Rotterdam and the Surinamese Miss Alida Contest or Keti
Koti Celebrations (celebrating the abolishment of slavery). There have been minor physical alterations to
the building to facilitate the use of some of its halls and spaces for non-seated events. These events may not
entirely fit the concert hall's remit, but they are programmed to break the dependency on elitist audience
groups. De Doelen would like to see its remit officially broadened by the City Council. Besides De Doe-
len's programming, the various spaces can be hired for conferences as well as concerts organised by private
promoters. Moreover, the organisation's hall-rental department also notices a diversification of demand
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(e.g. rental of the hall for Bollywood concerts). In this respect there seems to be a relation between the
world music programming of the cultural department and the kind of groups contacting the hall-rental
department -it may have increased the familiarity with the building. The organisation pays close attention
to the ethnic make-up of catering/cloakroom staff and instructs them according to the respective events.
The organisation's main funder is the City Council, but also the conference and hall rental service generates
income and sometimes additional funding for specific projects is applied for.

(cv 14) Prinses Theater

The theatre was a joint initiative of the local borough council Delfshaven and a cultural entrepreneur to
create a multicultural venue for which funding was secured for 5 years. Nonetheless, the majority of the
programme consists of Dutch popular theatre and theatre-dinner nights. There are multicultural events 6 to
8 times a month for 6 to 7 months a year. For this part of the programming an external organisation is
brought in (Dunya Foundation - see below). Dunya's aims are to programme a broad range of cultural disci-
plines for audiences representing a broad range of cultural backgrounds and age groups. Initially this took
the form of Culture Specials, although they are relatively easy to promote, the disadvantage is the disconti-
nuity in programming for a specific group. The strategy was therefore changed to creating diversity within
the diverse programme throughout the cultural season. Dunya collaborates with a myriad of small non-
dominant cultural organisations. which provide sufficient quality cultural products for Dunya to fill their
part of the theatre's programme. Iranian, Surinamese. South-American and A frican groups find their way to
Dunya more than Turkish and Moroccan groups seem to do. The drawback of the organisational set-up is
the clear distinction between 'regular' and 'diverse' nights. Moreover. the organisation that runs the theatre
was initially less familiar with diversity and its implications and the two organisational aims sometimes
conflict: the commercial theatre keeps an eye on profit but Dunya's diverse audiences tend to spend less on
their night out than the white audiences do. Dunya's idea for the future of the theatre would be to develop it
into a meeting place for a myriad of cultures and initiatives.  In this concept, the two separate organisations
should be more integrated.  At the time of the interview. the 5 years of funding were almost completed and
it was still in question what would happen to theatre next.

(CV15) Odeon
This multicultural community centre. in Oude Westen, has two main spaces (one for sports. one for culture)
and a range of small spaces. The Centre is one of the few black-led central venues with a diverse staff
which also includes several local young people. Odeon provides a myriad of activities: sports (for local
schools. for 55+. for women, indoor soccer, aerobics, karate, fitness studio), culture (Theatre Mamyo,
youth theatre group, salsa courses. Choir Apollo). care centre for kids after school hours. youth club nights,
senior club nights organised by Adyuma and the small spaces can be hired for meetings etc. The foyer is
open all day for coffee and functions as a local meeting place. In addition, the Centre houses a Chinese
school and church, Radio RAPAR/CBS Radio for the local Surinamese and Caribbean population and the
Foundation Music & Arts which supports artists from diverse backgrounds in their artistic and professional
development. Furthermore. Odeon can be rented for one-off events such as sport tournaments, family par-
ties, cultural events and conferences. Odeon supports these events with catering and light/sound technicians
if required. and varies the prices according to the event. Turkish. Moroccan, Chinese. African, Cape
Verdean, Surinamese and Dutch groups all use the Centre occasionally for weddings. religious celebrations
and sermons, independence day celebrations or funerals. Additionally, private promoters organise cultural
events (theatre. dance parties, gospel concerts, etc.) and organisations like RWT regularly perform at
Odeon. In a sense, Odeon is a 'community centre' during the day and a 'multicultural venue' with a city-
wide (and at times national) reach on evenings and weekends. The majority of cultural events are organised
on short-notice and do therefore not appear iii the Centre's seasonal programme leaf'let, but are listed in
Rotterdam's listings magazine and newspapers. Odeon recently acquired the LCC status, which helps to
professionalise the Centre's cultural programming. The financial picture is made up by the Local Borough
Council (Centrum). Dept. of Sport and Recreation, space rental and the rent that the schools and clubs pay.
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(cv16) Hal 4
Ha14 started as a concert space  in a former drinking-water plant and was frequently  used  in the  1980s for
new wave and world music concerts. Gradually, the space became more frequently used for 'theatre-on-
location'. During the refurbishing of the Rotterdam City Theatre, an established theatre company (RO) used
Ha14 for performances. For a while, Ha14 survived mainly on commercial space-rental, until in the early
1990s theatre re-entered the space in collaboration with theatre group 'Made in da Shade' which created
multicultural theatre productions that where were also sold to schools. This proved to be a successful con-
cept and it was gradually extended to include after-parties and other activities to make theatre more attrac-
tive to secondary school kids from the level of lower vocational training upwards. The school productions
originate from a community arts project -a collaboration between the local Health Services and SKVR for
kids on employment schemes who were already involved in theatre, music, stunting etc. Currently, Ha14
collaborates with Rotterdams Lef which is, like Made in da Shade, a multicultural theatre company that
makes multi-arts productions which are inspired by urban culture and include music, dance, singing, and
digital media. In addition to theatre and space rental, Ha14 is involved in digital media: the aim is to
familiarise young people with the creative aspects of the computer by integrating photography. video,
sound and the Internet. For instance, Ha14 organises 25 hour workshops in which kids can make their own
homepage with self-made moving images and sounds. Ha14's future vision is to become a national organi-
sation and to open a "Digital Playground" -a creative space in Rotterdam's city centre combined with a
grand caft function and without the organised character and restrictions of a school or the Cultural Ser-
vices. Ha14 generates income through Digital Playground-tutorials, sales of cultural products to schools,
website design and through space rental. In this sense, Ha14 can be typified as a cultural entrepreneur ofthe
kind the former secretary of state stimulated. However the generated income is not sufficient, but Ha14 has
received funding through the local APCR for the professionalisation of the organisation and its cultural
products in order to raise the possibility of acquiring structural funding in the next 4-year funding cycle for
the coverage of the annual budget deficit.

(or#17) RKS: Diversity Department
The Rotterdam Arts Foundation has a Diversity Department consisting of 2 Officers. Their main aim is to
establish links between minority-ethnic and white-Dutch organisations/venues to exchange and share their
activities and experiences and to create a collaborative network. Another aim is to assist and familiarise
non-dominant organisations with RKS' facilities (funding and networks). A third aim is to divert the focus
away from the city centre, to create recognition for the non-dominant and peripheral leisure sector (e.g. the
party venues and community centres) and to make the latter an integrated part of cultural policy and the
funding system. Via party centres, community centres and other non-dominant locations, the Department
actively reaches out to non-dominant artists and arts organisations to inform them about how RKS can sup-
port them. The criteria for support are: it has to be art, the events have to take place in Rotterdam and have
to be generally accessible (meaning information on the event and the event itself have to be in Dutch.
which is not always the case in the non-dominant cultural sector). The general focus is on the accessibility
of the RKS funding system, rather than on creating employment opportunities or the offering of specific
training courses as in the English case.

Corg18)   RKS: Culture Scout
The Rotterdam Arts Foundation also employs one Officer as a culture scout - an intermediary between the
established institutions and the local borough(s). Her work area (at the time of the interview) was mainly
confined to the local borough of Feijenoord. In this borough. she made an inventory of peoples
understanding of art and culture and their ideas/needs for cultural activities. Vice versa, she supplied these
local groups with information on arts related themes. Through her contacts with local individuals and
organisations (including local galleries, community centres, artists etc.) she was able to establish a data-
base, which is helpful when the RKS or the Culture Scout is contacted by other (established) cultural orga-
nisations (e.g. Museum Boijmans-van Beuningen) with questions on how to address local target groups or
where to find potential partners for collaboration. Her inventory/ database is also a source of information
on local talents. which was used e.g. by the Rotterdam Music Conservatory.
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(org19) Rotterdam Festivals
This organisation focuses particularly on festivals and functions as an intermediary between local govern-
mental targets and urban initiatives and between the initiatives and the audiences. During the Summer
months, there is a festival almost every weekend in Rotterdam. Through some of these festivals (e.g.
Carnival, Dunya, Dance Parade), new initiatives (e.g. Cultuurparade: where various cultures get the chance
to 'show case' themselves) and Gluren bij de Buren (Peeping at the Neighbours: development of local
borough festivals), Rotterdam Festivals attempts to match supply and demand, particularly of young people
and minority ethnic groups. Moreover. these festivals and events provide these groups an alternative to the
festivals in September which represent the dominant culture and history. Additional goals are to develop
"event policy", to professionalise the festival sector and to reach new audiences. From the belief that the
"true potentialities" of marketing (specifically to young and new audiences) are under-utilised by the Rot-
terdam arts sector, Rotterdam Festivals develops and promotes new marketing strategies, creates an audien-
ce interest database, conducts audience research and publishes Dimi - a local culture/ lifestyle/ listings
magazine for young people.

(org20) SKVR: Kunst Onder Andere
SKVR is a semi-governmental institution providing the local Cultural Services. In 2001, it altered its strate-
gy in order to diversify both its clientele and teachers. Rationale for change was the realisation that both
were not representative of the Rotterdam population and that SKVR thus needed to increase the accessibi-
lity to and proximity of arts education for a/1 Rotterdammers, particularly for children and youngsters in
deprived areas. For this purpose, the existing art schools and educational schemes were supplemented by a
third sector: 'Kunst Onder Andere' (KOA -Art Among Other Things). KOA was set up as a 4-year pilot
project which grew out of a Rotterdam Cultural Capital 2001 project. KOA was to run 'borough initiatives'
and moved to a local office in Del fshaven under a separate name/logo to distance itself from the representa-
tions regarding SKVR, to create physical nearness and the possibility for people to walk in and inquire
about arts and culture. KOA invented a wide range of projects based on urban culture and run by "street"
artists and cultural entrepreneurs mainly in the boroughs of Delfshaven and Noord: Kidsparade - a 'cultural
invasion' of a class room by urban artists who do a short performance after which they invite the kids to
join in an improvisation session with theatre, dance, hip hop, rap etc. Afterwards kids could sign up for
after-school workshops which would end with a competition between schools. On Tha Move - (bi)weekly
DJ and rap workshop evenings and open-mic sessions in community centres for young people to improve
their skills. Hanghuis - evenings where young people can try out musical instruments (e.g. djembls), paint
graffiti or just chill and meet other young people of various ethnic backgrounds. The music styles vary
according to the preferences of the youngsters: Kawina, African music, rock, hip hop etc. Hiphophuis - a
building devoted to hip hop set up by a group of Old Skool breakdancers who provide workshops in the 4
hip hop disciplines although with emphasis on breakdance/streetdance. Kweekvijver - a training/ coaching
project for these 'urban artists'. i.e. young people mastering their artistic discipline but lacking didactical
skills or experience - some are already working for KOA or other organisations. KOA is one of the few
community-arts organisations in the Netherlands using art as a tool to create mutual interest and understan-
ding, enhance social cohesion, to connect local talents and established arts organisations. to empower self-
organisations of non-dominant groups as well as individual artists. KOA has a very diverse core team of
around 10 people, mainly in part time positions. and a team of freelance artists. Rates for KOA's activities
are kept low to avoid exclusion on this basis, but the current difficult financial situation of SKVR/KOA
puts pressure on the organisation and there is a need for additional local (borough) funding and fundraising.
This 4-year pilot comes to an end in December 2004. at the time ofwriting KOA's future was still unclear.

(orgll) Kleurrijk Centrum Rotterdam (Colourful Centre Rotterdam)
The  foundation  grew out of the 'hobby'  of its founders to organise events for young people of various ethnic
backgrounds at locations in the city with which these youngsters where familiar (mainly party centres). The
generally peripheral location of these centres made the organisers realise that there is a lack of central
venues for youngsters of non-dominant backgrounds and that those venues where these youngster do go do
not specifically cater for their taste. When the discussion on cultural diversity in the arts started on a
broader scale in Rotterdam, they registered as a foundation which, besides organising events, has the goal
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to create a multi-functional, multicultural centre 'M-Plex'. This 'colourful centre' should be located in the
city centre in order to make it a more 'colourful city centre'. CCR mentions as the advantage of a fixed
location the possibility this offers for 'branding', to create an unique cultural character, as well as a space
for training and rehearsal. CCR's main focus is R&B life-style events (Rotterdam is the self-acclaimed
'Dutch R&B-city  No. I')  in which music is central but supplemented  with talk shows, black hairdressing
competitions, fashion shows etc. One such R&B lifestyle event is 'More than the Future' in De Doelen.
Despite the popular character, the events carry a message and the aim is to develop and professionalise
local talents and give them the chance to perform at bigger events. The largest audience groups are Cape
Verdean, Surinamese and Antillean, followed by white-Dutch and Moroccan groups and the smallest are
other African groups (e.g. Somalis). CCR is funded by the City Council and the national APCR. Although
the idea for M-Plex is support for example by Delfshaven's Councillor for Culture and RKS, in Spring
2004 it was still unclear if CCR would be granted their desired location (IMAX building).

(org22) Rotterdams Wijktheater (Rotterdam Community Theatre)
This organisation was set up little over 10 years ago and is located in Rotterdam South. RWT works with a
team of around 10 people  (some part time),  it is multicultural in focus and works with amateur actors  and
audiences in deprived areas who are generally not reached by the established theatre sector. RWT puts on
60 to 90 (often sold out) community performances a year in local venues, each with an average audience of
90 people. The theatre productions are developed over an one-year period in close collaboration with the
local people and they deal with local issues or tensions often stemming from the multicultural character of
the area. After the rehearsal period, the premiere is in a community centre in the borough in question, after
which the production tours around community centres, local theatres, schools in other city boroughs and
each production is also performed at the Rotterdam City Theatre (Schouwburg). Audience development is
an intensive process: besides advertising in local and non-dominant media it involves a personal approach,
players show video previews at schools, RWT staff participates in local celebrations and gatherings to esta-
blish contacts and after performances people can sign up to RWT's mailing list. Occasionally, RWT also
engages in consultancy and gives public presentations with the dual aim of helping established venues to
reach new audiences and helping non-dominant organisations to establish contacts with the established
sector. RWT enjoys great popularity locally and even has a waiting list of people who would like to partici-
pate. RWT is funded through the City Council (CA). Occasional project funding comes through the local
Dept. of Sport and Recreation and Dept. of Health and Welfare and from the national government for the
organisation of 3 Community Theatre Festivals. Further project funding has come through R2001, VSB
Fund, Prins Bernard Culture Fund, RKS, Rotterdam Festivals, NS, and Fund for Amateur Art.

(org23) Phenix Foundation
This is one of the three national organisations founded as part of APCR (the other two are Atana and
Network CS) and focuses on supporting artists. The rationale for its foundation was the realisation that the
new cultural reality, particularly in cities, demands new cultural policy because non-dominant cultures are
absent in the established cultural venues, exhibitions and arts academies, neither are they part of govern-
mental cultural institutions or funding bodies. Its aims are to enhance cultural diversity in arts production
and in the established arts infrastructure, to develop, support and stimulate (young) talents and initiatives
through coaching, master classes, consultation and the facilitation of inspiring projects, and to work to-
wards plural quality criteria applied by funding bodies.  Phenix started off with four expert meetings on arts

education, funds, venues and media. Some examples of projects: Intermediaries - artists, producers and
other people with expertise within their field formed a group that signalled new initiatives and talents.
Quality - non-dominant work is often evaluated on societal rather than artistic criteria, this project aimed to
redress the balance. Phenix organised an international symposium on quality issues in the arts in 2002.
Masters - well-known artists from different ethnic backgrounds provides master classes and workshops for
artists in projects that lasted between 3 and 18 months. Passaat - a pre-application course for the Rotterdam
Music Conservatory. A selection of around 30 students participated in an 8 weeks intensive course to in-
crease their chances in the standard application procedure. Phenix reached the end of its 4-year funding and
it has been decided that the organisation's work shall not be continued.
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(org24) Galip Tiyazro Producti (Galip Theatre Productions)
The organisation was set up in  1988 as a theatre group for young people from minority-ethnic backgrounds
who wanted to explore their issues/interests independent of their parents or minority-ethnic self-organisa-
tions. The organisation was renamed to Galip  in  1994  and its policy, approach and production methods
were modernised in 1999. Since 2001, Galip is one of Theatre Zuidplein's in-house production companies.
The production process starts from a theme that is systematically researched and made into a script. Most
plays deal with current multicultural issues such as a migrant's positions in the host country, the generation
gap in migrant families. gender relations/emancipation or intercultural communication. Premieres are in
Zuidplein, followed by touring through local boroughs, because that is where the target groups live (e.g.
people not reached by the established cultural sector). Galip often produces two versions of the same play,
one in Turkish and one in Dutch. and works with two casts or with bilingual actors. The language of the
play determines to a large extend the ethnic make-up of the audience. Galip plans to further experiment
with bilingualism in performances. Galip considers dialogue, encounters and mutual exchange essential for
the development of innovative multicultural cultural initiatives and tries to stimulate this. The company's
philosophy is 'to make theatre, not to follow the latest political hypes'. Galip wants its productions to be
judged and appreciated on the basis of artistic quality, capacity and expertise and understands its Turkish
background as an enrichment for its performances. In the last 4 years Galip has moved from small-stage
productions to sold-out, big-stage productions. Its vision for the future is to set up a production studio for
(semi-)professional productions in which theatre, dance, music. visual arts and literature come together and
where people can train with professionals to a certain level, after which they can continue their
development at established art schools. But structural income has to be generated to employ the volunteers
who now run the organisation. Galip has received project funding for individual productions from the RKS.

(org25) Stichting Dunya (Dunya Foundation)
Dunya was set up around 25 years ago as part of RKS and organised Poetry International. Many small
Turkish, Moroccan, Cape Verdean and other organisations already involved then are now involved in the
Dunya Festival. Dunya aims to contribute to the enrichment of society's cultural life by supporting non-
dominant cultural input and by making cultural diversity more visible. Dunya's four main activities are:  1 )
Dunya Festival: annual multicultural, international "world music" festival. Besides music, there are poetry
and dance performances and storytelling. The New Generations stage targets specifically young people
with rap, hip hop etc.; 2) Dunya on Stage: festival in collaboration with De Doelen and Rotterdam City
Theatre with theatre performances for adults and children, music from around the world and with attention
to rituals such as Winti (Surinam) and Bataque (Cape Verdies). Due to the discrepancies in perception and
goals of the three organisations, Dunya on Stage never became what Dunya envisioned. Therefore, it has
been replaced by Windows to the World, for which the core of the organisation remains with Dunya and
new collaboration is sought with Las Palmas: 3) Dunya Literature: Poetry Competition, New Literature
Stage (aimed  at  literature from migrants' countries of origin) and Literary Trajectory (emerging writers  are
coached by their 'literary heroes', e.g. Astrid H. Roemer);  and 4) Dunya World Programming in Prinses
Theatre (see cv 14 above): Dunya organises the theatre's culturally diverse programming. This gives Dunya
opportunity to consolidate its activities/contacts beyond its annual festivals. Moreover, Dunya provides
guidance and support for non-western artists and cultural organisations.

In 2000. Dunya started a 3-year project to professionalise its staff and to redesign its publicity
material/ strategy. The organisation is run by 6 people (currently from Surinamese, Spanish, Chilean and
Danish -in the past also Moroccan, Turkish and Cape Verdean - backgrounds). Most organisations Dunya
collaborates with are based in Rotterdam, most performing artists live in the Netherlands, and international
artists and bands are invited for the Dunya Festival. Funding comes from a wide range of institutions:
national govern ment, local government (CA; Social and Labour Market Affairs; Rotterdam Development
Company); Local Borough Council Delfshaven: Rotterdam Festivals; RKS; NCDO- sustainable world;
NOVIB: Writers Academy; Erasmus Foundation; VSB Fund; Foundation Advancement of People's Power;
Fund for Amateur Art; Mondriaan Foundation; Stichting Doen and corporate businesses sponsorship.
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Appendix 2 Interview questions

The overview of the interview questions below is divided into questions for policy makers only, cultural
venues only and (non-dominant) arts organisations only. These questions are followed by those asked in in-
terviews both with cultural venues and arts organisations, and finally questions asked in all interviews. In
the interviews, I initially asked only the main question, 1 did not present the interviewees with the answer
categories. This was in order to prevent these categories directing the answers too much. I used the various
categories in cases where answers did not come spontaneously, but more commonly, I reformulated them
into follow-up questions to gain further insight into the dynamics related to the main question. Most ques-
tions are straightforward. they are inquiries into the organisation's activities, programmes, deve-lopment,
size of organisation in terms of personnel or budget and so on. Where required explanation is given (in  ita-
lics) to illustrate the insight the question was meant to provide. The answer categories were partly drawn
from the policy document analysis and from a few exploratory interviews in Manchester in Summer 2000.
The list of interview questions below was used in the English case. The interviews in the Netherlands were
conducted on the basis of the same list of questions which was for that purpose translated into Dutch and
the English target groups and names of organisations were replaced by the appropriate Dutch ones.

Policy makers only:
•     When was cultural diversity policy first implemented in your organisation?
•     Was there a specific reason to start paying attention to ethnic diversity like, e.g.:

-policy aims were simply passed down the cultural policy infrastructure
-pressure from politicians
-pressure from ethnic groups
-riots

-else..„...

•         In the past, were ACCA210 artists and arts organisations part of the policy making process? 1 f so,
which organisations were involved?

•     Could you describe in relation to cultural diversity your organisation's:
-main policy objectives?
-involvement ofthe public, private and voluntary sector?
-number and position ofACCA practitioners involved or funded?
-is policy (and funding) focused at groups, projects or individuals?
-is funding mainly structural (3 or 1 years) or short-term ( 1  project or  I  aspect of
organisation)?
-how sustainable is the position of cultural diversity in this institution?
-policy making process - which groups/individuals are consulted/involved?

•      Have there been any major changes or shifts in focus or intentions since the first involvement
with cultural diversity? (Why?).

Cultural venues only:
•        How would you position your organisation in Manchester's cultural field in terms of art

performances and audiences'! (To gain insight in the venue's relative location in comparison to
other cultural venues, performances and audiences)

•     Are the cultural performances you put on accessible to everyone?
•     How do you reach audiences - besides City Life (Manchester's main listings magazine)?
•      Did you ever set up a programme to reach new audiences? What was your experience
•      If not, are you planning on doing so in the future? How or why not?
•     Does your organisation's strategy/policy incorporate cultural diversity? How or why not?

zio ACCA: African, Caribbean, Chinese, Asian - i.e. the four target groups of cultural diversity policy.
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Arts organisations only:
•     What kind of activities do you organise?
•     If not only cultural activities: Of all activities, how much time/effort is directed at culture?
•      Could you describe the cultural activities in more detail in terms of discipline and style.
•      How many years has your organisation already been active?
•      How many people work for your organisation - on a waged or voluntary basis?
•        Has there been a change in focus in terms of organisation's goal or  in the cultural events?
• Which (ethnic, cultural, age or otherwise) groups does your organisation mainly reach?
•      Are your activities and events for members or are they open to the public?
•     How do you announce your cultural events?

-newsletters
-flyers
-word of mouth
-City Life
-else.

•     Where do the cultural activities take place?
-official cultural venues like theatres and concert halls
-community centres
-spaces belonging to religious institutions
-multipurpose halls
-outdoor spaces
-else..

•      Do/did you seek to contact mainstream venues to accommodate your cultural events? What is/
was your experience?

•     Is it difficult to find an appropriate location/venue for your cultural activities?
•      If at all, what is most problematic?

-bar/catering facilities
-acoustics/floor/lights
-size of location
-rental prices
-else.      ......

•       Is it difficult to cover the costs related to the organisation of the cultural events?

Questions for both cultural venues and arts organisations:
•        Have you ever been contacted by NWAB/city council to participate in one of their schemes/

programmes or for consultation in their policy making process?
•     Are you familiar with cultural diversity policy as put forward by DCMS/NWAB/ACE/City

Council?
•     Do you feel addressed by their policy?
•     Do you feel you can influence the policy making process? Would you like to?
•        Would you say the majority of your organisation's budget is covered by:

-British public funds
-European funding
-( inter)national private sponsorship
-(inter)national corporate sponsorship
-membership fees

-entrance fees
-other financial sources, l i k e. . . . . . . . . . . .

•      In case of public funding, what is the nature of the funding:
-structural/3 years
-1 year
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-1 project
-towards only some aspect(s) of the organisation
-else..........

•     Was the funding directed at:
-arts and culture
-social inclusion
-urban regeneration
-else„„„„„

Questions asked in all interviews:
•       How diverse is the board and staff ofthe organisation you work for?
•         What do you think, should there be specific cultural diversity policy or just general cultural

policy?
•      In the case of cultural diversity policy, what should it aim at?

-equal cultural entitlements
-the right to develop and maintain cultural activities outside the mainstream
-cultural education
-changing artistic quality criteria
-training programmes for ACCA-artists to enhance quality of their work
-changing dominant taste hierarchies
-access to cultural institutions
-creating alternative support structures
-enhancing cultural representation
-else..........

•       How do you think the cultural diversity action plans of DCMS/ACE/NWAB will make a
difference in terms of creating new audiences?

•     And ACCA artistic production?
•     Do policy aims change significantly when a new government comes to office? (Difference

between  Tory and  Labour  governments.  the  effects  of governmental  change on  the
implementation ofpolicy and the sustainability of diversity targets)

•     Could you describe England's/Manchester's cultural landscape -nowadays- as it appears to you
in terms of accessibility and diversity? (a broad and open question to gain insight in the
interviewee's perception of the overall cultural field. the dgerences between the sectors and
between centre and margins, the openness ofthe established cultural sector and so on)

•     Do you believe it is alright like that or what would you like to see differently?
•     What do you believe are the main obstacles for a diverse cultural field, with regard to:

Audiences:
"-mainstream venues do not programme for "ACCA taste

-cultural taste hierarchies
-effect of social-economic class
-ACCA audiences lack experience or cultural education
-ethnic groups do not access art the way white people do
-racism
-else.„„„
Production.
-arrogance on side of mainstream to acknowledge ACCA art
-lack of provision/availability of ACCA art
-cultural taste hierarchies
-ACCA art has no access to cultural infrastructure and funding system
-exclusive cultural quality criteria
-fear of dissolving in the mainstream/caught up by 'The System'
-racism
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-else.

(To be able to verify to what extent the dominant representations as derived from the analysis of cultural
policr doctiments are shared or contested by the inten·iewees)

•        What do you think ofthe fact that the majority of ACCA arts is often discussed in terms of
'positive action' or 'multicultural productions' rather than under the art discipline's general
header in cultural policies? (This and the following fire questions were asked to find out to what
extent the interviewee thinks that cultural diversity policy reiliforees the division between western
and non-western arts and to inquire after the general impressions of their personal
representations  ofe.g. arts and culture)

•     What do you think of the fact that cultural actip ities in the communities are not only part of
cultural policy. but also of 'social inclusion' and 'urban regeneration' policy?

•      What is to you the main difference between mainstream and community-based arts and cultural
events?

•      What do you think is the meaning of cultural events for the communities?
•     When would you feel the communities are properly represented in the cultural infrastructure?
• Should mainstream venues, in your opinion, develop more diversity in their programming?
• Which organisations do you count among your network?

-ACCA arts organisations
-community-based cultural organisations
-national. regional or local ACCA arts networks
-international artists or arts organisations
-established arts networks or venues
-policy bodies like DCMS/ACE/NWAB or the Manchester city council
-other(s)................

•     What is the nature of the relation?
-artistic collaboration
-information exchange
-funding
-else...........

•     Would you like to extent your network to any organisation?
•         If any, what are the main obstacles to expand the network? (10 lind ow if either the institutional

organisation of the cultitral field and/or  the various  representations  that operate  in this  field
obstruct the advancement of cultural diversity and a constructive collaboration)

•      One last question, how would you describe the -in your opinion- 'ideal cultural or artistic future'?
(to derive from these answers insight in what needs to be changed in the cultural fieldj

•     Is there an annual report that I could take with me or, otherwise, could you give me a general
impression of the annual budget?

•     Is there anything you would like to add or ask?
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Appendix 3a Allocation of funding in England and Manchester

Table 1 National level: Department of Culture, Media and Sports Grants awarded 2000/01
Budget£ Budget € °

Museums, galleries, libraries 338m 483m
Arts 239m 342m of which £237m (€339m) to ACE

Spods 53m 76m
Historic buildings, Monuments and sites 15lm 216m

Royal Parks 23m 33m
Tourism 48m 67m

Broadcasting & Media 104m 149m
Admin and other expenses 66m 94m Including £3lm (€44m) ERDF
Grant Total 1,02 1 m' 1,46Om
Source: DCMS 200la, p.221-223.
°               Exchange rate used: £1 to €1.43
' On a total population of England of around 49m that is around £14 (€21) per head
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Table 2 National level: Arts Council of England
Grants 2000/ 01: Number of organisations (culturally diverse organisations), budgets in pounds and euros

No. of org Budget Average Budget Average
(c.d. org) £ budget£ €           budget €

Dance total 17,982k 25,714k
-Regular funded organisations* 7(1) 14,788k 2,113k 21,147k 3,02lk
-Fixed term funded organisations 16(2) 2,11Ok 132k 3,017k 189k
-African People's Dance Strategy 5(5) 19k            4k           27k            6k
-South Asian Dance 4(4) 10lk 25k 144k 36k
-Other 33(1) 963k 29k 1,377k 4lk
Drama total 29,947k 42,824k
-Regular funded** 2(0) 22,878k 11,439k 32,716k 16,358k
-Fixed term funded...

34(4) 5,654k 166k 8,085k 238k
-Black Theatre Initiative....

20(20) 252k 13k 36Ok 18k
-New Writing 67(9) 224k             3k          32Ok             5k
-Other 55(4) 938k 17k 1,34lk 24k
Music total 29,924k 42,79lk
-Regular funded*****

1(0) 13,229k 13,229k 18,917k 18,917k
-Fixed term funded 36(2) 15,768k 438k 22,548k 626k
-Other 53(8) 926k 17k 1,324k 25k
Cross-Artform total 41,635k 59,538k
-Regular funded *******

2(0) 34,785k 17,392k 49,745k 24,871k
-Breakthrough ********

16(3) 1,20Ok 75k 1.716k 107k
-Commonwealth Games Arts Festival 1(1) 10Ok 10Ok 143k 143k
-Arts & Business 5.550k 7,937k
-Individual artist fund 10(0) 50Ok 5Ok 715k 72k
Visual Arts total 6,067k 8,676k
-Fixed term fund-„„... 36(2) 1,866k 52k 2,668k 74k
-Other 142(9) 4,201k 30k 6,007k 42k
New Audience & Development 20(0) 5,15lk 258k 7,366k 368k
Literature 91(2) 1,498k 16k 2,142k 23k
Research & Development 54(9) 79Ok 15k 1,13Ok 2lk
Collaborative Arts 37(2) 458k 12k 655k 17k
Touring 29(2) 972k 34k 1.39Ok 48k
Grand Total 771(90)' 134,423k' 192,225k
Source: ACE 200ld, p. 27-37.

90 of the 771 funded organisations can be labelled diverse, that is 12 % of the total number of organisations
                  Of this grant total, £3,776k (€5,400) is allocated to these 90 diverse organisations, that is 2.8%. The total budget

of £134m equals around £9 (€12) per head of the total population of England (49m)

82% is taken up by the Birmingham Royal Ballet and the English National Ballet. The other companies are ballets
too, except for Adzido Pan African Dance Company (5 % of the budget).. The regular funded organisations take up 76 % of total drama budget and concerns only two organisations: the
Royal National Theatre and the Royal Shakespeare Company...
The four diverse companies are Tara Arts, Tamasha Theatre Company, Nitro, Yellow Earth
These 20 organisations are theatre buildings or trusts which work towards diversity
This category takes up 44 % of total music budget and is allocated to one organisation: English National Opera.
The Royal Opera House receives £2Om, rest is allocated to the South Bank Board - together they account for
44% of the total music budget
Besides the 44% of the regular funded organisations another 49% of the total music budget consists of 19 fixed
term funded organisations which deal explicitly with opera, symphonic or philharmonic orchestras, or jazz. That
means that in total 93% of the total music budget is spent on the Western classical tradition such as opera and
orchestras
Contact Theatre is allocated £10Ok, but also Birmingham Royal Ballet in part of this category
Visual arts encompasses: Architecture, Film & Video, Crafts, Photography, New Media, and Live Art Initiatives
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Table 3 Regional level: North West Arts Board
Grants 2000/01: Number of organisations (culturally diverse organisations), budgets in pounds and in euros

No. of org. Budget Average Budget Average

(c.d. org) ° £     budget£          €       budget€
Dance total 424k 606

-1 yearfunded 2(0) 86k 43k 123              62

-3 year funded 2(2) 21 Ok 105 300 150

-Other 1
21(9) 129k             6k            184                9

Drama total 3,979k 5,690
-1 year funded 1(0)             8k             8k             11                11

-3 year funded *
9(2) 3,105k 345k 4,440 493

-Other 40(1) 865k 22k 1,237                       30

Music total 3,453k 4,938
-1 yearfunded 6(1) 137k 23k 196              33

-3 year funded 2(0) 154k 77k 220 110

-Arts Council delegated clients** 2(0) 3,00Ok 1,50Ok 4,290 2,145

-Other 73(14) 162k            2k           232               3

Performing Arts central 52(5) 12lk            2k           173

development
Access total 346k 495

-1 yearfunded 7(5) 223k 32k 319              46

-Positive action 42(26) 6Ok            lk            86               2
-WOO training 17(8) 39k             2k             56                3

-Other 3(3) 25k             8k             36               12

Participatory arts &
new audiences total ***

1,04Ok 1,487

-1 yearfunded 5(2) 18Ok 36k 257               51

-3 year funded 4(2) 22Ok 55k 315              77

-Other 31(14) 640k 2lk 915              30

Interdisciplinary Arts &
Festivals & International total 919k 1,314

-1 year funded 6(3) 166k 28k 237              40

-3 year funded....
3(1) 229k 76k 327 109

-Other *****
61(30) 524k             9k           749               12

Venues & Touring 58(7) 43lk            7k           616              11

Crafts 115(13) 393k            3k           562               5
Film & Video 54(9) 51lk            9k           731               14
Literature 100(22) 29Ok            3k           415               4
New Media 14(4) 15k            lk            21               2

Photography 39(1) 237k            6k           339                9
Visual Arts 145(20) 959k            7k          1,371                 9

Employing creativity 24(0) 217k            9k           310              13

Creative industries 18(0) 42k            2k            60               3

Marketing 17(2) 62k            4k             87                5

Regional initiatives 46(0) 492k 1lk 704             15
Education & Youth 70(3) 245k            4k           350               5
Year of the artist 139(13) 478k            3k           684               5
Commonwealth Games 51(32) 116k            2k           166               3
Miscellaneous 54(7) 335k            6k           479                9

Total 1333(261) 15,253k 21,812

RALP - for North West via ACE 45(11) 87lk 19k 1,245               28

RALP -idem via NWAB 52(10) 2,09lk 4Ok 2,990                          58

Total 97(21) 2,962k 4,184

Grand Total 1430(282) ' 18,500k' 26,455
Source: NWAB 20018, p. 54-73.

c.d. org: Culturally diverse organisations - run by people from non-dominant backgrounds, or organisations
specifically dealing with diversity issues, disability, community arts, social inclusion, and/or gay/lesbian issues

' 'Other' encompasses mainly development funds, franchise funds, and funds for projects and schemes
282 of the 1430 funded organisations can be labelled diverse, that is  19.7 % of the total number of organisations

3                       The 261 diverse organisations make up £2,038k of the total budget for the disciplines, this is  13%. The 21 diverse
organisations make up £617k of the Lottery budget, this is 21%. Together the 282 diverse organisations make up
£2,655k of the grand total budget, this is 14%. Additionally, the total of £18.Sm is less than £3 (€4) per head of the
total population in the North-West (6.5m)

*                 £1.5m (49%) is allocated to one organisation: Royal Exchange Theatre Company Manchester
"              The two organisations are Ha116 Concerts and Liverpool Royal Philharmonic
." This category contains a large number of community arts organisations
....

£159k (68%) is allocated to one organisation: green room
***** Among these are quite a few Black Art, gay, live art and Cultural Diversity-programme organisations
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Table 4 Local level: Association of Greater Manchester Authorities
Funding 2000-01: Number of organisations (culturally diverse organisations), budgets in pounds and in euros

No. of org  (c.d. org) Budget £ Budget €
Revenue funding 40(6) 2,742k 3,92lk
One-off funding 22(2) 238k 340k
Total 62(8)" 2.98Ok' 4,262k
Source: AGMA (2001, 14/15)
° Diverse organisations make up 1 3%o f the total number of funded organisations, but received only

£29Ok (€414k) or 9 7% of the total budget
On a total population of Greater Manchester (2.48m), AGMA spent £1,20 (€1,72) per head in 2000/01

Table 5 Local level: Manchester City Council
Funding 2000-01: budgets in pounds and in euros°
Area Budget £ Budget €
Libraries 11,194k 16m
Museum & Galleries 3,074k 4,396k
Archives and Records 355k 508k
Arts Activities and Facilities 897k 1,283k
Conservation of Historic Environment 73k 104k
Sports Facilities 7,253k 10,372k
Sports Development services & Community Recreation 5,959k 8,52lk
Tourism 2,488k 3,558k
Total arts': 15,593k2 22,298k
Grand Total: 31,38Ok 44,873k
Source: computer data provided by Manchester City Council, Cultural Strategy Unit

°                    Number of organisations that received funding is not available. neither is the percentage of the budgets directed
at cultural diversity available

1 Arts: all categories except sports and tourism
2                 On a Population of a little under 400,000 that is £40 (€57) per head of the Manchester City population
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Appendix 3b Allocation of funding in the Netherlands and Rotterdam

Table 1 National level: Department of Education, Culture, and Science. 4-year structural funding 2001-
04: Number of organisations (culturally diverse organisations), budgets in euros

No. of org  (c.d. org) ° Budget € Average budget €
Music total 84,022k
Orchestras 10(0) 39,142k 3,914k
Ensembles 47(6) 6,347k 135k

Music institutions *
47(8) 10,557k 225k

Music Theatre ** 10(1) 26,418k 2,642k
Fund                                                   1                 1,558k
Dance total 20,346k
Dance ***

25(0) 20,346k 814k

Theatre total 32,607k
Theatre ****

67(9) 29,467k 44Ok

Youth theatre 15(2) 3,14Ok 209k

Performing arts - other 13,516k
Remaining performing arts

„„.
6(2) 1,729k 288k

Fund                                                                             1                        11,787k
Film 18(1) 8,143k 452k

Fund                                                                             1                         9,183k
Visual Arts 25(3) 14,15lk 566k

Funds                                               2              31,046k
Architecture 8(0) 6,335k 792k

Fund                                                   1                 1.733k

Design 3(0) 595k 198k

Amateur Arts & Arts Education 41(12) 9,936k 242k

Fund                                                   1                 1,679k
Libraries 4(0) 6,28lk 1,57Ok

Fund                                                   1                11,887k
Literature 21(5) 9,172k 437k

Fund                                                                      1                       4,782k
Media ......

4(1) 2,363k 59lk

Archaeology 6(0) 413k 69k

Archives 4(0) 2,713k 678k

Cultural heritage 6(1) 1,043k 174k

Museums' 29(7) 1,683k n.a.

Monuments 1(0) 346k 346k

International 10(0) 833k 83k

Art - Other 6(1) 1,49lk 249k

Total budget for cultural org 413(59)' 215,989k'
Total Funds 9 73,655k
Grand Total 422(59) 289,644k

Source: OC&W 2000a, p.22-43.

°                c.d. org: culturally diverse organisations - run by people from non-dominant backgrounds, or organisations
specifically dealing with diversity issues

' For most of the re-applying museums the funding was to be established after an advice of an ad hoc Committee
Museums. The number of organisations stated here is correct, but the indication of the funding they received
covers only 12 organisations (including 5 diverse organisations), therefore no average budget is given

              These 59 organisations exclude Atana, Phenix Foundation and NetwerkCS. These 59 organisations received
€7. lm of the total budget for cultural organisations, which is 3.3%

3                 Of the total budget for cultural organisations, the APCR made up 7.2% (€15m)
On the total Dutch population (15.8m), the Funds spent €4.66/head and the budget for cultural organisations
averaged €13.67/head of the population

*                   Of the total budget, 49% (€5,166k) is allocated to 3 organisations: Dutch Pop Institute, Dutch Performing Arts
Organisation (NNN) and Dutch Music Group (Donemus)
Of the total budget, 72% (€18.954k) is allocated to 1  organisation: The Dutch Opera
Of the total budget, 51% (€10,475k) is allocated to 4 organisations:  1 classical ballet and 3 modern dance
companies
Of the total budget, 60% (€17,367k) is allocated to 10 organisations, including regional theatres such as Theater
van het Oosten, Noord Nederlands Toneel, and Zuidelijk Toneel/Hollandia, and other major Dutch theatre
companies such as Trustj Art & Pro. Only one company which is actively diversifying is the RO Theatre
Rotterdam (collaborations with theatre companies in Morocco)
Of the total budget, 76% (€1,114k) is allocated to 1 organisation: Holland Festival

...... Of the total budget, 20% (€48Ok) is allocated to 1 organisation: Omroep Allochtonen (Minority-ethnic

Broadcasting)
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Table 2 Regional level: Province of Zuid-Holland
General policy and APCR, cultural budget 2001 in Euro °

Budget €
General cultural policy 28.473k
APCR*: 3,689k
-cultural reach 1,79Ok
-culture and school 523k
-visual arts and design 1,377k
Total for culture 32,162k'
Source: OC&W/IPO/VNG 2003,100.

°                 Details of the general cultural budget and information on number of organisations is not available' On the total population of 1.9m (excluding cities with their own APCR), the province spent €32,162k on culture
which is €16.75 per head

*                   APCR makes up 11% of the total cultural budget  Note that the APCR budget does not reach minority-ethnic
groups exclusively, but is also directed at for example increasing access to culture in the province's rural -less
diverse- areas.

Table 3 Local level: Rotterdam City Council, Department of Social and Cultural affairs
Cultural budget 2001: Number of organisations (culturally diverse organisations), budget in euros

No. of org. (c.d. org) ° Budget €
General cultural policy

*
115,38Ok

-Performing ar'ts 17 (3) 25.245k
-Visual arts and museums 8 (1) 22,35Ok
-Education, libraries and media 9 (1) 28,663k
-Advertising, amateurs and events ** 10(1) 7,584k
-Priority and other budgets 9,864k
-Unspecified 21,674k
APCR *: 3,357k
-cultural reach 1,01 Ok
-culture and school 408k
-visual arts and design 1,939k
Grand Total 118,737k'
Source: OC&W/IPONNG (2003,200); the sub-categories of general cultural policy (except "Other") were provided byRotterdam City Council, CA ("Financieel overzicht kunstensector") in 2002.

°               Information on the number of organisations is not available for Priority and other budgets, category 'unspecified'and APCR, therefore, no average budgets calculated' On a total population of 593,321 the city of Rotterdam spent €118,737k on culture in 2001, which is €200 /head

*                       11% of the general cultural policy budget is allocated towards diversity. APCR makes up 3% of the total cultural
budget. In total, 12 percent of the grand total budget for the arts was allocated towards cultural diversity. Note
that, again, this benefited not only minority ethnic groups, but all the target areas of the priorities and the APCR

**                Of which €4m to RKS
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Table 4 Local level: RKS - Rotterdamse Kunststichting. Grants 2001 in Euro
No. of org  (c.d. org) ° Budget € Average budget

Grants for arts disciplines:
Dance 10 (4) 173k 17k

Music 37Ok

Composed music 9 (1) 3lk                     4k

Pop music
* 20 (13) 194k 1 Ok

jazz - 6 (0) 145k 24k

Amateur art 387k

Dance 25 (8) 7lk                      3k

Music 141 (12) 225k                    2k

Theatre .** 44 (13) 9lk                     2k

Architecture 7 (0) 32k                     Sk

Visual Arts 29 (3) 177k                    6k

Amateur visual arts 6 (1)                           9k                              2k
Design 10(1) 47k                       Sk

Moving Image 25 (4) 127k                    5k

Literature -- 19 (6) 72k                       4k

Multi disciplinary 40 (24) 359k                    9k

New Media 7 (1) 52k                       7k

Total 398(91) 1,808k'

Additional grants:
Funds towards new policy 24 (24) 53k                       2k

APCR ***** 70 (70) 202k                     3k

2001-04 local matching, prizes 35 (6) 972k 28k

and other
Total 129 (100) 1,227k2

Grand total 527 (191) 3.035k'
Source: RKS 2001: p.23 for the 'grants for arts disciplines'; p33-35 for the bottom part of the figure. The original figures were
in guilders, converted into euros by exchange rate of €1  to Fl. 2.20

° Cultural diversity is measured by RKS as its three priority areas: Arts and culture for and by young people; idem
for and by minority ethnic groups; and spread of culture to local boroughs. Note that cultural diversity
encompasses more than only minority-ethnic groups

' Of the total budget for arts discipline grants €566k was directed to the priority areas, which equals 31% of the
budget and involved 23% of the total number of funded organisations

2                   Of the total budget for additional grants €576k spent on priority groups, which is 47%
3                   36% of the grand total number of funded organisations can be labelled cultural diverse, these organisations

received together 38% of the grand total budget for the arts.  On a total population of 593,321, RKS spent a grand
total for the arts little over €3m on culture in 2001 which equals €5.12 per head

*                      44% of the pop music budget is  1 -year funding for 4 venues
**                     Mostly  1 -year venue funding

30% of the budget is allocated to 1 festival and 2 young theatre producers
The 6 priority target organisations take up 46% of the literature budget
11 organisations funded with the largest grants (56% of total budget) are mainly established cultural venues

Table 5 Local Borough level: Delfshaven, project funding 2001 in Euro
No. of org  (c.d. org) ° Total Budget (c.d.) Average budget (c.d.)

Total 23(13) 43,535 (18,568)' 1,893(1,428)

Source: computer data of the Local Borough Council of Delfshaven, Dept. of Culture, provided in 2004

0             c.d. culturally diverse organisations
Delfshaven spent €45k on cultural initiatives in 2001, on a local population of 72,507 that is €0.60 per head
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Appendix 4 Cultural participation

Table 1. Britain: Percentage attending various arts events in the last 12 months, by ethnic group*

          1              .0.52if
Event: 8/ 85 .*      S iIi /

2 Ef ·5 '      *       E 3 3

       2      8*S fi
A film at a cinema or other venue                                                   56             66             63             82             60     58
Play or drama                                                                                         28               16               24               36              21      26
Carnival, street arts and circus (not animals)                                   23             20             28             43             28     23
Exhibition or collection of art, photography or sculpture                        19               12               18               27              22      19
Craft exhibition                                                                             18               7               8             11               8     15
Cultural festival                                                                                                                      9                    32                    14                    14                   21        13
Pantomime                14  4  10  15  5 12
Event connected with books or writing                                                            8                   7                 13                 22                   7        8
Event including video or electronic art                                               7               7               9             12             10      7
Source: (ACE 2003,34)

Percentages add to more than 100% because respondents could mention  more than one event

These British attendance figures (N=7,667 of which 2,048 non-white) are derived from a 2001
Arts Council of England -commissioned survey. Note particularly the category 'mixed ethnicity'.
Note also that in the case of literary and video/electronic arts events, the participation among
non-dominant groups is significantly higher than among white groups.

Table 2. Rotterdam: Average number of visits to cultural events and performances in the last 12
months by ethnic origin *

Highbrow culture, Popular culture 2 Community-based culture 3
Surinamese first generation 1.0 5.4 2.1

second 0.8 8.6 5.2
Turkish first 0.6 3.6 1.6

second 0.8 5.6 1.2
Moroccan first 0.7 4.8 1.1

second 0.7 6.9 1.6
Reference group** 'first' 2.2 6.0 1.2

'second' 1.3 6.6 2.4
Source: (Trienekens 2002,292).
*                 Controlled for gender, age and level of education** 'First generation' of reference group corresponds in age to that of the minority-ethnic groups, idem for the second

generation

' Theatre plays, concerts of classical music, opera or operetta, ballet performances and jazz concerts
Pop concerts, house and dance parties, cabaret, musical, and cinema

1               Parties with dance performances, live music. or theatre plays

These Rotterdam attendance figures (N=l,644 of which 1,201 non-white) are derived  from  a
survey commissioned by a number of organisations including OC&W and Tilburg University.
Note the high number of visits to cultural events in the domain of popular and community-based
culture among the first and in particularly the second generation Surinamese.
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Appendix 5 Suggestions for ways into the margins

• Non-dominant organisations face similar problems as those in the established cultural domain,
i.e. they need to change and adjust in order to continue to attract the younger generations. In
these processes of change, mutual exchange between the sectors may be fruitful.

• Non-dominant events integrate a broad range of cultural disciplines and attract people from
different age groups. 1 f one wants to learn about these disciplines or wants to reach the first
generations, that is where one can find them.

• Moreover, specifically with regard to young people from non-dominant backgrounds, who are
often portrayed as a nuisance by dominant society, collaboration with organisations such as
Frimangron is essential because they have the expertise to reach and address these youngsters in
ways with which these youngsters feel comfortable.

•       The need to encourage understanding/recognition of non-conventional skills in the dominant
cultural sector can be addressed in collaboration with initiatives such as MAA or KOA. MAA set
up an officially accredited degree (BTEC) in Asian music. KOA designed an alternative
coaching/training scheme that starts from competences rather than from official arts degrees to
create training and employment opportunities for "urban" artists. They provide two examples of
countering the western arts education system, by either extending or challenging it.

•      To overcome celebration and to create legacy, a stronger emphasis on creating employment
opportunities is needed - particularly in the Netherlands. Organisations like CAN in Manchester
or again KOA in Rotterdam provide examples, expertise and 'ways in'.

•      Organisations such as the Arts Ambassadors Unit (AAU) in Manchester and Rotterdam's Multi-
Colour City Programme (MCCP) are essential initiatives that not only raise awareness in the
dominant sector but also offer concrete programmes for change and monitor that change is
affected. That these changes are opposed by some in the dominant sector cannot be a reason to
dismantle these initiatives, but should be an indication o f their necessity.

•     The Dutch established venues would benefit from collaborating with cultural ambassadors (like
those of the AAU) to diversify their audiences and to actively seek out the margins.

•     Zion and Powerhouse give young people the opportunity to turn these spaces into "theirs"  This is
a good lived citizenship practice because, instead of deciding for them, the youngsters can state
what they want to do/organise, are given ownership and the option to learn in practice what it
means in organisational and cultural terms to achieve something. This is a way of generating a

lasting experience, of building legacy.
• Non-dominant performances (and artists or arts organisations) question issues of race, civil

rights, the criminal justice system. the multicultural society, what it means to be British-Asian or
Dutch-Turkish etc. Moreover, they reflect both on dynamics, issues and wrongs in the wider
society and in their respective groups. They thus provide a starting point for or should be
integrated into the debate on identity and integration. This way non-dominant experiences are
valued and made productive and this way they can counter dominant points of view.

•     Safe havens away from the 'society we fight against', those who believe that 'Britain has no right
to the Union Jack', may not be the easiest ways in for those in dominant positions. but these non-
dominant organisations provide however a starting point from which to rewrite history and to
start the process of historical re-visioning. With regard to the arts they can fill in the gaps in the
dominant knowledge of the historical developments ofthe non-dominant cultural sector and/or
provide an alternative reading to the existing dominant literature which mainly highlights the

negative aspects of these histories (e.g. criminalisation).
•     Accept and adopt non-dominant knowledge regarding: experimentation and learning from

mistakes, instead of abolishing pilot schemes after their trial period, building on what is already
there instead of starting somewhere else from scratch; not to celebrate diversity but to grant
people funding or a space to perform; and the need to 'stop talking about diversity, start doing',
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the answer to the question of'how to do diversity' can only be found in collaboration with the
margins.

•       One way of integrating non-dominant knowledge would be to invite people from the non-
dominant sector to turn cultural venues into spaces where non-dominant audiences and
practitioners will feel at home and consider'their space too'. Another way was suggested by
RKS: party-centre managers could be intermediaries between non-dominant organisations,  that
hire these centres for cultural events, and the arts funding system. Managers could also mediate
between the non-dominant groups and the larger established cultural venues in cases where they
want to organise events on a larger scale than possible in the party centres. The party centres also
function as places where culture scouts and others should regularly visit to learn about (recent)
artistic developments within the non-dominant sector (Pires 2001,18).

•         Instead o f problematising these party centres or other non-dominant venues, the positive aspects
have to strengthened and their potentialities/ possibilities recognised and supported.

• Valuing non-dominant cultural spaces for the role they play within non-dominant groups and for
their potential role in the dominant cultural sector would be a way to overcome the dominant
perception of these spaces as a nuisance and their subsequent closures. In both cities, the closure
of non-dominant venues is characterised by a  lack of explanations or by dubious explanations.
The closure of party centres that 'do not fit the urban zoning plan'in urban regeneration schemes
is an example in case.  If that is indeed the case, why are they not relocated to where they are
allowed to operate? Or why not redevelop or at least enhance these facilities (some are indeed
pretty old and in need of refurbishment), up-date them to the current requirements and promote
them as part ofthe regeneration scheme? Proposing this is to question dominant representations
of such venues and the people who make use of them.

•      Accept the need for professional venues and facilities for non-dominant artists and arts
organisations. Both in Rotterdam and Manchester there are many non-dominant initiatives but
too few spaces to experiment, rehearse and perform in. In both cities there is a need to fill the gap
between the large established venues in the centre and the smaller private spaces in the margin.
There is need for (a) middle-scale space(s). Seek out the margins to discuss how this is best
realised.

• These middle-scale venues could also organise regular showcases where the dominant and non-
dominant sectors could meet, where they could present and familiarise themselves with one
another's work and contract the artists for future performances (also in dominant venues).

•     Take the fact that there is competition between non-dominant organisations over the audience's
favour in both cities as a serious indication that there is nothing small, unimportant or amateurish
about this sector!

•      Do not obstruct transnational cultural collaboration by making it increasingly difficult to obtain
visas for artists from abroad to come into the country to perform (not ask for asylum!).

•       And so much more....
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

Stedelijke Paradoxen:
"Geleefd Burgerschap" en de Positie van Diversiteit in de Kunst

Wat is de positie van diversiteit in de kunst in verschillende incorporatie regimes en wat zijn
hiervan de implicaties voor geleefd burgerschap? Dit is de centrale vraag van deze studie. Het
antwoord levert een relevante bijdrage aan de theorievorming over de veranderde relatie tussen

burgerschap, (etnische en culturele) diversiteit en de kunsten. Dit is hard nodig omdat hun on-
derlinge relaties alle drie ter discussie staan in zowel het wetenschappelijke als het publieke
debat. In deze debatten gaat het vaak alleen over de legalistische kant van burgerschap (rechten,
plichten en de institutionele incorporatie van migrantengroepen) of alleen over de problematise-
ring van de culturele kant van burgerschap (identiteit, het gevoel van thuishoren en loyaliteit aan
de nationale staat). Daarnaast verbinden de meeste van deze debatten slechts twee van de drie
begrippen met elkaar. Het belang van het samenvoegen van alle drie de begrippen is dat men op
die manier beter in staat is kritische vragen te stellen bij de nationale context waarin deze debat-
ten gevoerd worden.

Door de massamigratie is de bevolkingssamenstelling in West-Europa veranderd en zijn
de cultuur en identiteit van de migranten op het transnationale vlak komen te liggen. De steeds
diversere bevolkingsamenstelling en culturele praktijken laten zien dat de mythe van de natio-
nale culturele homogeniteit, en het bestaan van Hn nationale culturele ruimte, niet te handhaven

zijn. Tevens zetten deze veranderingen vraagtekens bij hoe inclusief de cultuur van de publieke
culturele instituties is. Met andere woorden, culturele en etnische ontwikkelingen hebben

gevolgen voor de publieke culturele ruimte en roepen vragen op zoals: kunnen burgerschaps-
waarden ook door niet-hoge cultuur doorgegeven worden? Hoe moeten de nationale cultuur 6n
identiteit gedefinieerd worden gezien de veranderingen in de cultuur en in de samenstelling van
de bevolking? En hoe moeten de culturele praktijken van migranten, hier omschreven als de
"niet-dominante culturele sector", in de publieke cultuursector ingebed worden? Om deze vragen
te beantwoorden is een vergelijkend onderzoek verricht in Engeland en Neder-land, waarbij de
steden Manchester en Rotterdam de specifieke casestudies vormen. Dit deel van het onderzoek
concentreert zich grotendeels op de podiumkunsten. De vergelijking is getrokken met behulp van
een inhoudsanalyse van Nederlandse en Engelse nationale, regionale en lokale
cultuurbeleidrapporten, semi-gestructureerde diepte-interviews en veldwerk.

Om inzicht in de processen achter deze vragen te krijgen zal er een beter, inclusiever
begrip van de aan burgerschap verbonden noties zoals democratie, participatie of de gelijkheid
tussen burgers moeten komen. Een kritische bespreking van de literatuur maakt duidelijk dat de
definitie van burgerschap een onvolkomen begrip is, wat aan een vaststaande status, rechten/

plichten en nationale cultuur refereert. Om de hiaten op te vullen wordt in deze studie als cen-
traal concept het begrip "geleefd burgerschap" geintroduceerd. In tegenstelling tot het conventio-
nele begrip van burgerschap, gaat "geleefd burgerschap" uitvaneen proces'. burgerschap als een
proces dat continue gevormd en bestreden wordt in alledaagse praktijken en waarin de dynamiek
in de culturele karakteristieken van burgerschap - zoals identiteit en het gevoet van thuishoren -
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centraal staat. Hiermee verschuift de nadruk van 'ik ben een cultuurloos burger' naar 'ik geef

burgerschap (mede) vorm en mijn cultuur doet ertoe' en krijgt het begrip burgerschap een
openheid waarmee het essentialiseren van de 'zelf en de 'ander' voorkomen wordt.

Deze herziening van het begrip burgerschap heeft een aantal gevolgen: a) de discussie
over hoe migrantengroepen in de westerse samenleving geintegreerd moeten worden, kunnen
niet langer gevoerd worden van uit de gedachte dat alleen 'zij' (de migranten) daar iets voor
moeten doen of laten. Geleefd burgerschap impliceert dat de ontwikkelingen in identiteitsvor-
ming onder zowel de dominante als de niet-dominante groepen in een samenleving onder de
loep genomen moeten worden. In het geval van de dominante groep betekent dit een kritische
evaluatie van hoe de gevestigde, alledaagse praktijken tevens mechanismen van uitsluiting
kunnen zijn. Men moet doordrongen raken van het feit dat voor alle groepen geldt dat de
culturele kant van burgerschap in flux is en dat daardoor het hele begrip van burgerschap niets
anders kan zijn dan een proces. Geleefde burgerschap is eindeloos 'in wording' in plaats van een
vaststaande status en identiteit.

b) Ook moeten de noties van homogeniteit, universalisme en onpartijdigheid, begrippen
die eveneens sterk aan het conventionele begrip van burgerschap verbonden zijn, kritisch
beschouwd worden voor wat betreft hun 'inclusiviteit'. Van de dominante groep vraagt dit een
bewustwording van de geprivilegieerde positie (die als universeel wordt beschouwd) die zij in-
nemen en van het feit dat algemene processen/maatregelen verschillende groepen in de samen-
leving verschillend beinvloeden. Dit vergt van de doniinante groep dat zij hun eigen (alledaags)
racisme onder ogen zien.

c) Tenslotte baseert geleefd burgerschap zich op de alledaagse praktijken van publieke
instituties en burgers. De praktijken van de publieke instituties moeten onderzocht worden om-
dat democratie door deze instituties geeffectueerd wordt. Het is dus in deze instituties waar
macht gedeeld moet worden en waar de mate waarin diversiteit geaccepteerd is duidelijk wordt.
Hiertoe moet de Structurele organisatie van deze instituties dn de beeldvorming over niet-
dominante groepen - die de alledaagse praktijken van deze instituties beinvloedt - geanalyseerd,
gedeconstrueerd en overkomen worden. Het deconstrueren van beeldvorming is belangrijk om-
dat het laat zien hoe de westerse culturele ervaringen universeel zijn geworden en dat zij de
norm vormen waartegen andere culturen gemeten worden. Daarom is een essentieel onderdeel
van geleefd burgerschap het structureel en conscientieus opzoeken van de 'marge' van de
samenleving. Deze marges worden opgevat als plaatsen die niet alleen gemarginaliseerd zijn,
maar die zowel losstaan van en verbonden zijn met de dominante maatschappij, waardoor ze een
'radicale openheid' kunnen krijgen. Door deze marges op te zoeken kan men leren van bijvoor-
beeld de alternatieve cultuur- en burgerschapspraktijken die men daar aantreft.

De methodologische concepten die ik heb gebruikt zijn: 'Thirdspace'. 'politics of loca-
tion' en 'incorporatie regimes'. Thirdspace gaat uit van een 'trialectiek van ruimtelijkheid' en
maakt onderscheid maakt tussen de reele, waargenomen ruimte (Firstspace), de verbeelde ruimte
(Secondspace) en de geleefde ruimte of de ruimte van verzet (Thirdspace).  Het  is in de interactie
van deze ruimten dat 'iets anders', iets nieuws, kan ontstaan. In deze studie is dat geleefd burger-
schap en inclusieve culturele praktijken. Om niet te blijven steken in abstracte en universele
termen - zoats bij conventionele studies naar burgerschap vaak het geval is - zijn de historische,
sociale en ruimtelijke aspecten van deze locaties in acht genomen. Richtinggevend daarbij is het
begrip 'politics of location'. een concept uit de feministische wetenschappelijke literatuur wat
zowel een directe verwijzing is naar verscheidenheid/diversiteit als een methode om de
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geprivilegieerde positie en identiteit van het Westen te onderzoeken. De incorporatie regimes die

vergeleken worden zijn Engeland (liberaal) en Nederland (corporatistisch).
Ondanks uitgebreide verschillen in de organisatie van het publieke culturele veld in

Engeland en Nederland, zijn de overeenkomsten opvallend. Zo is er in beide landen nauwelijks
diversiteit onder bestuursleden en personen op hogere functies; is er sprake van een 'etnicering
van banen', diegenen met diversiteitstaken zijn zelf van een niet-dominante komaf; is diversiteit
een project en geen structureel onderdeel van de organisatie of is diversiteit toebedeeld aan een

perifere afdeling. Daarnaast vinden cultureel diverse voorstellingen plaats op de kleine podia en
vormen vaak onderdeel van een specifiek programma: een multicultureel festival of "cultuur
special" Onder de gesubsidieerde culturele organisaties in beide landen treft men weinig niet-
dominante organisaties aan en over het algemeen ontvangen zij kleinere en alleen kortlopende
subsidies in plaats van structurele subsidie. Dus niet alleen het verschil in het soort subsidie en
de hoogte daarvan onderscheidt dominante en niet-dominante culturele organisaties van elkaar,
maar ook de sector waaraan ze worden toebedeeld. ln de publieke culturele ruimte, kort gezegd,

neemt diversiteit een marginale positie in.
Naast de hierboven genoemde mechanismen van uitsluiting zijn er in deze studie meer-

dere uitsluitingpraktijken onderscheidden, die onder andere voortkomen uit de negatieve domi-
nante beeldvorming over de culturele praktijken van migranten en de eurocentrische toepassing
van het kwaliteitsbegrip: de westerse cultuur is nog steeds de norm, op diversiteit worden andere
normen toegepast dan op westerse kunst, racisme wordt ontkend of culturele diversiteitbeleid
wordt met te weinig middelen geYmplementeerd waardoor het geen kans van slagen heeft (zie
figuur 8.1 in hoofdstuk 8 voor de volledige lijst van mechanismen van uitsluiting) Verder is cul-
turele diversiteit in beide landen ingebed een welzijnsdiscours en zit het gevangen in de gemeen-

schapskunstsector (Engeland) of in de amateurkunstsector (Nederland). Anders gesteld: de niet-
dominante culturele praktijken worden niet als kunst maar als cultuur beschouwd. Het gaat dan
om kunstvormen die voornamelijk plaatsvinden in decentrale locaties in de wijken (wijkcentra,
private gemeenschapshuizen of partycentra). Deze geografische marginaliteit versterkt de margi-
nale positie van diversiteit in gevestigde culturele instituties. In beide landen is er dus sprake van
een culturele en ruimtelilk scheiding tussen dominante en niet-dominante kunstvormen. De grote
paradox betreffende diversiteit in de kunst bestaat uit het streven om op basis van gelijkwaardig-
heid en met behulp van beleid, integratie en sociale cohesie te realiseren maar dit resulteert in
differentiatie, bestendiging en segregatie.

De bevindingen van deze studie vragen, wil men de pretentie van een open samenleving
handhaven, om een verbreding van de focus op de gevestigde, hoge cultuur; om een herziening
van het westerse cultuur- en kwaliteitsbegrip; om de bestrijding van de mechanismen van uit-
sluiting en de negatieve beeldvorming omtrent niet-dominante cultuurpraktuken; om het actief
betrekken van personen uit de niet-dominante culturele sector bij alle stappen in de beleid- en
besluitvorming en de uitvoering van het beleid; om het actief opzoeken en positief integreren
van de 'marge' met een open houding ten opzichte van de sub- en transnationale dynamieken in
cultuur en identiteit. Om een insluitende democratische samenleving te bevorderen, bezien door
de lens van geleefd burgerschap, zijn radicale veranderingen in de publieke cultuursector vereist.
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